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When and Why Is a Pioneer: History and Heritage 
in Library and Information Science
W. Boyd Rayward
All the past we leave behind,
We debouch upon a newer mightier world, varied world,
Fresh and strong the world we seize, world of labor and the march,
Pioneers! O Pioneers!
—Walt Whitman
The Importance of History
Underlying this collection of papers is a belief in the value of history in 
helping us to achieve a reasonably full understanding of current trends of 
development in what we might call society’s “knowledge apparatus” and in 
the institutional arrangements to which libraries and information services 
are central. Such a historically based understanding presents a richer, more 
considered context for planning for the future than would otherwise be 
possible. I am intrigued by the paradox that history is only in part about 
the past. History provides us with a way to think about the present and the 
future. Because we can never know it directly, it is actually constituted and 
reconstituted by what we bring to it from our ever-changing presents. It 
offers the opportunity to question both simplistic descriptions and quick 
and easy explanations of what seems to be happening, what seems to be 
the case in the present. It also offers the opportunity from the ever-chang-
ing perspective of the present to go back to reassess what seems to have 
happened, what seems to have been the case in the past and how it has 
inﬂ uenced the present. It is this dialectical process that keeps history as a 
discipline always unﬁ nished and alive.
 The idea that we learn from the past seems to me powerful in its impli-
cations, but it is not easy to grasp how we learn or what is actually learned. 
I suspect that what is most important in what we learn from the past is not 
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really direct and instrumental, though we often seem to think it is. The old 
saying that those who do not understand the past are destined to repeat 
it seems to me essentially a rhetorical ploy designed to support a desired 
course of action in the present. Nothing is ever the same, not even from 
one minute to the next let alone across extended periods of time or from 
place to place. One cannot simply apply history in a given situation, though 
every situation has a historical context that can illuminate the situation. And 
yet, there are continuities, parallelisms, similarities—one moment is indeed 
much like the next until time gradually exaggerates the differences or 
something striking happens to create a change in the course of events.
 Thus, I see “history” as problematic conceptually—the past is slippery 
and exists only in viewpoint-dependent recreations. It is problematic analyti-
cally—what uses can we reasonably make of historically based argument? 
Because of the difﬁ culties history presents, it is easy to dismiss it as arcane 
or irrelevant in the face of the pressing exigencies of the current moment, 
especially in relation to a group of modern library and information sci-
ence–based occupations reconstituting themselves around cutting-edge 
technology.
 But we are nothing without a past. Personal, social, and institutional 
identities are inevitably created in important ways by experience through 
time, that is, historically. Not only how we think but what we think and when 
we are able to think it depend to some degree on historical circumstance. 
Each time we seek from historians an account of something important to 
us as a group—a profession, the lay public, a cadre of scholars—the past 
changes because of what the group as consumers of history, and histo-
rians as its producers, bring to it and seek from it. What is brought to it 
are different frames of references and knowledge of the current status of 
the cumulating record of earlier historical studies. These help determine 
what will be recognized now as important both as historical evidence and 
as explanation. What is sought from the past are different kinds of under-
standing that may involve possible and desired explanations, sometimes 
justiﬁ cation for a particular state of affairs, sometimes reassurance—or 
perhaps the opposite, conﬁ rmation of our fears and trepidation—about the 
direction of events. But most generally what is sought may be described as 
a rather amorphous awareness of having attained a special insight into the 
phenomena, the events, the personalities under historical investigation.
 In bringing these observations to library and information science (LIS), 
one may argue that LIS as a ﬁ eld and the interrelated communities of 
practice that it entails are in the midst of major transformations under the 
impact of new technologies. These technologies and the social, economic, 
and political circumstances of their development and use seem to be lead-
ing to a restructuring of society’s “knowledge apparatus” and the libraries 
and information services of various kinds that have been and will continue 
to be an important part of this apparatus. LIS institutions are a fundamental 
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component of the infrastructure by means of which societies manage ac-
cess to public information through time. They store, retrieve, and provide 
information in anticipation of use. Their commitment to time is essential, 
deﬁ nitional, and helps to establish their particular role in relation to other 
components of society’s information infrastructure.
 It seems particularly important in a period of great sociotechnical 
change to try to understand the background of LIS as a ﬁ eld of research 
and development and the professional practices and organizational struc-
tures it incorporates. How can we best reassess its roots and the ideas and 
ideologies (the belief structures) that have shaped the systems and organi-
zational arrangements within which work in LIS is currently being carried 
out? How can we relate these developments to the demographic, economic, 
technical, social, and other changes that provide the context for LIS and 
within which it is ultimately constituted? In the light of new developments 
in LIS, what aspects of its past are now being thrown into relief, becoming 
newly visible and relevant to us in the present in ways that might not have 
been apparent at an earlier period? What can we think about now that did 
not seem possible in the past? How can we now think about the present and 
plan for the future in the light of our understanding of historical develop-
ments and circumstances?
Heritage: Who Is a pioneer?
One way of trying to ﬁ nd answers to such questions is to identify those 
who have been in some way important in the development of the ﬁ eld 
either in terms of their research and theoretical writings or in terms of 
institutional developments of various kinds for which they were primarily 
responsible. Their distinction as pioneers may be attributed to them by their 
contemporaries and conﬁ rmed by subsequent historical analysis, or their 
distinction may be discovered or recognized later. It is important, however, 
to understand that the determination of who is a pioneer and why is always 
changing.
 At one level of analysis we might say that pioneers are those who happen 
to have been present at a particular time and left traces of their presence 
behind. They are those from whom, in a complex, potentially anonymous 
process of transmission, we inherit documents, ideas, complex problems, 
and technology—the four aspects of heritage relevant to LIS according 
to Buckland (2004, p.171) . The pioneers in Whitman’s great poem, “Pio-
neers! O Pioneers!” were at one level the anonymous multitudes who were 
pushing westward and settling the frontiers of the United States at the time 
he was writing—“tan-faced children” with pistols and axes, the Colorado 
men, and “the central races” from Nebraska, Arkansas, and Missouri. But 
at another more symbolic level the pioneers represented for Whitman the 
restless energy and progress of a youthful nation assuming leadership from 
a moribund Europe:
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have the elder races halted?
Do they droop and end their lesson, wearied over there beyond the seas?
We take up the task eternal, and the burden and the lesson
O Pioneer! O Pioneers!
The task of the pioneers is to shoulder the burden of sacriﬁ ce that their 
work exacts and prepare the way for the future—“the followers there in 
embryo wait behind.” What is inherited from them is a fully opened nation 
and the new exemplary way of life it epitomizes.
 The parallel to these pioneers today would be all of those who, anony-
mous but committed to the impending transformations, labor to harness 
the new technology, create new systems, and offer new services; they are 
hard at work transforming the organizational contexts within which the 
technology, systems, and services are incorporated. At each stage of de-
velopment in LIS, as in any other area of human endeavor, can be found 
these faceless, dedicated laborers who create, transmit, and constantly add 
to our heritage of documents, ideas, complex problems, and technology, 
to echo Buckland again. Symbolically, these are the Colorado men and 
women who are preparing the way for the new knowledge apparatus of the 
future, however we describe what this apparatus comprises and seems to be 
becoming. They are the individuals who provide us with our heritage, and 
we celebrate them as forbears. Without them, libraries, librarianship, and 
what we call information science—all that is now entailed in the ﬁ eld of 
study, instruction, and professional practice that we rubricate LIS—would 
not have existed at all or in the form that we understand them to have as-
sumed today.
Why and When Is a pioneer
But while such a view may lead to celebration and the breathless apos-
trophizing of which Whitman is a master, the attempt to understand this 
heritage—to create plausible evidence-based narratives about people, ac-
tions, and events in the past and to situate them in the contexts that such 
narratives must construct to give the people, actions. and events meaning—is 
to engage in historical analysis. Once we begin to examine historically par-
ticular aspects of the heritage of LIS, faces begin to emerge of those who 
were inﬂ uential in its development, who actually produced particular ideas 
and documents, articulated new ideological reformulations to undergird 
professional practices, designed actual systems, found new uses for emerg-
ing technology, and created and led the organizations that are of current 
interest. They become individuals who have taken on identity in terms of 
time and place and are set apart from the mass because of some special 
distinction. They are pioneers not in the sense of simply being there or 
being ﬁ rst but because they can be shown to have had a palpable inﬂ uence 
on developments that are important from the point of view of those who 
write about them in the present. But it is also important to recognize that 
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whoever is a pioneer of this kind is not necessarily known as such during 
their lifetime or even now. We create such pioneers from our own perspective 
when we attempt to assess the nature and extent of their achievements, often 
comparatively by reference to the achievements of others. To decide when 
and why a pioneer becomes a pioneer is essentially an historical task.
 In their article in this issue of Library Trends, Melanie Kimball, Christine 
Jenkins, and Betsy Hearne stress the role of Efﬁ e Power as representative of 
an important group of pioneering ﬁ gures. In their earliest discussions with 
the editor about their article, Kimball, Jenkins, and Hearne sought to ﬁ nd 
a way to study Power’s work from what we might call the Whitmanesque 
point of view. They were concerned with her role as one among many in 
the emergence of an ever-widening network of individuals from whose 
collaborative work modern approaches to children’s literature and library 
services derive in important ways. For them, the important historical phe-
nomenon seemed to be the network of individuals who were contributing 
to developments at this time. They were concerned, therefore, that singling 
out one person risked distorting what was happening, unless the study of 
this individual was considered a form of synecdoche in standing for the 
study of the many, perhaps in lieu of a collective biography of some kind. 
And yet in a curious sense, Power to some degree resisted Kimball, Jenkins, 
and Hearne’s efforts at synecdoche. When they analyzed Power’s profes-
sional activities and writings, the reception of her work in her own time and 
its implications in ours, they found that she was in fact distinctive and that 
her leadership role was widely acknowledged by her contemporaries. It is 
because of this distinction that her work is available for study and can be 
used, as Kimball, Jenkins, and Hearne use it, as the basis for an historical 
argument about the dissemination of ideas and normative practices about 
library work for children in the early decades of the twentieth century.
 But pioneers can also be made or discovered within the residues of the 
past. They can be rescued as it were from oblivion when the nature of what 
they did or wrote is perceived to have a new or special signiﬁ cance that it did 
not have at an earlier time. Why should we be interested in a middle-aged 
female librarian ﬁ red in 1950 from her post in the Bartlesville Public Library 
for including subversive literature in her collection? Miss Ruth Brown in a 
sense has been created by Louise Robbins’s important book The Dismissal 
of Miss Ruth Brown: Civil Rights, Censorship and the American Library (1996).
The quietly principled stand this woman took over the attempts to censor 
what were called subversive materials leads to Robbins’s revelation that 
there were other more deep-seated and hidden reasons for her dismissal, 
notably her equally quiet but principled stand on racial integration of the 
library’s services. We now see her as a ﬁ gure of importance in the process by 
which public libraries became sites where fundamental social values can be 
asserted and contested, and as such she contributed to the formation and 
consolidation of professional values of equally profound importance.
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 Jonathan Furner’s article in this issue seeks to rescue and privilege the 
work of Margaret Egan, who for many has simply been known as coauthor 
of several papers by the much better known Jesse Shera. Tarcisio Zandon-
ade examines Shera’s ideas about social epistemology and the recognition, 
if only minimal, that these ideas have recently received in mainstream 
epistemological studies. But for Furner, Shera owes an important debt to 
Egan in the development of these ideas, and he attempts to identify why 
and how this is so using the relatively recent methodology of bibliometrics. 
The reassessments and the rediscoveries that Robbins’s book and Furner’s 
article represent provide examples of some of the ways in which the concept 
of a “pioneer” is negotiable.
History, Heritage, Biography, Autobiography
To study the work of pioneers as they have been deﬁ ned for this is-
sue of Library Trends is to raise questions about the relationship between 
biography and history and the issues of heritage that stimulate the formal 
study of those whom we designate pioneers. Good biography is an impor-
tant form of historical writing, though the biographical impulse can lead 
to hagiography, which is surely bad history as well as bad biography (see, 
for example, Dawe, 1932).
 There is a pyramid of biographical resources and studies in the ﬁ eld 
of LIS. At the most basic Whitmanesque level are all those claiming mem-
bership in the professional associations, such as the American Library As-
sociation, various special library associations, and the American Society for 
Information Science and Technology, that help give “social” shape to the 
ﬁ eld of LIS in the United States. Their names and afﬁ liations appear in 
membership directories issued by the associations. At a slightly higher level 
in terms of systematically presented biographical detail are contemporary 
biographical directories or dictionaries. In the United States, Who’s Who in 
Library Service was ﬁ rst published in 1933 with subsequent editions at roughly 
ten yearly intervals (1943, 1955, 1966). In 1970 this became A Biographical 
Directory of Librarians in the United States and Canada (Ash & Uhlendorf, 
1970) and in 1982 Who’s Who in Library and Information Services (Lee, 1982).
Such directories aim at comprehensive coverage, and the detail of entries 
is provided by the subjects. With the passage of time such works become in-
dispensable sources for the historian and biographer. (There are equivalent 
directories in the United Kingdom [Landau, 1954, 1972].) An important 
development of these sorts of directories in the digital environment is the 
Pioneers of Information Science project developed by Bob Williams and 
maintained on the American Society for Information Science and Technol-
ogy (ASIST) Web site (American Society for Information Science, 1996). 
Because of the way in which information science developed historically and 
has been “institutionalized” in ASIST, many ﬁ gures important in library 
development are listed among these pioneers.
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 The most important “collective” biographical work in the ﬁ eld is The 
Dictionary of American Library Biography (DALB) (Wynar, 1978) and its two 
substantial supplements (Wiegand, 1990; Davis, 2003). To be included the 
subjects must be deceased and their contributions judged to have enduring 
importance. The DALB and its supplements are now standard reference 
works and are models of the particular kind of historical scholarship exem-
pliﬁ ed in the monumental United Kingdom Dictionary of National Biography
(a major revision of which is about to be made available electronically as 
well as in print) and the Dictionary of American Biography (now revised as 
the American National Biography and also available in print and online).
Similarly authoritative biographical entries are to be found in the several 
editions of what became the World Encyclopedia of Library and Information 
Services (Wedgeworth, 1980, 1986, 1993). The articles in these works are 
intended to provide relatively brief, biographically complete, scholarly ac-
counts in a standard format with sources noted. A different, more modest 
approach to listing past ﬁ gures judged to be of continuing importance in 
the British scene is represented by Munford’s small but indispensable hand-
book, Who Was Who in British Librarianship, 1899–1985 (1987). On a more 
occasional basis, The ALA Yearbook (1976–83) in the course of its eight-year 
life published a number of short biographical entries related to current 
ﬁ gures of some note who were in the library news. Unlike entries in the 
DALB and the World Encyclopedia, however, the entries in The ALA Yearbook
were not carefully researched historical pieces but rather good journalism 
that twenty years later represents a biographical resource that should not 
be overlooked. Several of the papers in this issue of Library Trends draw on 
this range of resources for fundamental biographical detail.
 LIS has attracted its share of autobiographies. These are works that 
assert the importance of their authors by the mere fact of publication 
and thus stake their claim to be pioneers. The importance of such works 
grows as time passes and as they can be increasingly regarded as historical 
documents available for critical scrutiny and uses that may be different 
from—and even antithetical to—their authors’ intentions. In effect these 
autobiographies are the idiosyncratically ﬂ eshed-out entries their authors 
provide in the “who’s who” publications mentioned above. One may note 
by way of example Eshelman’s No Silence! A Library Life (1997), Gaver’s A 
Braided Cord: Memoirs of a School Librarian (1988), Metcalf’s two volumes 
of reminiscences (1980, 1988), and Ellsworth’s curious Ellsworth on Ells-
worth: An Unchronological, Mostly True Account . . . (1980). There are similar 
works by English librarians, such as Benge’s Confessions of a Lapsed Librarian
(1984).
 Such works are by deﬁ nition not historical or scholarly in the usual 
sense, and the motivations that produce them are various. They can, how-
ever, provide considerable insight into their subjects and the events or 
personalities that are touched on as the stories they tell unfold. The impor-
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tance of an autobiography published thirty-eight years ago at the end of a 
long and distinguished career as a basis for a complex historical analysis is 
demonstrated in Mary Niles Maack’s article on Suzanne Briet.
 This issue of Library Trends also contains such an autobiographical piece 
of the greatest interest by someone who has been a leader in her ﬁ eld for 
many years. Marcia Bates’s reminiscences of her graduate studies at the Uni-
versity of California at Berkeley in the late 1960s—at the time information 
science was beginning to revolutionize library school curricula—highlights 
the importance of a period and a subject in need of further investigation. 
One of the values of her article is its suggestion of avenues by which such 
a study might be approached. It also brings into sharp relief the changes 
that have occurred since the struggles of Perry, Daniels, and Gillis to create 
professional library education in California ﬁ fty years earlier, as discussed 
in Hansen’s article.
 Over the years there has been a very slight trickle of excellent, carefully 
researched formal biographies such as, to be highly and idiosyncratically 
selective, Williamson on Poole (1963), Holley on Evans (1963), Sparks on 
William Warner Bishop (1993), and more recently Wiegand’s magisterial 
volume on Dewey (1996). Kister on Eric Moon (2002) had the slightest 
fris son of scandal about it when it came out, and because it deals with a 
contemporary ﬁ gure it is not quite in the same category as the work of Wie-
gand and the others. In the United Kingdom much of “library” biography 
seems to be associated with W. A. Munford, who was involved in studies of 
Louis Stanley Jast (Fry and Munford, 1966), James Duff Brown (1968), and 
Edward Edwards (1963), as well as various biographical compilations, though 
one should also mention such standard works as Miller’s on Panizzi (1988). 
All of these biographies are full-scale works whose main focus is the lives of 
their subjects and the narrative task that brings the subjects to life.
 Two collective works resemble in part what is attempted in this issue 
of Library Trends. In 1953 Emily Danton edited Pioneering Leaders in Librari-
anship for the American Library Association, which contained seventeen 
short biographical studies. This volume was the eighth and last of a series 
of small volumes published by the American Library Association entitled 
American Library Pioneers; the series had begun in 1924 with a study of 
John Shaw Billings by Harry Lydenberg. The other collective biography 
similar to this issue of Library Trends, of librarians of Congress, initially ap-
peared as a series of articles in the Library of Congress Quarterly (Librarians 
of Congress,1977). It is worthy of note that, apart from the recent Dewey 
biography by Wiegand and the necessarily limited work of the Round 
Table on Library History, the American Library Association no longer 
seems to pay attention to the history of the profession it represents or to 
be interested in those who create that history, unlike the American Society 
for Information Science and Technology, which has a strong recent record 
of historical work.
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LIBRARY TRENDS: Pioneers in Library and 
Information Science
The works mentioned above allow the similarities and differences of this 
“pioneers” issue of Library Trends to be highlighted. The pioneers involved 
are all important for various reasons as noted below. But the notion of “pio-
neers” is intended to function as an heuristic for detailed analysis of aspects 
of the past in the light of present trends of development and vice versa. The 
articles here have no particular theoretical- or subject-based connection, 
nor were they prepared according to any particular formula as are entries 
in biographical dictionaries. The articles were not intended to be primarily 
biographical in focus, though they necessarily have a strong biographical 
element. They were also not intended to celebrate our professional heritage 
and the heroic achievements of those whose work we might now designate 
as pioneering, though some of the articles inevitably do a little eulogizing 
in passing. Rather, the articles are intended to offer detailed critical assess-
ments of matters of importance employing methods that were appropriate 
to what the authors conceived their task to be. Methodologically most of 
the papers are historical and use the documentary sources indispensable to 
all good historical work. But oral history is of fundamental importance, for 
example for La Barre’s article, as is bibliometrics for Furner’s and Dubin’s 
articles,) and a form of textual analysis for Beghtol’s.
 Each contribution to this issue of Library Trends studies some aspect 
of the body of work of an individual who can be argued to have played an 
important role in the development of LIS. The individuals dealt with in 
these articles may be considered to be important in part because
• they were inﬂ uential in their time in establishing a direction of develop-
ment; or, not quite the same thing, they epitomize something about the 
status and direction of development in their time;
• although overlooked at the time, their ideas can now be seen as having 
captured something valuable to the deﬁ nition or development of the 
ﬁ eld;
• their ideas are of continuing importance in helping us understand and 
perhaps shape current developments;
• though some of their ideas may have achieved “iconic” status and are 
often referred to in passing, they are in need of reevaluation in the light 
of current trends.
The contributions of pioneers as revealed in the articles in this issue of 
Library Trends can take a variety of forms, such as
• a literature important for theory, practice, and research—for example, 
the articles by Beghtol on James Duff Brown, Furner and Zandonade 
on Egan and Shera’s ideas about social epistemology, Kester and Jones 
on Frances Henne and the evolution of school library standards, Black 
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on Lionel McColvin’s ideas about national planning of library service in 
the United Kingdom, and La Barre on Richmond’s work for classiﬁ ca-
tion;
• innovations in information systems and services—such as (at one emerg-
ing information science extreme) Dubin on Gerard Salton’s vector space 
model of information retrieval and (at the other library service extreme) 
Kimball, Jenkins, and Hearne on Efﬁ e Power’s work for children’s library 
service and literature;
• important institutional developments in the organization and provision 
of library and information services—such as Gunselman on the work of 
Marvin and Isom in Oregan, Jumonville on Essae Culver in Louisiana, 
Hansen on the ultimately competing early attempts at the provision of 
library education in California, and Cragin on Forster Mohrhardt’s work 
as LIS diplomat;
• a combination of the above—to be especially noted here are Marcia 
Bates’s memoir on early information science education and Mary Niles 
Maack’s article on Briet.
In preparing this issue of Library Trends, we looked for studies of pioneering 
ﬁ gures from both librarianship and information science. We also hoped to 
generalize its contents beyond the United States, though in the ﬁ nal analy-
sis we had room for only three articles not dealing with American ﬁ gures. 
They are included because of the contrast they provide and the unexpected 
light they throw on developments in the United States. Beghtol argues 
for a reexamination of James Duff Brown’s classiﬁ cationist ideas in the 
context of modern approaches to the organization of knowledge, and her 
article can be read in conjunction with La Barre’s account of Richmond’s 
later ideas about classiﬁ cation. Alistair Black provides a fascinating account 
of the tension between local provision and national planning of library 
services in the United Kingdom in his study of Lionel McColvin, which 
offers a counterpoint to Jumonville’s article on the provision of statewide 
services in Louisiana by Essae Culver, and Gunselman’s study of the work 
of Marvin and Isom in Oregon. Maack’s article on Briet introduces a series 
of contributions in France, which is related conceptually to the work on 
documentation by Shera, Egan, and others in the United States in the 1950s 
to which so much of the early history of information science is linked.
 Each of the articles that follows incorporates many if not all of the 
following elements: a brief biographical sketch; an account of the state of 
affairs both broadly social and more narrowly professional and technical 
at the time the individuals began to make their contributions; a detailed 
analytical examination of the work involved; a critical assessment of how 
the work was received; relevant developments today that suggest a contem-
porary framework for evaluating the work; and comprehensive references 
to the relevant literature.
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 My hope is that these papers will stimulate interest in the historical 
study of aspects of library and information science by suggesting the neces-
sarily endless range of possibilities for exploration that the ﬁ eld presents 
to the curious. And so perhaps in the ﬁ nal analysis, my hope is that this 
issue of Library Trends ultimately contests the claims that Whitman asserted 
for his pioneers in the epigraph that began this paper. Perhaps we do not, 
can never, and should not attempt to leave the past behind. Perhaps the 
newer, mightier, more varied world upon which we debouch, for surely it 
has been such for pioneers of all times, is so only because of our search 
for understanding in and of the past from which the world as we know it 
emerges. Yet, to be sure, we can claim along with Whitman:
Fresh and strong the world we seize, world of labor and the march,
Pioneers! O Pioneers
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Information Science at the University of 
California at Berkeley in the 1960s: 
A Memoir of Student Days
Marcia J. Bates
Abstract
The author’s experiences as a master’s and doctoral student at the Uni-
versity of California at Berkeley School of Library and Information Studies 
during a formative period in the history of information science, 1966–71, 
are described. The relationship between documentation and information 
science as experienced in that program is discussed, as well as the various 
inﬂ uences, both social and intellectual, that shaped the author’s under-
standing of information science at that time.
Introduction
I am writing this article not to claim myself as a pioneer of information 
science but rather to describe what it was like to be a student in the pioneer-
ing days of information science. There is much discussion nowadays of the 
history of information science, and in some instances it is argued that the 
early twentieth-century documentation theories of Paul Otlet (1990) and 
Suzanne Briet (n.d./1951) were the intellectual antecedents of informa-
tion science. I am not a historian of the ﬁ eld, and I make no claim one 
way or the other about its historical roots. The understanding I developed 
of information science as a doctoral student in the 1960s at the University 
of California at Berkeley (U.C. Berkeley), however, had little to do with 
Otlet, Briet, or documentation in general. We saw information science as 
something brand new that was drawing on a range of earlier ideas, to be 
sure, but those sources were from realms very different from documenta-
tion. I believe that some of these sources are being lost sight of in the 
current discussion of the history of information science. In what follows, 
I present a memoir of my experience as a student at a formative moment 
Marcia J. Bates, Dept. of Information Studies, University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), 
Los Angeles, CA 90095-1520
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in information science and describe the effort, as I saw it, to develop the 
ﬁ eld as a meaningful, distinctive discipline in one large doctoral program 
in a major university.
Becoming a Master in Library Science Student
Sometimes in life we fall into where we were meant to be all along. 
Upon returning from Peace Corps service in Thailand, where I had taught 
English as a foreign language in two Thai high schools, I was confronted 
with the same question I had had as a fresh college graduate before I left: 
What should I do with the rest of my life? While sorting this out, I went to 
live with my parents in Lafayette, California, just over the hills from the 
University of California at Berkeley. I went down to Berkeley to take aptitude 
tests and get career counseling. It must be remembered that this was 1965, 
and women did not routinely get career guidance. Most female life-models 
for me in those years were homemakers. In fact, despite having attended 
Pomona College, one of the top liberal arts colleges in the country, I did 
not personally know a female Ph.D. in a tenure-track position until a high 
school girlfriend got her doctorate and an academic position.
 The woman counselor was blunt: With my Phi Beta Kappa key and B.A. 
from a good college, about all that was available to me was to “type or teach.” 
In those days, that meant working as a secretary or teaching in elementary 
or high school. In fact, at that time, the University of California required 
its secretaries to have bachelor’s degrees. Other, more remunerative jobs 
for B.A.’s at the university went to men. The counselor said I would have to 
do graduate work of some kind if I wanted an interesting job of any other 
type. The high school children I had taught in Thailand had been far bet-
ter behaved than typical American high school students, yet I disliked the 
little disciplining I had had to do there. I knew I did not want to teach in 
U.S. high schools.
 I sensed that this was the ﬁ rst straight talk I had ever heard about careers 
and knew that she was right. The trouble was that I did not feel like going 
back to school. My undergraduate schooling had been very intense, and 
I wanted to play for awhile. What was worse, in the aptitude tests I scored 
right down the middle on everything—interested in everything and noth-
ing. What was I to do? I went to the career information center and looked 
through the brochures for graduate programs. I looked for the program 
with the shortest time to attain a degree—maybe if the schooling did not 
last too long, I could stand it. The library program at Berkeley took just 
one calendar year. I applied.
 The admissions ofﬁ cer at the library school asked me if I had ever read 
anything by Theodore Dreiser. I had not, which worried me a bit, but I was 
admitted anyway. I needed money, however, as the arrangement with my 
parents had always been that they would support me through college but 
not beyond. I applied at the newly founded Institute for Library Research 
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(ILR), which was associated with the library school, and was hired as a 
graduate assistant by Ralph Shoffner.
 In the ﬁ rst semester in the master in library science (M.L.S.) program, 
I studied book selection, cataloging, reference services, and the history of 
the book. Leroy Merritt, who later founded the short-lived library program 
at the University of Oregon in Eugene, taught book selection with a strong 
academic library orientation. I became expert at consulting book auction 
catalogs for out-of-print books. Roger Levinson, a ﬁ ne printer by trade, 
conveyed his deep love of books as physical objects as he expounded on 
them in class in the Rare Book Room of the library.
 The library school had its quarters on the top ﬂ oor of the main Doe 
Library. Desks for students ran in alcoves next to the windows around the 
outer wall of the ﬂ oor. The main library was walled off from the student 
quarters, and the library for the school was carved out of a portion of the 
main library stacks. (Later, the school moved into South Hall, the oldest 
building on campus, which had been renovated for its occupancy.) I was 
greatly relieved that, as a graduate student, I had direct access to the general 
stacks of the main library; undergraduates and visitors were not allowed in 
the stacks and had to handwrite request cards for every book they wanted 
to examine.
 The atmosphere at the ILR made an interesting contrast with the more 
humanities-oriented world of the library program. The ILR was housed 
on the second ﬂ oor of an old “temporary” building on campus that was 
supposed to be torn down at the end of World War II. The building was 
painted a pale institutional green and looked like those quickly constructed 
wooden military units seen in World War II movies. The ILR was directed 
by Robert Hayes at the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA), 
but Ralph Shoffner ran the institute on a day-to-day basis at Berkeley; I 
reported to him or to others he directed. Shoffner has long since gone on 
to found his own consulting ﬁ rm in Oregon, but at the time he was not 
many years from a very intense engineering education with an emphasis on 
operations research at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). 
He had a driven quality, a ﬁ erce grin, and a wry sense of humor. He lived 
and breathed systems analysis, and every one of the ILR’s projects was ap-
proached in a system-analytic way. Systems analysis itself was not so old then; 
in fact, one of its pioneers, Wes Churchman, taught at U.C. Berkeley.
 Everything I was learning while a graduate assistant was new to me; I 
was unsure of myself and asked questions till I must have driven Shoffner 
crazy. Trained in the discursive language of the humanities, I found this new 
way of thinking utterly different, absorbing, and interesting. In the course 
of the ﬁ rst year I worked there, this way of thinking literally transformed 
how my mind worked. Gradually, I realized that I had an aptitude for this 
particular type of analytical thought. I worked on a project to speed up 
interlibrary loan processes among the University of California campuses by 
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using fax machines to communicate between campuses; I also worked on 
a project to get the contents of the catalog of the California State Library 
in Sacramento into machine-readable form. In those days, there was no 
“online”; the machine-readable records were used to produce printed book 
catalogs. I soon formed a plan to become a library systems analyst with my 
master’s degree.
 Computers were still a relatively new phenomenon then. Though most 
librarians favored their use, there were debates in the library literature about 
whether computers were a good thing for libraries and, if they were used, 
what they should be used for. I wrote my own FORTRAN programs to do 
basic statistical analyses on some data for a small research project at the ILR. 
Such work would be done with standard statistical programs today, of course. 
At that time, all computer processing was done by feeding punched cards 
into big mainframe computers. In fact, because sciatica in my hip made it 
painful for me to walk during one term, I dropped out of a programming 
course because I could not walk up the hill over and over again to where 
the computers were in order to pick up my paper printouts.
 My triumph as a student assistant in the ILR came one day after I and 
two others had been sent in a university car to Sacramento to draw a sample 
from the State Library’s card catalog. I soon realized that the sampling 
method we were using was seriously biasing the results. Upon our return, 
it took me forty-ﬁ ve minutes to persuade my supervisor, who was just a rung 
above me in the institute hierarchy, that what we were doing was not right. 
He was ﬁ nally convinced, and we retook the sample.
Going for the Doctorate
 One day at the ILR, Shoffner said to me, “So when are you going to 
apply to the doctoral program?” I had not seriously entertained this thought 
before but, when asked in this way, it seemed like quite a natural thing to 
do. At about this time other events took place that also made going on for 
a doctorate seem like an exciting thing to do. The federal government 
was dramatically expanding support for doctoral students in library and 
information science (LIS), in the form of what were known as Title II-B 
grants. At the same time, the Berkeley program launched a new informa-
tion science emphasis with the hiring of M. E. (Bill) Maron and, a while 
later, William Cooper, Victor Rosenberg, and Michael Buckland. The new 
direction was exciting and felt like a natural follow-up to my interest in 
library systems analysis. I applied for and was admitted to the program and 
also received a three-year Title II-B fellowship. Fellow students entering 
the program within a year or two of my entrance included the following 
(for those who went on to teach, their university afﬁ liations are given in 
parentheses): Hilary Burton, Michael Cooper (University of California at 
Berkeley), Ruth Gordon, Theodora Hodges (University of California at 
Berkeley), Caryl McAllister, Edmond Mignon (University of Washington), 
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Jerry Nelson (University of Washington), Barbara Nozick, Ruth Patrick, 
Ralph Shoffner, Keith Stirling (Brigham Young University), Irene Travis 
(University of Maryland), Diana Thomas (UCLA), Howard White (Drexel 
University), and Harriet Zais.
 Within weeks of Maron’s arrival, I and nine other doctoral students, had 
signed up to be his advisees. That was, I believe, a majority of the doctoral 
students in the early stages of the program, even with the boost of the Title 
II-B grants, and gives an indication of the enthusiasm and excitement sur-
rounding the new initiative. Maron taught a course entitled Introduction 
to Information Science, which drew many students and, in effect, deﬁ ned 
what information science was for the Berkeley program.
 I have been unable to ﬁ nd my notes from Maron’s class; however, a 
couple of years later, I was invited to teach the same introductory course 
as an acting instructor.1 The introduction in my notes for the class states 
that I retained the content of Maron’s course largely intact. The principal 
changes were my additions of a section on user studies and some material 
by Marshall McLuhan. Here is the main sequence of content of the quarter-
length course syllabus as I presented it in spring 1970. Each indented line 
represents one class day; the class met three days a week for one hour.
Librarianship 240, Spring 1970
Introduction to the Information Sciences
 I. Introductory
  The Information Explosion
 II. The Organization of Information for Access
  What Is “Access”?
  Some Indexing Systems-I
  Some Indexing Systems-II
  The Descriptive Continuum
 III. Automatic Procedures
  Set Theory
  Computers-I
  Computers-II
  Artiﬁ cial Intelligence
  Automatic Indexing and Abstracting-I
  Automatic Indexing and Abstracting-II
  Associative Indexing
  Search Strategy
  Question-Answering Systems
  Field Trip
  Midterm
 IV. Analysis and Evaluation
  Systems Analysis (guest speaker)
  “The Scientiﬁ c Method”-I2
  “The Scientiﬁ c Method”-II
  Statistical Procedures-I
  Statistical Procedures-II
  The User in the System-I
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  The User in the System-II
  The User in the System-III
  Evaluating Information Systems-I
  Evaluating Information Systems-II
  Computers and Privacy
  Overﬂ ow
For a while, Maron was the only information science faculty member in 
the program, and the question quickly arose for those of us in the area of 
what other courses to take to prepare for the ﬁ eld. Maron later developed 
a follow-up information science course, which I took, and offered a semi-
nar. I took other courses in the library school as well, which I will describe 
shortly. One person does not a discipline make, however. There was gener-
ally a feeling, supported and promoted by Maron, that information science 
was developing out of a number of disciplines, and a full education in the 
ﬁ eld required gaining that knowledge from outside the program as well as 
within. That often meant taking a course only part of which was of interest 
for my purposes. In the end, with the help of that wonderful fellowship, I 
took three full years of classes, culminating in qualifying exams in March 
of 1970. 
 Partly on Maron’s advice, and partly based on my own interests, I took 
or audited the courses listed below, which were offered outside the library 
school. (I have made up the titles, as the Berkeley transcripts are quite 
cryptic.) Home departments for the courses are listed in parentheses; these 
are quarter, rather than semester-long, courses.
Introduction to statistical inference (Statistics)
Probability theory (Statistics)
Cost/beneﬁ t analysis (School of Public Health)
Linear algebra (Mathematics)
Reading course in communication research (Psychology)
Psycholinguistics (Psychology; took one quarter, audited second 
 quarter)
Artiﬁ cial intelligence seminar on automatic game-playing3
 (Psychology)
Propositional and ﬁ rst-order logic (Philosophy)
In the end, it was the social science work, rather than the mathematical, 
that most appealed to me, but the math enabled me to understand reason-
ably well the formulas and theory behind Gerard Salton’s work (1968) and 
Maron’s own work (Maron, 1961; Maron & Kuhns, 1960) on the design 
of automatic indexing systems.4 One of my two chosen doctoral exam spe-
cialization areas was then known as “intellectual access”; it would be called 
“information retrieval” in most schools today.
 In a seminar with Maron, I wrote a lengthy paper analyzing and com-
paring eleven efforts that had been made to that time to come up with 
formulas for effective automatic indexing. The paper covered the work of 
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H. P. Luhn, Don Swanson, Fred Damerau, Harold Borko, and Paul Switzer, 
among others. It also covered the work of three women: Phyllis Baxendale, 
Myrna Bernick (Borko’s coauthor) and Mary E. Stevens. Stevens wrote a 
widely cited review of literature on automatic indexing (1965), which I re-
lied on a great deal in my studies. Many of these indexing approaches were 
re-invented in the 1990s in the early days of Web retrieval. In the 1960s the 
emphasis was on automatic indexing, rather than automatic retrieval, but 
the thinking was essentially the same. In another seminar, I wrote about 
the history and applications of citation indexing.
The Social Context of the Times
Before I discuss other intellectual inﬂ uences, something should be said 
about the general context of the times and its impact on this particular 
student. I started the M.L.S. degree in February of 1966, the last semester 
before Berkeley switched to the quarter system (they switched back to se-
mesters again after I left). I started the Ph.D. program in the spring quarter 
of 1967 and left to take a teaching position at the University of Maryland 
in January of 1972, ﬁ nishing the doctorate in December 1972. Those years 
that I was at Berkeley, 1966–71, encompassed most of the years of the 1960s 
revolution, of which it might fairly be said that Berkeley and San Francisco 
were the national headquarters. Those years were a time of almost con-
tinual ferment—there were movements for black and female equality, for 
sexual liberalization and general relaxing of rigid social constraints, and 
in opposition to the Vietnam War.
 One cannot understand how liberating the 1960s were without un-
derstanding how oppressive the 1950s were for anyone raised during that 
decade. Our parents’ generation, which had had a long hard slog through 
the 1930s Depression and World War II, just wanted peace and quiet, and 
they enforced that desire with an imposed conformism that was frightening 
in its intensity. (I am speaking about society in general here; my parents 
were not particularly strict.) Young people nowadays who wish they could 
have lived in that time would, in fact, be horriﬁ ed at the almost Victorian 
constriction of 1950s life.
 Not surprisingly, the prospect of equal rights for women in the 1960s had 
particularly intense meaning for me. I read Betty Friedan’s The Feminine Mys-
tique (1963) early on. When I heard that an organization called the National 
Organization for Women was being founded, I made the necessary contacts 
to be involved in the creation of the ﬁ rst West Coast chapter of NOW in San 
Francisco.5 It was organized by a middle-aged businesswoman named Inka 
O’Hanrahan. I was one of the youngest women at the founding meeting, 
and I am proud that I was the recording secretary for the meeting.
 For a time I was part of a conscious-raising group (as they were then 
called) that we billed as a group for women who had already had their con-
sciousnesses raised. Oh, were we naïve! I believed that once men realized 
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that they had been discriminating against women, they would be happy to 
change things to make them more fair. I was bafﬂ ed when they seemed to 
be angry that we wanted equal rights. After all, we were the ones who had 
been discriminated against! It was a long time before I understood that 
equality for women and for men of color caused some white men to feel 
they were losing their former privileges.
 The pervasive inequality of women in society was certainly reﬂ ected 
in the university as well, including the library school. Despite the fact that 
about 30 percent of the doctorates in librarianship had gone to women 
at that time (based on a count I made at the time in Cohen, Denison, & 
Boehlert, 1963), there were no women in tenure-track positions in the 
school. (The one exception, Anne Markley, had only a master’s degree and 
had been tenured and promoted to associate professor many years earlier, 
when that was still possible without a doctorate.) There was, in fact, a kind 
of upstairs/downstairs culture at the school, with the professors having 
all the privileges of tenure-track faculty and the lecturers and cataloging 
revisers constituting the downstairs, with much less pay and security. Most 
of the latter were women. In fact, this culture was so established, accepted, 
and out of consciousness that it was not until close to the time I graduated 
that I ﬁ nally noticed that the work of cataloging instructors, such as Grete 
Frugé, was also about “intellectual access,” and I wondered for the ﬁ rst time 
why there was not more connection between her work and Maron’s.
 Throughout this time, I participated in many marches against the Viet-
nam War. The movement climaxed in May of 1970, at the time of the U.S. 
invasion of Cambodia, which seemed a particularly egregious violation of 
the rights of a country that was not a party to the war, though Vietnamese 
troops were in Cambodia. The last several weeks of the school term were 
lost to rallies, marches, and organizational meetings. Students in the school, 
in line with our training, developed a clearinghouse of information on the 
war. This activity led to my ﬁ rst publication in the ﬁ eld (Bates, 1970).
 Altogether, I taught the Introduction to Information Science course 
three times at Berkeley, in the spring and fall of 1969 and spring of 1970. 
Because of riots or other disruptions, I was not able to complete the entire 
ten weeks of the quarter any one of those three times. I was reluctant to 
cancel classes for the sake of those students who wanted to continue, but, 
for a variety of reasons, it was sometimes just not possible to hold a class. In 
the spring of 1970, the university cancelled the last several weeks of classes 
for safety reasons.
Other Inﬂ uences
Another major inﬂ uence during my years at Berkeley was William Pais-
ley. He was a professor in the Communication Department at Stanford and 
was invited to teach a course in information needs and uses at the library 
school. Paisley’s original background was social psychology, and his move 
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into communication research had enabled him to have a broader under-
standing of and appreciation for the commonalities among normally dis-
tinct academic disciplines. He and Edwin Parker were the faculty members 
at Stanford who were looking at the information aspects of communication. 
They represented a small salient away from the conventional orientation 
of communication research toward the study of mass media.
 Paisley taught a second course in the user area as well. I have found 
the two syllabi in my papers. One course was entitled Behavioral Study 
of Scientiﬁ c Information Flow, and the other was entitled The Flow of 
Information to the Public. It is the ﬁ rst of these courses, taught in 1968, 
that I want to describe in part. The ﬁ rst week introduced “the information 
systems of science in their historical context.” The next four weeks were 
devoted to “behavioral research methods useful in information studies.” 
Assigned readings for these weeks drew heavily from a classic social sciences 
methods text, Kerlinger’s Foundations of Behavioral Research (1964). Each 
week Paisley took a different broad class of research methods and illus-
trated it with relevant studies from information science, communication, 
and related ﬁ elds. After an introduction to behavioral research methods 
in week two, he addressed, in succession during the next three weeks, the 
following: “the logic of nonexperimental descriptive research,” “the logic 
of experimental explanatory research,” and “the logic of nonexperimental 
explanatory research.” I quote these exactly to demonstrate the language 
used at the time. In effect, he was supporting the legitimacy of what is now 
called quantitative and qualitative research. The terms “experimental,” 
“quasi-experimental,” and “nonexperimental” were widely used. I do not 
recall anyone ever calling such research “quantitative” or “qualitative.”
 In the second ﬁ ve weeks of the term, Paisley addressed “the informa-
tion systems of science in their social context,” including the “effects of the 
cultural and political systems on information ﬂ ow,” followed by the “effects 
of the professional association,” “effects of the ‘invisible college,’” “effects 
of the employing organization and work team,” and, ﬁ nally, “information 
inputs and cognitive processes.” The reader may recognize these various 
contexts from Paisley’s 1968 review chapter on information needs and uses 
in the Annual Review of Information Science and Technology (Paisley, 1968). 
“Information seeking in context” has become a popular byword in modern 
LIS research and has even generated a separate conference by that name, 
which began in the 1990s. But such thinking was already well launched 
thirty years earlier.
 It is popular these days to speak of information-seeking behavior re-
search and theory as though it only truly came around to a user-centered 
orientation in the 1980s. Before then, it is said, user research was system 
oriented. Paisley used the word “system” repeatedly in his class, as evident 
from the above, but the scientist is a very real actor in these systems, not a 
helpless pawn. These are not technological systems but rather human social 
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systems. Throughout his course and the research he drew upon, there was 
very much a sense of the scientists both creating and being inﬂ uenced by 
these several social contexts.
 Many writers, however, cite Dervin and Nilan’s 1986 literature review 
on information seeking as marking, essentially, the beginning of a modern 
user-centered orientation to information-seeking research. I have long 
been puzzled at this apparent blanking out of the rich body of information 
behavior research by Paisley and many other excellent researchers with 
social science research training prior to 1986. In reviewing Dervin and 
Nilan’s paper, I note that their remit was to review the literature from 1978 
forward, as 1978 was the date of the last preceding review of the topic. The 
following is the ﬁ rst paragraph of a section entitled “Call for a Paradigm 
Shift” (capitalization of author names was the standard format for the An-
nual Review at the time):
Since 1978 some scholars have focused their primary efforts on identi-
fying the underlying premises and assumptions that they see as having 
guided information needs and uses research. They call for develop-
ing an alternative set of premises and assumptions—in essence, for 
the introduction of an alternative paradigm. Notable among these 
are: BELKIN (1978), BROOKES, DERVIN (1977; 1983b), HAMMAR-
BERG, JÄRVELIN & REPO, LEVITAN, MARKEY, MICK ET AL., NEILL, 
RUDD, AND THOMAS D. WILSON (1981; 1984). (Dervin & Nilan, 
1986, p. 12)
They then go on to summarize what they consider to be the differ-
ences between the user orientation represented by the above authors and 
a systems orientation. Thus, it would appear that subsequent generations of 
information behavior researchers have read this section and assumed that 
modern, user-sensitive research on information users began only about 1978 
and that Dervin and Nilan were the ﬁ rst to capture this new move in their 
article. Yet in 1965, Paisley and Parker wrote an article entitled “Informa-
tion Retrieval as a Receiver-Controlled Communication System” (Paisley & 
Parker, 1965). Colin Mick, cited above, was a doctoral student of Paisley’s.6
Further, the extensive research cited by Paisley in another, much longer 
review (1965) and by Herbert Menzel in a 1960 review is overwhelmingly 
user-centered; these are not studies of information system performance 
with standardized relevance assessments or collections of studies on library 
circulation.
 I subsequently took User Studies as the second of my two doctoral 
examination areas for the Ph.D. As the ﬁ rst student to request that area, 
I typed a giant binder full of notes on all the research of note that I had 
found to that date and wrote a sixty-page literature review of the essential 
studies, in effect, to educate the faculty. I subsequently submitted the review 
to ERIC (1971). I should have developed the work into a book, but I lacked 
the conﬁ dence at the time. I now very much wish I had done so, because it 
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appears that much of our ﬁ eld currently thinks that user-centered research 
began in 1978!
 I subsequently founded the ﬁ rst courses in information-seeking behav-
ior at the University of Maryland, the University of Washington, and UCLA, 
in, respectively, about 1975, 1977, and 1981. I have always tried to teach 
the full historical arc of information-seeking research rather than only the 
latest work. In ignoring that earlier literature, we collectively have failed to 
beneﬁ t from a rich body of ﬁ ndings that were often based on top-quality 
research designs that were supported by abundant funding. The 1960s were 
a golden era where federal social science research funding was concerned; 
we have not seen the equal since. These studies were not all soulless statisti-
cal monstrosities, as so often caricatured in the current world of qualitative 
research theory. For example, the thirteen information seeking studies that 
appear in the 1959 International Conference on Scientiﬁ c Information, which 
I studied closely as a doctoral student, employ a wide range of methods, 
most quite sensitive to a user perspective. Indeed, Menzel’s research (1959) 
in that volume on the ways scientists serendipitously discovered new infor-
mation of value to them could be reported today in a modern journal as 
a qualitative study, and, except for changes in the technologies used, the 
results are still of value—because people and the social system of science change 
much more slowly than does the technology.
 My 1970 Information Science course (discussed above) lists the “User 
in the System” as a topic because I was a doctoral student attempting to 
bring a user orientation to a course that had been entirely devoted to a 
systems approach. I felt I had to relate this interest of mine to the main 
content of the course, thus I entitled the section “User in the System.” In 
the meantime, however, I had already taken Paisley’s and other courses 
that drew me to a social science research paradigm and an interest in both 
information seekers and system design. I was particularly interested in access 
vocabularies that were oriented to users and designed from their needs.
 When I took Paisley’s course, I was absolutely fascinated. I went to see 
him in his ofﬁ ce one day. We talked for forty-ﬁ ve minutes, and it felt like 
coming home. There was an intellectual “just-right-ness” about how he 
thought about things and what his interests were. I had found my preferred 
intellectual style and content, and, ultimately, my mentor. (He could not 
formally be my advisor because he was at Stanford.) I was to learn that he 
had tremendous personal and professional integrity as well. He took me 
absolutely seriously as a researcher in training—something that was not 
always easy to come by for a young woman in the era of miniskirts. I could 
not have picked a better person to look to for guidance and as a model. 
(Paisley’s wife, Matilda Butler, might have served as a female model; how-
ever, she was beautiful and had her life so well organized that I could not 
imagine ever being like her.)
 Not long after that, I left Maron as an advisee. My increasing interest in 
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social science approaches was not a good match with his mathemetico-logi-
cal theoretical orientation. Victor Rosenberg, who had joined the Berkeley 
faculty in the meantime, became my new advisor. Rosenberg had done an 
early and important study on information seeking for professional needs 
(Rosenberg, 1967). That study was one of the best-known sources of evidence 
for the Principle of Least Effort in information seeking at that time.
 While working with Rosenberg, I had the opportunity to attend, as a 
student “gofer,” an exciting conference in Palo Alto on the new technology 
of online database searching, which was just appearing on the horizon in 
its most primitive form. I did the bibliography for the book that appeared 
out of that conference (Walker, 1971) and got to meet a number of leading 
lights of the ﬁ eld, including Pauline Atherton (now Cochrane), Douglas 
Engelbart, Margaret Fisher, Robert Katter, Frederick Kilgour, Robert Lan-
dau, Davis McCarn, Edwin Parker, Mary Stevens, and Roger Summit, the 
founder of the DIALOG search service.
 Rosenberg and I got along well in the advisor relationship, but he left 
for the University of Michigan before my work was completed. So I switched, 
ﬁ nally, to Ray Swank, the dean of the library school, whose interests were 
less well linked to mine but were sufﬁ ciently close to complete the disserta-
tion. Swank was a thoughtful and supportive advisor. My dissertation was 
entitled “Factors Affecting Subject Catalog Search Success,” a topic that 
nicely melded my two interests in intellectual access and users (Bates, 1972; 
published in Bates, 1977a and b).
 Another inﬂ uential course was a seminar taught in the library school by 
James Dolby. Dolby was a professor of mathematics at San Jose State Univer-
sity and was working at that time with Harold Resnikoff on a grant to study 
information storage and access, especially in library catalogs (Resnikoff & 
Dolby, 1972). Dolby’s course was immensely important to me in ways I did 
not fully recognize at the time. The seemingly disparate topics he raised 
and discussed in the class all had in common a deep understanding on his 
part of the ways in which we can think about information independently of 
content and still discover wonderful and valuable things about it. It is popu-
lar nowadays to be somewhat dismissive of the fascination with information 
that characterized the 1950s and 1960s. The work from that time is often 
viewed as reﬂ ecting a naïve assumption that information is an objective 
entity to be transferred from a sender to a recipient and has an identical 
meaning to both parties in the transaction (Dervin, 1983, Tuominen et 
al., 2002). I believe that this view misreads how sophisticated at least some 
of the writers were at that time. But, more importantly, this view also fails 
to see the positive beneﬁ ts that arose, and can still arise, from the study of 
information as an entity distinct from its meaning content. Information 
can be an indicator of social processes, and it can be considered as a phe-
nomenon of interest in and of itself in a variety of senses.
 The ﬁ nal inﬂ uential course to be mentioned was a seminar given by 
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Patrick Wilson. I took it in my ﬁ rst quarter in the doctoral program, in the 
spring of 1967, when Wilson was in the ﬁ nal throes of writing his ﬁ rst book, 
Two Kinds of Power: An Essay on Bibliographical Control (1968). Wilson was 
trained as a philosopher, and he brought philosophical rigor to the discus-
sion in class. We essentially worked through the ideas in his book during 
the course of the quarter. The class taught me that our discipline can be as 
intellectually demanding and as exciting as any body of thought. Though 
I had had a couple of philosophy courses in college, I had not understood 
the game of philosophy as it is played by its theoreticians. Wilson’s course 
piqued my interest in philosophy in a more sophisticated sense. Some ten 
years later, while teaching at the University of Washington, I audited a 
couple of philosophy courses and frequently went to philosophy colloquia. 
This background has enriched my understanding ever since.
 During this entire time as a student I was also taking reading courses 
and reading on my own, always with a sense of exploration in a new world 
and in an effort to pull together a coherent sense for myself of what infor-
mation science was and where it could go. There had not been many books 
written within the ﬁ eld yet, but these four formed my understanding of the 
then existing core: Joseph Becker and Robert Hayes’s Information Storage 
and Retrieval (1963), F. W. Lancaster’s Information Retrieval Systems (1968),
Charles Meadow’s The Analysis of Information Systems (1967), and Manfred 
Kochen’s collection, The Growth of Knowledge (1967). For me, Becker and 
Hayes’s work was the canonical description of information science as it 
began in the 1960s. The book was a rare mixture of the key elements of a 
science named for information: it covered the management, both physi-
cal and intellectual, of information, the structure of retrieval systems, and 
the theoretical background. Lancaster’s book provided a very insightful 
conceptualization of indexing theory. Meadow’s book, though subtitled 
“A Programmer’s Introduction to Information Retrieval,” was useful to me 
because it presented a database management perspective. On the contents 
page of Kochen’s book, there are checkmarks indicating that I had read 
over half the articles in it, but the article that inﬂ uenced me the most by 
far was Derek de Solla Price’s “Networks of Scientiﬁ c Papers” (1967). Along 
with Price’s two short books on the bibliometrics of scientiﬁ c communica-
tion (1961, 1963), this work demonstrated how powerfully the seemingly 
trivial barebones statistics of information could tell stories of great interest 
from a sociological and historical perspective. I also read Thomas Kuhn’s 
(1964) and James Watson’s (1968) books, both of which, in different ways, 
shattered some standard assumptions about the way science works, and, 
implicitly, how science information ﬂ ows.
 Because of the newness of the subdiscipline of information-seeking be-
havior, there were few books on it, hence my extensive use, as noted above, 
of my own and others’ literature reviews to identify a wide range of partially 
or wholly relevant resources. As for sources outside of information science, 
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I read Shannon and Weaver’s popularization of Shannon’s information 
theory (1963), which was an important part of Maron’s courses. In addi-
tion, as the theory drew on mathematics, engineering, and physics, which 
I found difﬁ cult, I also gave close attention to expositions on information 
and communication theory by Colin Cherry (1966), J. R. Pierce (1961), 
and Jagjit Singh (1966). I was particularly fascinated with Norbert Wiener 
and his book on cybernetics (1961). I also read his autobiography, I Am 
a Mathematician (1956), which was rooted in a classic child-prodigy tale. 
Though cybernetic theory itself has been marginalized subsequently, the 
core idea that some systems are governed by information fed back from 
the environment was a breakthrough of enormous signiﬁ cance at the time. 
We use terms like “feedback” so casually today that we do not realize how 
fundamentally such ideas shook up science and human understanding 
generally in the 1940s and 1950s. Wiener’s work reinforced for me the 
idea that there is great power in understanding the role of information at 
a systems level. After I had held Wiener as a hero for many years, I worked 
brieﬂ y on a consulting job with Joseph Becker (co-author of the above-
mentioned book by Becker & Hayes) in 1989. He told me that he had met 
Wiener and that Wiener had dismissed our ﬁ eld as “sorting things into jam 
pots.” So much for hero worship.
 More harmonious with my native abilities and cognitive style were ma-
terials I read in psychology and linguistics. The psycholinguistics course I 
took was taught by Dan Slobin, and it represented the cutting edge work 
of the day. We read Noam Chomsky’s brilliant dissection (1959) of B. F. 
Skinner’s book, Verbal Behavior (1957). Chomsky’s review was one of sev-
eral forces propelling a movement to restore the validity of studying the 
mind to the discipline of psychology, in contrast to the mandate to study 
only observable behavior, which had been the position of the behaviorist 
paradigm of Skinner and others. In a bibliometric study I did in 1980 of 
our ﬁ eld, covering somewhat earlier literature, I found that Chomsky was 
the most-cited person in our ﬁ eld at the time (Bates, 1980). Books such as 
George Miller’s Language and Communication (1951), which analyzed lan-
guage from the standpoint of Shannon’s information theory, and Miller, 
Galanter, and Pribram’s Plans and the Structure of Behavior (1960), informed 
my thinking and reinforced the value of understanding life from its pattern 
and structure, from its information, in addition to its meaning.
 Final of inﬂ uences were the guest speakers in classes or in the regular 
colloquia that were held in the school or in other departments. I kept notes 
on these talks. Apart from faculty in the school, such as William Cooper 
and J. Periam Danton, the speakers whose talks I attended included (in no 
particular order): Robert Hayes, Paul Wasserman, Lotﬁ  Zadeh, John Ben-
nett, Robert Sommer, Robert Katter, Donald Kraft, Carlos Cuadra, Warren 
McCulloch, and Michael Lesk. These speakers represented a mixture of 
the social, engineering, and information sciences. The one woman speaker 
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I recall and have notes on was Christine Montgomery. She presented a 
creditable, professional talk on “Content Representation and Information 
Processing.” It was a novel sensation to hear a speaker with whom I could 
identify more directly than I was accustomed to with the male speakers.
 Through all these various inﬂ uences, I developed a sense of informa-
tion science as being, actually, about information. For a long time, I took 
my own understanding for granted, as representing a general way of think-
ing about the subject in the ﬁ eld. Finally, however, as more and more new 
inﬂ uences entered the ﬁ eld, many of them powerful and interesting as 
well, it seemed more and more important to try to articulate just how our 
discipline can carve out its own particular territory among the many disci-
plines competing for some of the same intellectual turf. In a 1987 confer-
ence paper, entitled “Information: The Last Variable,” I argued for more 
attention to the discovery of the variables that are unique to the study of 
information. In 1999, in “The Invisible Substrate of Information Science,” 
I presented much more extensively my view of what uniquely distinguishes 
information science from other disciplines. See, especially, the section titled 
“Information Science Theory” in that article. These ideas, developed over 
thirty years in the ﬁ eld, had their roots in my experiences at U.C. Berkeley 
in the 1960s.
Discussion and Conclusions
 This article began with a question regarding the role of the history of 
documentation in the development of information science at the University 
of California at Berkeley. I have reviewed a wide range of inﬂ uences that 
chieﬂ y formed my thinking as a doctoral student in the school at the time. 
These inﬂ uences are all about scientiﬁ c, engineering, logical, social, and 
psychological thinking that formed early thinking in information science 
as we experienced it at U.C. Berkeley rather than about documentation. It 
is ﬁ tting at this point, however, to refer to the tiny role that documentation 
did play in my studies there. 
 When I arrived at the library school, there was still a course on the books 
titled Documentation, and my recollection is that it was Dean Swank whom 
I asked about it. He said that it had not been given in several years, and the 
subject had been a precursor to information science. As far as I am aware, 
the course was not given again. In reviewing the notes from my school-
ing, however, I found a lecture on documentation. In a course numbered 
Librarianship 212A—unfortunately with no title, but I recall it as a course 
in advanced reference sources—taught by Ray Held in the winter quarter 
of 1967, the ﬁ rst lecture of the course was on documentation. Perhaps 
Held had taught it previously? In the notes I took on that lecture, I wrote 
that documentation largely overlaps librarianship but has slightly different 
concerns. Documentalists were said to be more interested than librarians 
were in dissemination; were more likely to focus on new systems, theories, 
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and technologies; and worked most often in science and technology disci-
plines. This description sounds a lot like the work of special librarians. In 
that lecture, I got no sense, or at least retained no sense, of the long history 
behind the idea of documentation. For me, at Berkeley, information science 
was something new under the sun, drawing on theory and research from a 
number of ﬁ elds, none of them being documentation.
 It is no doubt information science’s loss that we did not develop a bet-
ter linkage with the larger theoretical history of our ﬁ eld while students 
at Berkeley. At the same time, a wide range of deeply developed thinking 
in the social and engineering sciences did enormously enrich our under-
standing. In the recent enthusiasm for reconnecting with the earlier his-
tory of our ﬁ eld, it seems to me that the middle-term history, that of the 
1950s and 1960s that I have described herein, is being rather ignored, and 
the full richness of understanding that is available to our ﬁ eld thus is not 
integrated.
 Of the nine of us who went into academia from the Berkeley doctoral 
group listed earlier, all but two have taught mainly in the West. Thus the vi-
sion of information science developed at Berkeley may not have penetrated 
much beyond the Rocky Mountains. Considering the standing today of the 
subject matter that we covered, the subﬁ eld of information retrieval has 
certainly thrived subsequently. Gerard Salton’s work at Cornell University in 
New York, however, surely had a great deal to do with the subsequent success 
of that subﬁ eld as well. Patrick Wilson’s sophisticated philosophical analyses 
of access and information seeking in his three books (1968, 1977, 1983), as 
well as in the book written by Howard White, Wilson, and myself in 1992, 
and Paisley’s legacy in information seeking (see also Paisley, 1980; Paisley 
& Parker, 1965, 1968; Parker & Paisley, 1966; Rees & Paisley, 1968, among 
others),7 seem to have been much less recognized subsequently—much 
to the loss of the ﬁ eld, I believe. Whatever the reasons, perhaps now with 
publications such as this issue of Library Trends we are at last developing a 
sufﬁ cient sense of ourselves as a discipline to bring together all of the rich 
sources from which we draw and to create an intellectual ediﬁ ce worthy of 
the exciting questions we study.
Notes
1. Currently enrolled doctoral students are not now permitted to teach graduate courses as 
sole instructor in their own department in the University of California; presumably, the 
rules were different then.
2. “The Scientiﬁ c Method” was put into quotation marks because there are many such meth-
ods. The purpose of this section was to provide a simpliﬁ ed, general conception of how 
scientiﬁ c research is conducted.
3. These were not what are currently known as computer games; rather, we addressed es-
tablished nonautomated games with known rules for play. As computer processing power 
was limited, software had to be based on strategic heuristics rather than on brute force 
computation of all options, and there was much interest at the time in such heuristics.
4. Wherever possible in this article, the cited book editions are the ones that I would have 
seen at the time rather than the latest edition available now.
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5. I heard later that there is some dispute between the Los Angeles and San Francisco chapters 
regarding which chapter was actually founded ﬁ rst.
6. Three other advisees of Paisley’s in the Communication Department at Stanford have been 
inﬂ uential in information studies: Christine L. Borgman, Donald O. Case, and Ronald E. 
Rice. Case has recently published a comprehensive book on information seeking behavior 
(Case, 2002).
7. Both Paisley and Parker subsequently left Stanford to establish their own information and 
communication industry businesses.
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James Duff Brown was an inﬂ uential and energetic librarian in Great Britain 
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. His Subject Classiﬁ -
cation has characteristics that were unusual and idiosyncratic during his 
own time, but his work deserves recognition as one of the precursors of 
modern bibliographic classiﬁ cation systems. This article discusses a number 
of theories and classiﬁ cation practices that Brown developed. In particular, 
it investigates his views on the order of main classes, on the phenomenon 
of “concrete” subjects, and on the need for synthesized notations. It traces 
these ideas brieﬂ y into the future through the work of S. R. Ranganathan, 
the Classiﬁ cation Research Group, and the second edition of the Bliss Bib-
liographic Classiﬁ cation system. It concludes that Brown’s work warrants 
further study for the light it may shed on current classiﬁ cation theory and 
practice.
Introduction and Background
 Any research ﬁ eld is enhanced by inquiring into its intellectual history 
and background, both by increasing our comprehension of the past and 
by reﬁ ning our understanding of the activities of the present. The creation 
of present from past is both linear and cyclical: linear because of the pas-
sage of time and cyclical because of the potential for rediscovering ideas 
that were not recognized as seminal in their own time. Deepening our 
understanding of the past can thus help us discover practices and trends 
that came to fruition only in what would be the future for their origi-
nal creators. This article concentrates on the thought and work of James 
Duff Brown (1862–1914) in his writings and in his Subject Classiﬁ cation 
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(SC).1 Speciﬁ cally, it emphasizes Brown’s recognition of the importance 
of the complicated interrelationships among subjects and the need for 
composite and interdisciplinary subject access, and it describes his inven-
tion of technical methods of achieving certain kinds of interdisciplinary 
subject speciﬁ cation. These ideas and methods were unusual in his day, 
and their idiosyncrasies and faults make them unlikely to be adopted now, 
but Brown’s thinking about the prevalence of the complicated and varied 
interconnections among topics and disciplines gives him a strong claim to 
the respect of later classiﬁ cation theorists and classiﬁ cationists. As McGarry 
suggested, the “creditors of our profession” might not have expressed their 
ideas in the terms we would use now, but the “embryonic ideas are there,” 
awaiting rediscovery (1991, p. 45). On this basis, Brown can clearly claim 
to be one of the creditors of our profession.
 Interdisciplinarity was not an accepted or even well-known concept 
in the intellectual world of librarianship in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries.2 Indeed, only fairly recently has the concept begun to 
be studied in its own right and to be advocated as an end in itself (Dogan 
and Pahre, 1990). Modern classiﬁ cation researchers and classiﬁ cationists 
have suggested various terms for the ways in which disciplines can be com-
bined and connected. For example, Dahlberg (1994) considered cross-dis-
ciplinarity to contain four subgroups: interdisciplinarity, transdisciplinarity, 
pluridisciplinarity, and syndisciplinarity. Earlier, S. R. Ranganathan had 
enumerated eleven methods that could be used to combine subjects: loose 
assemblage (two types); lamination (two types); ﬁ ssion; dissection; denuda-
tion; fusion; distillation; clustering/subject bundle; and agglomeration/par-
tial comprehension (Binwal, 1992). The problems these kinds of scholarly 
research and activities (however they may be deﬁ ned) pose for modern 
general bibliographic classiﬁ cation systems are described in Beghtol 1998. 
The same kinds of problems existed, although to a lesser extent, in Brown’s 
time. With the exception of the Universal Decimal Classiﬁ cation (UDC), 
however, these problems were not commonly recognized or provided for 
in bibliographic classiﬁ cation systems.3 Thus, Brown’s thought on the is-
sues these kinds of works created for classiﬁ cation in libraries is important, 
and his views and the techniques he invented to deal with these kinds of 
documents warrant study.
Brown’s Career in Librarianship
 James Duff Brown was born in Edinburgh, Scotland, and completed 
his formal schooling when he was twelve or thirteen. After ﬁ nishing school, 
he became something of an autodidact who read widely, particularly on 
librarianship, music, and literature. He worked for publishers and booksell-
ers until he began library work as a junior assistant in the Mitchell Library, 
Glasgow. In 1888 he moved to the Clerkenwell Public Library in North 
London. From this position, he gained considerable inﬂ uence and prestige 
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in the world of libraries and librarianship in late nineteenth-century Great 
Britain.
 Like other inﬂ uential librarians such as Melvil Dewey in Brown’s own 
time and later S. R. Ranganathan, Brown was energetic, committed, and 
intensely interested in all aspects of libraries and librarianship. For example, 
his Handbook of Library Appliances (1892) described his and others’ new 
inventions for library equipment, and his Manual of Library Classiﬁ cation 
and Shelf Arrangement (1898) is reputed to be the ﬁ rst book on classiﬁ cation 
read by W. C. Berwick Sayers (Malhan, 1978, p. 54).4 In 1906, the same 
year Brown published the ﬁ rst edition of SC, he was also able to produce A 
Manual of Practical Bibliography (1906a). The second edition of SC identiﬁ ed 
Brown as the “Author of ‘Manual of Library Economy’; ‘Library Classiﬁ ca-
tion and Cataloguing’; ‘Biographical Dictionary of Musicians’; ‘Character-
istic Songs and Dances of all Nations’, etc., etc.” (1914, title page).5
 In addition to his writings on these varied topics, Brown founded a 
school of library architecture, designed the interior layout of the Clerken-
well Public Library,6 set and marked Library Association examinations for 
aspiring librarians, founded the Pseudonym Dining Club in Clerkenwell, 
and started the journal Library World: A Medium of Intercommunication for 
Librarians in 1898.7 He was active in the Library Association and in other 
professional associations until his death. He was one of the chief advocates 
of open access to the stacks for patrons in public libraries, and, like Dewey 
and Ranganathan, he strongly advocated the classiﬁ ed catalogue as the best 
method for helping library patrons ﬁ nd the materials they needed. Brown 
had strong views on every subject in which he took an interest. Through 
these wide-ranging activities and publications, he became one of the fore-
most and most highly respected librarians of his age.
The Subject Classiﬁ cation
 According to Sayers (1967, p. 166), Brown’s interest in library clas-
siﬁ cation may have resulted from his realization that systematic classiﬁ ed 
arrangement would enhance the success of open access to library materi-
als by patrons, for which Brown fought unstintingly.8 Brown’s ﬁ rst foray 
into library classiﬁ cation occurred in partnership with J. Henry Quinn, his 
assistant at Clerkenwell. Together, they wrote the Quinn-Brown scheme 
(1894), but that effort was quickly shown to be inadequate.9 Brown revised 
Quinn-Brown as the Adjustable Classiﬁ cation (1898), but, according to Sayers, 
this “title, alas, is a misnomer”(1967, p. 137) because the Adjustable Clas-
siﬁ cation was not, in fact, adjustable.10 The ﬁ rst edition of SC appeared in 
1906, the second edition was published in 1914 before Brown’s death, and 
the third was published in 1939 by Brown’s nephew, J. D. Stewart. Except 
for some expansions and additions, the three editions of SC are essentially 
the same, and Brown’s introduction to the second edition was reproduced 
verbatim in the third. The ﬁ rst edition was reviewed more favorably in Great 
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Britain (e.g., T. W. L., 1906) than it was in the United States, but even there 
it was considered “a welcome addition to the literature of classiﬁ cation” 
(Bishop, 1906, p. 838). Excellent detailed descriptions of the whole of SC 
are available in, for example, Mills (1964) and Sayers (1967). This article 
concentrates only on those aspects of SC that give it some claim to current 
study and only a cursory discussion of the rest of the scheme is provided.
Subject Classiﬁ cation: Theory and Analysis of Document Topics
 Brown’s view of classiﬁ cation theory was based on his opinion that 
classiﬁ cations of knowledge were developed by thinkers who inevitably 
placed their own “pet subject of study in the forefront of the sequence” 
of the classes of knowledge (1914, p. 7).11 As a result, Brown believed, no 
classiﬁ cation could be permanent or useful for everyone and all classiﬁ ca-
tions of knowledge are therefore failures to some extent. In his opinion,
There are dozens of rational systems to choose from, each capable of 
inﬁ nite adjustment to suit the views, or knowledge, or the want of it, pos-
sessed by the librarian. The system of Francis Bacon, dating from 1623, 
can be made just as elastic and comprehensive as the more elaborate 
and modern systems of Edwards, the British Museum, Dewey, Cutter, 
Perkins, Fletcher, or Sonnenschein. There is not the slightest difﬁ culty 
in working out a complete scheme from any basis, nor does it matter 
much into what main divisions speciﬁ c subjects are put, provided always 
they are kept together on the shelves. (1897, p. 149)12
For his own classiﬁ cation, Brown divided the general outline of knowledge 
into a sequence of classes that were meant to represent—after Generalia 
(Class A)—Matter and Force (Classes B–D), Life (Classes E–I), Mind (J–L), 
and Record (M–X) as follows:
A Generalia
B C D Physical Science
E F Biological Science
G H Ethnological and Medical Science
I Economic Biology and Domestic Arts
J K Philosophy and Religion
L Social and Political Science




This order, Brown claimed, was “a logical order, or at any rate, according to 
a progression for which reasons, weak or strong, can be advanced”(1914, 
p. 11). The rather odd wording of this rationale for main class order indi-
cates Brown’s views on the variability and impermanence of classiﬁ cations 
of knowledge. Huckaby (1972, p. 101) derived this outline from Comte, 
and Sayers considered it “evolutionary” in the sense of a “progression from 
simple to complex things” (1967, p. 171). But Brown himself had an off-
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hand attitude toward this main order on the basis of his belief, quoted 
above, that any order of main classes could be made into an acceptable 
classiﬁ cation system.
 Brown believed that all subjects arose from a speciﬁ c source and should 
not be divided into “purely artiﬁ cial divisions [such as that between the 
pure and the applied sciences] because tradition or custom has apparently 
sanctioned such usage”(1914, p. 11). The opinion that using traditional 
categories and academic disciplines as the basis for a bibliographic clas-
siﬁ cation system was a mistake indicated Brown’s belief that the Dewey 
Decimal Classiﬁ cation (DDC), which was the major system used in Great 
Britain and the United States at the time, was unsuitable for British librar-
ies.13 Brown objected to the sharp distinction between theory and practice 
on which DDC and other classiﬁ cation systems relied because that distinc-
tion is “gradually disappearing from all modern text-books” (1914, p. 11). 
The SC, therefore, is designed so that the applications of a science follow 
that science in the schedules and a science and its technology(ies) are thus 
shelved together.
 In cases where a scientiﬁ c theory gave rise to more than one technology, 
Brown explained, “composite applications of theory have been placed with 
the nearest related group which would take them without strain” (1914, p. 
11). Brown’s phrase “composite applications of theory” has no examples 
attached to it, but the idea that the applications of a science can be “com-
posites” is one indication of Brown’s understanding of the complex rela-
tionships that may arise among different subjects. In his view,
The departments of human knowledge are so numerous, their intersec-
tions so great, their changes so frequent, and their variety so confus-
ing, that it is impossible to show that they proceed from one source 
or germ, or that they can be arranged so that each enquirer will ﬁ nd 
the complete literature of his subject at one ﬁ xed place. Subjects over-
lap and qualify each other in every conceivable manner, and they are 
further complicated by considerations of literary form and the points 
of view from which they may be studied. Every subject is capable of 
being treated from a large number of standpoints, and each of these 
may be the centre of an enormous literature, and form an important 
study. (1914, p. 8)
Brown’s conviction that knowledge could combine and recombine in in-
numerable ways was unusual in his age. He was aware that his decisions to 
place a science and its applications together and to make other departures 
from classiﬁ catory convention might invite criticism, and this realization 
led him to point out that some provisions “may at ﬁ rst sight appear a little 
drastic. The alliance of Architecture and Building, Acoustics and Music, 
Physical electricity and Electrical Engineering, and other groupings of a 
similar kind are departures from the convention” (1914, p. 11).
 This reasoning led Brown to ask, “is it better to assemble at a speciﬁ c 
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place, or at a more general place, the literature of a concrete subject?” 
(1914, p. 8). His answer to this question was that “in book classiﬁ cation, 
the constant or concrete subject should be preferred to the more general 
standpoint or occasional subject” (1914, p. 9). Using the example of the 
Rose as a concrete subject, he pointed out that the Rose could be consid-
ered from such different standpoints as “Biological, Botanical, Horticul-
tural, Historical, Geographical, Ethical, Decorative, Legal, Emblematical, 
Bibliographical, Poetical, Musical, Sociological, and so on to any extent” 
(1914, p. 8).
 In addition, he demonstrated the scatter that would result if, to use 
his example, a book entitled “The Bibliography of the Rose” were placed 
under Bibliography or Biology. In contrast, he preferred Rose to be at a 
constant place subdivided by, for example, Bibliography, Periodicals, His-
tory. Similarly, at E917 for Coffee “must be collected everything related to 
coffee, regardless of standpoint, form or other qualiﬁ cation . . . but it must 
not be put under such headings as Tropical Agriculture, Beverages, Crops, 
Foods, Drugs, Ethics, Bibliography, Customs, or any other general head” 
(1914, p. 20). Likewise,
Such special works as books on the architecture of libraries, churches, 
slaughter-houses, barracks, hospitals, baths, etc., have therefore no 
special right to be arbitrarily placed under the general class of archi-
tecture, but should be put with their actual subjects, where they would 
be in comparatively constant demand, and close to all relative aspects 
of this topic. (1914, p. 10)
These discussions are reminiscent of Cutter’s Rule 161 for the dictionary 
catalogue, which contained the admonition “Put Lady Cust’s book on ‘The 
cat’ under Cat, not under Zoölogy or Mammals, or Domestic animals” 
(Cutter, 1904, p. 66, boldface in the original).
 These views meant that Brown advocated a “one place” classiﬁ cation, 
in which every concrete subject had only one constant place and would 
subsequently be subdivided by its various aspects. He did not deﬁ ne a 
concrete subject, and the term seems to mean somewhat different things 
in different places. Nevertheless, Brown bowed to current practice to the 
extent of suggesting that someone who wanted to take a more conventional 
route could achieve the conventional collocation by synthesizing notations 
(described more fully below). In addition, Brown was not always successful 
in implementing these ideas in the SC, and scattering of a topic inevitably 
appears in SC as it does in all other bibliographic classiﬁ cations.
 Brown’s view of classiﬁ cation, then, did not depend on philosophy, the 
conventional view of how subjects occur in recorded documents (literary 
warrant), how documents had previously been classiﬁ ed in other systems, 
or how scholars and educators viewed their subjects (consensus). Instead, 
he saw the world of knowledge as relatively impermanent, ﬂ exible, and 
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changeable depending on what topic was placed at the forefront of one’s 
interest at the moment. The future importance of these kinds of ideas was 
not, of course, recognized by Brown or his contemporaries, and they were 
not always well received. Still, more criticism arose because of the place-
ment of speciﬁ c subjects than because of Brown’s views about classiﬁ cation 
in general. For example, Foskett found that grouping sciences with their 
technologies seemed useful, although somewhat controversial, but that 
“linking music and acoustics, horseracing and zoology . . . is clearly unhelp-
ful” (1981, p. 179). Nevertheless, the general concept of interdisciplinarity 
can be discerned in Brown’s discussion of the phenomenon of scatter that 
arose from the placement of a concrete subject in different classes and in 
his views on the need for the ability to combine and recombine topics as 
they occurred in speciﬁ c documents.
Subject Classiﬁ cation: Methods and Techniques for Synthesis
 Despite his view that each concrete subject should have one constant 
place, Brown was well aware that different subjects might need to be com-
bined with each other and that provision would also need to be made for 
new topics. For these reasons, he preferred a mixed notation because the 
alphabet provided a large notational base and thus would be more ﬂ exible 
and more hospitable than a pure notation. It is unnecessary to describe 
the notation fully here, and I will discuss only those notational devices 
that allowed SC to notate composite and interdisciplinary topics. Three of 
these devices are discussed below: (1) synthesis of notations from the same 
main class (intraclass synthesis); (2) synthesis of notations from different 
main classes (interclass synthesis); and (3) synthesis involving the use of 
the Categorical Table.
 Intraclass Synthesis Notations from different parts of the same main 
class and its subclasses can be built up by using the plus (+) sign between 
numbers, and in some cases this device is suggested in the schedules. For 
example, A639 is the number for Landscape Painting, and the schedules 
direct one to “Divide by Methods and Mediums.” This instruction allows 
one to notate Landscape Painting in Water Colours as A639 + 616, when 
A616 is the notation for Water Colors.14 In this case, the main class letter 
A can be omitted from A616 for Water Colors.15 Even without an explicit 
direction for intraclass synthesis, one can use this notational device when-
ever it is needed. For example, one can notate the title Heat and Sound as 
C200 [heat] and C300 [sound], that is, C200 + 300 (Brown, 1914, p. 19). 
Similarly, Cats and Dogs can be notated as F952 [Felis Domestica (cats)] 
and F918 [dogs], that is, F952 + 918.16 Brown did not discuss the problem 
of citation order in his introduction, but presumably Cats and Dogs could 
be notated either as F952 + 918 or as F918 + 952, depending on where one 
wanted it to appear on the shelves of an open access library. In a classiﬁ ed 
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catalogue, of course, both notations could be provided as access points, 
even though the book would be shelved at only one place.
 Interclass Synthesis Notations from different main classes can also be 
combined by using the plus (+) sign. Brown calls books or subjects for 
which this kind of synthesis is necessary “composite books” or “composite 
subjects.” For example, a composite book on Logic and Rhetoric can be 
notated with A300 [logic] and M170 [rhetoric], that is, A300 + M170 (1914, 
p. 19). Similarly, a composite book on Gambling and Dog Racing would 
be L933 [gambling] and F944 [dog racing], that is, L933 + F944. The 
same problem with citation order occurs here that occurred in notations 
from the same main class, and the same remedy is available in a classiﬁ ed 
catalogue.
 For geographical subdivisions, one takes the notation for the topic and 
adds the notation for the place (for example, D398 for Geology and V222 
for Arran) without the plus (+) sign or other indicator to create D398V222, 
the geology of Arran (1914, p. 19). In this situation, Brown advocated a 
citation order decided by answering the question “Where will it be most 
constantly useful?” (1914, p. 19). In general, Brown expected this question 
to be answered by [topic] + [place] except for items of local interest, such 
as the architecture of the city where the library is located. In that case, 
[place] + [topic] may be preferred and can be used.
 The Categorical Table The “Categorical Tables and Index: Tables of 
Categories, Forms, Etc., for the Subdivision of Subjects” (1914, pp. 37–59) 
is usually called the Categorical Table and appears to be unique in biblio-
graphic classiﬁ cation. Brown stated that the Categorical Table is “a table of 
forms, phases, standpoints, qualiﬁ cations, etc., which apply more or less to 
every subject or subdivision of a subject” (1914, p. 15). Although many of 
its entries would actually be appropriate only for a narrow range of topics, 
its basic purpose was to avoid repetition of these subdivisions under differ-
ent subjects in the schedules. The Categorical Table has a pure numerical 
notation and is always preceded by a period [.]. The Categorical Table 
consists of two parts: (1) the Categorical Table itself in notational order 
(for example, .25 Diaries); and (2) an Index to the Categorical Table in 
alphabetical order (for example, Art .116).
 The Categorical Table is essentially a list of topics without scope notes 
or other instructions, and each of the items in the list can be added to any 
number from the main schedules as needed. For example, the economics 
of universities would be A180 [Universities] and .760 [Economics], that is, 
A180.760. Similarly, the economics of musical competitions would be C798 
[Musical Competitions. Festivals] and .760 [Economics], that is, C798.760. 
The period [.] is a dot, not a decimal point, and the numbers that follow 
it are not decimal numbers and cannot be expanded. In the case of the 
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Categorical Table, citation order is ﬁ xed as [main schedule topic] . [number 
from the Categorical Table].
 In the third edition of SC there are 980 entries in the Categorical Table, 
but it appears to have no discernible internal order. Sometimes related 
terms appear sequentially, for example in the sequence
.41 Biography, Necrology
.42 Genealogy, Family history
.43 Heraldry
.44 Crests
.45 Badges and Devices
.46 Medals
There is no clear reason, however, for
.60 Programmes, Playbills, etc.
.61 Recipes
.62 Inventions, Origins
to appear together. The qualiﬁ cations from the Categorical Table can be 
added to any of the schedule notations, but, apparently, only one number 
from the Categorical Table can be used at a time. Brown did not mention 
this topic in his introduction, but all his examples contain only one number 
from the Categorical Table. The lack of synthesis within the Categorical 
Table limits its ability to express the full character of the book. For ex-
ample, if we assume no ﬁ xed citation order for interclass synthesis, a book 
of artworks featuring the solar system would be C850 [Solar System] and 
.116 [Art], that is, C850.116. Since there is no number for Solar System in 
the Categorical Tables, C850.116 is the only choice and Art—Solar System 
is not possible. If the same book were also a bibliography [.1], however, 
one would have to choose between A601 + C850.1 [Fine Arts—Solar Sys-
tem—Bibliography] and C850 + A601.1 [Solar System—Fine Arts—Bibli-
ography]. At the main schedule number for Bibliography (M760), one is 
instructed that, except for Universal Bibliography, a subject bibliography 
should go at the main schedule number with the Categorical Table number 
for Bibliography (.1). Thus, the option of using the Categorical Table to 
subdivide Bibliography by topic is not available. In a classiﬁ ed catalogue, 
however, both these notations could be used as access points.
 The examples of these three kinds of notational synthesis make it clear 
that there are a number of ﬂ aws in SC’s notation and notational devices. 
As discussed, no citation order is established for a single notation, no ﬁ ling 
order is established for multiple synthesized notations, only one number 
from the Categorical Table can be used, and numbers from the Categori-
cal Table cannot be expanded or synthesized within the Categorical Table 
itself. Nevertheless, these devices achieve considerably more ﬂ exibility than 
could be achieved by any other classiﬁ cation system of the time (again with 
the exception of UDC). The ﬁ rst two kinds of synthesis are essentially a way 
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of subdividing each class by the rest of the same class or by the rest of the 
entire classiﬁ cation.17 The third kind of synthesis, the Categorical Table, 
produces similar subdivisions, but it includes not only categories from the 
main schedules but also “forms, phases, standpoints, qualiﬁ cations” (1914, 
p. 15) that do not necessarily appear in the main schedules (for example, 
.189 Nuisances; .202 Sea Marks; .957 Table Talk). The invention of these 
capabilities for notational synthesis in SC arose from Brown’s understanding 
of the complexities of interdisciplinary works and from his effort to achieve 
a classiﬁ cation in which each concrete subject would be at one constant 
place, subdivided by other notations from the main schedules and from 
the Categorical Table.
Modern Developments in Classiﬁ cation
The history of classiﬁ cation research and systems in the twentieth cen-
tury is complex, and all the relationships of SC to later work cannot be dis-
cussed here. It seems most useful to discuss two interrelated areas in which 
Brown’s work and the work of later classiﬁ cation theorists and researchers 
have coincided. The ﬁ rst of these is the general problem of how to express 
interdisciplinary topics in a classiﬁ cation system. The second is the establish-
ment of a one-place “phenomenon class” in the second edition of the Bliss 
Bibliographic Classiﬁ cation (BC2) (Mills and Broughton, 1977– ). These 
two examples show how Brown’s ideas on combining topics and the need 
for a one-place system have been expanded and become more common 
in later classiﬁ cation theory and research.
Interdisciplinarity
 Brown’s thinking about what we would now call interdisciplinarity was 
ahead of his time. Although interdisciplinary work combining any group of 
ﬁ elds is now routine (Klein, 1993), two examples show that Brown’s ideas 
about relationships among different ﬁ elds still are not always accorded the 
respect that Brown gave them. First, in the 1930s, the Rockefeller Founda-
tion could not ﬁ nd assessors for biochemist Joseph Needham’s proposals 
for research in physio-chemical morphology and therefore could not fund 
his work (Abir-Am, 1988).
 Second, we may compare the views of Brown and much later writers on 
the discipline of anthropology. Brown’s view of classiﬁ cation was based on 
the premise that workers in each ﬁ eld regarded that ﬁ eld as the primary ﬁ eld. 
As examples, he noted that sociologists, jurists, theologians, mathematicians, 
logicians, and chemists all believed their ﬁ eld to be the most important. He 
continued: “Finally, the anthropologist will come along and sweep every 
one of the preceding claimants, and all others, into his capacious net, and 
calmly assert that his study is Man in all his aspects, and that every human 
science is, therefore, but a branch of Ethnology” (1906b, p. 8).
 In our own time, despite the spread of interdisciplinarity throughout 
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scholarship and society in general, anthropology was called “an intellectual 
poaching license” by prominent sociologist Clyde Kluckhohn (quoted in 
Geertz 1980, p. 167). This view provides evidence for Brown’s claim that 
each ﬁ eld considered itself more important than any other. In the case of 
anthropology, then, Brown’s thoughts about interdisciplinarity and the 
ﬂ aws inherent in discipline-based bibliographic classiﬁ cation systems were 
more intellectually advanced than some current opinions.
 Wilson viewed the history of classiﬁ cation in the ﬁ rst half of the twenti-
eth century as a transition from top-down “universe of knowledge” systems 
to bottom-up “universe of concepts” schemes (1972). The universe of con-
cepts view of the classiﬁ cation of knowledge came to fruition in the work 
of Indian librarian S. R. Ranganathan in his Colon Classiﬁ cation18 (ﬁ rst 
published in 1933) and of the Classiﬁ cation Research Group (CRG) from 
the 1950s to the present in Great Britain. Since then, classiﬁ cation research 
and theory have been dominated by Ranganathan’s analytico-synthetic 
view of classiﬁ cation. The analytico-synthetic view is that the process of 
classiﬁ cation takes place when a document is analyzed in order to discover 
its concepts and a notation is then synthesized to express those concepts. 
In the case of the Colon Classiﬁ cation, the notations are combined in the 
order of the famous PMEST [Personality, Matter, Energy, Space, Time] 
facet formula.
 The work of Ranganathan and the CRG is highly sophisticated in 
comparison to Brown’s work, but, like Brown, they argued that the ability 
to specify document topics through synthesized notation for individual 
concepts created a ﬂ exible and hospitable classiﬁ cation system. As Sayers 
noted, Brown’s Categorical Table does not contain facets in the strict sense 
of analysis by only one characteristic of division at a time (1967, p. 173 n. 
1). Nevertheless, if the concepts in the Categorical Table were sorted into 
a systematic order, a number of common facets could be formed. For ex-











 In addition, SC has the ability to create both interclass and intraclass 
notational synthesis. Devices that could mechanically synthesize notation 
from different classes and different facets became one of the desiderata 
of later classiﬁ cationists who wanted to be able to deal with interdisciplin-
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ary topics when they arose and to express complex topics without doing 
violence to the basic structure of the classiﬁ cation. Brown’s view was that 
any topic, standpoint, qualiﬁ cation, or form might need to be combined 
with any other topic, and his notational devices for facilitating these kinds 
of combinations can be characterized as one of the sources for current 
views about interdisciplinarity and about how to deal with its existence in 
bibliographic classiﬁ cation systems.
Phenomenon Classes in BC2
 BC2 (Mills and Broughton, 1977– ) is still in the process of develop-
ment. BC2 is generally regarded as a system with a strong footing in the 
advances classiﬁ cation theory and practice have made during the twentieth 
century. Its main class order is based on the scholarly work of H. E. Bliss, 
who originally created the Bibliographic Classiﬁ cation.19 BC2 employs the 
analytico-synthetic method based in facet analysis as the main process for 
extracting the major concepts from a document and for the creation of 
notational access point(s) for the document. BC2 has a retroactive nota-
tion that allows intraclass, interclass, intrafacet, and interfacet notational 
synthesis. One BC2 provision, the “phenomenon” class, is discussed here 
because it is of particular interest to this study of James Duff Brown.
 The introduction to BC2 discusses the relationship(s) among disci-
plines and phenomena. According to the introduction, most general bib-
liographic classiﬁ cations are based initially upon the academic disciplines, 
and BC2 follows this convention. Nevertheless, it is also clear that a major 
literature may be based upon
a given concept (entity, attribute, process) which treats it from the 
viewpoint of several or all disciplines. An example would be a work on the 
Horse, treating it from the zoological, equestrian, agricultural, military, 
artistic, etc. viewpoint; or, a work on Colour, treating it from the view-
points of optics, biology, photography, painting, decoration, etc. (Mills 
and Broughton, 1977– , vol. 1, p. 52, underlining in the original).
This view is the same view Brown took about interdisciplinary works and the 
need for the Categorical Table, although the examples are different. The 
introduction to BC2 sees these kinds of literatures growing “at a relatively 
slow rate,” but its authors believe that provision should be made now for 
these works because they will increase in the future (Mills and Broughton, 
1977– , vol. 1, p. 52).
 BC2 provides three options for dealing with the contrast between dis-
ciplines and phenomena. Thomas refers to Brown’s idea of a concrete 
subject in his discussion of these three options, and we may use Thomas’s 
example of the Horse as the phenomenon under discussion (1991, p. 204). 
Option 1 contains variations of the way interdisciplinary works are handled 
in other general bibliographic classiﬁ cations. That is, it suggests that the 
Horse be placed in a discipline class for both single-discipline and mul-
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tidiscipline treatment of a phenomenon. Option 2 would allow different 
treatments of works on the Horse according to the nature of the work (that 
is, single-discipline works in the appropriate discipline and multidiscipline 
works in a special phenomenon class developed especially for works on the 
Horse). Option 3 allows a library to choose to create a phenomenon class 
for all works on the Horse, whether they are single or multidiscipline. The 
choice of this option should be based on the patrons and collection of the 
library.
 The authors of BC2 decided not to enumerate all phenomena but 
instead to allow them to be created through notational synthesis as needed 
(essentially similar to Thomas’s Option 2). The exception to this decision is 
the special Phenomenon Class in the Generalia Class 4/7 for phenomena 
that are “made up of human knowledge and information, and its commu-
nication” (Mills and Broughton, 1977– , vol. 1, p. 55). This exception was 
made because of H. E. Bliss’s views on the importance of communication 
and because the BC2 classiﬁ cation system itself is viewed by its authors as 
a communication device. The BC2 use of Option 2 and of the special Phe-
nomenon Class is thus an attempt to establish one place in the classiﬁ cation 
for works on a certain phenomenon, regardless of how it may otherwise be 
scattered among different disciplines.
 In BC2, both the one place idea and the concrete subject idea are 
renamed, more highly developed, rationalized, and theoretically driven 
than they are in Brown’s SC. It seems clear, however, that Brown’s initial 
work on these ideas has inﬂ uenced these speciﬁ c elements of BC2.20 The 
contributions of Brown’s theoretical ideas and the practices he invented 
in SC have not been sufﬁ ciently studied to allow us to decide how much 
credit he might be given for later developments. Debates about the exis-
tence of the phenomenon of interdisciplinarity and about how to place 
it in discipline-based bibliographic classiﬁ cation systems are still going on 
(Beghtol, 1998). The problems these issues raise have not yet yielded to a 
consensus about solutions, but it is important to realize that they are not 
new problems. Instead, Brown analyzed them and suggested solutions in the 
vocabulary that was available to him at the end of the nineteenth century 
and the beginning of the twentieth century.
Conclusion
 Leide, et al. (2003) are currently investigating visualization schemes 
for exploring a topic in an electronic environment such as the Internet. 
Their series of articles is consciously based on Cutter’s 1904 objectives of 
the catalogue. In this, Leide, et al. have acknowledged directly the inﬂ u-
ence of an important historical ﬁ gure for current work. James Duff Brown 
has not yet received the kind of reputation and recognition Cutter still 
enjoys. Nevertheless, the relatively brief analysis in this article shows the 
inﬂ uence Brown’s ideas and his idiosyncratic classiﬁ cation system have had 
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on twentieth-century classiﬁ cation theory and research. His unconventional 
thinking about the foundations of bibliographic classiﬁ cation systems, about 
notational devices that might express myriad combinations and recombi-
nations of the topics in documents, and about the needs of the patrons 
of public libraries for speciﬁ c kinds of knowledge representation have all 
become constant themes in later classiﬁ cation theory and research. A more 
detailed rediscovery of Brown’s work than is possible here is a potential 
route to deeper and more comprehensive understanding of present issues 
and problems for twenty-ﬁ rst-century scholars and classiﬁ cationists.
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Notes
1. McGarry (1991, p. 45) gives Brown’s birth date as 1856, and Taylor (2000, p. 335) gives it 
as 1864, but other sources agree on 1862.
2. In this article, the term “interdisciplinarity” is used to describe any of the myriad ways in 
which disciplines, topics, or subjects can be combined in written documents. What we now 
may think of as multiformat, multimodal, or multimedia documents that can be accessed 
electronically were not an issue in Brown’s time and are not considered here.
3.  For example, how to treat interdisciplinary works was not mentioned in DDC until 1965 
in the 17th edition (Dewey, 1965, vol. 1, p. 30). The publishing history of UDC is complex 
and presents “something of a bibliographical nightmare” (Rayward, 1975, p. 110, n. 58). 
The edition I examined (Manuel, 1907) contains seven auxiliary tables:
I Subdivisions de formes et de génèralités (0)
 II Subdivisions de lieu (2 à 9)
 III Subdivisions de langue ( = 2 à 9)
 IV Subdivisions de temps (( . . . ))
 V Subdivisions de points de vue . . . 000
 VI Subdivision de relation :
 VII Subdivision de noms propres (A – Z).
 Except for the last, these common subdivisions are still used in UDC. Thus, UDC allowed 
far more notational synthesis than DDC, on which it was based, allowed at that time. There 
appears to be no evidence showing whether or not Brown knew about UDC, but further 
research may provide such evidence.
4. Sayers was a highly inﬂ uential teacher of classiﬁ cation. His most famous pupil was S. R. 
Ranganathan, and he also taught many of the original members of the Classiﬁ cation Re-
search Group (CRG). His Manual of Classiﬁ cation for Librarians served through ﬁ ve editions 
between 1926 and 1975 as a basic text for library classiﬁ cation.
5. Brown’s publications are an excellent source of information on various library practices, 
on special devices in classiﬁ cations, and on some relatively obscure classiﬁ cation systems. 
For example, Manual of Library Classiﬁ cation and Shelf Arrangement (1898) discusses philo-
sophical schemes by Bacon, Bacon-D’Alembert, Locke, and Coleridge, and, in addition 
to the Quinn-Brown scheme, bibliographic schemes by Garnier, Horne, Garnett’s British 
Museum Scheme, Schleiermacher, Vincent’s Royal Institution Scheme, Trübner, Edward, 
Sonnenschein, Hartwig, and Bonazzi, among others.
6. The plan of the ﬁ rst ﬂ oor of this open access library is reproduced in Baker (1990, p. 
15).
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7. According to Munford, Brown founded Library World “primarily to assure himself of a 
continuing and regular journalistic medium” (1983, p. 157).
8. An interesting and valuable research contribution could be made from an analysis of dif-
ferent editions of Sayers’s Manual from the point of view of the different opinions about 
the purposes and qualities of library classiﬁ cation in the twentieth century. Such a study 
would include the different conclusions Sayers came to about the virtues and vices of 
each classiﬁ cation system. Brown’s enthusiasm for open access led him to suggest that an 
extra advantage might be gained for the open access system by rebinding all the books in 
speciﬁ c colors for different classes, such as orange for the Fine Arts, black for Theology, 
and red for Poetry (Brown, 1903, p. 334).
9. The Quinn-Brown scheme appears in Manual of Library Classiﬁ cation and Shelf Arrangement
(1898, pp. 60–61) and may also be available elsewhere.
10. The Adjustable Classiﬁ cation is available in Brown’s Manual of Library Classiﬁ cation and 
Shelf Arrangement (1898, pp. 97–160) and may also be available elsewhere.
11. Quotations from the introduction are taken from the second edition, and examples are 
taken from the ﬁ rst, second, and third editions. The ideas in all the editions are the same, 
but in the second and third editions they are more carefully worked out.
12. This thoroughly practical discussion of main class order is reminiscent of Melvil Dewey’s 
statement in the introduction to the ﬁ rst edition of DDC that “theoretical harmony and 
exactness have been repeatedly sacriﬁ ced to the practical requirements of the library. . . . 
Theoretically, the division of every subject into just nine heads is absurd [that is, 9 classes 
plus the 0 class]” (1876, p. 4).
13. Brown provided a complimentary discussion of DDC in Manual of Library Classiﬁ cation and 
Shelf Arrangement (1898, pp.67–70). In addition, Brown praised Dewey’s relative index as 
“particularly elaborate and useful” (1898, p. 84). He also, however, believed that “certain 
American [classiﬁ ed] catalogues, compiled on the Dewey or Dewey-Cutter plan, [that 
is, DDC with Cutter numbers] look like cunning cryptograms” (Brown, 1898, p. 75). An 
interesting research project would be to follow Brown’s opinion of DDC from its ﬁ rst 
edition until Brown’s death in 1914 and relate it to the developments in cataloguing that 
took place on both sides of the Atlantic (Sweeney, 1990).
14. For all quotations from the schedules, British spelling has been retained.
15. The provision for omitting the ﬁ rst part of the second notation from the same main class 
also appears in the second edition of the Bliss Bibliographic Classiﬁ cation (BC2).
16. Examples for which a page reference is provided are Brown’s examples. If no page refer-
ence is provided, the example was invented for this article by the author.
17. The ability to subdivide by the entire classiﬁ cation appears in other systems. For example, 
the DDC class 016 Bibliographies and catalogues of works on speciﬁ c subjects or in speciﬁ c 
disciplines allows one to add from 001–999 to specify a bibliography on any subject.
18. The name of the Colon Classiﬁ cation came from the use of the colon [ : ] to join different 
facets into a synthesized notation.
19. The ﬁ rst edition of the Bibliographic Classiﬁ cation by H. E. Bliss was published between 1940 
and 1953.
20. Brown is not mentioned in the BC2 introduction’s discussion of the relationships among 
disciplines and phenomena. He is, however, listed as an index entry on two pages (Mills and 
Broughton, 1977– , vol. 1, p. 109). First, Bliss is cited as claiming that his own notational 
devices “were more efﬁ cient and economical than the number-building of Dewey, UDC 
and Ranganathan and the auxiliary tables of Cutter and Brown” (Mills and Broughton, 
1977– , vol. 1, p. 11). Second, Brown’s SC appears in the glossary as the second of two 
meanings of “One-place System: . . . (2) Used by James Duff Brown to describe his ‘Subject 
Classiﬁ cation’ (190[6]) which collected in one place many aspects of a given phenomenon 
(Brown called it a ‘concrete’)” (Mills and Broughton, 1977– , vol. 1, p. 104, underlining 
in the original).
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The Lady and the Antelope: Suzanne Briet’s 




During her thirty years at the Bibliothèque Nationale (BN), Suzanne Briet 
(1894–1989) made important theoretical, organizational, and institutional 
contributions to the documentation movement in France. This article at-
tempts to place her documentation work within the context of the far-reach-
ing reform of French libraries, with special attention to the transformation 
of the BN. Like her colleagues in special libraries, Briet embraced moder-
nity and science. Because of her strong orientation toward humanistic 
scholarship, however, she viewed documentation service and bibliographic 
orientation as an enhancement rather than a rejection of the scholarly 
traditions of the national library. This article will focus on her efforts to 
integrate the innovative ideas of the documentation movement into the 
practice of librarianship at the Bibliothèque Nationale.
Introduction
Here I come to one of the memoir writer’s difﬁ culties. . . . They leave 
out the person to whom things happened. The reason is that it is so 
difﬁ cult to describe any human being. So they say: ‘This is what hap-
pened’; but they do not say what the person was like to whom it hap-
pened. (Woolf, 1985, p. 65)
 Suzanne Briet appreciated the need to leave behind a memoir that 
would offer some record of what she was like as a person, a work that would 
express her thoughts and beliefs. Reﬂ ecting back on her long life, Briet 
wrote, “At the age of twenty, I had as my motto: ‘To weep perhaps, but 
never to hate.’ At forty it was: ‘To serve.’ At eighty it could be: ‘To return 
to the Spirit’” (l’Esprit) (1976, p. 30).1 These three mottoes succinctly 
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express what she felt mattered most in her personal life and her career—a 
dedication to service and a deep commitment to humanistic values and 
to the Catholic faith. In 1976 when she was 82, Briet published Entre Aisne 
et Meuse et au-delà,2 a memoir that is most unusual in content and form. 
Abandoning ordinary narrative structure, Briet instead presents her recol-
lections under key words alphabetically arranged. In her preface entitled 
“On Opening the Alphabet,” she declares that she has no intention of 
writing an autobiography nor of providing documentation placed within 
a chronological framework. In fact, she completely dispenses with dates. 
It is with intentional irony that this woman who held a degree in history 
(licence) and who devoted her entire career to the rational organization of 
information chose to present her own life “without any systematic order” 
(1976, p. 30).
 At ﬁ rst glance Entre Aisne et Meuse looks like a reference work, made 
up of a sequence of records arranged in letter-by-letter alphabetization. 
Briet’s choice of entry words is completely idiosyncratic, however: she in-
cludes proper names, places, an occasional proverb, and ordinary words 
(like house, hand, and light) that evoke deeply personal memories. Some 
close friends and family members are entered under their ﬁ rst names, 
other people are introduced in speciﬁ c anecdotes, and some appear only 
as initials. Even though her choice of entries deﬁ es logic, Briet engages 
the reader with passages of pure poetry intermixed with prose that is often 
moving or profound; some entries recount ordinary events that left an im-
pression on her, while other terms provide a springboard for whimsy, biting 
wit, or humor. Believing that in old age “the past is more present when life 
is less pressing,” Briet’s goal is to evoke “some of the most extraordinary 
hours and the most signiﬁ cant human contacts.”3 She concludes her pref-
ace by declaring “I would be happy if some readers catch sight of my gaze 
(mon regard) through the pointillism of this self-portrait” (1976, pp. 9–10). 
(When citing this work below, reference will be made to the keyword entry 
as well as the page number.)
 Drawing on Suzanne Briet’s highly original self-portrait as well as her 
professional publications, this article will attempt to place her contributions 
into both a personal and an historical context. Born in 1894, Briet was part 
of a generation of young women who came of age in a nation struggling 
to confront enormous loss, signiﬁ cant social change, and new challenges 
left in the wake of the Great War. While she was never explicit as to why 
she chose the ﬁ rst motto, the goal “never to hate” probably reﬂ ects her 
experience of World War I. Born in Ardennes, she grew up in Paris but 
remained very attached to the region where she and her sister Alice spent 
vacations with their extended family. Ardennes was also the pathway of Ger-
man armies, and during the hostilities her uncle was deported, his village 
was invaded, and her grandfather’s house was destroyed. Suzanne Briet was 
just twenty at the outbreak of the war, and she recalls a close childhood 
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friend who was killed, along with nearly two-thirds of his classmates (1976, 
Kolkhose Manque, p. 59; Maison, p. 71; Marcel, pp. 76–77). Despite these 
losses—or perhaps because of them—Suzanne Briet took an early interest 
in the League of Nations and sat in on some of the sessions held in Paris 
(1976, S.D.N., p.103). Briet’s interest in international exchange seems to 
have developed at an early age; she recounts fond memories of her three 
trips to England—for vacations when she was fourteen and sixteen, and 
then at nineteen as a French teacher for the children of a Hindu princess 
(1976, Inde, pp. 52–53; Londres, pp. 65–66). Because her mother consid-
ered Suzanne destined to be a teacher, she was sent to the Ecole de Sèvres, 
an elite school for the training of women secondary school teachers; there 
she continued her study of English in addition to taking a degree in his-
tory. Briet taught for a few years, but she makes little reference to this time 
in her life other than recalling that in the classroom she felt like she had 
been “delivered up to the beasts” (1976, Livré aux Fauves, p. 64). Although 
Briet does not explain why she chose to study for the national library ex-
aminations, she credits her success to Louis Barrau-Dihigo, a distinguished 
bibliographer-librarian at the Sorbonne who gave a course in bibliography 
to students preparing for the certiﬁ cate. Not only did he offer her special 
encouragement, but when Briet explained that she could only participate 
on Saturday, he changed the time of the course to accommodate her (1976, 
Parrains, p. 90).
Early Years at the Bibliothèque Nationale: 
A Man’s World
When Suzanne Briet began her career at the Bibliothèque Nationale 
(BN) at the age of thirty, she entered a ﬁ eld that would soon be reshaped 
by the convergence of two movements in France—the “modern library” 
movement and the emergence of documentation as a distinct profession 
with its own techniques, standards, and training. It was also a time when the 
ﬁ rst generation of French women began to enter traditional professions 
that were in the process of being redeﬁ ned by radically altered social and 
economic conditions. At the BN, Suzanne Briet was at the very beginning 
of a demographic shift—when women went from barely 10 percent of the 
professional staff in 1927 to over 50 percent by World War II (Maack, 1983, 
p. 434). In her thirty-year career, Briet also witnessed and participated in a 
series of reforms and innovations that would eventually transform the BN 
from an institution constrained by elitist traditions and an insufﬁ cient bud-
get into a national library with a vital leadership role in France and beyond. 
During this time, technological innovation also played a signiﬁ cant role 
in Briet’s career and in the nature of work at the Bibliothèque Nationale. 
In 1924, the year of her appointment, electricity was ﬁ rst installed in the 
seventeenth-century building on the rue de Richelieu. Under the entry 
“Lumière” (light), Briet wrote: “I attended the birth of electricity at the BN. 
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. . . During winter season, and under cloudy skies, all work was impossible 
in the reading rooms and ofﬁ ces after three in the afternoon. . . . It was 
an unforgettable spectacle to see the green lamps burst into ﬂ ower on the 
tables” (1976, p. 66). While the advent of electricity signaled a new era, the 
changes in technology and facilities as well as services came gradually—and 
it was not until 1931 that stacks were wired, enabling the library to continue 
paging books for readers in the late afternoon (Cain, 1936, p. 8).
 Modernization of the library was the ﬁ rst priority for Pierre-René Ro-
land-Marcel, who became administrator-general of the BN in 1924. Al-
though he had had no prior experience with libraries, he brought to the 
post considerable background in public administration as well as close ties 
with leading political ﬁ gures. He immediately initiated legislative reforms 
that would put the library on a ﬁ rmer ﬁ nancial basis, while at the same 
time extending its authority over several of the great research libraries of 
Paris. To accomplish his ambitious goals, Roland-Marcel needed to recruit 
personnel with a new vision that would revitalize a staff whose orientation 
was toward tradition and scholarship rather than modernization. Roland-
Marcel was eager to hire Suzanne Briet when he learned that she had 
obtained ﬁ rst place on the national certiﬁ cation examination for librarians 
and came highly recommended by her professors. After interviewing her, 
Roland-Marcel wrote to the minister of public instruction and ﬁ ne arts in 
July 1924 and requested authorization to hire immediately Mlle. Briet, who 
he believed would be a valuable member of the staff because she spoke 
English ﬂ uently and had practical knowledge and an outstanding intel-
lect. Although Roland-Marcel agreed to wait for the passage of pending 
legislation on the BN before naming a new staff, he went ahead with Briet’s 
appointment “as an exceptional case”(Roland-Marcel, 1924).
 Briet’s only direct reference to Roland-Marcel in her memoir concerns 
an incident early in her career when she was one of just three women on 
the professional staff. She notes that the administrator-general “did her 
the honor” of bringing to her attention a motion presented to him by del-
egates from an informal club (amicale) of male staff members who urged 
that the number of women librarians be limited. Their reason was that if a 
woman were promoted to a managerial position (conservateur-adjoint) she 
would have no authority over her male colleagues or subordinates. Roland-
Marcel then “conﬁ ded” to her that the attitude of these delegates was so 
displeasing to him that he intended to take the opposite course of action 
(Briet, 1976, Amicales, p. 14). During the six years he headed the library, 
Roland-Marcel did manage to appoint several other women professionals 
even though he had few salary lines available.
 While not all of the male librarians were hostile to the appointment of 
women, some, like E. G. Ledos, who headed the cataloging department, 
acknowledged that there had been considerable skepticism and ambiva-
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lence about the growth of “the feminine element” on the professional staff. 
Ledos wrote in 1936:
Although the [library] career has been open to women abroad for a 
rather long time, in France one was barely accustomed to the idea, 
and there was no lack of apprehension as to what would result from 
this experience. By their intelligence, their industry and their consci-
entiousness, the ﬁ rst two women who were assigned to the General 
Catalog . . . dissipated all these fears and caused idle prejudices to be 
silenced” (p. 243).
Although she was not employed in the cataloging section, Ledos also al-
luded to Suzanne Briet and praised her work (1936, pp. 247, 251). During 
the early years of her career, Briet must have been quite aware of the need 
to prove herself, and she much later acknowledged that for a long time 
she regretted not having been born male because she felt that women were 
“handicapped in social life” (1976, Femmes, p. 39).
 Barely over a year after her appointment at the BN, Suzanne Briet 
married Ferdinand Dupuy, a professor of liberal arts from Toulouse. The 
couple had no children, and like many other French professional women 
of this generation, she continued to work full-time after her marriage. In 
addition to her duties at the BN and her professional association activities, 
she also authored several studies related to the history of Paris as well as 
articles for the library press that were published under Briet, Dupuy, or 
Dupuy-Briet. After eight years of marriage the couple divorced. Little is 
known about this part of her life, and Briet’s memoir offers no mention 
of her husband and no entry under marriage. Under Femmes (women), 
however, she recounts an incident toward the end of her career when the 
subject of women and work was brought up at a meeting of directors (chefs 
d’établissments). To the amazement of everyone, she declared, “The place 
of women is at home. If the two wars had not killed millions of French men, 
women would not have had to enter into the competition” (1976, p. 39). 
This attitude was typical of conservative upper-middle-class families of her 
parent’s generation, but it is indeed a paradoxical statement when made 
by a woman who appears to have freely chosen to combine a demanding 
career with marriage. Colleagues and friends described Briet as a commit-
ted feminist, and she herself indicates pride in her role as cofounder of the 
Paris chapter of Zonta International, an organization established in 1919 
as “a global service organization of executives in business and the profes-
sions working together, across political and social boundaries, to advance 
the status of women worldwide” (Zonta International, n.d.).
 When asked late in life whether she had suffered from discrimination 
as a woman, Suzanne Briet replied that, although certain prejudices were 
“inevitable,” she had personally beneﬁ ted from the support of several of the 
most noted scholar librarians as well as that of the administrators-general 
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under whom she served (unpublished interview with Renée Lemaître by the 
author, September 3, 1982). In her memoir she mocked those colleagues in 
the all-male club that met in a nearby café by calling them “the knights of 
coffee with cream” (chevaliers du café-crème), but she warmly remembered 
three scholarly mentors whom she called “parrains” or “godfathers” (1976, 
Amicales, p. 14; Parrains, p. 90). Working under their direction, she gained 
a deep respect for bibliographical scholarship. Later, when she prepared 
a public relations brochure, she referred to “the traditional grandeur of 
the Bibliothèque Nationale” and declared: “To neglect this heritage would 
without doubt threaten the intellectual primacy of France. It would be to 
fail in our duties toward what is best in us” (1928, p. 8). In one copy of this 
pamphlet there is a handwritten note: “To the scholar librarians, homage 
and friendship, 1928, S.B.”
Documentation and Orientation at the 
Bibliothèque Nationale
Suzanne Briet clearly recognized and respected the multiple roles in-
cumbent on the staff of a great national library. She wrote that it was the 
duty of librarians “to conserve, to catalog, to make [materials] accessible on 
the one hand; to orient and instruct on the other” (1932a, p. 11). Her ideal 
was that of librarians “working with researchers, not . . . on the other side 
of a barricade, but among them in a real spirit of collaboration” (1932, p. 
18). Although Briet began her work in the gifts and exchanges section, she 
started her career at a time when a new ethos of public service was being 
promoted by the administrator-general. In his 1925 report to the ministry, 
Roland-Marcel wrote that reforms taking place at the BN were the result 
of “close collaboration between the administration and the personnel.” He 
continued, “In saving the time of the reader, in providing for each user all the 
research facilities possible, given our old materials, my collaborators are 
proving that they know how to balance the duties of their profession” (Ro-
land-Marcel, 1925, p. 121; emphasis mine). In the conclusion of his report, 
Roland-Marcel asserted that the time was long past when the BN could be 
administered “like a mysterious and solitary monument” placed outside of 
the evolution of contemporary society (1925, p. 124). After acknowledging 
the importance of safeguarding the treasures of the past, he declared it had 
become “increasingly important that all collections of recent works should 
be made easily accessible to anyone authorized to use the library” (1925, p. 
124; emphasis mine).
 Although Roland-Marcel advocated public service as a means to in-
crease the effectiveness, visibility, and political support of the BN, he real-
ized that he would need to ﬁ nd outside ﬁ nancial support to carry out his 
reforms at a time when both funding and staff were limited. He therefore 
reactivated the society of the friends of the national library, and in 1926 he 
oversaw the creation an Ofﬁ ce of Documentation that was placed under 
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the auspices of the society. As Michael Buckland notes, “From about 1920 
‘documentation’ was increasingly accepted as a general term to encompass 
bibliography, scholarly information services . . . records management, and 
archival work” (1998, p. 804). This deﬁ nition seems quite in keeping with 
the functions of the new Ofﬁ ce of Documentation, which was given two 
separate but related responsibilities: (1) to centralize requests for informa-
tion sent to the administrator-general, and (2) to offer a fee-based service 
that would provide copies, photographs, translations, abstracts, and bibli-
ographies (Briet, 1929, p. 1).
 Briet later commented that librarians at the BN, who were already 
“overburdened,” could not effectively respond to written requests for infor-
mation, because such work interrupted the normal ﬂ ow of activity (Briet, 
1929, p. 1). Therefore, in June 1928, she was given the responsibility to bring 
together all such requests; she then assigned this work to the most quali-
ﬁ ed specialists at the library or sent it on to the Ofﬁ ce of Documentation if 
fee-based services were needed. She noted that she also had responsibility 
for overseeing and offering technical assistance to those working in the 
documentation service. Once their work was completed, it was “recopied” 
on a typewriter and one copy was kept in dossiers at the BN, where a record 
was maintained of research already done, so that it would not have to be 
repeated if similar requests for information were received (Briet, 1929, p.1). 
She later stated: “The Ofﬁ ce [of Documentation] is nonetheless dependent 
on the library. It is based on the existence of the Library, without which 
it could not function. In return, the Ofﬁ ce gives to the library the work it 
has undertaken. The national library thus is enriched by a collection of 
documentary archives that can be consulted by the public in the same way 
as its other collections” (Briet, 1932b, p. 3).
 As Briet was organizing this new service, she was greatly inﬂ uenced 
by the recommendations made by library experts at the 1927 meetings 
in Paris sponsored by the Institute of Intellectual Co-operation (IIC) of 
the League of Nations. The resolutions of the meetings recommended 
that (1) each national library establish a “national information center” 
where researchers could ﬁ nd out in which library or special collection the 
printed materials or documentation they needed would be located; (2) 
that the national information center be adequately funded and provided 
with card catalogues, printed bibliographies, biographical sources, union 
catalogues, and directories of special collections throughout the country; 
and (3) that these national centers be in close contact with one another 
in order to answer questions about resources within their home country 
and to centralize researchers’ requests for information that would need 
to be answered abroad. As early as 1927 Roland-Marcel began to lay the 
groundwork for the establishment of such a center at the BN by assigning 
Briet the task of compiling a directory of special collections held by the 
major libraries of France. By 1928 this card catalogue not only contained 
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information on specialized collections but also listed printed catalogues 
of French and foreign libraries; in addition it had a section that served as 
a bibliography of bibliographies and another that indexed the work done 
by the Ofﬁ ce of Documentation.
 During the next two years Briet further developed plans for an Orien-
tation Center (Centre d’Orientation) that would provide information to 
users in the library as well as answer written requests for information from 
researchers in France and abroad. Although Briet does not use the term 
”reference service,” both she and Roland-Marcel were aware of the kind of 
information and referral services available in American libraries. The direc-
tors of the Paris Library School (set up and administered by the American 
Library Association, 1923–29), were in regular contact with Roland-Marcel, 
and he was quite willing to allow their students to undertake a practicum at 
the BN. He also visited libraries in the United States and became a member 
of the Comité français de la Bibliothèque Moderne—a group organized 
in 1922 at the initiative of Americans involved with the establishment of 
model public libraries in Aisne (a region in northeastern France that had 
been devastated by the German invasion). These American philanthropists 
and librarians were joined by a number of French political leaders as well as 
“modernist” French librarians who had long been advocating the reform of 
public libraries (Maack, 1983, 1986). Two of these public library pioneers 
were Henri Lemaître (1881–1946), who later assumed a key leadership role 
in the French documentation movement, and Eugène Morel (1869–1934), 
a librarian at the BN who was both an outspoken public library advocate 
and, after 1929, a key leader in the Bureau Bibliographique de France 
(BBF) (Fayet-Scribe, 2000, p. 64). The BBF was the French afﬁ liate of the 
Institut International de Bibliography (IIB) founded in Belgium by Paul 
Otlet and Henri La Fontaine; since this international body was the central 
force in the international documentation movement, Morel provided yet 
another link to these new ideas at the BN.4
 As Sylvie Fayet-Scribe demonstrates in her seminal book on the his-
tory of documentation in France during the 1920s and 1930s, there was a 
great deal of intellectual exchange and cross-fertilization of ideas among 
the advocates of “modern” librarianship and the leaders of the emerging 
documentation movement (Fayet-Scribe, 2000, pp. 56–74). Not only were a 
number of the most progressive library leaders active in the documentation 
movement, but articles concerning public librarianship and documentation 
also appeared together in journals that encompassed all aspects of what 
we might call “the information professions.” Henri Lemaître, who edited 
the scholarly Revue des Bibliothèques and its successor Archives et Bibliothèques
(1935–38), published some of Suzanne Briet’s early work. Her articles on 
the modernization of information service at the BN also appeared in Revue 
du Livre edited by Georgette de Grolier, a public librarian who studied at the 
American Library School in Paris. This journal served as the ofﬁ cial organ 
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of several different associations engaged in library reform, bibliography, 
and documentation; while some articles dealt with policy and others with 
techniques of organizing information, a central underlying theme was a 
focus on the user (Fayet-Scribe, 2000, pp. 59, 143).
 At the same time these “modernistes” were advocating public library 
reform, there was also growing attention to the needs of scientiﬁ c research-
ers who had long complained that French university and research libraries 
neglected contemporary scientiﬁ c literature. The new techniques of docu-
mentation (especially indexing and abstracting) were nonetheless being 
developed throughout France in specialized government agencies, com-
mercial ﬁ rms engaged in research, and professional organizations. The ﬁ eld 
of chemistry was in the forefront, and one of the most active proponents 
of the new documentation techniques was Jean Gérard, who was in charge 
of the center for documentation at the Maison de Chimie (an organiza-
tion that brought together both learned societies and representatives of 
the chemical industry). Jean Gérard and Suzanne Briet are credited with 
being the cofounders in 1931 of the Union Française des Organismes de 
Documentation (UFOD)—an organization described by Buckland as “the 
French analog of ASLIB” (Association of Special Libraries and Informa-
tion Bureaux), which had been founded in the United Kingdom seven 
years earlier (1995, p. 236). Like ASLIB, the membership of UFOD was 
initially limited to institutional members (that is, the documentation cen-
ters of public and private sector organizations). In France these specialized 
documentation centers represented a wide range of ﬁ elds, and although 
organizations engaged in scientiﬁ c and technical research predominated, 
there were also agencies who focused on economics, commerce, education, 
and the humanities. While it was Suzanne Briet who represented the BN, 
Bruno Delmas notes that “the support of Julien Cain, Administrator-General 
of the Bibliothèque Nationale was decisive” for the ﬂ edgling organization 
(Delmas, 1993, p. 186).
 Although Julien Cain had studied historical bibliography at the Sor-
bonne and art history at the Ecole du Louvre before turning to a career in 
public administration, his interests did not exclude science and technology. 
Throughout his years as administrator-general (1930–40 and 1945–64), 
Julien Cain was closely involved with UFOD—initially as vice-president 
and later as president of honor. Fayet-Scribe suggests that Cain “had to 
constantly navigate (naviguer) between the librarians and documentalists” 
(2000, p. 179), a view supported by Thérèse Kleindienst, his assistant at the 
BN, who recalls that Cain declared his guiding principle was “to maintain a 
well-considered balance between two equally necessary points of view—the 
respect for the values of the past and the willingness to respond to the exi-
gencies of the present” (1993, p. 161). Cain’s commitment to the needs of 
the present included support for Suzanne Briet’s new approach to service, 
and it was she to whom he assigned responsibility to conduct a survey of 
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French documentation centers and compile a directory of such organiza-
tions. This survey was carried out much in the spirit of recommendations 
of the 1932 meeting of the Committee of Library Experts called by the 
League of Nations Organization for Intellectual Co-operation. Gérard’s 
report to the committee on UFOD, however, may have inﬂ uenced them to 
call attention to the “urgent need of encouraging new connections between 
documentation centers in the same country”(Rayward, 1983, p. 201). By 
1935, when Briet published the French directory (Répertoire des centres de 
documentation en France), she had been able to identify and describe the 
services of seventy-three centers; over forty of these organizations were 
members of UFOD (Delmas, 1992, p. 186).
 While such directories can never be considered exhaustive, Briet’s 
publication represented an important step toward the accomplishment of 
UFOD’s ﬁ rst goal—“to prepare an inventory of all organizations in France 
whose purpose was the production and distribution of documentation 
concerning all branches of human knowledge” (Fayet-Scribe, 2000, p. 187; 
emphasis mine). The breadth of UFOD’s scope is also apparent in its of-
ﬁ cers. In addition to Jean Gérard, Julien Cain, and the secretary-general 
Armand Boutillier du Retail, librarian of the ministry of commerce, the 
ﬁ rst executive committee included the director of the national archives, 
the former president of the society of civil engineers, the director of the 
central ofﬁ ce for acetylene, and director of the national ofﬁ ce of meteorol-
ogy. Although Suzanne Briet was not a member of the original executive 
board (which was all male), Bruno Delmas suggests that from the begin-
ning she, Jean Gérard, and Armand Boutillier du Retail were the leaders 
on whom the organization depended (Delmas, 1993, p. 187). Briet later 
became secretary-general of UFOD, which placed her in a key position in 
the French world of documentation and made her the most visible woman 
in the ﬁ eld.
 At the time she was engaged in preparing the UFOD directory, Briet 
probably saw this work as a logical extension of the card ﬁ le on special col-
lections in French libraries that she had already compiled at the BN. By 
1930 her Orientation Center was installed in a special room furnished with 
printed catalogues and selected bibliographies as well as the card indexes 
mentioned above. Because the space was inadequate, however, her work 
was hampered by lack of easy access to bibliographies, catalogues, and other 
printed resources. At the request of Julien Cain, Briet began planning for 
expanded bibliographic and documentation services that would be pos-
sible when new quarters were completed, and in 1933 she was sent by the 
ministry on a special mission to Berlin, where she studied the organization 
and services of the Auskunftbureau at the Prussian State Library. Finally, 
in 1934 Briet was able to move her Orientation Center into a facility that 
enabled her to create the kind of service that she had long envisioned to 
meet the needs both of French and international researchers.
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 The construction of the new quarters for the BN in Paris and in Ver-
sailles was part of an ambitious capital improvement plan undertaken in the 
1930s through special government appropriations for public works (similar 
to the Works Progress Administration in the United States). Julien Cain 
worked closely with the architect and was able to increase the space in the 
seventeenth-century building by having a basement constructed that would 
accommodate a new Catalog and Bibliography Room (Salle des Catalogues 
et Bibliographies). Suzanne Briet described the room in glowing terms: 
“Columns and walls of polished marble, vast luminous surfaces of the tiled 
ﬂ oor, dazzling lamps reﬂ ected on every side, austere bookcases of dark oak 
which. . . enhance even the most ordinary bindings, . . . all of this takes one’s 
breath away when one has just left the ground ﬂ oor with its Second Empire 
vaults, its bronze shafts, wavering light and faded frescos” (Briet, 1938, p. 
8; for a photograph that captures this image, see Kleindienst, 1992, p. 90). 
Suzanne Briet enthusiastically embraced the modern austerity and bright-
ness of this new domain over which she was to preside for the next twenty 
years. However, she clearly felt that new services to readers and easy access 
to the bibliography collection were as innovative as the air conditioning 
and modern lighting.
 Because the monumental printed catalogue of the BN was not yet com-
pleted (by 1930 only the volumes up through Liell had been published), 
Briet knew that it would save readers time if they had accurate bibliographic 
references in hand before consulting one of the several supplementary 
catalogues that could provide the call number for the book. Prior to the 
opening of the Catalog and Bibliography Room in 1934, however, many 
important bibliographies were arranged in a classiﬁ cation dating back to 
Louis XIV and were shelved on the third ﬂ oor of the central stacks where 
only the librarians could consult them (Briet, 1976, Q, p. 95). When these 
works, along with other bibliographies from the main reading room, were 
installed in the new quarters, Briet remarked that it was as if the collection, 
“like Sleeping Beauty, was awakened from a long sleep, and a new life com-
menced for it” (1934, p. 171). In 1936, after much resistance, the BN staff 
decided to adopt catalog cards in the international format, thus replacing 
supplementary catalogs in loose-leaf volumes, which took up considerably 
less space. To accommodate this change, as well as make space for the 
growing number of printed reference works, a second extension of the 
basement was completed in 1938. By 1940 the newly expanded Catalog 
and Bibliography Room contained nearly 7,000 volumes of bibliographies 
and 3,600 volumes of catalogs (Cain, 1947, p. 31). José Meyer, an American 
librarian working in Paris for the Library of Congress (LC) described this 
outstanding collection of “bibliographical material formerly dispersed in 
the various sections and stacks of the Bibliothèque Nationale” as being 
“unique in Europe” (1942, p. 811).
 In addition to making these retrospective bibliographies available, Briet’s 
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service also produced a card catalog known as the “central documentation 
index” (Meyer, 1942, p. 811). Arranged as a dictionary catalog, it contained 
cards for all the BN’s exhibition catalogs as well as bibliographies of special 
collections; it also included information on other libraries and research 
centers in France—indicating whether they produced subject bibliographies 
or indexed current periodicals in their specialty.5 Since 1931 Briet’s service 
had created listings of current bibliographies and later added indexing for 
eighty French and foreign journals on bibliography and librarianship. In ad-
dition to the central documentation index, there were several card catalogs 
of the BN’s own collections (supplementary author catalogs as well as subject 
catalogs and catalogs of anonymous works). And after considerable negotia-
tion, the BN also received a depository set of catalog cards from the Library 
of Congress in Washington. These 1.5 million cards occupied twenty-six card 
catalogues arranged by LC classiﬁ cation numbers, with French translation 
for the major LC subdivisions (Fayet-Scribe, 2000, p. 30).
 Briet admitted that the humanities and history naturally occupied a 
privileged place in the Catalog and Bibliography Room, but she emphasized 
that science was no longer treated as a “poor relation”(1934, p. 171). After 
observing that the installation of electricity had made it possible to construct 
the new facility and the use of the pneumatic tubes would soon allow for 
her service to communicate with the other ﬂ oors of the library, she declared 
that science and efﬁ ciency had come together in the modernization of this 
venerable library. However, her vision of readers one day being able to use 
the documentation assembled by her service “easily to orient themselves 
in the immensity of literature from all times and all places” was not linked 
to new technology but rather to the new techniques being developed to 
organize information (1934, p. 173).
 In his report for the years 1935–40, Julien Cain notes that, after be-
ing installed in its enlarged quarters, Briet’s expanded Center for Bib-
liographic Orientation was charged with (1) offering information on the 
collections and services of the BN; (2) orienting researchers toward the 
major collections in Paris and, eventually, those in the provinces; (3) pro-
viding information on research institutes and documentation centers and 
on the individuals most qualiﬁ ed to guide or to undertake a given kind of 
research; (4) directing the reader toward specialized library collections; 
and (5) participating in certain bibliographic publications (1947, p. 122). 
Cain not only speaks at length about this work, but he devotes a whole 
chapter of this report to “the creation of diverse services of documenta-
tion.” After declaring that “the Bibliothèque Nationale can not ignore the 
‘documentation movement’ which is spreading throughout France,” Cain 
then quotes the UFOD deﬁ nition of a documentation center as
a combined service where documentation, whether general or special-
ized, complete or partial, is systematically organized to be put at the 
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disposition of users. . . . It essentially calls for collaboration among 
(1) a service which brings together, registers, and classiﬁ es documents 
(archives, libraries, cinematheques, discotheques, museums, etc.); (2) 
a service which indexes the documents and extracts from them all 
elements that are usable in the preparation of directories, of dossiers, 
of abstracts, etc.; (3) a service that places the documentation at the 
disposal of the public, by means of information, communication, pub-
lication, reproduction, translation, etc. (1947, p. 121).
Cain then highlighted Briet’s work in preparing card ﬁ les and printed in-
dexes, directories, and bibliographies as examples of documentation service 
at the BN; these publications included the Index Bibliographicus sponsored 
by IIC, a union list of foreign periodicals received by Parisian libraries, and 
a bibliography of exhibit catalogs.
 In addition to supporting UFOD and the projects undertaken by Briet, 
Julien Cain also served as president of a new body ofﬁ cially created by a min-
isterial decree in 1939–-the Comité Français de Documentation. The other 
designated members included archivists and librarians as well as delegates 
from the French commission on intellectual cooperation and from the 
federation of scientiﬁ c associations. In 1938, even before the new French 
documentation committee was ofﬁ cially sanctioned, it apparently replaced 
UFOD as the designated organization representing France at the Interna-
tional Federation of Documentation (FID, Fédération internationale de 
documentation), which that year had became the successor organization 
to the International Institute of Bibliography. While it is not certain what 
inﬂ uence Cain had in designating the membership of the ofﬁ cial French 
delegation to FID, it is clear that the documentation community in France 
included a broad range of disciplines and techniques and was not solely 
focused on scientiﬁ c information or on technological methods for the stor-
age and retrieval of information. Although state-of-the-art equipment for 
microphotography had been acquired in 1937 at the BN, Cain expressed 
concern that the high cost of microﬁ lm readers inhibited their widespread 
use in France. Nonetheless, he concluded that the BN “has from the begin-
ning resolutely placed itself in the center of research concerning microﬁ lm 
and its applications” (1947, p. 127).
War and Peace
Writing about the development of the Bibliothèque Nationale from 
1930 to 1940, José Meyer states: “This period may best be characterized as 
one of far reaching material, technical, and intellectual change, the last 
determining the ﬁ rst as beﬁ ts a scholarly institution” (1942, p. 807). These 
years of renovation and innovation at the BN were dominated by Julien 
Cain, whose dynamic role in modernizing the library was brutally inter-
rupted by the war and the German occupation. Cain, a Jewish intellectual,6
was dismissed from his duties in July 1940 by the Vichy government, and the 
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following February he was arrested by the Germans, who eventually sent him 
to Buchenwald. One writer suggests that, although absent, Julien Cain “was 
never more present,” continuing to exert a moral and intellectual inﬂ uence 
on those who resisted collaboration with the Germans (Kühlmann, 1992, 
p. 225). Some of Cain’s initiatives were carried forward during the occupa-
tion, and Bernard Faÿ, a professor at the Collège de France who was named 
administrator-general by the Vichy government, proved to be supportive of 
work in the emerging ﬁ eld of documentation. Faÿ’s approach, however, was 
typical of “Vichy policy” and characterized as “a melange of conservatism, 
obscurantism, and technocratic modernization” (Kühlmann, 1992, p. 242). 
Later arrested for his anti-Masonic activities that led to imprisonment or 
deportation of a number of French citizens, Faÿ was sentenced to forced 
labor in 1946.
 Certain BN staff who worked closely with Faÿ were subsequently arrested 
as collaborators; however, a few others were deported during the occupation, 
and a small group of librarians who remained in Paris were later recognized 
for their work in the resistance (Chabrier, 1945). Although Suzanne Briet 
was not identiﬁ ed as part of the resistance network at the BN, she recounts 
an incident during the occupation when she arrived at work one day to ﬁ nd 
that twenty-two staff members had been arrested as communists, includ-
ing her secretary and her principal librarian. She then went to the prefect 
of police and offered guarantees of their innocence. Although they were 
released, it was not possible for her to get them reintegrated into the staff 
until after the liberation (Briet, 1976, Mains (les) Propres, p. 71). During the 
war years the BN was also allocated a number of temporary workers hired 
as “unemployed intellectuals” under a Vichy full employment program. 
About thirty of these individuals were assigned to Briet, and she put them to 
work ﬁ ling cards in the Library of Congress depository catalog (Briet, 1976, 
Maquis, p. 75). In Faÿ’s report for 1940–42, however, it is noted that three 
librarians were needed to supervise and guide these workers and to assist 
readers in the Catalog and Bibliography Room. Those professionals needed 
to provide public service were expected to have a broad, general culture, to 
be trained in the use of reference materials, and to be well acquainted with 
the different services of the BN (Faÿ, 1944, p. 354).
 Although the BN was cut off from receiving books and other materials 
from countries outside the Axis controlled areas, work continued on the 
central documentation index and on other similar projects, such as the 
augmentation of the card ﬁ le listing of printed catalogs from provincial 
libraries in France. In addition, a guide for readers was produced as well 
as a manual for documentary research, which was jointly published by the 
BN and UFOD. The 1940 to 1942 report concludes:
Nonetheless, despite various difﬁ culties, the catalog and bibliography 
service has carried out the mission entrusted to it. In addition, in offer-
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ing all of its varied clientele the possibility of working in an atmosphere 
marked by calm and careful labor, during this tragic period the service 
has been able to preserve a peaceful aspect which has been greatly ap-
preciated. (Faÿ, 1944, p. 354)
Although this section of the report is not signed by Briet, it seems likely 
that she in fact wrote it; a similar sentiment is echoed in her memoir un-
der the keyword Paix (peace), where she writes of the reading room with 
three hundred readers “peaceful with their books. Peace through books” 
(1976, p. 87).
 In a climate of fear, censorship, oppression, and physical hardship, the 
library seems to have provided a refuge where some semblance of normal 
life remained. It is also a tribute to library staff that the BN only closed for 
a mere fourteen days in June 1940 at the time of the German invasion and 
again for ten days in August 1944 during the battle for liberation of Paris 
(Chabrier, 1945). After the war, when Briet prepared a short publication 
for UNESCO on damages suffered by libraries, she praised “the interna-
tional solidarity of librarians” (Briet, 1949, p. 19). Briet remarked that, in 
Paris, the German service for the protection of libraries (Bibliothekschutz), 
headed by Hugo Andres Krüss (whom she had met in Berlin when he was 
director of the Staatsbibliothek), protected libraries against abuses by the 
German military. In both Belgium and France the German library ofﬁ cials 
also assisted young librarians in avoiding deportation for forced labor. Briet 
credits this kind of aid among colleagues to the international meetings that 
had occurred between the two wars (1976, H.A.K., p. 49; 1945, p. 19).
 Briet herself had participated in numerous conferences in the 1920s 
and 1930s, and during the war she also attended a conference on documen-
tation in Salzburg, which was organized by German documentalists. As one 
of the delegates from France (along with Jean Gérard and Bernard Faÿ), 
Briet wrote a report in which she noted that German documentalists had 
adapted for their own use certain French methods developed by UFOD 
(Briet, 1943, p. 78). With the end of hostilities, organizations such as FID 
gradually began to resume their activities, and Suzanne Briet, as secretary-
general (1944) and later as vice-president (1948) of UFOD, again became 
very active in the international documentation movement. In her role as 
UFOD secretary-general, Briet also helped to provide continuity for the 
organization during the difﬁ cult transition after the liberation. Accused of 
being a German collaborator, UFOD’s founding president, Jean Gérard, was 
sentenced to six months in prison (Richards, 1992, p. 300). Henri Lemaî-
tre, who was then elected president, worked with Frederick Joliot-Curie to 
insure that UFOD was placed under the charge of the Centre National de la 
Recherche Scientiﬁ que (CNRS), the French scientiﬁ c research organization 
that had launched an important scientiﬁ c indexing and abstracting service 
during the war (Briet, 1951a, p. 21). Following Lemaître’s sudden death in 
1946, the director of the French national archives became UFOD’s presi-
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dent. After CNRS ended its support, the organizational headquarters were 
eventually moved to the BN, where UFOD maintained a documentation 
center dealing with standardization, classiﬁ cation, intellectual cooperation, 
and “documentologie.” UFOD also resumed its publication program by 
issuing a series of manuals of documentary research in France.
 The return of Julien Cain to the BN in October 1945 also meant a 
resumption of documentation projects that had been started before the 
war as well as new initiatives. One of these concerned the preparation of 
a directory of French documentation services. In 1949 Cain assigned this 
task to Briet and her staff, who carried out a survey that resulted in a listing 
of 309 documentation centers—a signiﬁ cant increase over her 1935 UFOD 
directory where only 73 centers were identiﬁ ed. Although scientiﬁ c collec-
tions predominated, 22 of the French departmental or specialized archives 
had established documentation centers, and there were also documenta-
tion centers related to a wide range of humanities ﬁ elds such as theater, 
prehistory, ancient Egypt, Catholic liturgy, and the arts (Répertoire, 1951). 
This new directory, which was closely patterned on Briet’s 1935 work, was 
published under the auspices of UNESCO and the French Direction of 
Library Services, a new agency responsible for the expansion and coor-
dination of French public and university libraries. Within a year after his 
return to his post as administrator-general of the BN, Julien Cain also be-
came head of this new library directorate. Although a colleague noted that 
Cain “expressed his deep regret about the breach between libraries and 
documentation centers,” public libraries also adopted some of the meth-
ods espoused by UFOD (Fayet-Scribe, 1998, p. 190). During the postwar 
years, Julien Cain continued to work closely with UFOD, and although no 
longer on the active executive board, he was named one of its honorary 
presidents.
 Julien Cain was also supportive of UFOD’s efforts to sponsor a train-
ing program for documentalists. Suzanne Briet had an important role in 
planning this part-time course, which lasted for a two-year period. The ﬁ rst 
year of instruction was offered by archivists, librarians, museum curators, 
and heads of documentation centers. Most students were already working 
in documentation centers—a number were heads of the service, whereas 
others were charged with analyzing or indexing materials or carrying out 
more clerical functions. During the ﬁ rst year students from all levels were 
given a basic introduction to the “conservation, communication and pro-
duction of documents as well as organization and management of centers of 
documentation” (Briet, 1947, p. 2). The second year courses were taught by 
specialists in various subject areas, and only those who already had univer-
sity-level degrees could enroll; each advanced student also wrote a lengthy 
research paper (mémoire), often on a subject that was closely related to 
his or her work.
 In December 1950 the training program pioneered by UFOD ofﬁ cially 
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became a part of the Conservatoire Nationale des Arts et Métiers (CNAM) 
and Suzanne Briet was named the founding director of studies of this new 
documentation institute—l’Institut National des Techniques de la Docu-
mentation (INTD). The INTD attempted to address issues across a wide 
spectrum of the information professions, and its board included representa-
tives from the directorate of library services and the directorate of archives 
as well as UFOD and CNRS (Renoult, 1992, p. 437). Like the initial UFOD 
course, the INTD program also consisted of two years. The ﬁ rst year of 
instruction included a general introduction to selection, acquisitions, cata-
loging, classiﬁ cation, indexing, diffusion, exploitation, and reproduction 
of documents. The second year focused on research and documentation 
in the specialized ﬁ elds, including the social sciences and economics as 
well as science and technology. Briet did much to shape the curriculum, 
as well as teaching on a regular basis. In her memoir she expresses pride 
in being able to count among her former students a Benedictine, a head 
librarian, two university professors, a member of the Academy of Science, 
and a UNESCO expert (1976, Elèves, p. 33).
 Briet also had a great interest in professional education abroad, and 
in 1950 she prepared an international survey of education for librarians 
and documentalists commissioned by UNESCO. The following year she was 
awarded a Fulbright grant to visit the United States (October 1951–February 
1952). One of her goals was to study “professional education in some of the 
most important library schools, in order to eventually attempt to formulate 
international recommendations” (1953, p. 300). In her published report, 
she concluded that American library schools did not yet ensure satisfactory 
training for special librarians (1954, p. 340). What she meant by this is some-
what ambiguous, but it seems to reﬂ ect her insistence that documentalists 
must have subject expertise in the ﬁ eld or discipline in which they were 
employed as well as special training in documentary techniques. She went 
on to comment that most American professionals who worked in special 
libraries either had library degrees or graduate degrees in their specialty, 
but not both. Earlier, she had forcefully declared that “the documentalist 
should above all else be acquainted with the specialty which he supports 
professionally, and thus be able to bring together the bibliography, or better, 
the documentographie accumulated by the researchers themselves” (1951b, p. 
12). Documentographie, which has no English equivalent, is deﬁ ned by Briet 
as “the enumeration and description of diverse kinds of documents”; ex-
amples she gives include descriptions of megalithic stones, of astronomical 
bodies, or of ancient writings on stone (1951b, p. 23). While Briet believed 
that library education programs in the United States did not provide train-
ing in documentary techniques aimed at specialists capable of such work, 
she did acknowledge that in the areas of “the psychology of reading, the 
organization of libraries, public relations work, and services to children” 
American library schools were more developed than French training pro-
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grams (1954, p. 338). She later observed that the library schools she visited 
covered “what one could call general documentation” (1954, p. 338). This 
statement would suggest that Briet equated “general documentation” not 
with information retrieval or documentary reproduction but with a more 
generic introduction to the organization of information and to reference 
services.
 During her extensive journey across the United States—from New 
York to Los Angeles and from Boston to New Orleans—one of Briet’s 
other goals was “to understand what is meant by ‘reference work’ in both 
general and specialized libraries” (1953, p. 300). Before leaving she had 
been told that reference work in the United States corresponded to what 
was called documentation in France. Briet admired the reference services 
that she saw in public libraries, and in her visits to university and special 
libraries she often noted whether the staff had library training instead of, 
or in addition to, other professional qualiﬁ cations or graduate degrees. 
The person with whom Briet had the greatest rapport was Ruth Vormelker, 
former president of the Special Libraries Association and the director of the 
Cleveland Public Library Business Information Bureau. Briet considered 
this library the highlight of her tour and especially noted that Vormelker 
had contacted leaders in business and industry to ask what kinds of services 
they would like the library to provide for them. Briet was equally impressed 
with Vormelker’s collection of information resources, which included ﬁ les 
on companies, newspaper clippings, information on business leaders, and 
collections of manufacturers’ catalogs and company reports (1953, p. 304). 
Briet also commented on the use of microforms in some libraries and 
referred to early efforts to automate technical services. In addition, she 
examined state-of-the-art equipment in various settings and even visited 
IBM in Manhattan, where she saw a young mathematician calculating the 
position of the moon with a mainframe computer that occupied a whole 
room. Nonetheless, Briet’s focus was clearly on technique rather than tech-
nology, on reference services rather than information retrieval, and on 
users rather than equipment.
 Buckland suggests that Briet was one the few foreign visitors to recog-
nize that “the vigor of the special libraries movement in the United States” 
made it somewhat analogous to the documentation movement in Europe. 
He continues: “This insight makes her trip reports interestingly different 
from the usual practice of making forced distinctions between documenta-
tion and librarianship” (Buckland, 1995, p. 236). Shortly before her trip, 
Briet had written: “The terms ‘special librarian’, ‘library’, and ‘bibliography’ 
have other connotations there [in Britain and the United States] than in 
our country, where one makes use of the neologisms ‘documentaliste’, 
‘centre de documenation’, ‘documentographie’ (1951b, p. 40). Briet ap-
parently believed that the use of this new terminology represented a recon-
ceptualization of information work and thus corresponded “to a stage of 
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development” in France that was, “if not more highly evolved” than special 
librarianship in the English-speaking world, “at least more theoretically 
elaborated” (doctinalement plus élaboré) (1951b, p. 40).7 In her account 
of her visit to the United States, Briet often highlighted examples of public 
libraries using the kind of techniques similar to those being developed by 
documentalists in France, and she remarked on specialized libraries or 
information centers that were in universities as well as those within gov-
ernment agencies and commercial establishments. She wrote: “I visited 
a large number of special libraries and also documentation services that 
were not called libraries” (1953, p. 302). Briet’s trip occurred during an 
important transitional period in the United States when the terms “special 
librarianship” and “documentation” may have been used synonymously 
on occasion; however, leaders engaged in the American Documentation 
Institute were already beginning to focus on technological solutions such 
as microform and, later, on document-based information systems (Rayward, 
1985, p. 125).
 At the end of her tour, Briet observed that, because American public 
libraries were relatively recent in origin, they were not overwhelmed by the 
“burden of immense collections of the past” but could instead engage in 
reference work, “giving their readers the information that they need, but 
which they do not have the . . . means to ﬁ nd themselves” (1954, p. 339). 
Therefore, in the United States it was “natural” to use the term “libraries” for 
analogous services in commercial or industrial settings. She then remarked 
that in France the term “documentation center” was used for such collec-
tions and services because “we feel much more keenly than the Americans 
the need for a new type of cultural institution, . . . more dynamic and better 
adapted to the present needs and more removed from the past” (1954, p. 
339). As Briet was well aware, the work of documentalists in France closely 
paralleled that of special librarians in the United States. The approach of 
French documentalists differed signiﬁ cantly from that of their American 
counterparts, however, who were able to adapt existing practices (such as 
reference service, periodical indexing, and newspaper clippings ﬁ les) that 
had been developed much earlier by public and academic library leaders. 
In contrast, the French documentation movement occurred simultane-
ously with the reform of the Bibliothèque Nationale and the great French 
research libraries and was also closely linked with the concurrent move-
ment to reconceptualize and modernize public libraries (Maack, 1993; 
Fayet-Scribe, 2000). Like the “modernist” public library leaders who sought 
to replace the word “bibliothèque” with the phrase “la lecture publique” 
(literally translated as “public reading”), Briet and her colleagues preferred 
the term “centre de documentation” over “bibliothèque specialisée.”
 Although Briet appreciated the important role that both municipal 
and national libraries had in conserving the rich heritage of France, she 
criticized library methods as lacking ﬂ exibility and believed that existing 
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book classiﬁ cation systems were too rigid (1951b, p. 41). In contrast, she 
declared that documentation constituted a dynamic new approach char-
acterized by an emphasis on information rather than on books and a focus 
on teamwork involving close collaboration between the documentalist and 
the users. In addition, Briet stressed that documentalists must engage in 
the production of “secondary documents” using a variety of “intellectual 
techniques” (including enumeration, description, abstracting, indexing, 
analysis, and synthesis, as well as a reproduction of primary documents). 
Examples of such “secondary documents” included card ﬁ les, catalogs, 
vertical ﬁ les, photographs, encyclopedias, and guidebooks. For Briet the 
creation of these secondary documents, customized to meet the needs of 
an individual user or a group of users, was “at the heart” of documentation 
(1951b, pp. 24–25).
 Briet began her 1953 article on her visit to the United States by asking 
whether “one can speak of documentary methods in a country where the 
word ‘documentation’ is seldom used,” and she concluded by declaring that 
her American trip had conﬁ rmed that “there are no boundaries between 
librarianship and documentation, no more than those with other related 
activities, such as archival administration and museography” (1953, p. 299). 
In the end, she viewed all of these ﬁ elds as “distinct professions with com-
mon problems”(1953, p. 308). Although each ﬁ eld differed in regard to 
the predominant form of materials that were dealt with (books, reports, 
manuscripts, objects, photographs) as well as the institutional setting, Briet 
believed that archivists, librarians, museum curators, and documentalists 
were all engaged in the work of documentation since their common goal 
was to provide information for others (1951b, pp. 9, 15). Because Briet used 
the term “documentalist” (celui qui documente autrui) to encompass all 
four ﬁ elds, her meaning can best be rendered into contemporary English 
by the generic term “information professional.” In a somewhat paradoxi-
cal manner, Briet suggests that, while documentation as a profession had 
emerged from related ﬁ elds such as librarianship (which she called a “pre-
documentalist profession”), as an intellectual domain the ﬁ eld of documenta-
tion in France had come to embrace the core knowledge and techniques 
underlying all the information professions. This intellectual domain that 
Briet mapped out for documentation in 1951 is similar to deﬁ nitions of 
the discipline of information science that became widely adopted in the 
English-speaking world almost two decades later.
 Briet expresses this inclusiveness and breadth of vision throughout 
her publication Qu’est-ce que la documentation? (What Is Documentation?) 
(1951b), a brief but inﬂ uential “manifesto” in which she attempts to deﬁ ne 
the nature of the new ﬁ eld that had been the focus of her career. In part 1, 
Briet extends the deﬁ nition of document beyond texts to include any mate-
rial form of physical evidence. In part 2 she argues that documentalists have 
emerged as a distinct professional group—separate from but still closely 
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related to archivists and librarians. Finally, in part 3 she lays out an agenda 
for dynamic documentation/information services that are user-centered 
rather than technology driven. While the themes Briet explores in part 1 
and part 2 echo ideas previously articulated by Otlet, the user-centered ap-
proach that Briet advocates in part 3 draws much of its inspiration from the 
work of Morel, the de Groliers, Lemaître, and other leading advocates of 
public library reform in France. In addition to providing a unique synthesis 
of ideas that had been discussed in France for some time, however, Briet 
also offers innovative ideas of her own. Not only does she emphasize the 
importance of working closely with users, she also urges that schools add 
“elements of documentary research” to their instructional program. She 
writes: “It is not enough to know how to read in order to understand, it is 
also necessary to know how to ﬁ nd documents and be able to use them. The 
dynamism of documentation . . . accompanies the dynamism of the intellect 
in search of truth. . . . At every educational level the methods of documenta-
tion . . . should be universally diffused” (1951b, p. 44). The ideas that Briet 
formulated in 1951 predated by nearly twenty-ﬁ ve years the creation of 
library/documentation centers (bibliothèques centres de documentation, 
BCD) in French primary schools and anticipated the underlying principles 
of “information literacy” four decades before the concept became widely 
discussed.
 The 1950s in many ways marked the height of Suzanne Briet’s career, 
and on October 25, 1950, Julien Cain presented her with the cross of the 
Legion of Honor in the Catalog and Bibliography Room, over which she 
had presided for so many years. Much later she fondly recalled the event: 
“I was surrounded by family, friends and colleagues. I was overwhelmed 
with ﬂ owers, and everyone called me ‘Madame Documentation’” (1976, 
Légion D’honneur, p. 62). Briet’s work was respected not only in France 
but internationally, where she was active in FID and the International Fed-
eration of Library Associations (IFLA) as well as working on projects for 
UNESCO. Along with her teaching at INTD and her many projects and 
association activities, she also continued to supervise the services of the 
Catalog and Bibliography Room at the BN. In addition Julien Cain gave her 
the responsibility for organizing an exhibit at the Bibliothèque Nationale 
to celebrate the centenary of Arthur Rimbaud, (1854–91), a brilliant poet 
from Ardennes who was related to Briet’s family. She recalled later that, 
after reading her ﬁ rst studies on the poet, Cain had remarked, “You are 
going to give a new face to Rimbaud” (1976, Rimbaud, p. 101). The cen-
tenary exhibit was one of Briet’s last undertakings at the BN and marked 
a transition to the next stage of her life.
Contributions, Paradoxes, and Legacies
In 1954 Suzanne Briet took early retirement at the age of sixty, and 
although colleagues suggest that she left discouraged by a general resis-
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tance to new ideas, in her memoir she expresses quiet pride in her accom-
plishments but no bitterness over the struggles in which she had engaged 
during the course of her innovative career (Lemaître and Roux-Fouillet, 
1989, p. 55; Briet, 1976). Whatever her feelings, Briet left Paris and moved 
to Mont-de-Jeux, located between Ardennes and Argonne. From that time 
on, she no longer published on documentation but instead devoted herself 
to historical writings on Ardennes and continued her literary studies of Ar-
thur Rimbaud. Never one to be idle, she authored over twenty publications 
related to Rimbaud as well as dozens of historical articles on other topics 
(Titres et Travaux, 1979). Briet also reactivated the Society of the Friends 
of Rimbaud and became editor of a journal devoted to the poet. Twelve 
years after her retirement, Suzanne Briet returned to the Paris area to be 
with her widowed elder sister; she died in Boulogne in 1989, at the age of 
ninety-ﬁ ve.
 Briet left behind a complex legacy that has not yet been fully assessed. 
In her entry “Légion D’honneur,” Briet brieﬂ y describes the three accom-
plishments that had earned her this high honor: the ﬁ rst was her role as 
one of the founders of the French documentation association; the second, 
her work in creating a training program for documentalists; and the third, 
her success in organizing a bibliographic orientation service at the BN. It 
was this last achievement of which she seemed most proud. She recalled: “I 
had been authorized to open, on an experimental basis (à titre d’essai), an 
Information and Bibliographic Orientation Service which would become 
an indispensable institution within the Catalog and Bibliography Room. 
I had furnished the great library [la grande Maison] with a service that 
was taken as a model throughout the world” (1976, p. 62). This work has 
indeed been a lasting legacy; not only did Briet transform the concept of 
reference and bibliographic service in a national library, she created a highly 
acclaimed facility that continued to serve French and foreign researchers 
long after her retirement. When the BN moved to its new buildings, a room 
dedicated to bibliographic research and reference service (Salle X) was 
created as an “heir” to the Catalog and Bibliography Room that Briet had 
established (Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Département de recherche 
bibliographique, n.d.).
 While the impact of Suzanne Briet’s work extended in time and space 
beyond the conﬁ nes of the rue de Richelieu where she spent her career, it 
was her position at the Bibliothèque Nationale that enabled her to play a 
unique role in France and abroad. Despite the acute problems facing the 
BN at the beginning of her career, the prestige and the authority of the 
national library in a highly centralized country put Briet at the very center 
of French librarianship at a time of critical transformation. As a woman in 
a male enclave, and as a student of modern languages on a staff steeped 
in Latin paleography, Briet was an outsider who had a strong respect for 
scholarly traditions, but she was not wedded to practices and procedures 
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of the past. Briet’s role as an opinion leader was partly due to her ability 
to act as an intermediary between the different worldviews of the humani-
ties, which she characterized as conservative and looking toward the past, 
and the sciences, which she saw as revolutionary and future oriented. She 
wrote in 1951, “The evolution of human knowledge is an ongoing compro-
mise between these two intellectual attitudes. Invention and interpretation, 
reﬂ ection and the testing of hypotheses share the intellectual landscape. 
Documentation is their servant” (1951b, p. 10). While she acknowledged the 
importance of meticulous research for the printed catalogs of the BN, she 
urged that more ﬂ exible methods also be employed to meet the needs of 
users. These included directories, card catalogs, translations, photographs, 
and copies, as well as information given verbally or by correspondence 
(1932a, p. 7).
 Service to users is a central theme of Briet’s writings, and in 1932, at 
the time she was ﬁ rst developing the bibliographic orientation center at the 
BN, she wrote that at the “new Bibliothéque Nationale” the responsibility of 
librarians “to orient and instruct readers” demanded an innovative kind of 
service that was “attentive to the needs of the public, aware of the resources 
available to meet their needs, and accessible to everyone” (1932a, p. 19). 
While such a service would centralize bibliographic information, it would 
also provide a means of referring users to specialized collections located 
elsewhere. She ended this article declaring that the librarian should be 
“the friend of the reader” (1932a, p. 20). Nearly twenty years later, when 
describing the social role of the documentalist, she wrote in a similar vein: 
“Altruism, team spirit, leadership ability, understanding of the user’s psy-
chology, facility in adapting to the needs of a group, or to the needs of an 
individual researcher, a social sensibility, affability, a service orientation, 
eagerness in carrying out research, all are manifestations of the outgoing 
behavior of the documentalist” (1951b, p. 44).
 Briet would not have been able to implement her new approach to 
user-centered documentation service at the BN without exceptional ad-
ministrative support, ﬁ rst from Roland-Marcel and then from Julien Cain. 
Both leaders offered her challenging assignments, but it was Julien Cain 
who was able to procure adequate support and facilities that made possible 
the kind of innovative services advocated by Briet. In a tribute to Julien 
Cain, a colleague wrote that the administrator-general had a clear view of 
the problems to resolve, as well as tenacity, leadership ability, and the con-
ﬁ dence of the administrative authorities ( Josserand, 1966, p. 64). Much 
the same could be said of Briet, who was also endowed with tenacity and 
a facility for problem solving as well as the ability to inspire others to join 
together in the emerging documentation movement. And she had found 
herself in the right place at the right time, working with administrators 
who shared her vision, provided material support, and challenged her to 
achieve her goals.
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 In addition to establishing new bibliographic and reference services 
at the BN, Suzanne Briet’s other institutional legacy was the creation of 
a training program for documentalists at a time when there was no gov-
ernment-sponsored educational program for librarians in France—other 
than the diploma from the famous Ecole des Chartes, whose focus was on 
archives and historical research. With support from Louis Ragey, head of the 
Conservatoire Nationale des Arts et Métiers, the documentation courses that 
Briet and her UFOD colleagues had begun as an unofﬁ cial, experimental 
program became the Institut National de Techniques de la Documenta-
tion (INTD). Buckland (1995) calls this program one of the ﬁ rst schools 
of documentation/information science anywhere in the world. From 1951 
until 1954, when Briet was director of studies, approximately ﬁ fteen stu-
dents graduated annually from the two-year program (Renoult, 1992, p. 
439). Fifty years after her retirement, INTD remains one of Briet’s most 
vital legacies; still located at CNAM, the institute now enrolls 500 students 
in its various documentation courses (L’Institut national des techniques 
de la documentation, n.d.).
 Suzanne Briet’s other important legacy is her impressive list of his-
torical, literary, and professional publications. Her contributions to library 
literature were multifaceted and include: directories and bibliographies; 
articles on her work at the BN; reports on the work of UFOD and on in-
ternational conferences; and discussions on the nature of documentation 
and education for documentalists. While many of her publications are of 
considerable historical interest, it is her 1951 manifesto, Qu’est-ce que la 
documentation? that has captured the interest of contemporary writers such 
as Ron Day, who refers to it as an “extremely important book” (2001, p. 21). 
As Day suggests, in the postmodern era when the cultural determinants of 
science have come to the fore, many of Briet’s ideas take on new relevance. 
And in an era increasingly dominated by access to digital resources and 
hypertext, a new awareness of the common problems shared by archivists, 
museum curators, librarians, and information scientists has also sparked 
renewed interest in Briet’s theoretical work. She wrote in 1951:
It is not unusual that the documentalist ﬁ nds himself at the head of 
an establishment that includes a specialized library, a research section, 
an indexing/abstracting service, a photo-microﬁ lm service, an exhibi-
tion hall, a clippings ﬁ le. . . . Archivist, librarian, museum curator, our 
documentalist is all of these at the same time. It is therefore necessary 
that, in addition to his original subject specialization, he have some 
insight into the methods of the other professions to which he is in fact 
related. (1951b, p. 20)
Paradoxically, although Briet strongly advocated subject specialization for 
documentalists, she also saw their work as a part of a “new humanism.” By 
this she meant that the documentalist should offer “a corrective to special-
ization” by guiding researchers with narrowly focused expertise to works 
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that were “on the frontiers” of their domain of knowledge (1951b, p. 14). 
As such, the documentalist had a generative intellectual and cultural role 
to play in the creation of new knowledge.
 Ron Day also calls attention to the fact that for Otlet, Briet, and their 
colleagues writing in the 1920s and 1930s, “documentation quite obviously 
was a cultural event that had deﬁ nite political goals and effects, includ-
ing shaping the future—and the possibility for the future—in a particular 
way” (2001, p. 35). Both in terms of their theoretical approach and their 
political agenda, the leaders of documentation movement in France had 
goals very different from those of the International Bibliographic Institute 
that Otlet and Fontaine had launched in Belgium in 1895. Many French 
documentalists, like their library colleagues, openly opposed the idea of a 
centralized Universal Bibliographic Repertory, which they viewed as gran-
diose and impracticable; these opponents included Barrau-Dihigo, Briet’s 
mentor, as well as Gérard (Rayward, 1975, pp. 290–291, 357–358). In her 
1951 manifesto Briet stated that “documentation will lose nothing by un-
burdening itself of the Universal Bibliographic Repertory that the whole 
universe has treated as a chimera”; instead, she advocated the development 
in France of a decentralized but coordinated network of documentation 
centers—each providing customized indexing and abstracting services as 
well as developing collections of diverse kinds of documents relevant to 
the needs of their users (1951b, p. 9). For the organization of materials in 
these documentation centers, Briet rejected the use of “encyclopedic clas-
siﬁ cation schemes” such as the Universal Decimal Classiﬁ cation (UDC) but 
instead proposed that the documentalist should “construct from scratch 
a specialized classiﬁ cation that takes account of the major and subsidiary 
interests” of the users of the documentation center—whether these users 
were scholars, scientists, or researchers in commercial or industrial estab-
lishments (1951b, p. 24).
 Michael Buckland calls Briet’s 1951 work “a remarkable manifesto on 
the nature of Documentation” and declares that although “this tract may 
seem at ﬁ rst to be enthusiastic hyperbole, . . . Part I remains signiﬁ cant 
because it is still a challenge to orthodox views concerning the scope of 
information science”(1995, p. 235). At the beginning of her manifesto, 
Briet deﬁ nes a document as “evidence in support of a fact.” She further 
develops this idea by describing a document as “any physical or symbolic 
sign, preserved and recorded to demonstrate a physical or conceptual phe-
nomenon” (1951b, p. 7; Buckland, 1998, p. 217). Buckland notes that Briet’s 
approach is “reminiscent of discussions of how an image is made art by 
framing it as art.” After acknowledging that “Briet’s rules for determining 
when an object has become a document are not made clear,” Buckland 
goes on to infer from her discussion that a document must exhibit: (1) 
Materiality: physical objects and physical signs only; (2) Intentionality: i.e. 
it is created to serve as evidence; (3) The object must be processed; (4) 
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The object must be perceived to be a document (the phenomenological 
stance) (1998, p. 217).
 Since Briet dedicates part 1 of her manifesto to Julien Cain, it is pos-
sible that he had some inﬂ uence on her ideas; in any case, her experience 
at the BN shaped her conception of documents as being objects as well as 
texts. In addition to departments for manuscripts and printed books, the 
BN had an important Department of Medals that collected coins and other 
objects and a Department of Prints and Engravings that collected visual 
images. Briet states: “Because of the presence of sculptures, medals, geo-
graphical maps, and personal souvenirs in a library one should henceforth 
be required to use the term ‘documentographie’” in place of bibliography 
(1951b, p. 20). Although it was a leap of the imagination to extend the 
idea of a “document” from a coin in an exhibit case to an antelope in a 
zoo, in both cases the principles of identifying, collecting, classifying, and 
juxtaposing could be employed to enable users to access information from 
animate or inanimate objects.
 Briet’s ﬁ nal legacy was her memoir, Entre Aisne et Meuse. Like her ef-
forts to deﬁ ne documentation, this work also leaves the reader with many 
unanswered questions, ambiguous references, and unexplained omissions, 
as well as challenges to any preconceived ideas about her. Briet’s eloquent 
if unconventional memoir nonetheless offers ﬂ ashes of insight into the 
turbulent period in which she lived as well as illuminating her close rela-
tionship with her mother and sister, her courage under duress during the 
German occupation, and her sense of humor and gift of poetry. Although 
she has left us with a self-portrait that both reveals and conceals her gaze, 
she has not only offered a glimpse of what happened but also a sense of 
“what the person was like to whom it happened” (Woolf, 1985, p. 65).
Notes
1. All translations from the French done by the author, except for those French sources cited 
and translated in Buckland 1995 and 1998.
2. ”Between the Aisne and the Meuse and Beyond”—these were two rivers that bounded the 
part of the Ardennes that was her ancestral home.
3. Suzanne Briet was a reader of Virginia Woolf; although she could not have seen the memoir 
where Woolf attempts to deﬁ ne “moments of being,” Briet came close to this idea when 
she speaks of “quelques des heures les plus extaordinaires.”
4. Briet does not quote directly from Otlet or Morel, but much of her writing does bear the 
imprint of their ideas.
5. Information on indexing services was very important in France, where there were no 
commercial indexing services such as those the H. W. Wilson company provided in the 
United States.
6. Cain had also been associated with the Socialist popular front government and was a friend 
of the former premier, Léon Blum.
7. It is not clear how extensively Briet read American library publications; in her publications 
she refers to several American authors (such as Jesse Shera, Luther Evans, Periam Danton) 
but seldom quotes from them directly.
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Gerard Salton is often credited with developing the vector space model 
(VSM) for information retrieval (IR). Citations to Salton give the impression 
that the VSM must have been articulated as an IR model sometime between 
1970 and 1975. However, the VSM as it is understood today evolved over a 
longer time period than is usually acknowledged, and an articulation of the 
model and its assumptions did not appear in print until several years after 
those assumptions had been criticized and alternative models proposed. An 
often cited overview paper titled “A Vector Space Model for Information 
Retrieval” (alleged to have been published in 1975) does not exist, and 
citations to it represent a confusion of two 1975 articles, neither of which 
were overviews of the VSM as a model of information retrieval. Until the 
late 1970s, Salton did not present vector spaces as models of IR generally 
but rather as models of speciﬁ c computations. Citations to the phantom 
paper reﬂ ect an apparently widely held misconception that the operational 
features and explanatory devices now associated with the VSM must have 
been introduced at the same time it was ﬁ rst proposed as an IR model.
Introduction
In a tribute written for the Journal of the American Society for Information 
Science (JASIS) (Crouch et al., 1996), Carolyn Crouch declares that Gerard 
Salton was more than just the leading authority in the ﬁ eld of information 
retrieval (IR). For thirty years, Crouch writes, “Gerry Salton was information 
retrieval” (p. 108) During times when the signiﬁ cance of computational 
IR research was in doubt, Salton defended and supported it “through the 
sheer force of his own personality and reputation” (Crouch et al., 1996, p. 
David Dubin, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois at 
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108). Crouch’s sentiments are echoed in the memoriam by Salton’s other 
colleagues and former protégés, who reﬂ ect on his many contributions 
in research, teaching, writing, editing, and service to scholarly societies. 
They cite the textbooks he wrote, the SMART system developed under his 
leadership, the scholars that he mentored, and many other contributions. 
Donna Harman reminds the reader that Salton investigated “the use of 
the vector space model in clustering, relevance feedback, automatic link-
ing, book indexing, passage retrieval, visualization, and many other areas” 
(Crouch et al., 1996, p. 108).
 It is hardly surprising that Dr. Harman would cite Salton’s pioneering 
research in the vector space model (VSM) for information retrieval: there 
are numerous citations crediting Salton with the original development 
of that IR model, as well as responses commenting on its advantages and 
limitations and proposing extensions or alternatives to it (Bollmann-Sdorra 
& Raghavan, 1993, 1998; Raghavan & Wong, 1986; Wong & Raghavan, 
1984; Wong, Ziarko, & Wong, 1985; Wong, Ziarko, Raghavan, & Wong, 
1986, 1987; McGill & Huitfeldt, 1979; Singhal, 2001; Howland & Park, 
2004; Kobayashi & Aono, 2004). What is surprising, however, is that there 
is evidence that the VSM evolved over a much longer period of time than 
is usually acknowledged and that Salton did not publish an articulation of 
the model and its assumptions until several years after criticisms of those 
assumptions had been leveled and alternative models proposed (see section 
7 below).
 In giving credit to Salton for the vector model, a number of authors cite 
an overview paper titled “A Vector Space Model for Information Retrieval,” 
which some show as published in the JASIS in 1975 and others as published 
in the Communications of the Association for Computing Machinery (CACM) in 
1975. In fact, no such article was ever published, and citations to it usually 
represent a confusion of two 1975 articles (Salton, Wong, & Yang, 1975; 
Salton, Yang, & Yu, 1975), neither of which were overviews of the VSM 
as it is generally understood (see section 5 below). Some of Salton’s own 
colleagues have been guilty of this mistake: both Cardie et al. and Singhal 
cite the CACM version, for example (Singhal, 2001; Cardie, Ng, Pierce, & 
Buckley, 2000). The paper is even cited in a few of the very last articles on 
which Salton is listed as a coauthor (Singhal, Salton, Mitra, & Buckley, 1996; 
Singhal & Salton, 1995). These papers were published close to or shortly 
after the time of his death, and so the errors cannot be blamed on Salton 
(remembered by his colleagues as a very careful and meticulous writer).
 Another irony—one representing a more ﬁ tting tribute to Salton’s 
legacy—is that locating papers containing the mistaken citation is very dif-
ﬁ cult using conventional citation databases such as the Web of Science. But 
discovery of the errors is greatly aided by search engines such as Google 
and CiteSeer—systems that employ techniques similar to those that Salton 
himself reﬁ ned and recommended. The following papers were found in 
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this way, and they cite one or the other versions of the bibliographic ghost: 
McCabe, Lee, Chowdhury, Grossman, & Frieder, 2000; Theophylactou & 
Lalmas, 1998; Arampatzis, van der Weide, Koster, van Bommel, 2000; Chen, 
2001; Jiang & Littman, 2001; Nallapati, 2003. This leads us to the following 
questions: How did this mistake occur, and how was it perpetuated to the 
degree that it was? The answer seems to lie in a misconception widely held 
even by people who cite Salton’s publications correctly: it is assumed that a 
description of the VSM must have been published sometime around 1975, 
even though it was not characterized as an IR model at that time.
Vector Spaces and Mathematical Models
We begin with a description of the VSM that Salton included in chapter 
10 of his 1989 book on automatic text processing. That treatment includes 
the following characterization:
1. The VSM (like the Boolean and probabilistic models) represents infor-
mation retrieval systems and procedures.
2. Global measures of similarity (such as the cosine measure) are computed 
between queries and documents.
3. Queries and documents are represented by term sets.
4. Both queries and documents can then be represented as ordered term 
vectors.
5. The components of the vectors are numbers representing either the 
importance of a term or simply the presence or absence of a term (1 
or 0, respectively).
As mentioned above, the origins of these features are considerably earlier 
than the publications usually credited with the deﬁ nition of the VSM. Salton 
himself did not publish a full articulation of the VSM as a retrieval model 
until this chapter, however, which appeared years after he was publicly 
credited with having invented the VSM.
 The VSM is a mathematical model. Generalizing a deﬁ nition by Ruth-
erford Aris, Davis and Hersh (1981) deﬁ ne a mathematical model as a 
consistent mathematical structure designed to correspond to some physical, 
biological, social, psychological, or conceptual entity. They cite a number 
of uses for mathematical models, including:
1. predicting events in the physical world
2. guiding observation or experimentation
3. fostering conceptual understanding
4. assisting the “axiomatization of the physical situation” (Davis & Hersh, 
1981, p. 78)
5. promoting progress in mathematics
So there are any number of ways in which the VSM might represent an 
advance for or contribution to IR research or systems design. Clarifying the 
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particular role it plays as a model recommends a closer look at how vector 
representations are used to model other domains. The vector space is a very 
general and ﬂ exible abstraction, used to model many different domains and 
applications. When one makes the claim that a system or phenomenon is 
or can be modeled by a vector space, the ﬁ rst question one must consider 
is the level of abstraction at which that claim is being made:
Algebraic—At the most abstract level, it can be a claim about addition 
and multiplication operations deﬁ ned on a nonempty set of objects. 
Speciﬁ cally, the claim that these operations satisfy all the algebraic 
axioms for a vector space (for example, addition commutes, multipli-
cation distributes over addition, etc.). An example of a claim at this 
level is that the set of polynomials of degree no greater than n deﬁ ne 
a vector space (Lay, 1994).
Measurement-theoretic—At another level, to say that something is 
represented by a vector space can be an empirical claim that two or 
more variables deﬁ ne a space. In that case, the substance of the claim 
is about ordinal and additive relations holding among the values of 
those variables for some known entities (that is, that the variables are 
quantitative) and also that distance between the entities is a function 
of the differences along each of the individual variables deﬁ ning the 
space (Michell, 1990).
Physical—Real vector spaces are often used to model physical forces 
such as gravity and relations such as velocity. For example, the direc-
tion and velocity of a boat may be represented by a vector, the speed 
and direction of the current is represented by a second vector, and the 
course and speed made good are shown to be the sum of those vectors 
(Fraleigh & Beauregard, 1987). Models such as these entail claims 
about the physical world.
Data-centric—In multivariate analysis, vector spaces are used to model 
a set of observations. The data is typically represented as a matrix where 
items or cases are represented as rows and observations for a particular 
feature are represented as columns. Geometrically, the cases are un-
derstood to be plotted in the space of feature values, but no empirical 
claim about the features, the nature, or relations among the values need 
be advanced: in this case, the vector space is simply a way of presenting 
the values assigned to the observations. This representation typically 
precedes a transformation of the data, such as reexpressing them in 
a space of lower dimensionality in order to reveal latent structures or 
patterns (Green & Carroll, 1976). In that case, the operations per-
formed using the data can be explained and understood as operations 
on vectors and matrices.
It is at this last data-centric level that one should understand the use of 
vector abstractions in most of Salton’s IR publications: vector components 
represent raw or modiﬁ ed observations, and relations between vectors 
(such as the cosine of the angle between pairs of them) are devices for 
explaining computations or other design choices about how an IR system 
operates. As we shall see, the habit of describing data and computations 
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in terms of operations on vectors eventually became so familiar that some 
later interpretations seem to lose sight of the role the vector model was 
intended to play.
Earliest Examples
The elements of what would come to be known as the VSM are evident 
in Salton’s earliest publications on experimental IR and also the work of 
other authors (Switzer, 1965; Sammon, 1968). In a 1963 article in the Journal 
of the Association for Computing Machinery (JACM), Salton describes systems 
and methods for what at that time he calls “associative document retrieval 
techniques.” Building on earlier work by people such as H. P. Luhn, Salton 
outlines the architecture for automated systems that extract words from 
machine-readable texts, select a subset of those words deemed signiﬁ cant 
enough to represent the document content, and compute measures of 
association between pairs of terms, pairs of documents, and between docu-
ments and queries.
 Even in this early paper one ﬁ nds frequencies of extracted words pre-
sented using matrix and vector notation and the cosine of angles between 
vectors recommended as a measure of association. The vector representa-
tion is employed to describe similarities computed using both extracted 
words and citation data. Furthermore, it is clear that vector representations 
are to be understood precisely at the data-centric level described above: 
the term-document matrix is called an incidence matrix, leaving no doubt 
that what the vector components model are observations. The similarity 
measures are at all points described as methods or operations on the data 
that can be interpreted as relations between vectors.
 SMART was the system Salton developed over the course of his career 
as an IR researcher. More than just an IR system, SMART was the work-
ing expression of Salton’s theories and the experimental environment in 
which those theories were evaluated and tested (Salton, 1971). The earliest 
papers describing the SMART system show that the same extraction and 
association procedures outlined in the JACM article are central to SMART’s 
design and operation (Salton, 1965b; Salton & Lesk, 1965). In 1965 Salton 
published a paper in IEEE Spectrum titled “Progress in Automatic Informa-
tion Retrieval” (1965a). That article discusses speciﬁ c features of SMART 
and characterizes document representations and similarity computations in 
terms of vectors. In addition, relevance feedback experiments (conducted 
by J. J. Rocchio) are described in terms of query vector modiﬁ cations. In 
all these examples, the vector spaces illustrate how computations such as 
similarity measures and relevance feedback are applied to the data; the 
vector spaces are models of computations executed by the system.
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Retrieval Models
In 1968 Salton published Automatic Information Organization and Re-
trieval, a book that presents a more developed treatment of the concepts 
introduced in the earlier IR papers and more details on the design and 
evaluation of the SMART system. Salton devotes chapter 6 entirely to re-
trieval models but, interestingly, that chapter contains none of the vector 
or matrix notation seen in the earlier papers. This is not to say that vector 
representations are absent from the book: as in the earlier writings, they 
appear in the context of explaining speciﬁ c computations in the chapters 
on statistical operations (4) and the retrieval process (7). But for Salton a 
retrieval model was closer to the formal model later presented by Bookstein 
and Cooper (Bookstein & Cooper, 1976).1 Retrieval models, according to 
this understanding, are more abstract than particular computations. The 
retrieval operation is understood as a mapping between the space of query 
words and the space of documents (that is, replacement of the former by 
the latter). Salton presents retrieval models in set-theoretic terms, though 
there is no reason why vectors could not be used to model retrieval at the 
same level of abstraction: John W. Sammon Jr. published an abstract model 
similar to Salton’s using vectors rather than sets (Sammon, 1968). Accord-
ing to Salton, a retrieval model should explicate such issues as
• whether a particular set has a well-deﬁ ned complement
• whether the request space is identical with the object space; that is, 
whether the set of possible query descriptions is the same as the set of 
possible document descriptions
• whether document and query identiﬁ ers are unstructured and indepen-
dent of one another or whether relations between them are deﬁ ned
• implications of order relations on queries and documents, such as wheth-
er a more speciﬁ c query guarantees the retrieval of fewer documents 
and whether those will be a proper subset of a more general query
• whether the system contains a classiﬁ cation language (that is, a set of 
categories distinct from the document description language) and func-
tions to map document and request descriptions into those categories
• whether elements of the description languages are all positive proper-
ties, or whether negation can be expressed independent of any other 
existing property
A retrieval model, according to Salton, represents documents, description 
features (such as index terms), queries, and the relationships within and 
across those sets. The vector spaces described in the 1968 book, however, 
are not models of documents, terms, or queries: they are models of nu-
meric data and of computations with those data. The numbers represent 
the documents, terms, and queries within a system such as SMART. The 
vector space models are explanatory devices intended to help the reader 
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understand how part of a system works; the retrieval model speaks to more 
general questions, such as those listed above.
 Some of the retrieval modeling issues have since recurred in disputes 
that intimately couple them with those of vector representations (as ex-
plained below). But in 1968 Salton treated these modeling issues separately 
from those used to characterize similarity and relevance feedback computa-
tions.
The Term Discrimination Model
In 1974 and 1975 Salton published several important papers on a theory 
of indexing and a method for selecting words from documents and assign-
ing numeric weights to them. The presentation of this model, called the 
“term discrimination value model” (TDV), would prove to be signiﬁ cant not 
only because an automatic indexing principle was expressed in this model 
but also because of its impact on the IR research community’s perception 
of what became known as the VSM.
 The term discrimination model proposes that document features (such 
as extracted words) most useful for indexing will be those that increase the 
average dissimilarity between pairs of documents. In the basic conception 
the computed similarity averaged over every document pair is compared 
with and without the inclusion of a feature under consideration. The fea-
tures are then ranked by the difference between those averages, with the 
best having the most dramatic lowering of average similarity when they are 
included. The process of computing a discrimination value can be speeded 
by comparing each document to an artiﬁ cial average or centroid document 
rather than computing similarities for every document pair.
 It is not essential to the TDV indexing model that similarity computa-
tions be explained in terms of operations on vectors or that document 
features be weighted or ordered. But, not surprisingly, Salton explained 
the model geometrically using vectors as he had done in the earlier pub-
lications. The key publications on the TDV indexing model are a Cornell 
technical report (Salton, 1974) that was republished a year later as a mono-
graph (Salton, 1975), an article in the January–February 1975 issue of the 
JASIS (Salton, Yang, & Yu, 1975), and an article in the November 1975 issue 
of CACM (Salton, Wong, & Yang, 1975).
 The articles in CACM and JASIS (particularly the former) had the great-
est impact on how the VSM came to be viewed. This is largely because of 
presentational choices that had little direct bearing on the thesis of either 
article. Most signiﬁ cantly, the CACM article is titled “A Vector Space Model 
for Automatic Indexing.” One might consider this an unfortunate choice 
since (as discussed above) vector spaces are not essential to the TDV selec-
tion and weighting model. What both articles actually present is an “average 
document similarity model” for automatic indexing. Because Salton and his 
colleagues were computing document similarity the same way that they had 
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been doing for years, they used the same mathematical models to explain 
how those computations were performed. Hence the vectors and vector 
operations. After over a decade of explaining their system design choices 
in this way, Salton and his colleagues seem to have grown comfortable with 
vector spaces as an economical explanatory tool. That may help account 
for why the vector space is foregrounded in the CACM article’s title and in 
the opening paragraph, which begins “Consider a document space . . . ”
 In addition, both articles use the same illustration for their ﬁ rst ﬁ gure: 
a three-dimensional coordinate system where index terms are depicted as 
orthogonal basis vectors and documents are plotted as vectors in the space 
of term weights. For purposes of advancing and explaining the thesis this 
illustration is correct, since it gives the reader a correct impression of how 
similarities were computed in the experiments conducted to evaluate TDV 
as an indexing strategy. But as we will see, the ﬁ gure made a lasting impres-
sion on readers, and eventually more was read into this illustration than 
was warranted.
The Vector Space as an IR Model
The next signiﬁ cant evolutionary stage of how the VSM came to be 
perceived became evident in 1979. That year Salton published an article 
in the Journal of Documentation ( JDoc) titled “Mathematics and Information 
Retrieval.” This article was the ﬁ rst since the 1968 text to discuss issues of 
modeling in depth, and it is signiﬁ cant for two reasons:
1. This seems to be the ﬁ rst time Salton refers to the VSM as an IR model 
in print
2. Salton describes an orthogonality assumption for the ﬁ rst time in this ar-
ticle
Informally, one can understand the orthogonality issue as whether the 
vectors forming the basis of the space (that is, those representing variables 
under investigation) are at right angles to one another. Modeling variables 
as orthogonal basis vectors suggests that those variables either are or should 
be treated as statistically independent of one another. Salton’s vector spaces 
(such as those in the 1975 TDV articles) model frequencies of extracted 
words with orthogonal basis vectors, which gives the false impression that 
words are assumed to occur independently of each other. As noted above, 
however, Salton’s use of vector spaces is for modeling how an IR system 
performs particular computations. No empirical claim about word occur-
rences is implied: the equations and diagrams merely illustrate how the 
system was programmed to match documents and queries.
 In “Mathematics and Information Retrieval” Salton uses the term “vec-
tor processing model” rather than vector space model, and this is the ﬁ rst 
suggestion that the VSM has shifted from being understood as a model for 
illustrating speciﬁ c computations to being an IR model in its own right. This 
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article recapitulates much of the set-theoretic modeling discussion in the 
1968 text, but this time puts alongside it a section on “Retrieval as vector 
matching operations.” The description of the vector representation and 
operations is similar to the earlier computational/operational illustrations 
but with some telling exceptions: Salton mentions an “underlying basis” 
out of which the vectors representing index terms are composed via linear 
combination. Precisely what this basis represents Salton declines to specify, 
but he states that to assume that this basis is orthogonal would be at odds 
with “actual fact” since “relationships may exist between individual vector 
attributes” (Salton, 1979, p. 8).
 The signiﬁ cance of this shift in thinking is twofold: First, Salton’s use 
of vector spaces has temporarily drifted from the operational, data-centric 
conception seen earlier to some other vague level of abstraction. Second, 
the question of correlation or orthogonality is explicitly linked to a model-
ing issue that Salton had identiﬁ ed in 1968: the existence of relations or 
dependencies among the document and query identiﬁ ers.
 When Salton alludes to the mysterious “underlying basis,” he may have 
in mind latent dimensions of the kind that can be uncovered through, for 
example, principal components analysis or factor analysis. Methods for rep-
resenting documents in these empirically derived vector spaces had been 
proposed before (Switzer, 1965; Sammon, 1968) and since (Deerwester, 
Dumais, Furnas, Landauer, & Harshman, 1990), but the techniques had 
not been used in Salton’s research. Perhaps the “underlying basis” is sup-
posed to represent psychological variables of the kind that can be studied 
by eliciting similarity judgments from experimental subjects. Several key 
studies investigating the suitability of vector spaces as psychological models 
of similarity were published in the years before and after “Mathematics 
and Information Retrieval” (Tversky, 1977; Tversky & Gati, 1978; Tver-
sky & Gati, 1982). But such psychological models were never part of the 
SMART system. In any case, the basis cannot represent either the terms or 
the documents, since Salton claims that both term and document vectors 
are linear combinations of the basis vectors. The reader is left with the 
impression of entities that somehow have a real existence independent 
of the IR system design decisions and that the system models imperfectly. 
What could those be?
 Salton may have imagined that the “underlying basis” represented both 
empirically derived and psychologically real dimensions. For example, an 
article by Koll, published the same year as Salton’s JDoc article, describes 
a system (called WEIRD) in which a derived vector space is proposed as a 
solution to the problem of measuring conceptual similarity (Koll, 1979). 
Alternatively, Salton may have supposed the basis to represent concepts 
that are neither psychologically real nor derived from data but rather pure 
abstractions: A few years earlier Salton’s future coauthor Michael McGill 
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had published a paper relating SMART to an abstract but informal vec-
tor model proposed by Meincke and Atherton (McGill, 1976; Meincke & 
Atherton, 1979).
 The other signiﬁ cance of the orthogonality/correlation issue in 1979 
is that it is a special case of a retrieval modeling issue Salton had cited in 
1968: relationships between elements of the various sets. The year 1979 saw 
the ﬁ rst coupling of this abstract modeling issue with vector representations 
that had been discussed separately in the 1968 book. Furthermore, the ear-
liest characterizations of Salton’s VSM as an IR model appeared that year 
in separate publications by Salton, McGill, and Koll (Salton, 1979; McGill 
& Huitfeldt, 1979; Koll, 1979).
 Koll identiﬁ es the basis in Salton’s vector model as the index term 
vectors. Within a few years, Salton would come to agree that it is the index 
term vectors (not some other basis) that are assumed to be orthogonal in 
his VSM. But that position is equally problematic: if the basis vectors repre-
sent index terms then those vectors are not assumed to be orthogonal, they 
simply are orthogonal, because all that the vectors represent is the way that 
term frequency data are used in the system’s computations.
 When a commentator on the VSM says that term basis vectors are as-
sumed to be orthogonal, this is a misstating of the actual fact that depen-
dencies among words in natural language are ignored. Approaches such 
as WEIRD and Latent Semantic Indexing do compute and use information 
about these dependencies, and although SMART’s similarity computations 
never worked that way, there is ample evidence in the writings of Salton 
and his colleagues that they understood word/term dependencies and con-
ducted many experiments to employ term associations in retrieval (Salton, 
1963; Lesk, 1969; Salton, Buckley, & Yu, 1983).
 It is a subtle error of language or description to claim that the VSM 
assumes term vectors are orthogonal. And it is no coincidence that this er-
ror ﬁ rst appears when the VSM was ﬁ rst characterized as a retrieval model 
instead of a computation model. If term vector orthogonality is a sim-
plifying assumption, then that implies the existence of correlated terms 
independent of their operational deﬁ nition in the computational design 
choices. But, as with the “underlying basis” of 1979, it is not clear what those 
entities could be. Evidently, the familiarity of vector space illustrations has 
led to a confounding of objective facts (that term dependencies and word 
associations exist) with implications for how those facts might be modeled 
(as correlations between vectors in a vector space). In 1968 Salton had 
included the character of relationships among members of the descriptor 
set as a retrieval modeling issue. By 1979, discussion of those relationships 
had become inseparable from discussion of similarity computations. That 
confusion continued to shape reactions to Salton’s contributions over the 
subsequent years.
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Early Reactions to the Vector Model
Responses and counterproposals to the vector model from 1979 on-
ward are each interesting on their own terms and for their own reasons 
(Koll, 1979; Wong et al., 1986, 1985; Bollmann-Sdorra & Raghavan, 1998). 
But understanding how they shaped the understanding of the VSM itself 
requires attention to two issues:
1. Respondents did not realize how recently the VSM came to be char-
acterized as a retrieval model. Looking back at the earlier illustrative 
vector models of similarity and relevance feedback computations, they 
assumed the VSM went back at least as far as the 1975 TDV papers dis-
cussed above.
2. The IR modeling issues are no longer distinct from the computational 
modeling issues, as they were in 1968.
The most signiﬁ cant early response to Salton was Wong and Raghavan’s 
“Vector Space Model for Information Retrieval: A Reevaluation” (1984). 
This paper pointed to inconsistencies in earlier proposals for deﬁ ning 
vector correlation. It is the ﬁ rst in a series that would propose a different 
method for using word co-occurrence data to deﬁ ne an orthogonal basis 
for a vector space; Wong and Raghavan called it the Generalized Vector 
Space Model (GVSM) (Wong et al., 1985; Raghavan & Wong, 1986; Wong 
et al., 1987).
 Beyond these contributions it is interesting to look at how Wong and 
Raghavan interpreted Salton’s earlier writings and to see the impact of this 
interpretation on how we conceive of the VSM today. Reviewing the 1960s 
and 1970s publications, Wong and Raghavan suggest that Salton’s vectors 
are informal, notational devices and not intended as a logical tool. They ac-
cuse Salton of ignoring issues such as whether the algebraic axioms deﬁ ning 
a vector space are even satisﬁ ed. According to Wong and Raghavan (1984), 
that amounts to “casual ﬂ irtings” (p. 170) with the concept of vector spaces 
and should not be taken seriously. These criticisms are understandable in 
light of how they are interpreting the earlier publications.
 As stated earlier, in the pre-1979 writings, vectors are used for modeling 
term frequency observations and for explaining similarity and relevance 
feedback computations. Salton’s vector spaces are rigorous and formally 
correct, but the vector models themselves are illustrative (not merely no-
tational). The axioms deﬁ ning a vector space are satisﬁ ed simply because 
at the algebraic level the vector space in question is the familiar Euclidean 
space of real numbers. The orthogonality of the basis follows from deﬁ ni-
tion, since what a vector space represents is nothing more than how com-
putations are performed by a system such as SMART.
 Wong and Raghavan are looking back with the assumption that the VSM 
has been an IR model all along. From that perspective, they reasonably ask 
whether the VSM implies a vector space in the formal sense. But in reality 
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the formality of the vector space was never in doubt, only what was meant 
by an IR model.
 Wong and Raghavan’s GVSM is a perfectly reasonable proposal for using 
word co-occurrence data in an IR system. But they present it as a formal model 
for vector correlation and orthogonality in IR. The issues of dependencies 
and patterns in textual data take a back seat to questions of how linear 
dependence, projection, and correlation are deﬁ ned. What began as an 
illustrative formalism came to signiﬁ cantly shape the way theoretical ques-
tions were expressed and the language in which solutions were proposed.
 A later response to Salton shows this intertwining of models even more 
clearly. In 1993 Bollmann-Sdorra and Raghavan published “On the Delusive-
ness of Adopting a Common Space for Modeling IR Objects: Are Queries 
Documents?” Recall that, like the issues bearing on orthogonality, this is 
another retrieval model issue that Salton had identiﬁ ed in 1968: whether the 
request space is identical with the object space. Bollman-Sdorra and Ragha-
van address this important issue again but entirely within the framework of 
vector computations. Each of their claims is supported by examples that 
show how particular parameter combinations (similarity measures, prefer-
ence orders, etc.) lead to unexpected or counterintuitive results. The fact 
that these examples are all contrived does not invalidate their arguments, 
but it does mean that the question of whether queries are documents is 
being addressed without ever advancing a claim about actual documents 
or actual queries—only via hypothetical examples of document and query 
representations.
 Finally, consider what it means to say that an IR system is based on the 
vector space model. On the one hand, it may mean that speciﬁ c data pro-
cessing procedures are executed in the same manner as (or similarly to) 
computations in the SMART system (term weighting, similarity measures, 
relevance feedback, and so on). On the other hand, it may mean only 
that the computations can be explained or illustrated using vector spaces, 
whether or not they are anything like SMART’s procedures. Either way one 
is foregrounding models of numeric or binary data that are in turn models 
of index terms, documents, queries, and user proﬁ les.
The Vector Space Model Deﬁ ned at Last
Salton’s 1983 book with Michael McGill, Introduction to Modern Informa-
tion Retrieval, does not include an in-depth discussion of modeling issues, 
apart from a short section on them in the chapter on future directions in 
information retrieval. As a result, the book does not lay out assumptions 
and parameters of the VSM in detail and, indeed, refers to the VSM as an 
information retrieval model only in passing (p. 422). This brief allusion 
to the “vector space model” may mark a terminological shift, since ear-
lier papers, as mentioned above, had used the phrase “vector processing 
model.”
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 For the most part, the 1983 text uses vector spaces only to explain 
and illustrate the computations performed by the SMART system, just as 
in the work published before 1979. In section 2 of chapter 4, however, 
the authors state that SMART is based on a model in which “Each term 
included in a given document or query vector is assumed to be unrelated 
(orthogonal) to the other terms, and all the terms are considered equally 
important (except for distinctions inherent in the assignment of weights 
to the individual terms)” (p. 130).
 Salton and McGill go on to explain that the orthogonality assumption 
is only a “ﬁ rst-order approximation to the true situation” (1983, p. 130) 
since words do not occur independently in texts. They justify the assump-
tion with the argument that taking term dependencies into account adds 
complexity and (based on experimental evidence) seems to have little 
practical impact on retrieval success.
 This discussion is noteworthy for two reasons. First, the orthogonality 
assumption is described as applying to the term vectors (rather than some 
unspeciﬁ ed basis as in the 1979 article). Secondly, it is another telling ex-
ample of the retrieval/computational model confusion. On the one hand, 
the authors correctly express a retrieval model issue, that is, the decision 
to treat words as unrelated. They acknowledge that dependencies known 
to exist between words in texts are not represented, measured, or used by 
the system. Salton and McGill understand the impact that this might have 
on retrieval results and explain why they choose to dismiss that concern.
 On the other hand, the authors describe this decision in terms of 
a vector orthogonality assumption. As explained earlier, term vector or-
thogonality is not an assumption but rather a fact resulting from deﬁ nition. 
Indeed, it is not even accurate to describe the retrieval model as depend-
ing on an assumption of term independence; the SMART system makes no 
probabilistic inference that could be falsiﬁ ed but merely computes docu-
ment/query similarity in particular ways.2 This characterization of SMART 
is another unfortunate consequence of seeing vector spaces as an IR model. 
As mentioned earlier, it invited Wong and Raghavan to question Salton’s 
theoretical rigor the following year.
 Salton’s 1989 book, Automatic Text Processing, includes the author’s ﬁ rst 
full description of the VSM as an IR model . Ironically, much of the charac-
terization is adapted directly from Wong and Raghavan’s earlier criticism 
of what they interpreted Salton to have meant. The illustration of the 
document space in chapter 10 is an exact copy of ﬁ gure 1 in Wong and 
Raghavan’s 1984 paper (and their 1986 follow-up) and depicts the term 
vectors at oblique angles to one another rather than at right angles as in 
the 1975 TDV papers. Based on Wong and Raghavan’s criticism, Salton 
corrects an earlier (1979) error on the use of term and document correla-
tions to deﬁ ne an orthogonal basis and follows their example in calling 
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for additional information to deﬁ ne the correlations. Citing Raghavan 
and Wong, Salton repeats the 1983 mischaracterization that term vector 
orthogonality implies an assumption of term independence.
Epilogue: The Paper Salton Never Wrote
As one would expect, published references to the vector model are 
usually much briefer than the detailed responses, extensions, and alterna-
tive proposals discussed above. An author may state, for example, that his 
or her experimental system realizes or is based on the VSM. Or the VSM 
may simply be included in a list of other models or formalisms.
 It is ironic that in these references the most popular citations for the 
VSM seem to be the two TDV papers, the 1983 text, and the 1971 collection 
of SMART system articles. These choices are understandable: the CACM
article was suggestively titled, and both it and the JASIS article included the 
same evocative illustration for ﬁ gure 1. The 1971 text concerns SMART, the 
design of which largely deﬁ ned the loose bundle of operational assumptions 
and expectations that people associate with systems based on the VSM. The 
1983 book by Salton and McGill included descriptions that made it clear 
that the abstract and computational modeling issues that had been kept 
distinct in 1968 were by then inextricably intertwined.
 Those four publications, however, are far less signiﬁ cant in terms of 
the VSM’s evolution than the 1979 JDoc article (which ﬁ rst presented it as 
an IR model in its own right), the 1984 and 1986 criticisms by Raghavan 
and Wong, and the 1989 chapter which ﬁ nally expressed in detail how the 
VSM was supposed to be interpreted. If most casual references to the VSM 
ignore these milestones, that probably reﬂ ects a misconception that the 
operational features and explanatory devices now associated with the VSM 
must have been introduced at the same time it was ﬁ rst proposed as an IR 
model.
 The strongest evidence for such a misconception is seen in the error 
of changing the name of one of the TDV articles to “A Vector Space Model 
for Information Retrieval” by authors who are citing the VSM, not the 
TDV term selection and weighting theory. As stated in the introduction, 
even some members of the Cornell SMART research group have made 
this mistake, and that has resulted in Dr. Salton appearing as coauthor on 
work citing a paper he never wrote. But the real evolution of the VSM (as 
people conceived it) is even more fascinating than citation errors for which 
Dr. Salton bears none of the blame. What began as a growing comfort in 
using vector spaces to explain computations led to the use of language that 
suggested the VSM was a retrieval model in its own right. When Salton and 
his colleagues were challenged on the implications of taking that language 
seriously, they joined their critics in reinterpreting their earlier writings.
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Notes
1. Bollmann and Raghavan distinguish between IR theories/models (which concern docu-
ments, texts, and users as empirical entities) and IRS theories/models (which concern them 
as formal entities in a system) (Bollmann & Raghavan, 1991). The present article focuses 
on a different contrast: theories and models of documents, texts, and users (whether 
empirical or formal) vs. models of computations that are executed on representations of 
those entities.
2. The VSM can, however, be explained or interpreted within the framework of a general 
probabilistic model, as Norbert Fuhr (2001) has shown.
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Abstract
Research during the 1950s in library and information science reﬂ ected the 
intense intellectual foment and fervor of the time. As a master’s student of 
library science at Western Reserve University (WRU) in 1952, Phyllis Allen 
Richmond found herself at the epicenter of some of the most exciting work 
being pursued in the ﬁ eld. Her academic career crosscuts diverse areas. 
She was a champion of library automation, of facet analytical theory, and 
of the history of science. She always kept the future of classiﬁ cation ﬁ rmly 
at the center of her work. This retrospective of the pioneering accomplish-
ments and contributions of a distinguished forty-year career will draw upon 
recollections, materials at the Case Western Reserve University Archive, and 
Richmond’s own writings.
Overview
The most beautiful experience we can have is the mysterious. It is the 
fundamental emotion which stands at the cradle of true art and true 
science. (Einstein, 1954, p. 11)
Phyllis Richmond was both a scholar and a tireless organizer. (Refer to 
appendices 1 and 2 for a bibliography and excerpts from her informal es-
says.) She was also the ﬁ rst female recipient of the Award of Merit from the 
American Society for Information Science (ASIS, now ASIS&T). In the ﬁ rst 
twenty-ﬁ ve years of the award only two other women, Claire Schultz (1980) 
and Pauline Atherton Cochrane (1990), were so honored. In presenting 
Richmond with the award of merit, ASIS commended her “contribution to 
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the understanding of the theory and practice of subject analysis, in general, 
and classiﬁ cation, in particular” (Phyllis Richmond: Award, 1972, p. 3).
 With classiﬁ cation her cynosure and history of science her ground, Rich-
mond’s sense of wonder and imagination remained fully intact throughout 
her distinguished career. Whether writing about the history of science, 
classiﬁ cation, cataloging, information retrieval, or in the context of one 
of her many book or conference reviews, Richmond always reminded her 
readers that their discipline is grounded by and primarily concerned with 
the interrelationships among people, documents, and technology. Like 
Janus, god of the past and the future—of beginnings and endings—her 
work is at once retrospective and predictive. As such, Richmond can provide 
guidance to those charged with assessing the strengths, failures, and future 
of our systems of knowledge organization and of the ﬁ eld itself.
 This article outlines Richmond’s contributions to our ﬁ eld and seeks 
to establish the continuing importance of her work. There are many ways 
to take the measure of a person, and it is always useful to gain some bio-
graphical context, which is where this story will begin. Next I will look 
to the broader context of developments in the ﬁ eld before assessing the 
impact of her work then and now. The remnants of Richmond’s personal 
and professional papers are held at the Case Western Reserve University 
Archive. These archival papers, Richmond’s own writings, and oral history 
interviews with Pauline Atherton Cochrane (Cochrane, 2001/2002) serve 
as the foundation of this inquiry.
History of Science
The universe in which we live is apparently open and genuinely inﬁ nite, 
both inﬁ nitely big and inﬁ nitely small. Data, laws, methods, theories 
in all ﬁ elds are partially and imperfectly known. On one hand, the 
possibility of discovery seems unending. On the other hand the use of 
creative imagination appears limitless. (Richmond, 1963e, p. 396)
Phyllis Allen Richmond was born in Boston in 1921, but she spent her 
early years in Rochester, New York. She decided to attend Mather College 
at Western Reserve University (WRU) after learning that a relative, Elijah 
Porter Barrows, had been a professor at the school during its early days when 
it was located not in Cleveland, as today, but in Hudson, Ohio (Richardson, 
1983; CWRU, n.d.). Upon her enrollment at WRU, Richmond undertook 
a course of study in undergraduate history just as the Mather Alumnae 
Historical Association donated a large sum of money to support a number 
of lectures and seminars in the history department. First in the series was a 
week-long seminar on the history of science in seventeenth-century England 
given by Dean Marjorie Nicholson of Smith College, and Dorothy Stimson, 
dean and professor of history at Goucher College. Richmond enrolled in 
this seminar and wrote an essay, entitled “Problems Connected with the 
Development of the Telescope, 1609–1687,” that received the Alumnae 
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Association prize and was published in Isis (Allen, 1942/1943). It was an 
auspicious beginning to Richmond’s academic career in the history of sci-
ence (Siney, 1998). Both her undergraduate degree (1943) and master’s 
degree (1946) were awarded with honors from Western Reserve Univer-
sity. In recognition of her outstanding scholarship and in support of her 
doctoral study at the University of Pennsylvania, Richmond was offered an 
American Council of Learned Societies fellowship at Cornell (1947) and 
a Bennett fellowship (1948) at the University of Pennsylvania. She made 
remarkable progress in her studies and graduated in 1949 with a Ph.D. in 
history and philosophy of science.
 Her dissertation, Americans and the Germ Theory of Disease (1949), has 
received appreciative attention recently as scholars revisit the reasons why 
the American medical establishment clung so tightly to the miasma theo-
ries of disease long after they had been rejected on the Continent (Tomes, 
1997). Richmond occasionally explored this theme in articles throughout 
her career, and she frequently drew on history of science themes when 
writing for other disciplines. Richmond never taught in this subject area as 
academic positions, once so plentiful, had become scarce by 1949. Instead, 
after graduation she served as curator of history at the Rochester Museum 
of Arts and Sciences and brieﬂ y as research assistant to the director of Johns 
Hopkins’ Institute for the History of Medicine (Richardson, 1983, p. 1).
Library and Information Science
If a discipline is deﬁ ned by the nature of its problems, then library 
science must be the discipline to end all disciplines. We have more 
problems per square head than almost any other ﬁ eld. (Richmond, 
1977, p. 115)
In 1952 Richmond left her research position at Johns Hopkins and re-
turned to Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio, to attend library 
school (Williamson, 1999, p. 186). These were heady times at WRU (which 
became Case Western Reserve University [CWRU] in 1967). Jesse Shera was 
just settling in for his ﬁ rst year as dean. In 1955 the heavily funded Center 
for Documentation and Communications Research (CDCR), founded by 
Shera, James W. Perry, and Allen Kent, was established at WRU. With a 
mission to provide “[a] continuing program of research directed to the 
discovery and development of new or improved methods and procedures 
for organizing, disseminating and utilizing recorded information to meet 
the ever-increasing demands from science, industry and allied ﬁ elds,”1 the 
center injected courses in documentation and information retrieval into 
the WRU curriculum.2 With a new home in the Freiburger Library (Han-
son, 2001) and Shera as the editor of American Documentation, the School 
of Library Science proved to be a place of unsurpassed opportunity for 
Richmond. During her time at WRU, Richmond cultivated a deep apprecia-
tion for classiﬁ cation, and Jesse Shera proved an able mentor. She declined, 
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however, to enroll in the new Ph.D. program that was established in 1956 
stating, “Enough, Four degrees are enough.” (Richardson, 1983, p. 2).
Early Automation Effort
[M]ay I suggest that we borrow the motto of the Royal Society of Lon-
don: Nullius in verba—nothing in words. (Or interpreting seventeenth 
century parlance into twentieth century idiom. Don’t tell me how sys-
tems function—show me.) (Richmond, 1977, p. 115)
After her graduation in 1956, Richmond found employment at the 
River Campus of the University of Rochester. She remained at the University 
of Rochester for the next fourteen years and corresponded frequently with 
Shera during this period. Richmond held a series of positions at Rochester, 
ﬁ rst as a serials cataloger at the Science Libraries from 1955 to 1960, then 
as supervisor of the same libraries from 1961 to 1966. These were the years 
in which the library world was on the verge of automation. The Council for 
Library Resources was established with Vernor Clapp at the helm in 1956, 
the year of Richmond’s graduation. Its heady mandate was to put emerging 
technologies to use in libraries. A major project supported by the council 
began in 1965 with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Intrex 
(INformation Transfer and Retrieval Experiments) conference, with its 
objective of fostering interdisciplinary communication between engineers, 
scientists, and information workers. The conference led off what were to 
be for the council several very frustrating years of funding without effect, 
as ultimately Project Intrex achieved almost nothing (Burke, 1996, 2002). 
It was not until 1966 that MARC (MAchine Readable Cataloging) was stan-
dardized by Henriette Avram’s team at the Library of Congress and not 
until 1972 that “the true networking” began with online delivery of MARC 
via Ohio College Library Center (OCLC) (Richmond, 1981c, p. 24).
 Today, opinion remains divided as to the reception given to the intro-
duction of computers and automation initiatives by American library staff. 
Were librarians irrationally afraid of science and technology or Luddites in 
disguise? Did those who heralded technological solutions put the machine 
ﬁ rst and fail to adequately comprehend the complexities of the library 
(Rayward, 2002)? How best to solve the “information problem?” Many who 
considered themselves part of the American documentalist movement were 
openly critical of the lack of response and enthusiasm given by library staff 
to early information systems (Williams, 1997). Shera captures the situation 
with his usual wit in his Automation without Fear: “[I]t is now the ‘little black 
box’; which is the bête noir of the library profession—the diabolus ex machina
that is the recipient of professional scorn, the Pandora’s chest from whence 
all evil swarms. One can opine that future generations, having learned to 
live happily with automation, will search out other scapegoats to censure” 
(1966, p. 84).
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 Richmond’s work at Rochester during these early years of exploration 
in library automation served as excellent preparation for her next post. In 
1966 the University of Rochester created the position of information systems 
specialist expressly for her. This gave her the role of overseer during the 
automation of the University of Rochester libraries. Shera’s experiences 
with the technologies then in use at the CDCR and his eventual and bitter 
disappointment with the research direction at the CDCR taken by Kent 
and Perry alerted Richmond to the potential of rough water ahead. In a 
letter to Alan Rees (a faculty member at WRU and head of reference at the 
CDCR), Shera sums up his experience of the CDCR and the Comparative 
Systems Laboratory (CSL) established at the CDCR in 1958:
The rest of the story you have pretty much lived through yourself. But 
I should add here that for the years when Perry and Kent were around 
the Center never really did what I wanted it to do . . . Perry was sold 
on his own system, telegraphic abstracts, semantic codes, role indica-
tors, and the like, and I never could get him onto the track I wanted. 
Nevertheless . . . Perry made a very important contribution in those 
early days, by showing the complexities of the ﬁ eld, the importance of 
linguistics, etc. etc., so I have no real regret about the move I made in 
setting up the Center. But it really was not until you fellows initiated 
the Comparative Systems Laboratory, that I saw the Center really doing 
what I’d always wanted it to be. 4
Maintaining contact with Jessica Melton and Alan Rees, who were active 
members of the Comparative Systems Laboratory long after Kent and Perry 
decamped and until activities there ceased (Richmond, 1970c), Richmond 
was very sensitive to the sorts of difﬁ culties that might arise from the con-
ﬂ icts between the differing needs of system users, funding agencies, and 
technologists that had from Shera’s point of view bedeviled the CWRU 
projects. She was also well aware of the added complication of working 
with system designers who were often unaware of the needs of any of these 
other groups.
 Her appointment as information systems specialist was a natural out-
come of all that she had been doing in the ten years since her ﬁ rst appoint-
ment at the University of Rochester libraries. We begin to see her outline 
rationale for the importance of automation as early as 1956, as she highlights 
the monetary and temporal costs to faculty and library staff that resulted 
from the use of separate catalogs for each science library. We ﬁ nd her specu-
lating on ways in which operations could be streamlined and automated 
so that faculty and staff could readily and quickly locate needed materials 
(Richmond, 1956, p. 315). This early work served as an introduction to her 
later efforts for producing an innovative series of computer-generated book 
and serial catalogs between the years 1963 and 1968.5 Richmond had ready 
access to IBM tabulating equipment as early as 1962 through the University 
of Rochester computing center. Her efforts attracted the attention of those 
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seeking to provide automation solutions for American libraries. Eastman 
Kodak, for example, contacted her early in 1959 to encourage her to seek a 
grant to fund the development (with their assistance) of a micro-card system. 
She wrote to Shera telling him that she declined the offer.6 Too often she 
found the tests of such systems inadequate because little care was taken “to 
eliminate the ﬂ aws that normally accrue . . . from the operation of variable 
factors.” In her opinion, system tests yielded questionable results far too of-
ten due to a persistent failure to state conditions, variables, and criteria for 
success and because of a propensity to test essentially incompatible systems 
(Richmond, 1966b, p. 23).
 Richmond published widely in the library literature about her experi-
ences with computers (Richmond, 1963a, 1963b, 1963d, 1966a), available 
automation products (Richmond, 1967), possible solutions (Richmond, 
1970a, 1970b), and research possibilities (1976b), and she encouraged 
library staff to be proactive in ﬁ nding and implementing solutions for the 
future (Richmond, 1981a, 1981c). Often these articles were reprinted in 
textbooks and presented at conferences she helped to organize so that 
information workers from all walks of life could follow her clearheaded 
advice at each stage of the path to automation.
 Richmond’s extensive experience and hard-won expertise—gained by 
her leadership in early automation efforts—resulted in requests for her 
to write survey articles about the state of automation. In an article from 
1981, for example, she discussed three main areas of success in automa-
tion: OCLC networking made possible by the use of MARC, increased use 
of online bibliographic databases, and the development of the computer-
supported catalog. Yet, she indicated that all was not yet peaceful, “While 
these activities do not necessarily mean that library automation has reached 
the stage of universal acceptance with enthusiasm, it is now more a case of 
‘when’ rather than ‘whether’. From the literature one might assume that 
all the major problems of computers in libraries have been resolved. This 
is not exactly the case” (Richmond, 1981c, p. 28). Richmond does not 
lay the blame for this unrest solely on the librarians: “Automation in the 
library has been rather left out of the grand design for computerization. 
. . . The library is still waiting. In fact, in most academic institutions, with a 
few notable exceptions, automation has come in via a network or consor-
tium and independently of the local computer center” (1981c, p. 29). She 
refers to the continuing problems “connected with the forced ‘marriage’ 
of libraries and [local] computer centers” (p. 29) as unresolved mainly due 
to the difﬁ culties of creating working relationships between the library and 
computer center. Her ﬁ nal observation is telling: “It is depressing, after 
ﬁ fteen years, still to ﬁ nd so little cooperation” (p. 29). Richmond hoped 
that this grim situation would be resolved by the falling prices of computer 
technology by the end of the 1980s, which would enable libraries to afford 
their own computing equipment (Richmond, 1981c, p. 29).
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 As mentioned above, Richmond’s perspective was that of one keenly 
aware of the common and all too frequent misunderstandings that occurred 
between both computer specialists and information workers. She sees a 
bright side to the neglect by the former of the latter, however:
In a way, however, the less-than-happy relationship between academic 
libraries or library schools with their computer center is a blessing in 
disguise, because it points up a factor that has not really been consid-
ered to any great extent. . . . Realization that the specialist should be 
prepared to program. Actions to implement proposals for improve-
ment should originate with the person who sees both the need and 
opportunity. Explaining what one wants to do to a programmer is very 
time consuming and requires a very high degree of rapport. With simu-
lations of library situations, librarians alone have the background to 
ensure that all possible factors are considered in trying to determine 
the possible effects of changes before they are made. What programmer 
would be able to wake up in the middle of the night and remember 
a vital but forgotten detail of a library operation? (Richmond, 1981c, 
pp. 29–30)
Richmond often expressed her opinion that librarians and school teach-
ers urgently needed to learn how to program, for these individuals alone 
possessed the knowledge necessary to build complete, robust, and effective 
systems. “Programming for librarians should be centered on the computer 
as an ‘information-seeking device’ rather than as a calculator” (Richmond, 
1981c, p. 31). She looked forward to a future full of “hope not fear, and 
which will bring computer access to all bibliographic tools needed in the 
reference process from a single terminal,” as is more or less the situation 
twenty years later (Richmond, 1981c, p. 29).
 Concern with “user friendliness” and “transparency” run throughout 
her writings about automation. Richmond hoped that the growth of com-
puter languages such as Smalltalk and Dynabook that “make use of the way 
the human mind recognizes patterns . . . related to research in cognitive 
psychology” would enable information professionals to easily learn to pro-
gram (Richmond, 1981a, p. 89). This marks another common denominator 
in her work—a tendency for foresight and predictions about the future. 
Central to all of her undertakings is a clear concern to ﬁ nd ways to promote 
communication and connections between cognate areas of interest.
Leadership in Classiﬁ cation
It is the job of classiﬁ cation to show the waxing and waning of ideals 
as well as ideas, since the spirit of the times, its Zeitgeist, adds dimen-
sion to any aspect of the sum total of human knowledge. (Richmond, 
1963e, p. 396)
During the early 1950s members of three loosely afﬁ liated international 
groups, the British Classiﬁ cation Research Group (CRG), the North Ameri-
can Classiﬁ cation Research Study Group (CRSG) and the Indian Library 
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Research Circle (LRC),7 all sought to promulgate the facet analytical ap-
proach to knowledge organization made most famous by the work of S. R. 
Ranganathan (1937/1957). In so doing, they hoped to ﬁ nd the means to 
deal with the limitations of hierarchical classiﬁ cation systems such as the 
Dewey Decimal Classiﬁ cation. Aware of the increasing inadequacies of 
knowledge organization systems made evident by the steadily burgeoning 
ﬂ ow of documents and the proliferation of specialized schemes for special 
libraries, they sought workable practical solutions (Classiﬁ cation Research 
Group, 1955; Richmond, 1963c, pp. 55–56; Richmond, 1969).
 In a 1957 letter to Shera, Richmond discussed her interest in locating 
“the publications of the ASLIB CRG [Classiﬁ cation Research Group] in 
London. Perhaps we can get something of this sort going on over here.” 8
It is likely that Richmond was well aware of Shera’s correspondence with 
Ranganathan since the late 1940s and of his familiarity with the many clas-
siﬁ cation projects of the CRG members. Shera, then an assistant professor 
(1947–52) at the University of Chicago’s Graduate Library School, ﬁ rst 
wrote to Ranganathan in 1949 in response to Ranganathan’s recommenda-
tion in support of a Mr. S. Parthasarathy’s application for admission to the 
University of Chicago Graduate Library School. In this letter Shera also 
discussed Ranganathan’s receipt of a Rockefeller grant to fund a series 
of visits to libraries and information centers in the United States. Shera 
advised Ranganathan on an extensive itinerary that included public and 
university libraries that had library schools. 9 Shortly after this, Shera sent 
an unpublished draft of his review of the second edition of the Colon Clas-
siﬁ cation. Though the letter that accompanied it is missing, Shera retained 
a copy of the review. In it Shera notes that
On this side of the Atlantic, the Colon Classiﬁ cation has been viewed 
with a suspicious skepticism that has largely obscured the many merits 
that the scheme possesses. . . . In England, by contrast, where the urge 
to classify library book collections came relatively late, Ranganathan’s 
schematicism has been received with much greater sympathy and en-
thusiasm. There the Colon Classiﬁ cation has not only gained vigorous 
and active support, but it has actually been adopted by some libraries. 
But in the United States popular enthusiasm for the Colon system has 
been further impeded in two ways. Superﬁ cially, the esoteric terminol-
ogy of the scheme has discouraged an objective appraisal of its merits. 
The serious student of library classiﬁ cation soon discovers that . . .
 [H]e [Ranganathan] is actually using his terms with the greatest 
accuracy and precision. . . . The average American librarian, on the 
other hand, regards library classiﬁ cation as little more than a location 
device to guide him to the position of a particular title on the shelf. . . . 
Fundamentally, however, the real barrier to the understanding of the 
Colon Classiﬁ cation arises from the fact that it is founded in a philo-
sophical orientation that is foreign to our own theories as to what a 
library classiﬁ cation should be. Early in his professional career, however, 
Ranganathan recognized that all human knowledge is composed of 
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a relatively few basic subjects which may be arranged, combined and 
interrelated in an almost inﬁ nite variety of ways. Thus, about 1925 as a 
student of Berwick Sayers, he began to lay the foundation for a scheme 
that would provide complete ﬂ exibility, or in his own words ‘inﬁ nite 
hospitality’. . . Ranganathan himself has likened it to a Meccano set 
the standard pieces of which may be assembled in a number of ways to 
construct many quite different mechanical objects. . . . It is manifestly 
impossible in a severely limited space to do full justice to the scheme, 
[here Shera refers the reader to “The colon classiﬁ cation and its ap-
proach to documentation,” a chapter in Bibliographic organization 
(Shera and Egan, 1951).] But perhaps enough has been said to show 
that Ranganathan has departed from the usual concept of bibliothecal 
classiﬁ cation and by freeing it from the book as the physical unit of 
classiﬁ cation has taken an important step in directing attention toward 
the need to examine the “concept” or “information unit” as the more 
effective basis for the arrangement of bibliographic materials. . . . The 
reviewer does not mean to imply that American librarians should im-
mediately begin the relettering of their books with the Colon notation, 
but he is convinced that Ranganathan is blazing a pioneer trail along 
which future theorists of library classiﬁ cation must follow, and that if 
we fail to heed his markings we may very soon lose ourselves in the ever 
deepening forests of contemporary print.10
In January of 1952, in a long-delayed letter that bears the title “Intellectual 
co-operation” and references “your letter of 6 Nov. 1951,” Ranganathan 
wrote to both Shera and Margaret Egan about “Intellectual co-operation”:
Your own document explains in a way why you have resonated with the 
Colon Classiﬁ cation. . . . Our lines of thinking have detached them-
selves away from the traditional petrifying blind land into which clas-
siﬁ catory and bibliographical thought had been driven—after all but 
by a tradition of but half a century. I had been delaying my reply in 
order to complete my study of your memorandum of 5 June 1951. . . . 
Parthasarathy and myself are interested in your pleasant suggestion that 
our group of workers [in the Library Circle] and yours should keep in 
touch with one another. Anybody who reads your memorandum and 
my Classiﬁ cation and Communication or some of my later articles in 
the Abgila will immediately see that we are working in the same sector of 
knowledge. . . . I am nowadays developing the idea of ‘Research-work-
in-series’. In the past, due to lack of facilities for communication and 
presented barrier of various kinds, research in the world has been run-
ning ‘in parallel’. While work in-parallel can enrich research to some 
extent—in so far as it brings in the aroma of different personalities—it 
becomes wasteful and the wasteful almost amounts to the criminal in 
the great need there is today to turn research to the service of human-
ity. Your suggestion really emphasizes the need for ‘work in series’. It 
is splendid. . . . I would be most happy if as a minimum we keep each 
other informed of the progress of our work. Perhaps you may be able 
to ﬁ nd even more productive means of co-operation. For, at your end 
is found Foundations which are generous in their outlook and care for 
research in fundamentals. You can harness some of these beneﬁ cent 
forces to intensify and make more intimate the way in which we can 
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work together. [Ranganathan tells Shera about contacting Dr. Paul 
Hoffman, the leader of a delegation from the Ford Foundation then 
visiting India, to ask for help with funding library research. He explains 
that such work has no funding in India and is conducted by people, like 
himself, on a purely honorary basis.] . . . [R]esearch in our particular 
ﬁ eld is not evaluated in our country. I do not blame the country for it. 
For our work is even more fundamental than the work of the funda-
mental sciences. Its return can only be even more deferred. A nation 
which is struggling to ﬁ nd money to keep body and soul together . . . 
is not likely to . . . look ahead to fundamental research . . . and see the 
value which is likely to ﬂ ow from work of this fundamental nature. It 
is in this realistic diagnosis that I drift with my Library Research Circle 
without any bitterness towards anybody. But there is no denying that 
any help which comes from any direction will be like drops of rain on 
parched-up earth. That is why I wrote to the Ford Foundation. But the 
only reply that I had was the laconic one that it would receive consid-
eration (Unpublished letter from S. R. Ranganathan to J. Shera and 
M. Egan, January 26, 1952).11
That Shera and Ranganathan enjoyed a long and close association is indi-
cated by the fragments of correspondence that survive. In 1959 Shera in-
vited Ranganathan to join American Documentation’s board of editors (Shera, 
1959, p. ii). In 1964 Ranganathan invited Shera to become a member of the 
board of Annals of Library Science. 12 and in 1970 invited him to give a series 
of lectures at the Documentation Research and Training Center (DRTC) 
in Bangalore (Shera, 1970).13 Undoubtedly this association also served to 
cement Shera’s support of the ﬂ edgling CRSG, headed by Richmond and 
Atherton, due in no small part to Ranganathan’s description of his own 
Library Circle:
One informal voluntary organization which has been set up at my end 
which can both absorb what you radiate and radiate to you something 
substantial from this end, is the Library Research Circle. It has no 
rules except that, when we meet, all our thought should be turned on 
Library Science. . . . The only subscription is four or ﬁ ve hours of time 
to be given on Sunday afternoons for joint pursuit. . . . The object of 
our Circle is to promote “team-work-in-series” in doing research in 
Library Science.14
In late 1958 Richmond posted an announcement in Library Resources and 
Technical Services:
Feeling that classiﬁ cation, particularly as applied to documentation, 
is growing in importance; a group for discussion and research on the 
subject is being formed. Such a group has been active in England 
for some time. Those interested in joining should contact Dr. Phyllis 
Richmond, University of Rochester Library, Rochester 20, New York.” 
(Richmond, 1958b, p. 236)
One of the ﬁ rst respondents was Pauline Atherton (now Pauline Atherton 
Cochrane) and thus began a lifelong friendship between the two women 
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as they provided integral leadership to the ﬂ edgling CRSG (Cochrane, 
2001/2002, pp. 32–36). At the time Cochrane was the assistant director of 
the Documentation Research Project at the American Institute of Physics 
(Wheeler, 2000, p. 200). Other respondents included Benjamin Custer, 
editor of the Dewey Decimal Classiﬁ cation (DDC); Ralph Shaw, then a 
professor at Rutgers University; and Werner Ellinger, then senior subject 
cataloger at the Library of Congress.15
 In a 1959 editorial in American Documentation, Shera’s pride in the ﬂ edg-
ling CRSG is evident:
We have expressed our great admiration, not entirely tinged with envy, 
for the excellence of the work of the Classiﬁ cation Research Study [sic] 
Group in the United Kingdom. Therefore we are particularly pleased 
to be able to report that, almost single-handedly, Mrs. Phyllis A. Rich-
mond of the University of Rochester Library has brought together over 
ﬁ fty kinspirits . . . interested in advancing the study of classiﬁ cation 
(Shera, 1959, p. ii).
As 1959 came to a close, Richmond spearheaded an effort to create a read-
ing list in classiﬁ cation theory that would “serve as an introduction to the 
recent literature of classiﬁ cation research . . . it is hoped that a closer ac-
quaintance . . . may inspire ‘or goad’ readers into developing original ideas 
of their own” (Richmond, 1959, p.1). Shera, after reviewing a draft copy of 
the list, made the following recommendation “Shouldn’t you include Ran-
ganathan on the reading list?”16 Richmond continued to add to the CRSG 
reading list over the years because she observed that “so much interest has 
been shown in classiﬁ cation during the last decade that it seems very un-
likely that the two most recent great systematizers, Bliss and Ranganathan, 
have said the last word for the twentieth century in this ﬁ eld” (Richmond, 
1970d, p. 1). This list included publications of CRG and CRSG members 
and served to highlight related work in cognate areas such as psychology, 
communication, and system analysis (Richmond, 1970d). Members of the 
CRSG also oversaw the creation of the CRSG traveling loan collection, 
which was housed at WRU within the Special Libraries Loan Collection 
and today resides at the University of Toronto.17
 The group met in open rooms at the national conferences of the Ameri-
can Documentation Institute (which later became the American Society for 
Information Science—ASIS, now ASIS&T), the American Library Associa-
tion (ALA), and the Special Libraries Association (SLA). Richmond’s recol-
lections of the CRSG are of an informal organization “with no visible means 
of support” (Richmond, 1963c, p. 58). Cochrane tells of people crowded 
into meeting rooms, sometimes seated on the ﬂ oor, freely discussing the 
problems they were encountering with the information systems they were 
either creating or wrestling with at their places of employment (Cochrane, 
2001/2002, p. 27; La Barre, 2004). Those who remember these meetings 
all agree that these moments—stolen from the bustle of the national con-
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ferences of larger and more mainstream organizations—created a place 
for information workers in the academy, government, and business to talk 
about the problems that inevitably arise during the interaction of people, 
documents, and technology.
Facet Analysis
The future of generalized classiﬁ cation depends in large part upon 
man’s ingenuity. So far there has been no limit in the capabilities of the 
human mind, and there seems, therefore, to be no justiﬁ cation for the 
view that classiﬁ cation as a way of organizing knowledge is dead merely 
because the philosophic approaches used so far have led to blind alleys. 
It is time to look for new approaches. (Richmond, 1963e, p. 401)
No doubt the discussions in the CRSG helped Richmond to formulate and 
to sharpen her understanding of the importance of facet analysis in the 
classiﬁ cation process and as the basis for new approaches to knowledge 
organization. Nevertheless her interest in facet analysis and faceted clas-
siﬁ cation began as early as when she was a master’s student at WRU. In her 
1954 article, “Some Multi-Plane Classiﬁ cation Schemes,” she discussed the 
havoc wrought upon Dewey Decimal Classiﬁ cation (DDC) and the Library 
of Congress Classiﬁ cation (LCC) schemes by the growth of knowledge over 
time. Indicating an admiration for the work of Bliss and his creation of a 
classiﬁ cation “adaptable to anticipate changing needs in subject emphasis,” 
she lauded those systems that are “especially designed to show relations 
among ﬁ elds in order to provide some logical place” for new knowledge 
such as the Universal Decimal Classiﬁ cation (UDC) and the Colon Classiﬁ -
cation, though she faults them for being “over-elaborate for most practical 
purposes.” (Richmond, 1954, p. 61).
 In an interesting conjecture, Richmond postulated that schemes like 
the DDC and LCC were prevented from adequate handling of composite 
subjects due to the fact that they work on two-dimensional planes. She 
proposed a creative series of poly-dimensional schemes designed to deal 
with poly-hierarchies and complex subjects. She illustrated how this might 
be done using, for example, Sarton’s bibliographic classiﬁ cation scheme 
(used in the critical bibliographies published in ISIS from 1946 to 1952) or 
by graphically visualizing Aristotle’s conception of the universe as a series 
of homocentric spheres with epistemology at the center (Richmond, 1954, 
p. 68). In her later work we see her demonstrating classiﬁ cation theory us-
ing three-dimensional visualizations (Williamson & Richmond, 1975). It 
is interesting to note the similarity between the illustrations for this 1975 
article and current work such as the Visual Thesaurus (see http://www.vi-
sualthesaurus.com) and connectionist models with their nodes and links.
 Richmond does not shrink, however, from criticizing the faceting work 
of Bliss and Ranganathan. She found their cumbersome systems of notation 
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to be the Achilles heel of modern classiﬁ cation. She painstakingly notes 
and summarizes in many of her writings (for example, Richmond, 1958a, 
pp. 208–211) the work of Eric Coates, Brian Vickery, Bernard Palmer, and 
A. J. Wells (all members of the CRG). This continual highlighting of the 
work of the British CRG members is an often-used strategy throughout her 
writings. It is likely that Richmond, like so many in North America, found 
the work of Ranganathan inaccessible, both literally and ﬁ guratively, but 
found ﬁ rm traction with the practice grounded in theory that exempliﬁ ed 
the projects conducted by the members of the CRG. At the time, few library 
schools were teaching about Ranganathan and Bliss. When I asked Pauline 
Atherton Cochrane about how pervasive awareness of faceted theory might 
have been during the 1960s she replied,
I think it had seeped into the Chicago and Case Western, and to a cer-
tain extent the Columbia and the Maryland library schools, I wouldn’t 
say any of the others because most people teaching cataloging and 
classiﬁ cation said, “everything you need to teach is being done by the 
Library of Congress, why do we need to teach anything else?” Phyllis 
realized that there was a need to teach people about classiﬁ cation and 
about subject analysis. She used what she was learning from reading 
Ranganathan and the Brits. (Cochrane, 2001/2002, p. 21)
It is most likely that Richmond ﬁ rst met Ranganathan at WRU in 1959 
while both were attending the International Conference for Standards on 
a Common Language for Machine Searching and Translation, at which 
Ranganathan presented two papers.18 In 1961 in an article on classiﬁ cation, 
when Richmond begins to examine its future, we can see that the work of 
Bliss and Ranganathan—as reﬂ ected in the CRG—has begun to assume an 
enduringly central position in her thinking about classiﬁ cation. It is the em-
phasis upon “relationships between concepts instead of strict hierarchical 
delineation of them” that, in her view, makes the Bliss Bibliographic Clas-
siﬁ cation and Ranganathan’s Colon Classiﬁ cation exemplars that pave the 
way for modern classiﬁ cation theory (Richmond, 1961, p. 35). Richmond 
directed those readers who sought a ﬁ rm grasp of facet analysis and faceted 
classiﬁ cation to the work of the “London Classiﬁ cation Research Group” 
and the publications of their constituent members. Most often, Richmond 
referred to Brian Vickery’s manual for the construction of faceted schemes 
(1960). Vickery himself had sent her a prepublication draft for inclusion 
in the ﬁ les of the CRSG traveling library (Richmond, 1961, p. 35). Citing 
the publications of the CRG becomes the pattern of references in many of 
her other publications on classiﬁ cation (for example, see Richmond, 1961, 
1963e, 1970d, 1977, 1981a, 1988).
 For those anxious to experiment with facet analysis or to work with 
faceted schemes, and for those with limited access to the British publica-
tions of the CRG; Richmond also sketched out her own attempts to create 
a faceted scheme for the history of science. In so doing she attempted to 
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provide readers with a roadmap for unfamiliar terrain. She made no at-
tempt to contain her enthusiasm for this modern theory of classiﬁ cation, 
“Sufﬁ ce it to say, the ﬁ eld at present is wide-open to those who can throw 
off the notions which have strait-jacketed classiﬁ cation in traditional lines” 
(Richmond, 1961, pp. 35, 37).
 Time and again, Richmond drew attention to the “model of clarity” 
contained in the “well organized and lucid” manual of faceted classiﬁ ca-
tion written by Brian Vickery (Vickery, 1960) and his other publications in 
classiﬁ cation, information retrieval, and automation. Not content to stop 
there, we see her in an article twenty years later still attempting to give, in 
this article as elsewhere, “credit where credit is due” in discussing how the 
work of the CRG “ﬁ lled a gap between theory and practice” in such areas 
as creating “viable [record] formats for use with computers” and “pattern 
recognition” (Richmond 1988, p. 246). She commends the members of the 
CRG for their habits of “keeping records of their meetings,” the production 
of “original, well-organized logical systems,” and their “work in libraries and 
information centres where they could innovate and experiment,” as well as 
their “many publications that have appeared in professional journals and 
conference proceedings” (Richmond, 1988, p. 246).
 Her assessments of the limitations inherent in the state of contempo-
rary classiﬁ cation work were clearheaded even as she extolled the virtues 
of facet analysis. We see this in a 1969 letter to Shera in which she looked 
back at the classiﬁ cation activities of the late 1950s and 1960s.
[N]ot too much has been done recently. . . . The 1966 conference that 
Jessica [Melton of the Comparative Systems Laboratory at the CDCR] 
and I went to seems to have subdued everybody. Jean Perrault is still 
holding forth on the UDC, Bob Freeman and Pauline Atherton have 
done something with mechanizing UDC. . . . The AIP [American In-
stitute of Physics] physicists have come up with a faceted classiﬁ cation 
that seems to make them happy. The CRG in London is still at it. . . . 
The linguistics people discovered classiﬁ cation was just as difﬁ cult as 
machine translation. . . . Needham and Sparck-Jones are still at it at 
Cambridge. We seem to be in a doldrums state. Maybe you can come 
up with some ideas for new directions. I can’t make head or tail of the 
great volumes of stuff that comes from Ranganathan’s school.19
Nevertheless, for Richmond the way out of the doldrums state she refers to 
here was as an adherent of the classiﬁ cation theories of Bliss and Rangana-
than. For her, facet analysis and faceted classiﬁ cation were the cornerstone 
of modern approaches to information, and they could come to their full-
est realization via automation. She developed a special interest in PRECIS 
(PREserved Context Indexing System), developed by Derek Austin. PRECIS 
was heavily inﬂ uenced by the work of the CRG and was crafted to provide 
subject access to the contents of the British National Bibliography (BNB). 
It was intriguing to Richmond “because it combines classiﬁ cation theory, 
logical analysis, and careful semantic elaboration” (Richmond, 1976a, p. 
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242). Awarded a fellowship by the Council on Library Resources (CLR) in 
1977–78, Richmond traveled to England to study this system with Austin. 
After the publication of her lucid introduction to PRECIS (Richmond, 
1981b), Richmond was widely considered the North American expert on 
faceted classiﬁ cation (Williamson, 1999, p. 186).
 For Richmond, faceted classiﬁ cation was the embodiment of the art 
and science of classiﬁ cation because it exempliﬁ ed the inductive scientiﬁ c 
method and because of the central importance placed upon the synthesis 
of conceptual knowledge. Faceting injected “new life . . . into the area of 
classiﬁ cation” as “scholars . . . and specialists . . . turn their attention to clas-
siﬁ cation as a means of bringing order out of the chaos” (Richmond, 1976a, 
p. 242). Richmond was fond of using Herbert Simon’s (1962) parable of 
the watchmakers Tempus and Hora as a way to illustrate the differences 
among classiﬁ cation systems. Each watchmaker had the task of assembling 
a watch with one thousand parts. Tempus put his together as a unit, but if 
he was interrupted before completion the partially ﬁ nished watch fell to 
pieces. Hora used a collection of subassemblies, so that if interrupted, only 
a subsection would be lost. According to Richmond, the DDC, UDC, and 
LCC follow the example of Tempus. Each seeks to elucidate the true order 
of the universe of knowledge in a single general outline, which grows in-
creasingly outdated over time and thus becomes an imperfect reﬂ ection of 
the actual state of knowledge. The CRG’s work, however, with the creation 
of depth classiﬁ cation for special collections, follows the model of Hora. 
With the creation of a faceted classiﬁ cation for each major class, ﬂ exibility 
and mutability reign (Richmond, 1988).
Return to Case Western
One ﬁ nal aspect of Richmond’s career deserves mention here. Dur-
ing the course of Richmond’s fourteen years at Rochester, Shera never let 
go an opportunity to attempt to entice her to return to the Case Western 
Reserve University as a professor. She resisted such blandishments until 
1966, when she agreed to a temporary position teaching cataloging courses 
during Margaret Kaltenbach’s sabbatical, but she returned to the libraries 
at Rochester when her teaching duties concluded. In 1970, however, the 
year of Shera’s retirement as dean, Richmond consented to join the faculty 
at WRU. The few documents that remain in her personnel ﬁ le indicate that 
she most often taught courses in cataloging and classiﬁ cation, but they make 
no mention of her research activities. Richmond served as acting dean in 
1979 and again 1982–83. She was appointed dean from 1983 to 1984 and 
exchanged that title for professor emerita upon her retirement at the close 
of that academic year (University personnel, n.d., 7PI).
 Her love of teaching ran deep. In addition to serving on the faculty 
at CWRU, Richmond served as a visiting professor at Syracuse University 
in 1969 and at Columbia University in 1986. In recognition of the superb 
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quality of her instruction, she was awarded the Margaret Mann Citation 
from the American Library Association in 1977:
Dr. Richmond is that rare instructor who brings to her students not 
only a theoretical knowledge of cataloging and classiﬁ cation, but also 
knowledge derived from her practical experience and scholarly back-
ground. She brings to her teaching the ability to represent complex 
topics with clarity and wit and to gently and subtly prod her students 
into doing more than they ever thought they could do with comments 
on their work that are always perceptive, pertinent and constructive. 
(Moore, 1977, pp. 381–82)
Conclusion
Avid birdwatcher, lover of cats, ham radio operator, and collector of 
stamps and shells, Richmond died in 1997 from complications of Alzheim-
er’s disease. Throughout her distinguished career, whether talking about 
the Library of Congress Classiﬁ cation or the Anglo-American Cataloging 
Rules (AACR), faceted classiﬁ cation or library automation, Richmond 
sought to build bridges between cognate areas within and outside of library 
and information science. It was not unusual for Richmond to refer in the 
context of a talk or article to Cutter, Bliss, Bradford, and Chomsky. Or to 
draw a conjecture that weaknesses in the DDC are reﬂ ections of Gödel’s 
proof and Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle (Richmond, 1977, p. 107). 
Or to contrast early work with the computer language SmallTalk with Ted 
Nelson’s work with Xanadu and Aitchison’s Thesaurofacet (Richmond, 
1981a). At all times, she maintained a keen awareness of then current work 
in classiﬁ cation. Her work serves as a constant reminder that the focus 
of library and information science should be upon the interrelationships 
among documents, technology, and people. She continually emphasized 
the importance of commonality over difference. Her spirit of keen inquiry 
and emphasis upon open communication remain the hallmark of the true 
nature of interdisciplinarity. She created vehicles like the CRSG so that 
people from different disciplines could ﬁ nd common ground and begin to 
talk to one another. Her example must not be forgotten as we push beyond 
the familiar boundaries of our discipline.
Appendix 1: Bibliography of Phyllis Allen Richmond
 This is by no means an exhaustive listing of the work of Phyllis Allen 
Richmond. Only some of her many book reviews, notes, and opinion pa-
pers are listed. Her work is organized by subject and alphabetized by title 
within each category.
Biographical information.
Sources from which portions of this bibliography were drawn:
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nia). (1949).
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Etiological theory in America prior to the Civil War. Journal of the History 
and Medicine, 2, 484–520. (1947).
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Hôtel-Dieu of Paris on the eve of the Revolution. Journal of the History of 
Medicine, 16, 335–353. (1961).
The impact of pandemics on continental Europe. Bulletin of the Cleveland 
Medical Library Association, 6, 75–81. (1959).
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Appendix 2: Informal Writings of Phyllis Allen 
Richmond given to Pauline Atherton Cochrane
 These excerpts are drawn from a little yellow notebook containing writ-
ings and sketches by Phyllis Richmond that was given to the author by Pau-
line Atherton Cochrane. It is inscribed “Argonauta, Sanibel Island, March 
1964.” Richmond wrote these journal entries while vacationing on Sanibel 
Island with Cochrane and in response to Cochrane’s request to ponder 
some of the important concepts of life. Cochrane remembers Richmond 
as being happiest while vacationing by the sea. The preface is a quote from 
John Donne.
 They who one another keep. Alive, ne’er parted be.
Integer Vitae
 The walk that seemed so long in the heat of day is somehow shorter in 
the afternoon. The sun that beat so hard upon my brow is gentler in his 
rising and his setting. The same cold stars of home are nearer to me on 
this tropic isle. Is my mind not master of its setting, and all things good or 
bad according to its thinking?
Purpose of life
 The purpose of life is to live—in love with your friend, in peace with your 
neighbor, in harmony with your universe so that, by adhering to an ethical 
code as high as you can sustain, you may in kindliness, understanding and 
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compassion, survive the buffets and hurts of life with a serenity that will 
be aid and inspiration to others who struggle. No man is an island after 
he has identiﬁ ed himself. Then he must reach out toward his fellow man 
as well as to the stars.
Existence
 Why are we here at all? Life is such a struggle for all its creatures. The sea 
before us is full of things eating or being eaten. The minister says, “Most 
of us are having a hard time,” and no doubt everyone in the congregation 
thinks, “That’s me.” At the same time, “life is the sum total of forces which 
resist death.” We regard death as the end of everything because it is the 
end of life as we know it. Yet after death we are not lost to the universe 
because nothing is ever lost. We become a part of the earth, a part of the 
inﬁ nity of the universe.
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Notes
1. Press release, Case Western Reserve University Archives (CWRUA) 45A 1:5.
2. WRU program brochure for documentation specialists, CWRUA 45A 1:1.
3. Papers of Phyllis A. Richmond, CWRUA, 27DD9, Shera, Jesse, Correspondence (Incoming 
and Outgoing), 1953–1977.
4. Unpublished letter from J. Shera to A. Rees, May 21, 1970. University personnel, n.d., 7PI 
Shera.
5. (May, 1963), Short title catalog of books in the Geology-Geography library, University of 
Rochester (computer produced). (April, 1964), Selected list of scientiﬁ c periodicals in 
the libraries of the University of Rochester. (April, 1964), Short title catalog of books in 
the Physics-Mathematics-Optics-Astronomy library. University of Rochester (March, 1965), 
Short-title catalog of books in the Life Sciences library, University of Rochester. (November, 
1965). Science Libraries consolidated short-title catalog of books and journals, University 
of Rochester. ( January, 1966), Selected list of scientiﬁ c periodicals in the libraries of the 
University of Rochester. (May, 1967), Science libraries consolidated short-title catalog of 
books. (October, 1968), Union list of serials: Education, Science, Medicine in the libraries 
of the University of Rochester as of October 15, 1968.
6. Unpublished letter from P. Richmond to J. Shera, July 4, 1957. Papers of Phyllis A. Rich-
mond, CWRUA, 27DD9 1:4.
7. Little has been written about the Library Research Circle (LRC). The January 26, 1952, 
letter from Ranganathan to Shera contains an extensive description of the activities of 
the group. (Papers of Jesse Hauk Shera, CWRUA, 27DD5, 10:3). A handwritten note in 
Calvin N. Mooers Papers, CBI 81, at the Charles Babbage Institute, refers to “newsletters” 
of the LRC (Folder: Classiﬁ cation research notes [1950], CBI 81, 17:49) as described in 
Current Research and Development in Scientiﬁ c Documentation no. 3 (April, 1958), p. 23–23; no. 
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4 (April, 1959), p. 18–19; no. 5 (October, 1959), p. 24–25; no. 6 (May, 1960), p. 37–38; no. 
7 (November, 1960), p. 33; no. 8 (1961), p. 38–39. These are in actuality brief references 
to current activities and publications of the group including an article by S. Parthasarathy 
(1952). References in Current Research and Development in Scientiﬁ c Documentation continue 
through 1969: no. 10 (November, 1961), p. 64–65 ; no. 11 (October, 1962), p. 113–114; 
no. 12 (1965), p. 83; no. 13 (1964), p. 125–126; no. 14 (1966), p. 241–242; no. 15 (1969), 
p. 217. S. R. Ranganathan (1962) also mentions the work of the LRC, CRG, and CRSG.
8. Unpublished letter from P. Richmond to J. Shera, July 4, 1957. Papers of Phyllis A. Rich-
mond, CWRUA, 27DD9 1:4.
9. Unpublished letter from J. Shera to S. R. Ranganathan, November 25, 1949. Papers of 
Jesse Hauk Shera, CWRUA, 27DD5 10:3.
10. Unpublished manuscript. Colon Classiﬁ cation. CWRUA, 27 DD5 10:3
11. Unpublished letter from S. R. Ranganathan to J. Shera and M. Egan, January 26, 1952 
.Papers of Jesse Hauk Shera, CWRUA, 27DD5 10:3.
12. Unpublished letter from S. R. Ranganathan to J. Shera, February 26, 1964. Papers of Jesse 
Hauk Shera, CWRUA, 27DD5 10:3.
13. Shera was one of many speakers invited to participate in the Sarada Ranganathan Lecture 
series over the years from 1966. Pauline Cochrane was the lecturer in 1970.
14. Unpublished letter from S. R. Ranganathan to J. Shera and M. Egan, January 26, 1952. 
Papers of Jesse Hauk Shera, CWRUA, 27DD5 10:3.
15. Richmond: Personal correspondence ﬁ le September–November 1958. Papers of Phyllis 
A. Richmond, CWRUA, 27DD9 1:1.
16. Unpublished letter from J. Shera to P. Richmond, December 5, 1959. Papers of Phyllis A. 
Richmond, CWRUA, 27DD9 1:4.
17. The Bibliographic Systems Center (BSC) was originally a collection of classiﬁ cation systems 
maintained by SLA and formally established in 1924 as the “Loan Collection of Classiﬁ ca-
tion Schemes and Subject Heading Lists.” SLA transferred the “Loan Collection” outright 
to Western Reserve University in 1965. Western Reserve University renamed the collection 
the Bibliographic Systems Center in 1966. In 1975 this collection, containing classiﬁ cation 
schemes, thesauri, subject heading lists, and indexes, was transferred to the University of 
Toronto. (Richmond to University of Toronto, December 26, 1975, unpublished docu-
ment n.d.; Exhibit in support of historical note: The development and growth of the BSC: 
CWRU pp. 13, 14. University of Toronto, Faculty of Information Studies, Inforum: The 
Integrated Library and Information Studies Laboratory).
18. “Classiﬁ cation and Retrieval—Problems for Pursuit” and “Classifying Indexing and Cod-
ing”, preprints issued in advance of the International Conference for Standards on A 
Common Language for Machine Searching and Translation, 1959, Cleveland, Western 
Reserve University and Rand Development Corporation. Papers of Jesse Hauk Shera, 
CWRUA, 27DD5 10:3.
19. Unpublished letter from P. Richmond to J. Shera, February 12, 1969. Papers of Phyllis A. 
Richmond, CWRUA, 27DD9 1:4.
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Margaret Egan (1905–59) taught at the Graduate Library School of the 
University of Chicago (1946–55) and at the School of Library Science at 
Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio (1955–59). With her col-
league Jesse Shera, Egan wrote “Foundations of a Theory of Bibliography” 
for Library Quarterly in 1952; this article marked the ﬁ rst appearance of 
the term “social epistemology.” After Egan’s death, Shera has often been 
credited for the idea of social epistemology. However, there is ample evi-
dence to show that it was Egan who originated the concept—one that is 
commonly viewed as fundamental to the theoretical foundations of library 
and information science.
1. Introduction
In the April 1952 issue of Library Quarterly (LQ), Margaret Egan and 
Jesse Shera of the University of Chicago’s Graduate Library School copub-
lished what came to be regarded as a seminal article in the history of library 
and information science (Egan & Shera, 1952). Seven years later Egan had 
died, and Shera was left to develop the arguments begun in 1952 (see, for 
example, Shera, 1960, 1968a, 1970a). Over the last half century, citations 
have occasionally been made to the original article; more often than not, 
however, the citations have been to Shera’s sole-authored publications in 
which he reﬁ nes the ideas presented in 1952. It is Shera’s name that seems 
to have become associated in common consciousness with the ideas con-
tained in the original article. Yet there are indications—deriving in part 
from Shera’s own statements—that Egan deserves rather more credit than 
she has historically received. In this article, I examine the hypothesis that it 
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is time for the balance of credit to be redressed. I begin by summarizing the 
contributions made in the 1952 article; I will then outline the methods that 
may be used in determining the nature and extent of Egan’s intellectual 
inﬂ uence on Shera. I conclude with an evaluation of Egan’s oeuvre.
2. “Foundations of a Theory of Bibliography”
Essentially, what Egan and Shera do in “Foundations of a Theory of 
Bibliography” is to identify a gap in the disciplinary landscape and ﬁ ll 
it with the “new discipline” that they call “social epistemology” (Egan & 
Shera, 1952, p. 132). They situate social epistemology on the one hand in 
relation to economics and on the other in relation to sociology, psychology, 
and traditional epistemology (Egan & Shera, 1952, pp. 132–133). Just as 
economics emerged as a theoretical framework for the study of the pro-
duction, distribution, and utilization of various kinds of material products, 
Egan and Shera propose social epistemology as a theoretical framework 
for the study of the production, distribution, and utilization of intellectual
products (Egan & Shera, 1952, pp. 133–134). They also invoke Parsons’s 
structural-functionalist analysis of individual action in terms of three “modes 
of orientation”—the cognitive, the goal-directed, and the affective—to con-
clude that, while sociologists study goal-directed and affective behavior at 
the social level, psychologists study goal-directed and affective behavior at 
the individual level, and traditional epistemologists study cognitive behavior 
at the individual level, in no existing ﬁ eld have scholars attempted to study 
cognitive behavior at the social level, despite the primary importance of 
the cognitive mode in determining the structure of society (see table 1) 
(Egan & Shera, 1952, pp. 130–132).
The object of study of the cognitive mode is the process by which the 
actor attempts to know (or, as Egan and Shera put it, to enter into a relation-
ship of “knowing” with) the particular situation in which the action takes 
place. They thus deﬁ ne social epistemology as “the study of those processes 
by which society as a whole seeks to achieve a perceptive or understanding 
relation to the total environment” (Egan & Shera, 1952, p. 132, emphasis 
in the original).
 It is speciﬁ cally at this social level that what Egan and Shera distinguish 
as the instruments of graphic communication and the instruments of bib-
Table 1. The Relationship of Social Epistemology to Epistemology, 
Psychology, and Sociology.
 Level of analysis
Mode of orientation Individual Social
Cognitive Epistemology Social epistemology
Goal-directed Psychology Sociology
Affective Psychology Sociology
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liography play important roles (Egan & Shera, 1952, p. 128). By “graphic 
communication” Egan and Shera denote the means by which actors come 
to know situations that are beyond their immediate perceptual experience; 
by “bibliography” they denote the means by which the knowledge of indi-
viduals may be coordinated and integrated so that society as a whole may 
“know” in a transcendent way. Today we would refer to the instruments of 
graphic communication as documents; the instruments of bibliography 
are services such as libraries, indexes, and information retrieval systems. 
These are the intellectual products whose production, distribution, and 
utilization are the objects of analysis of the new discipline.
 For Egan and Shera, the goal of engaging in social epistemology is to 
lay the foundation for intelligent social action, by making it possible for 
systems of bibliographic services to be planned and implemented at the na-
tional level, so that individual components are coordinated and integrated 
rather than separated among distinct groups of users (Egan & Shera, 1952, 
p. 134). Egan and Shera propose three areas of inquiry as contributing to 
the achievement of that goal (Egan & Shera, 1952, pp. 135–136). The ﬁ rst 
of these is what Egan and Shera call “situational analysis,” what we might 
today call “information needs analysis,” in which methodologies are to be 
developed for classifying situations on the basis of the information needs 
exhibited by the people who typically ﬁ nd themselves in those situations. 
The second area of inquiry is what Egan and Shera call “analysis of infor-
mation unit,” what we might today call “knowledge organization,” in which 
methodologies are to be developed for classifying documents on the basis 
of their content. Egan and Shera recognize that the results of this kind of 
analysis are essential not only for the development of automated informa-
tion retrieval systems but also for the compilation of statistics on the produc-
tion, distribution, and utilization of documents. The latter—essentially a 
call for the application of methods of measurement, which we would now 
refer to as “bibliometrics”—forms the third area of inquiry making up the 
new discipline (Egan & Shera, 1952, p. 134).
 In summary, then, we may identify the following major contributions 
made in this seminal paper:
1. The ultimate goal or end of library service—informed social action—is 
explicitly identiﬁ ed, and the extent to which bibliographic services con-
tribute to this end is established as the primary criterion by which they 
may be evaluated.
2. A theoretical framework is sketched out for the study of information-
seeking behavior, knowledge organization, and bibliometrics, setting the 
scene for the subsequent treatment of that framework as a theoretical 
foundation for library and information science.
3. The term “social epistemology” is used in the published literature for 
what appears to be the ﬁ rst time—a full thirty-ﬁ ve years before phi-
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losophers such as Goldman and Fuller will reclaim the term from the 
librarians (see, for example, Goldman, 1987; Fuller, 1988).
3. The Question of Attribution
It is interesting to note, as we have already done, that Shera is often 
credited for the idea of social epistemology, to the extent that Egan is oc-
casionally entirely written out of citations to the 1952 article. It sometimes 
seems as if Shera was himself only too conscious of this injustice. In particu-
lar, he is careful in his entry on Egan for the Dictionary of American Library 
Biography to credit Egan for the idea that underlay their jointly authored 
paper. “‘Social epistemology’,” he says, “both the term and the concept, 
were hers, but because I have given it wide currency, despite frequent dis-
claimers, it has generally been attributed to me” (Shera, 1978, p. 159).
 We may well ask: What was the frequency and nature of the disclaimers 
to which Shera refers here, and how did they affect the form of citations by 
others to the original 1952 article and to Shera’s later reﬁ nements of the 
concept of social epistemology? A quick look at the citation indexes can 
help us here.
 Data on publications that cited “Foundations of a Theory of Bibliog-
raphy” (FTB) during the years 1952 through 1955 is unavailable since the 
coverage of the Institute for Scientiﬁ c Information’s (ISI) Social Sciences 
Citation Index (SSCI) extends back only to 1956. But we can draw a fairly 
accurate picture of the extent to which FTB has been cited since 1956 by 
making combined use of the print and online versions of SSCI.
 In its form as a journal article in LQ, FTB has been cited in the litera-
ture indexed by ISI on 17 occasions. In 13 of these instances, Egan was 
correctly cited as the primary author; on the remaining 4 occasions, Shera 
was incorrectly cited either as the primary author or indeed the sole author 
of FTB. These data, however, do not provide a complete picture, since FTB 
was reprinted in at least two collections. One of these—a relatively obscure 
collection edited by Brenni (1975)—need not concern us further since it 
appears that no one who has cited FTB has chosen to cite it in its Brenni 
incarnation (Egan & Shera, 1952/1975). The other collection, however, 
is much more widely cited than FTB itself; this is the collection of Shera’s 
essays edited by D. J. Foskett (Shera, 1965) and published as Libraries and 
the Organization of Knowledge (LOK). In LOK, FTB is presented as a work of 
Shera’s, with a footnote explaining to the reader that it was written “with 
Margaret E. Egan” (Egan & Shera, 1952/1965).
 Unsurprisingly, perhaps, given this slightly misleading mode of pre-
sentation, many of the authors who have chosen to cite FTB in its LOK
form do not mention Egan’s contribution in their citations. It is difﬁ cult 
to establish from ISI data alone whether a citation to LOK is simply a refer-
ence to the whole work, or to a portion of the work, or, if a citation is to a 
particular chapter, to determine which one. I have identiﬁ ed a total of 53 
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citations to LOK in the literature indexed by ISI between 1956 and 2003, 
including 9 items that speciﬁ cally cite FTB in its LOK form. The authors 
of every one of these 9 items credit Shera as the primary, if not the sole, 
author of FTB. Brookes (1974), for example, in an article about Robert 
Fairthorne published in the Journal of Documentation, quotes a deﬁ nition of 
social epistemology taken from FTB that he ascribes to Shera alone. Of a 
total of 26 citations to FTB, then, fully 50 percent—a remarkable percent-
age in the circumstances—do a disservice to Egan.
 What of Shera’s claims that he has always been careful to credit Egan for 
her origination of social epistemology? In hindsight, it seems that sometimes 
he was, and sometimes he was not. In his Sociological Foundations of Librari-
anship, the transcripts of the Ranganathan lectures that he sent to India in 
1967, Shera says: “I have called this new discipline ‘social epistemology,’ a 
term which was, if I remember correctly, originally devised by my former 
associate Miss Margaret Egan.” (Shera, 1970a, p. 85). More typically, how-
ever, Egan’s name is nowhere to be found. In the bibliography of his article 
published in the Journal of Documentation in June 1974, for example, Shera 
says this: “A quarter of a century ago, a few of us in the profession were urg-
ing a macrocosmic approach to the philosophy of bibliography as opposed to 
the existing microcosmic view. . . . Macrocosmic bibliography . . . would view 
bibliography as one of the basic instruments of the total communication 
process throughout society” (Shera, 1974, emphasis in the original). The 
reference provided? “Foundations of a Theory of Bibliography,” written by 
J. H. Shera.
 In another paper collected in Foskett’s compilation, “Social Episte-
mology, General Semantics, and Librarianship” (Shera, 1960), originally 
published in the Yearbook of the Institute of General Semantics in 1960, reprinted 
the following year in Wilson Library Bulletin, and often cited by those wish-
ing to specify an authority for the use of the new term, Egan’s name is 
similarly absent. And in his paper entitled “An Epistemological Foundation 
for Library Science” (Shera, 1968a), presented at a symposium at Syracuse 
University in 1965 and which repeats some of his earlier material on social 
epistemology, Shera again resists citing Egan; he says that the new discipline 
that is “here envisaged” is one that “for want of a better name, has been 
called social epistemology” (p. 8, emphasis in the original). In the revised 
version of this paper that was published as chapter 4 of his The Foundations 
of Education for Librarianship, Shera does take the opportunity to insert at 
this point the line “Margaret Egan originated the phrase,” and he includes 
a footnote: “So far as the present writer knows, Miss Egan never used the 
phrase in any published writing, but she used it frequently in class lectures 
and in conversation” (1972, p. 112). As a footnote to this analysis, we should 
also observe that Egan herself, in both of her own articles in which she 
mentions the 1952 work (Egan & Henkle, 1956; Egan, 1956a), cites it using 
the self-effacing form “Shera and Egan.”
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 Meanwhile, those authors in the philosophical community who are 
busy constructing their own version of social epistemology are usually satis-
ﬁ ed, when it comes to establishing intellectual primacy, with a quick nod 
to Shera alone. For example, Steve Fuller, perhaps the most well-known 
philosopher with an interest in social epistemology, cites Shera and LOK
in a review article entitled “Recent Work in Social Epistemology” (Fuller, 
1996). Egan is nowhere to be seen.
 It is clear, then, that despite Shera’s best efforts Egan has, to a substan-
tial extent, been written out of the history of the development of the idea 
of social epistemology. It is my perception, however, that Egan left us with 
a legacy that deserves rather better treatment, and in the rest of this article 
I wish to explain why.
4. Biographical Details
Margaret Elizabeth Egan was born on March 14, 1905, in Indianapo-
lis, Indiana, to Frank L. and Mary Elizabeth Treat Egan (Shera, 1978). 
She was employed as readers’ advisor at Cincinnati Public Library from 
1933 to 1940 and obtained a B.A. from the University of Cincinnati in 
1939 before going on to do graduate work in the Department of General 
Studies at Yale University (1940–41) and in the Graduate Library School 
(GLS) of the University of Chicago (1941–43). In 1943 Egan joined the 
Industrial Relations Center of the University of Chicago as librarian and 
began teaching part-time in the GLS. She was appointed by Ralph Beals as 
a full-time assistant professor in the GLS in the fall of 1946, and she served 
as an associate editor of Library Quarterly under the managing editorship 
of Leon Carnovsky from 1952 to 1955. Shera brought Egan to join him in 
the School of Library Science at Western Reserve University in Cleveland, 
Ohio, in 1955, initially as a research associate of the newly formed Center 
for Documentation and Communication Research (CDCR) and subse-
quently (from 1956) as an associate professor. Egan died of a heart attack 
on January 26, 1959, at the age of 53.
 It is instructive to compare Egan’s career trajectory with that of her 
friend and colleague. Shera graduated from Yale University with a master’s 
degree in English language and literature in 1927 before returning to his 
home town of Oxford, Ohio, initially as assistant cataloger in Miami Uni-
versity Library (Winger, 1978; Kaltenbach, 1993). He then worked for ten 
years as bibliographer and research assistant in Miami’s Scripps Foundation 
for Research in Population Problems. Shera attended Chicago’s GLS as a 
doctoral student between 1938 and 1940, graduating with a Ph.D. in 1944 
after serving in Washington, D.C., as chief of the Library of Congress’s 
Census Library Project and subsequently in the federal Ofﬁ ce of Strategic 
Services. Returning to Chicago, Shera was appointed by Ralph Beals, a 
friend from student days and now librarian of the University of Chicago, 
as the university’s associate director of libraries. Egan had already begun 
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to teach on a part-time basis in the GLS, and Shera was to do the same 
beginning in 1944 and becoming full-time in 1947. I have not found any 
evidence to indicate that their two paths crossed before that time, despite 
their geographical proximity and similarity of professional interests between 
the years of 1930 and 1938.
 In 1952 Shera was appointed dean of the School of Library Science 
at Western Reserve, where he established the CDCR in 1955. Egan was ap-
parently instrumental in his deciding to leave Chicago for Cleveland. In a 
1968 interview, Shera recalled:
I went back to my ofﬁ ce—at that time [the spring of 1952], Margaret 
Egan and I shared an ofﬁ ce because of the shortage of space—and 
I was talking to her about it and she was sort of encouraging me to 
apply, and I said, “I don’t know.” And ﬁ nally, after two or three days 
of talking . . . , she just pushed the typewriter over and said, “Here, 
write, go ahead and write. Apply.” And I said, “Okay, I’ll go ahead and 
apply.” (Shera 1968b)
Within a few years, Shera had brought Egan to join him in Cleveland; it was 
at that point that, as he remembered later in a 1970 interview, “we really 
thought we were going to get down to things” (Shera 1970b). The shock 
of Egan’s death in 1959 affected Shera greatly: “I felt as just half of me had 
gone. How do I go on without this gal?” (Shera, 1968b). Shera retired as 
dean in 1970. He died on March 8, 1982, at the age of 78.
5. Research Methods
In attempting to determine the nature and extent of Egan’s intellectual 
inﬂ uence on Shera, we can treat the idea of social epistemology as a kind 
of case study. But there are several difﬁ culties inherent in conducting intel-
lectual history of this kind. Suppose that we wished to gather evidence that 
would allow us either to press or to comfortably ignore the claim that it is 
Egan rather than Shera whom we should thank for originating the concept 
of social epistemology. On the one hand, we have Shera himself graciously 
deﬂ ecting the credit in Egan’s direction. We also have what we may simply 
infer from the order of names in the statement of authorship attached to 
the LQ article. Shera and Egan coauthored eleven publications (see the 
appendix) and took care in three cases to specify Egan as the ﬁ rst (and, 
by implication, primary) author. On the other hand, we have the fact that 
it was Shera, not Egan, who revisited and developed the themes of the LQ
article on multiple subsequent occasions. What methods do we have at our 
disposal that might provide further clues as to the nature and relative extent 
of the debt that library and information science (LIS) owes to Egan for 
her contribution to the discipline’s theoretical foundations? I shall brieﬂ y 
discuss a few options that ultimately proved unproductive for the current 
study before moving on to describe a more fruitful approach.
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5.1 Quantitative Analysis
One possibility would be to take a quantitative approach. Such an ap-
proach might involve, for instance, a citation analysis in which the citation 
“identity” (White, 2001) formed by the set of authors cited in publications 
authored by “Egan & Shera” is compared with the identities formed by 
the sets of authors cited in publications authored by “Shera & Egan,” by 
Egan alone, and by Shera alone. If the “Egan & Shera” set were found to 
be most similar to the “Egan only” set, we might be led to conclude that 
the order of names in the statement of authorship accurately reﬂ ects the 
actual weight of contribution of the two individual authors to coauthored 
publications, or even (depending on the strength of similarity) that “Egan 
& Shera” articles should be treated more as “Egan only” articles than as 
truly jointly authored.
 Egan and Shera might appreciate the thinking behind this approach 
given the support for bibliometric studies that they expressed in their 1952 
article (Egan & Shera, 1952, p. 134). The potential reliability of such an 
approach is undermined, however, by the lack of data for comparison. Egan 
and Shera were writing at a time when the typical contribution to scholar-
ship in LIS was not supported by a multiplicity of footnotes. In fact, in all 
of Egan’s sole-authored publications (including conference papers), the 
only name that recurs among the citations is John Dewey’s. While it would 
certainly be interesting to determine whether the origins of Shera’s own in-
terest in certain writers, such as Dewey, Parsons, and Boulding, can be traced 
to Egan’s introduction of their work to him, the meagerness of the citation 
data prevents one from conﬁ dently drawing any conclusions about the au-
thorship of source articles beyond those that we would normally make.
 A separate quantitative approach of a related kind would involve simi-
larly the analysis of couplings of publications—not couplings determined 
by representing documents as sets of citations, but couplings determined 
by representing documents as sets of words, phrases, or stylistic attributes 
(see, for example, Holmes, 1997). The potential attractiveness of such a 
method is offset by considerations relating to the desirability of articles’ 
texts being made available in digitized form; none of them is currently 
available in electronic format, and the cost of re-keying the texts for this 
particular purpose would be prohibitive.
5.2 Qualitative Analysis
It would be most productive to conduct interviews with people who 
knew Egan and Shera and who could personally comment on the dynamics 
of their intellectual relationship. Since Egan died almost forty-ﬁ ve years ago, 
however, it is not getting any easier to identify contemporaries willing to 
speak on the subject. Nevertheless, given the limitations of the quantitative 
strategies described above, it would still seem that approaches of a more 
qualitative nature are more promising.
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5.2.1 The Archival Record In the ﬁ rst place, we may consult the ex-
isting archival record, in the form of the collections of personal papers, 
correspondence, and institutional records that are stored in the archives 
associated with Egan’s places of work. Two of the richest sources of data 
are oral interviews conducted with Shera toward the end of his deanship 
at Case Western Reserve University (CWRU). The tapes of these interviews, 
together with written transcripts (full in one case, in summary form only 
in the other), are available in the university archives at CWRU; H. Curtis 
Wright (1988) is among those who have analyzed and published extracts 
from these transcripts.
 First, in an interview with Shera conducted in 1968 by Mrs. Gerald H. 
Ruderman, then a student in the library school at Kent State University, 
Shera identiﬁ es the three people who were, as he puts it, “unquestionably, 
the ones who have done the most” to stimulate his thinking (Shera, 1968b): 
the demographer Warren Thompson, who was Shera’s boss at the Scripps 
Foundation; the librarian Ralph Beals, whom Shera knew ﬁ rst as a student 
in the Graduate Library School at Chicago and subsequently as the direc-
tor of the University of Chicago’s libraries and who brought Shera back to 
Chicago as an employee in 1944; and Margaret Egan.
 The importance of Egan’s inﬂ uence even among this exalted group 
is conﬁ rmed in a second interview with Shera conducted on June 1, 1970, 
by Ruth Helmuth, the university archivist at Case Western and former em-
ployee of the CDCR (Shera, 1970b). Shera says to Helmuth: “a lot of my 
thinking even today is colored by Margaret’s thinking. Brilliant gal really, 
almost a genius in some ways. And I owe her a tremendous debt, because . . . 
her inﬂ uence on my thinking is probably greater than any other. Certainly 
it’s greater than any other about library problems; sure, there’s no question 
about that.” At the time he made these comments, Shera was sixty-seven 
and Egan had been dead for eleven years. We can readily assume that Shera 
knew personally most if not all of the ﬁ nest minds that had emerged in 
library and information science in the midcentury period. His singling out 
of Egan from this pantheon remains a striking tribute.
 Shera went on to write the entry on Egan that appeared in the Diction-
ary of American Library Biography of 1978. Here he states: “Even today, on 
those rare occasions of contemplating what I have published, I am amazed 
to ﬁ nd how much of it is her speaking through my own halting prose” 
(Shera, 1978, p. 159). He also quotes from a letter he received from Ralph 
R. Shaw at the time of Egan’s death: “Hers was one of the truly great minds 
of American librarianship” (Shera, 1978, p. 159). Winifred Ver Nooy, writ-
ing to Shera at the same time, concurs: “She was such a grand person, with 
such a brilliant mind” (unpublished letter from W. Ver Nooy to J. H. Shera, 
February 1, 1959. Papers of Jesse Hauk Shera [1903–1982], series 27DD5, 
box 1. CWRU Archives, Cleveland, OH).
 Shera’s personal papers are also kept by the university archives at Case 
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Western. Sifting through multiple series of boxes in Cleveland, one may see 
ﬁ rsthand how Shera built his reputation as a correspondent of remarkable 
wit, honesty, and energy. Yet one may also be confounded by how few refer-
ences to Egan appear in these papers. When Shera does make reference to 
Egan—for instance, in the oral interviews of 1968 and 1970–-he invariably 
introduces her as “my old friend and former associate” (Shera, 1968b, 
1970b). But among thousands of letters sent to and received from Shera’s 
associates, covering all periods of his professional life, not a single one is 
addressed to or signed by Egan. One might expect to have encountered at 
least a few dating from the period 1952–55, when Egan was in Chicago and 
Shera in Cleveland; but if, indeed, any ever existed, they were not deposited 
in the archives. I have not been able, as yet, to ﬁ nd out where, if anywhere, 
Egan’s own papers have been kept.
5.2.2 Content Analysis A qualitative approach of a second kind is po-
tentially the most productive approach of all, and it is that which involves 
close reading and content analysis of the texts of Egan’s works. A review of 
Egan’s ﬁ rst-authored publications, twenty-one in total with ﬁ ve full-length 
journal articles (Egan, 1937; Egan & Shera, 1949; Egan, 1951a; Egan & 
Shera, 1952; Egan, 1956b) and seven substantial conference papers (Egan, 
Butler, et al., 1947; Egan, 1951b; Egan, 1953b; Egan, 1953c; Egan, Focke, 
et al., 1956; Egan & Henkle, 1956; Egan, 1956a), reveals Egan as a central 
player in the popularization amongst North American library scientists of 
the motives, concerns, and research results of the European documenta-
tion movement. The late 1940s and early 1950s, of course, were the time of 
the publication of Bradford’s collection of papers (Bradford, 1948) simply 
called Documentation, which Egan reviewed favorably (Egan, 1950) and to-
gether with Shera wrote an introduction that was reprinted in later editions 
(Shera & Egan, 1953); the revitalization of the American Documentation 
Institute, later to be renamed the American Society for Information Science 
(ASIS); and the launch of the journal American Documentation.
 The question posed by the many, including Egan, who recognized the 
value to society of specialized information in technical ﬁ elds in science, 
industry, and commerce was whether the library profession could reﬁ ne tra-
ditional bibliographic tools and techniques for application to the new spe-
cialized requirements and in support of scientiﬁ c research and managerial 
decision making as well as cultural enrichment. Were the problems faced 
by special libraries the same as those addressed in general librarianship, or 
must a new profession emerge (Egan, 1953a)? Egan believed ﬁ rmly in the 
unity of the profession; that the library, in its role as a social agency, must 
surely change as the needs of society change but that its general functions 
of information provision and bibliographic control are the same whatever 
the content, structure, or purpose of that information (Egan, 1956b).
 Trained as a political scientist at Yale and with a lifelong interest in 
sociology, Egan was an expert on the history of the development of the be-
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havioral sciences. The references in her writings to Parsons, von Neumann, 
Simon, and so on are no idle name drops. The pervasive inﬂ uence of the 
pragmatist philosophers and Parsons’s structural-functionalism on Shera’s 
work is no doubt mediated by Egan’s interpretation of those writers. Central 
to the pragmatist ideal are two related claims associated with John Dewey: 
ﬁ rst, that ideas are valuable only in terms of their instrumentality to an active 
reorganization of the context; and second, that different groups of people 
classify ideas differently depending on what they want to do with them. 
Dewey concludes from these: “Things have to be sorted out and arranged so 
that their grouping will promote successful action for ends” (1948; cited in 
Egan, 1953b). From this simple theoretical framework and her interpreta-
tion of European documentation, Egan derived the following:
• an assumption that no communication has social value unless it stimu-
lates behavior that has a social impact (Egan, 1951b; Egan & Shera, 
1952; Egan, 1953b; Egan, 1956b); and consequently
• a deep appreciation of the signiﬁ cance of the social value of graphic 
communication (contrasted to direct communication) and receptor-
initiated communication (contrasted to mass communication) (Egan 
& Shera, 1952; Egan, 1956b);
• the view of the library as a social agency, and more speciﬁ cally of bib-
liographic service as instrumental in support of the general process of 
graphic communication, and ultimately in support of the smooth func-
tioning and continued progress of society through its promotion (and, 
ideally, maximization) of the effective utilization of society’s graphic 
records (Egan & Shera, 1949; Egan & Shera, 1950; Egan, 1951b; Egan 
& Shera, 1952; Egan, 1956b);
• an understanding that the means by which we can maximize the effec-
tive utilization of graphic records is by making them accessible (Egan, 
1951b; Egan, 1951a);
• a macrocosmic view of the development of bibliography, such that in-
dividual bibliographic tools are integrated and coordinated both in a 
coherent pyramid that may easily be accessed at any level of generality 
and in a network that allows movement between subject ﬁ elds as well 
as within them (Egan & Shera, 1949; Egan, 1951b; Egan, 1951a; Egan 
& Shera, 1952; Egan, 1953b; Egan, 1956b);
• a recognition that different types of bibliography serve different pur-
poses for different groups, suggesting the need for studies of what kinds 
of bibliography there are and what kinds of readers there are (Egan, 
1951b; Egan, 1951a; Egan & Shera, 1952);
• a recognition of the need for special librarianship to focus on the dis-
tinctive needs of the social sciences as well as on those of the physical 
sciences, and on the needs of decision-makers in business and industry 
as well as on those of scholars and researchers (Egan, 1951a; Egan, 
1953a; Egan, 1953c; Egan & Henkle, 1956);
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• a recognition of the need for the application of subject analysis to the 
bibliographic control of units smaller than books (Egan & Shera, 1949; 
Egan, 1950; Egan, 1951b);
• a preference for classiﬁ cation schemes rather than alphabetical lists 
of subject headings and for faceted schemes rather than enumerative 
schemes as potential solutions to the old problem of constructing a 
single standard scheme of universal applicability (Egan, 1950; Egan, 
1951b; Egan, 1953b);
• (in a pair of remarkable conference papers published in 1956 that are 
still highly relevant today) an appreciation of the importance of library 
schools in educating the future producers and managers of bibliograph-
ic services in the methods of dealing with social change. Here, Egan 
develops a model of the profession of librarianship as art not science, 
as one that crucially involves the use of judgment in the application of 
its body of principles (Egan, Focke, et al., 1956; Egan, 1956a);
• ﬁ nally, a recognition of the importance, since there is no basic science 
underlying LIS as biology underlies medicine, of creating a theoretical 
framework for it rather than borrowing one or several from other ﬁ elds 
(Egan, 1956a)
Those readers who are familiar with Shera’s later work will notice that each 
of these ideas is a conspicuous element of the intellectual legacy that is 
more usually attributed to Shera than to Egan.
6. Conclusion
Shera (n.d.) wrote that it was in her position as librarian of the Indus-
trial Relations Center in Chicago that Egan “began seriously to develop her 
philosophy of special librarianship and documentation.” “Philosophy” is a 
word that is often used to describe the mode of Egan’s thought. Whether 
it is considered appropriate or not to evaluate her conception of social 
epistemology as a philosophical theory, we can surely conclude that despite 
the small number of formal citations to Egan’s work, the inﬂ uence that 
her ideas had on the development of LIS as a discipline, largely through 
Shera’s mediation, was great in both quantitative and qualitative terms. The 
life and work of this pioneering woman of information science warrants 
further attention.
Appendix: Bibliography of Egan’s Published Works
 The references in this bibliography are arranged in chronological order. 
Where two dates of publication are given, the ﬁ rst is the date of original 
publication, for which a separate reference is also provided in the bibliogra-
phy. The forty items listed here include nine reprints not counted in Table 
2, which tabulates the distribution across publication type of the works that 
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Social Epistemology from Jesse Shera to Steve Fuller
Tarcisio Zandonade
Abstract
This article examines the project of Jesse Hauk Shera (1903–82), carried out 
originally in association with his colleague Margaret Egan, of formulating 
an epistemological foundation for a library science in which bibliography, 
librarianship, and the then newly emerging ideas about documentation 
would be integrated. The scholarly orientation and research agenda of the 
University of Chicago’s Graduate Library School provided an appropriate 
context for his work for social epistemology, though this work was continued 
long after he left the University of Chicago. A short time after his death, a 
group of philosophers that included Steve Fuller (1959– ) began to study 
the collective nature of knowledge. Fuller, independently of Shera, identi-
ﬁ ed, named, and developed a program of social epistemology, a vehicle 
for which was a new journal he was responsible for creating in 1987, Social 
Epistemology. Fuller described his program as an intellectual movement 
of broad cross-disciplinary provenance that attempted to reconstruct the 
problem of epistemology once knowledge is regarded as intrinsically social. 
Fuller, like other philosophers interested in this area, acknowledges the 
work of Shera.
“The Renaissance of Epistemology”
Nineteenth-century philosophy, and especially its branch of epistemol-
ogy, was dominated by neo-Kantianism and neo-Hegelianism. The twentieth 
century opened with a new and naturalistic interest in epistemology, a 
reaction against German metaphysical idealism. Luciano Floridi describes 
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this period as “The Renaissance of Epistemology” in the ﬁ rst half of the 
twentieth century—between the two world wars—which formed “a bridge 
between early modern and contemporary philosophy of knowledge” (Flo-
ridi, 2003). This young Italian philosopher at Oxford University identiﬁ es 
the roots of this philosophical reaction in Europe and in the United States. 
He suggests that, in German philosophy, this antimetaphysical movement 
originated from Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand von Helmholtz’s (1821–94) 
scientiﬁ c interpretation of Immanuel Kant (1874–1904), from Franz Bre-
nato’s (1838–1917) phenomenology, and from Ernst Mach’s (1838–1916) 
“neutral monism.” In France, Auguste Comte’s (1798–1857) positivist move-
ment prepared this reaction. In Britain, the critical realism at Oxford and 
the philosophy of George Edward Moore (1873–1958) and Bertrand Ar-
thur William Russell (1872–1970) at Cambridge repelled Hegelianism. In 
the United States, Floridi describes how Kant’s and Hegel’s idealism was 
directly confronted by the new pragmatist epistemology of William James 
(1842–1910) and Charles Sanders Peirce (1839–1914), who introduced the 
term “pragmatism”; John Dewey (1859–1952), who introduced the terms 
“experimentalism” and “instrumentalism”; Clarence Irving Lewis (1883–
1964); and George Herbert Mead (1863–1931). By the turn of the twentieth 
century, major advances in mathematics, logic, and physics prompted new 
methodological interests in the philosophy of science, and central topics 
in epistemology came to be reexamined mainly as “a reconsideration of 
the role of philosophy as a critical exercise of analysis, rather than as an 
autonomous and superior form of knowledge” (Floridi, 2003, p. 531).
 The second half of the nineteenth century in the United States was the 
age when many of the contemporary liberal professions and the academic 
disciplines that supported them intellectually were institutionalized. The 
trend was not different for such an old humanistic profession as that of 
librarianship. In the United States, a strong demand for a “national union 
catalog” to link major libraries in the country was voiced at the ﬁ rst confer-
ence of American libraries in 1852, while British librarians were gathering 
around the “public libraries movement” at almost the same time in their 
country. Librarians had developed by then the whole basic apparatus for 
the proper organization of books in library collections (Egan and Shera, 
1953). But concurrently the periodical, or scientiﬁ c journal—the “archive 
of science”—at around its bicentennial was reaching the landmark of one 
thousand titles (Price, 1961). This event brought a problem for the library, 
since the tools to organize this new medium of scientiﬁ c publication were 
not readily available. An augur of things to come, William Frederick Poole, 
at Yale College in 1848 devised a “collective index” to enable access to the 
content of individual periodical articles. Twenty-eight years later, at the ﬁ rst 
American Library Association (ALA) conference, Poole reported on the 
constraints he had gone through to bring his index to a second edition by 
1853. He then suggested that the conference had the powers to organize a 
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practicable plan of cooperation to proceed with a new edition of the index. 
He was adamant in maintaining that the burden and labor of producing 
such a work should not be laid upon one person (Library Journal, 1876). 
The library profession, however, was unable to unite around a coopera-
tive venture of this sort, partly because management resources were still 
scarce, and partly because they were not then convinced of the importance 
of “micro-documentation” at the level of the “thought unit,” as against 
“macro-documentation” for the “publication unit” (Egan and Shera, 1949; 
Ranganathan, 1963, p. 29). Meanwhile, even before the establishment of 
ALA, calls were recorded for the creation of a “librarians’ association,” and 
the philosopher and writer Ralph Waldo Emerson identiﬁ ed the need for a 
“professorship of books” to teach readers how to make the most of library 
resources (Emerson, 1870).
The Birth of a New Social Science (Library 
Economy) from an Old Profession (Bibliography 
and Librarianship)
Library Apprenticeship
A “library and information profession” has existed ever since man-
kind adopted writing to record graphically on any physical object their 
knowledge and imagination. By mid-nineteenth century, the library profes-
sion, both in the United States and in Britain, was becoming aware of its 
responsibility to provide a sophisticated library service. However, a formal 
profession entrusted with the duty to manage the graphic record for the 
beneﬁ t of society—and a matching overruling institution for library and 
information education and research—did not emerge in the United States 
until 1876, when the American Library Association was founded, and in 
Britain until 1877, when the Library Association (LA) was founded. Before 
the emergence of a formal profession, prospective librarians were chosen 
for their “housekeeping” skills, and the chief librarian directly supervised 
their training during an apprenticeship period. We take into account only 
the American and British library profession and education development 
because this is where the strongest early developments occurred.
Library Economy
During the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the leading charac-
ter of Melvil Dewey commanded the library scene in the United States. As 
a professional librarian, in 1876 alone, amongst other ventures, he pub-
lished his Decimal Classiﬁ cation and was instrumental in the creation of 
the American Library Association (ALA), becoming its ﬁ rst secretary and 
then its president for several terms. As a library educator, he made a pro-
posal to ALA for a ﬁ rst School of Library Economy. The creation of the 
school was approved by ALA, although not without some resistance from 
opposing quarters, and it started operating in 1887 at Columbia College. 
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In comparison to the young and already wealthy science of economics, the 
establishment of a librarianship course seems now to have been opportunis-
tic but still in accordance with the title the new academic area received at 
the formation of ALA. Dewey tried hard to ﬁ nd a suitable academic cradle 
for his newborn scientiﬁ c discipline. An appropriate name for the program 
was already inscribed on ALA’s “birth certiﬁ cate.” In fact,
on the last day of the congress [in Philadelphia], Friday 6 October 
1876, those present were invited to append their signatures to the fol-
lowing: For the purpose of promoting the library interests of the country and 
of increasing reciprocity of intelligence and good-will among librarians and all 
interested in library economy and bibliographical studies, the undersigned formed 
themselves into a body to be known as the AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIA-
TION. (Munford, 1977, pp. 17–18; emphasis added).
Documentation
At the end of the nineteenth century, while in the United States the 
education for library service swiftly expanded in the presence of challeng-
ing obstacles, English librarians also gathered around their Library As-
sociation and for a period of time shared with their American peers the 
same (American) Library Journal, a periodical “devoted to library economy 
and bibliography” (Library Journal, 1876) By this time, the focus of de-
velopment shifted to Brussels, where the Belgian lawyers Paul Otlet and 
Henri La Fontaine undertook—under the name of “documentation”—to 
develop new approaches to the organization of access to all sources of 
knowledge. In 1892 Paul Otlet met Henri La Fontaine, who was engaged 
in collecting documentary material on the social sciences at the Société 
des Études Sociales et Politiques in Brussels, Belgium. Scientiﬁ c periodicals 
were reaching the mark of 10,000 titles at the turn of the twentieth century, 
and the European pioneers worked fast and hard to build the “Répertoire 
Bibliographique Universel,” which would include classiﬁ ed references to 
the entire universe of subjects and literatures. The activity of documen-
tation soon became institutionalized in what has been up until recently 
the International Federation for Documentation and Information (FID) 
(Bradford, 1953; Rayward, 1975).
Library Service
In the United States the growth in the number of library schools led 
to the setting up of the Association of American Library Schools in 1915. 
In the early 1920s the Carnegie Corporation took an interest in the educa-
tion of librarians and in 1923 issued what became known as the Williamson 
Report, Training for Library Service. This along with Minimum Standards for 
Library Schools, published in 1925 by the newly created American Library 
Association Board of Education for Librarianship, set in motion a normative 
function for the new library-based area of research and professionalized 
education. On the other side of the Atlantic, the ﬁ rst British library school—
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now the School of Library, Archive, and Information Studies (SLAIS)—was 
opened in 1919 at the University College, University of London.
 Outside the U.S.-U.K. axis, but somewhat related to it, in Brazil the ﬁ rst 
school of librarianship was opened at the Bibliotheca Nacional do Rio de Ja-
neiro in 1910 and started operation in 1915; it was designed after the model 
of the French École des Chartes in Paris. Then, in 1929, the librarian of the 
Mackenzie Institute library in São Paulo, Adelpha Silva Rodrigues, received 
a scholarship from the American Association of University Women to study 
librarianship in the United States. To replace and train Miss Rodrigues in 
advance of her studies abroad, the institute brought from the United States 
the young Miss Dorothy Muriel Geddes, later Mrs. Arthur E. Gropp, who 
opened the ﬁ rst training course for librarians at Mackenzie and became 
the true founder of modern librarianship in São Paulo (Rodrigues, 1945, 
pp. 8–9).
From the Library Economy to Library Science
The most inﬂ uential drive toward the emergence of a library science 
was—without any doubt—the establishment of the Graduate Library School 
(GLS) at the University of Chicago in 1926, sponsored by the Carnegie 
Foundation (Richardson, 1982). The school faculty was drawn from well-
established scientiﬁ c disciplines to support a strong program of research 
related to what they saw as the theoretical foundations of library science. 
Highly signiﬁ cant in this context was the inﬂ uence exerted on GLS by the 
philosophy of John Dewey, amongst other scholars of the day. His small 
treatise on “the sources of a science of education” (Dewey, 1929) became 
required reading at GLS and was eventually “translated” into library science 
by GLS faculty member Pierce Butler (1933). Following Dewey’s approach 
to creating a science of education, Butler stated that the three essential 
problems of a library science as an autonomous discipline are sociological, 
psychological, and historical. The scholarly work of the school obtained 
an outlet after the founding of a new journal, Library Quarterly. Another 
member of the school faculty, Douglas Waples (1939), prepared one of 
the ﬁ rst handbooks on library research methodology. This was especially 
tailored for students supervised through correspondence courses (Waples, 
1939, p. viii). On the other hand, this seemingly distinct improvement 
that library science received from this all-graduate program and from the 
“Chicago School” environment during the 1920s and 1930s did not come 
unquestioned. The library profession did not entirely agree to a swift change 
from its traditional “pragmatic” mainstream, and adjustments had to be 
negotiated between GLS and the profession (Richardson, 1982).
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Jesse Shera
Formative Years
Jesse Hauk Shera (1903–82) was born in Oxford, Ohio, on December 
8, 1903. He graduated with honors at Miami University, in Oxford, in 1925 
with an A.B. in English. He then went to Yale University, graduating in 1927 
with a master’s degree in English literature. Shera had planned to teach 
English language and literature at a university, but he was prevented from 
getting a teaching post because of his poor eyesight. He returned to his 
native Oxford and got a position as assistant cataloguer at the library of 
Miami University. The head of the library, Edgar King, pressed him to apply 
for a job as a library science lecturer. He effectively was offered such a job 
in 1928 by Charles C. Williamson, dean of Columbia University’s library 
school, of which Edgar King was himself a graduate. Shera instead took a 
position as a bibliographer and research assistant at the Scripps Foundation 
for Research in Population Problems, at Miami University.
 Shera worked at the Scripps Foundation from 1928 to 1938 under 
Warren S. Thompson, a sociologist from the University of Columbia and a 
famous demographer. To conduct population studies at Scripps, Jesse Shera 
worked with perforated cards and related equipment, the same equipment 
that Herman Hollerith had devised to cope with the volume of the 1890 
census data. This was Shera’s ﬁ rst experience using automatic equipment 
to organize information (Presnell, 1999).
 From 1938 to 1940 Jesse Shera enrolled in the doctoral program at the 
Graduate Library School at the University of Chicago. After his practical 
years at Scripps, GLS was the crowning period of his formative years. The 
ideas he encountered at Chicago about librarianship matched and un-
derscored his own thinking (Kaltenbach, 1980). Douglas Waples was later 
named by Shera as the one responsible for setting down the foundations 
of “social epistemology,” Shera’s main academic project: “A generation 
ago Douglas Waples, of the Graduate Library School of the University of 
Chicago, devoted many years to the consideration of the social effects of 
reading, but he was never able to do more than to ask the fundamental 
questions of the new discipline that I have subsequently called social epis-
temology” (Shera, 1976, p. 49). Again, at the University of Chicago, Shera 
made close acquaintance with philosophical ideas, especially John Dewey’s 
epistemology and Karl Mannheim’s developing sociology of knowledge.
 Jesse Shera spent the years of 1940 and 1941 in Washington, D.C., 
working for the war administration and learning about library automation 
and management. He received his Ph.D. in 1944, with a dissertation on 
the origins of the public library movement in New England from 1629 to 
1855, later published as his ﬁ rst monographic work (Shera, 1949). Back 
in Chicago, Shera was made the vice-director of the university library and 
part-time lecturer at GLS until 1947, when he was made a full-time faculty 
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member; he kept this position at GLS until 1952, when he was selected dean 
of the School of Library Science (SLS) at Western Reserve University, later 
Case Western Reserve University, in Cleveland, Ohio. At Case Western he 
spent almost two very busy decades teaching, especially the two courses His-
tory of American Libraries and Theory of Classiﬁ cation, starting a doctoral 
program at SLS, enlarging the program’s full-time faculty, and running 
national meetings and international conferences. He and his associates 
conducted research into the foundations of information retrieval and de-
veloped some of the ﬁ rst computer devices for bibliographic organization. 
They created the Center for Documentation and Communication Research 
(CDCR) at Western Reserve in 1955. Shera was also busy as an editor and 
an active professional member of several associations and institutions, and 
he was a proliﬁ c writer and a born lecturer. His most important work, The 
Foundations of Education for Librarianship (Shera, 1972a), was published with 
the ﬁ nancial support of the Carnegie Foundation. He was married to Helen 
May Bickham, also a librarian. They had two children—Mary Helen (Shera) 
Baum, and Edgar Brooks Shera. He died on March 8, 1982.
The Search for Foundations: Bibliography and Library Science
An important early academic milestone for the work of Shera surfaced 
at the Fifteenth Annual Conference of the Graduate Library School at the 
University of Chicago, July 24–29, 1950, on bibliographic organization. 
Shera organized this conference with his associate at the GLS, Margaret 
Elizabeth Egan (1905–59), and their short article, “Prolegomena to Bib-
liographic Control” (Egan and Shera, 1949), was intended to provide an 
agenda for the conference. The article already contained the seeds for 
the project of “social epistemology.” At the conference, at a discussion on 
the functional approach of bibliographic organization—side by side with 
Mortimer Taube, from the Atomic Energy Commission, and S. R. Ranga-
nathan, from the University of Delhi and president of the Indian Library 
Association—Shera presented a paper entitled “Classiﬁ cation as the Basis 
of Bibliographic Organization,” during which he nonchalantly introduced 
the terms “social epistemology” and “sociology of knowledge”:
Even a cursory examination of the history of the classiﬁ cation of the 
sciences emphasized the extent to which any attempt to organize knowl-
edge is conditioned by the social epistemology of the age in which it was 
produced. This dependence of classiﬁ cation theory upon the state of 
the sociology of knowledge will doubtless be even more strongly conﬁ rmed 
in the future. (Egan & Shera, 1951, p. 82)
Neither of these terms appear in the index to the proceedings (Shera and 
Egan, 1951), and the “hidden” references to these new concepts remained 
“hidden,” except—as far as I could ﬁ nd out—for a citation by W. Boyd 
Rayward (Machlup and Mansﬁ eld, 1983, p. 354).
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The Problem of Information Science
After the Second World War, in part because of developments in the 
war and even due to war experience, new information techniques became 
generally available for the library profession. The mainstream of investiga-
tion and practice concentrated around “information retrieval.” The number 
of library schools considerably increased throughout the world, especially 
in the United States and in Britain, responding in part to the need to create 
new university places and jobs for war veterans and their families. The fast 
growth of “information technologies” (mainly computers, telecommunica-
tions, and publishing technologies) greatly affected the library profession. 
Furthermore, in face of an “information explosion,” the scientiﬁ c commu-
nity gathered in London in 1948 for the Royal Society Scientiﬁ c Information 
Conference and in Washington in 1958 for the International Conference on 
Scientiﬁ c Information and helped the library profession and other agencies 
to focus attention on “scientiﬁ c information.” The nucleus of investigation 
and action was then oriented toward the ﬂ uid concept behind this new 
simple but multifaceted word—“information.” Since the 1960s what was 
called an “information science” has engaged with computer science, cy-
bernetics, general systems theory, operations research, information theory, 
formal logic, management theory, etc. with no happy ending thus far!
 In the early 1960s the economist Fritz Machlup, who since the 1950s 
had been researching the products of the United States “Knowledge In-
dustry,” produced a landmark study, “The Production and Distribution of 
Knowledge in the United States” (1962). This was followed by his three 
volumes on “Knowledge: Its Creation, Distribution and Economic Signiﬁ -
cance” (1980–84) (Volume 1: Knowledge and Knowledge Production, 1980; 
Volume 2: The Branches of Learning, 1982; Volume 3: The Economics of 
Information as Human Capital, 1984). At the end of the 1970s, Machlup 
was responsible for a multidisciplinary project to examine the different 
approaches that had emerged in the study of information. He assembled 
over forty highly specialized scholars and grouped them into nine areas. 
For each of the nine areas a lead paper was commissioned to serve as the 
basis for between three and ﬁ ve discussion papers. The result was The Study 
of Information, a superb report edited by Fritz Machlup and Una Mansﬁ eld 
(1983) about the academic development of the information area and its 
terminology. The library science lead paper was “Library and Information 
Sciences: Disciplinary Differentiation, Competition, and Convergence” by 
W. Boyd Rayward (1983a, pp. 343–363). The discussion papers were David 
Batty and Toni Carbo Bearman, “Knowledge and Practice in Library and 
Information Services”; Manfred Kochen, “Library Science and Information 
Science: Broad or Narrow?”; Jesse H. Shera, “Librarianship and Information 
Science”; and Patrick Wilson, “Bibliographical R&D”, with a rejoinder by 
W. Boyd Rayward, “Librarianship and Information Research: Together or 
Apart?” (Rayward, 1983b, pp. 399–405).
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 Twenty years later, this report is still alive. Shera’s contribution to this 
project might have been his last. He does not discuss “social epistemology” 
but rather talks of “symbolic interactionism.” “I submit,” he says, “that li-
brarians must look for the proper foundations of a theory of librarianship” 
in this theory. “First named by Herbert Blumer in 1937,” he observes that 
it “is rooted in the social psychologies of William James, Charles S. Peirce, 
Charles H. Cooley, John Dewey, and George Herbert Mead” (Shera, 1983, 
p. 386–388).
 With the support of UNESCO and other international agencies, the 
ﬁ eld of education for the library profession quickly expanded worldwide to 
embrace information. Starting in the late 1960s most of the library schools 
in Britain and in the United States took a middle-of-the-road position by 
adopting the title of Library and Information Science (LIS) or even—in 
a more moderate guise—Library and Information Studies. Other schools 
took on additional qualiﬁ cations, such as Archival Studies, Communica-
tions, Information Management, Policy, Resources, Services, Technology, 
Instructional Technology, Learning Technologies, and Media Studies. At 
least two schools in the United States went straight into “The School of In-
formation” or “The Information School.” After a few years, library schools 
all over the world followed suit in naming themselves.
Shera’s Ideas about Social Epistemology
Jesse Shera spent his most productive years in the middle of this ter-
minological turmoil, and he was permanently in favor of basic scientiﬁ c 
and professional values, which he held to against all obstacles. He took a 
strong position in favor of the unity of library science, documentation, and 
information science. One of his main principles was that “bibliography” 
(“bibliographic organization” or “control”) was the basis for information 
organization at the national and international levels. His ﬁ rst extended work 
on “social epistemology,” written again jointly with Margaret E. Egan, is an 
article on the “foundations of a theory of bibliography” (Egan and Shera, 
1952), where they discuss “graphic communication” as part of a theory of 
communication. Then came Shera’s most visible piece on “social epistemol-
ogy” in the form of an Alfred Korzybski Memorial Lecture and Colloquium 
at the Institute of General Semantics in Lakeville, Connecticut. As the 
conference came to be published by at least three different periodicals in 
different languages, the text of this speech may be considered as the “birth 
certiﬁ cate” of the new concept (Shera, 1960, 1961, 1977). An additional 
work touching on the social epistemology project was published in the Il-
linois Library Association Bulletin, after a lecture presented at the College 
and University Section of the Louisiana Library Association in New Orleans 
in 1962, with the title “What Is Librarianship?” (Shera, 1962). Other articles 
by Shera on social epistemology are listed in the bibliography below (Shera, 
1963; 1965a; 1968a; 1968b; 1971; 1973b).
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 The Brazilian periodical Ciência da Informação contained one of the 
three most extended and complete texts Shera provided on his ideas on 
social epistemology. The publication in the Brazilian journal was set in the 
original English. This work had been originally presented at a seminar at 
the Study Center for Democratic Institutions at Santa Barbara, California, 
1972 (Shera, 1973a). Two collections of Shera’s papers were edited by 
the English librarian D. J. Foskett: Libraries and the Organization of Knowl-
edge (Shera, 1965b) and Documentation and the Organization of Knowledge
(Shera, 1966). Almost all of the works published previously elsewhere and 
republished now in these two books had three advantages for the project 
of social epistemology. First, almost every one of the reprinted works car-
ries a contribution, even if implicitly, to the ideas of social epistemology. 
Second, the fact that “Libraries” and “Documentation” were both concepts 
strongly linked to “The Organization of Knowledge” in the titles of the 
books suggested that the latter concept lay emphatically at the core of 
librarianship and documentation. And third, these books give the papers 
in them renewed circulation and, especially for the British public, an extra 
opportunity for a wider examination of this basic project.
 The furthest Jesse Shera brought his social epistemology concepts was 
in a visit to India, where he presented the Sarada Ranganathan Lectures in 
1967 at the invitation of S. R. Ranganathan. Shera and Ranganathan were 
able to share again their ideas, for they knew each other at least from 1950, 
when Ranganathan had participated in the 1950 bibliographic organization 
conference at the University of Chicago. At the event in India, Shera gave 
ﬁ ve lectures:




Education of the Librarian
The lectures were published by Asia Publishing House in 1970 under the 
title Sociological Foundations of Librarianship (Shera, 1970; Ranganathan, 
1970).
 In an article published in American Libraries (Shera, 1972b), Shera com-
plained that while “Such terms as ‘social epistemology’, adopted by the 
present writer, or ‘social cognition,’” which he thought perhaps might be 
more appropriate and was being used quite often to identify this ﬁ eld of 
inquiry, “little progress has been made in its exploration.” He indicated 
that he knew that “only one conference touching on the subject has been 
held on this side of the Atlantic, and that was at Syracuse University in the 
summer of 1965.” He did acknowledge that in England, however, Barbara 
Kyle “had been investigating the problem until her untimely death.” One 
of his fullest treatments of his ideas about social epistemology occurs as 
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chapter 4 (“An Epistemological Foundation for Library Science”) of The 
Foundations of Education for Librarianship (Shera, 1972a). He divides this 
chapter as follows:
The Need for a New Epistemological Discipline
The Nature of Knowledge
The Classiﬁ cation of Knowledge
Social Epistemology and the Sociology of Knowledge
Social Epistemology and the Library
The main ideas from this chapter may be listed as a series of propositions, 
as follows:
• The brain deteriorates when deprived of information.
• To avoid decay, a society must make constant provision for the acquisi-
tion and assimilation of new information and knowledge.
• Knowledge and language are essentially inseparable.
• Language is social in origin.
• Language is the symbolic structuring of knowledge into communicable 
form.
• Modern society is a duality of action and thought bound together by 
the communication system.
• The librarian must also concern himself with the knowledge he com-
municates.
• The study of the nature of knowledge, the relationship between the 
structure of knowledge, and the librarian’s tools for intellectual access 
to that knowledge have received almost no attention and certainly no 
intensive exploration.
• We need a new epistemological discipline, a body of knowledge about 
knowledge itself.
• We know how scientiﬁ c knowledge is accumulated and transmitted from 
one generation to another.
• Historians of science are interested in the growth of scientiﬁ c knowl-
edge.
• Philosophers have speculated about the nature of knowledge, its sources, 
methods, limits of validity, and relation to truth.
• Epistemology is a branch of speculative philosophy, concerned with how
we know.
• The evolution of the science of psychology left epistemology relatively 
poor in intellectual substance.
• “Scientiﬁ c epistemology” (coined by Sir Arthur Stanley Eddington, 
1822–1944) transformed philosophic and speculative approach into 
scientiﬁ c, largely theoretic study.
• “Scientiﬁ c epistemology” is concerned largely with what man cannot 
know, that is, the limits (“constraints” in cybernetics) of human knowl-
edge.
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• “Constraints” may be physical, biological (or physiological), psycho-
logical, or determined jointly by the environment and the organic and 
electronic structuring of the human body.
• The study of epistemology has been seen against the background of the 
intellectual processes of the individual.
• The psychologists have made progress in understanding mental behavior 
by carrying the philosophers’ speculations into the laboratory.
• Neither epistemologists nor psychologists have developed an ordered 
and comprehensive body of knowledge about intellectual differentia-
tion and the integration of knowledge within a complex social organi-
zation.
• The new discipline, social epistemology, should provide a framework for the 
investigation of the complex problem of the nature of the intellectual 
process in society.
• Social epistemology is a study of the ways in which society as a whole 
achieves a perceptive relation to its total environment.
• Social epistemology was so named by Margaret Elizabeth Egan, for want 
of a better name.
• Social epistemology should focus on the production, ﬂ ow, integration, 
and consumption of communicated thought throughout the social 
fabric.
• From social epistemology should emerge a new body of knowledge 
about, and a new synthesis of, the interaction between knowledge and 
social activity.
• Social epistemology should have its own corpus of theoretical knowl-
edge.
• Social epistemology should be interdisciplinary, dependent upon sociol-
ogy, anthropology, linguistics, economics, the physiology of the human 
nervous system, psychology, mathematics, and information theory.
• Social epistemology may be expected to have practical results.
• One of the most practical applications of social epistemology will be in 
librarianship.
• There exists a very important afﬁ nity between social epistemology and 
the role of the librarian in society.
• Librarianship is based on epistemological foundations.
• The aim of librarianship is to bring to the point of maximum efﬁ ciency 
the social utility of man’s graphic record.
• The librarian is an effective mediator between man and his graphic 
records.
• The good librarian will do his job well if he possesses a true mastery 
over the means of access to recorded knowledge.
• The bibliographic and information systems of the librarian are to be 
structured to conform as closely as possible to man’s uses of recorded 
knowledge.
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• The tools and methods of the librarian for the control of his collection 
are his classiﬁ cation schemes, subject headings, indexes, and other de-
vices for the subject analysis of bibliographic units.
• The librarian’s tools are based on the assumption of permanent, or 
relatively permanent, relationships among the several branches of knowl-
edge.
• The librarian’s tools tend to become inﬂ exible, closed, fragmented, and 
non-holistic systems into which each unit of information is ﬁ tted.
• The structure and communication of knowledge form an open system 
that changes as the functions and needs of the individual and society 
shift to accommodate the increasing differentiation of knowledge, as 
well as its consolidation resulting from the coalescence to two or more 
disciplines.
• Modern philosophy is held captive by the alleged objectivity of sci-
ence.
Jesse Shera designed an explicit proposal for his project of a discipline 
of social epistemology in the 1960s. This proposal can be retrieved from 
several of his papers but mainly from (Shera, 1972a, pp. 113–114), where 
it reads as follows: The theoretical foundations of the librarian’s profession 
must eventually suggest solutions to the following problems:
• “The problem of cognition—how man knows.
• The problem of social cognition—the ways in which society knows and 
the nature of the sociopsychological system by means of which personal 
knowledge becomes social knowledge.
• The problem of the history and philosophy of knowledge as they have 
evolved through time and in variant cultures and,
• The problem of existing bibliographic mechanisms and systems and 
the extent to which they are in congruence with the realities of the 
communication process and the ﬁ ndings of epistemological inquiry.” 
(Shera, 1972a, p. 114)
Shera’s Followers
There has been a range of citations to these ideas of Shera. Some of 
the papers, essentially by colleagues at Case Western Reserve University, 
Shera regarded as themselves works of social epistemology (Shera, 1972a, 
pp. 112–113; Goffman and Newill, 1964, 1967; Goffman, 1965, 1966). B. C. 
Brookes has argued that “Shera’s ‘microbibliography’ or ‘social epistemol-
ogy’ provides not only a subject for theoretical study but that it will also be 
needed for the rational design of library and information systems and net-
works of the near future” (Brookes, 1973). It is also interesting to observe 
the inﬂ uence of Shera’s ideas internationally. Some references are just lau-
datory, citing “social epistemology” for its novelty. Others take Shera’s proj-
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ect as an exercise to defend socialism against capitalism: Dube (1975), 
Stupnikova (1976), Yatsko (1985), and Dubroskaya (1988). Yet others both 
in the United States and abroad, like Wright (1985), Froehlich (1987, 1989a, 
1989b, 1994), Budd (1995, 1999), Dick (1999), and Hjørland (2002), began 
a philosophical discussion of Shera’s social epistemology before the phi-
losopher-epistemologists came to the area and joined the epistemological 
discourse (see also Khurshid, 1976; Brace, 1976; Rolland-Thomas, 1975; 
Vásquez Restrepo, 1980; Mukhopadhyay, 1984; Mueller, 1984; Botha, 1989; 
Kawasaki, 1989, 1990; Warner, 1993; Lai, 1994, 1995; Nemoto, 1994; Pent-
land, 1995; Shan, 1995; Watson, 1995; Pahre, 1996; Plaiss, 1996; and Taher, 
1998).
Steve Fuller and the Birth of a New Social 
Epistemology
“Synthese”
As we have seen above, by the time Shera died in the early 1980s the 
expression “social epistemology” had already been around for over three 
decades and used by writers in many countries east and west of the United 
States. This expression, however, did not reach those philosophers and 
scientists to whom it might mean something different than for librarians 
and information scientists. There can be many explanations for the “mes-
sage” not having been received earlier by this audience:
• Shera was mainly a librarian and an educator, so he was used to address-
ing library and information scientists and professionals, by lecturing 
usually—with few exceptions—to this restricted audience.
• In every writing by Shera on this issue, the topic of social epistemology 
always was described as appended to a broader theme, sometimes as a 
comment of just a few paragraphs, sometimes as a proposed solution to 
solve library and information problems in a more scientiﬁ c guise rather 
then working through them in a “pragmatic” way.
• Most journals used by Shera to disseminate his project were special li-
brary and information science periodicals, which were usually not read 
outside this narrow scientiﬁ c community.
• The phrase “social epistemology” was never used by Shera in the title of 
a whole monograph or of a scientiﬁ c article, and even when the expres-
sion was recorded in an appropriate context, it usually came out in a 
difﬁ dent way—for want of a better name—sometime opening space for 
alternative expressions, like “social cognition,” “symbolic interaction-
ism,” or “knowledge management,” amongst others.
• The choice of the term “social epistemology” was attributed sometimes 
to Shera himself, most often to his associate Margaret E. Egan, and at 
least once to the GLS scholar, Douglas Waples (Shera, 1976).
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Although philosophers and epistemologists did not have a direct com-
munication on this issue with library and information scientists, especially 
because of the isolated structure of the respective literatures, now we can 
see in retrospect that the collective character of knowledge had been stud-
ied for some time already in both arenas, although this trend in classical 
epistemology ran underneath the surface and without a proper name. The 
theme of “social epistemology” surfaced as such in the epistemological 
arena in 1987, when the journal Synthese, An International Journal for Episte-
mology, Methodology and Philosophy of Science, published an issue on “Social 
Epistemology” (volume 73, number 1). Frederick F. Schmitt, an eminent 
philosopher from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, edited 
the issue. The seven articles that comprised this issue of Synthese suggest 
the scope of what was then understood as social epistemology:
Frederick F. Schmitt, “Justiﬁ cation, Sociality, and Autonomy”
Stewart Cohen, “Knowledge, Context, and Social Standards”
Hilary Kornblith, “Some Social Features of Cognition”
Keith Lehrer, “Personal and Social Knowledge”
Alvin I. Goldman, “Foundations of Social Epistemics”
Steve Fuller, “On Regulating What Is Known: A Way to Social Episte-
mology”
Margaret Gilbert, “Modeling Collective Belief”
Fuller, the youngest in the group, subsequently adopted the term “social 
epistemology” from the title of his contribution to Synthese, stuck to this 
name, deﬁ ned clearly what he meant by it, mapped the intellectual and 
human resources belonging to what he regarded as a very mixed area, and 
designed the structure and dynamics of a new philosophical and empirical 
interdiscipline, social epistemology, that combined epistemology and the 
sociology of knowledge. Fuller launched the quarterly Social Epistemology: A 
Journal of Knowledge, Culture, and Policy in January 1987 and has published 
several books on the subject (Fuller, 1988, 1993a, 1993b, 1997, 2000a, 2000b, 
2002a, 2002b, 2003). The question that opens his Synthese article remains 
fundamental to his thinking about social epistemology: “How should the 
pursuit of knowledge be organized, given that under normal circumstances 
knowledge is pursued by many human beings, each working on a more or 
less well deﬁ ned body of knowledge and each equipped with roughly the 
same imperfect cognitive capacities, albeit with varying degrees of access 
to one another’s activities?” (Fuller, 1987; 1988; 2002b).
Overview of Fuller’s Program of Social Epistemology
Fuller’s program of social epistemology, to which the fundamental 
question given in the passage above from Synthese gives rise, can be split 
into four statements and a ﬁ nal question:
• Many human beings pursue knowledge.
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• Each human being works in a more or less well deﬁ ned body of knowl-
edge.
• Each human being is equipped with roughly the same imperfect cogni-
tive capacities.
• Human beings have varying degrees of access to one another’s epistemic 
activities.
• Given these propositions, how should the pursuit of knowledge be or-
ganized?
In Fuller’s view, these propositions may be further investigated through 
an empirical approach to the sociology of knowledge and other social 
sciences. From the results of this investigation, the epistemologist will be 
equipped with the descriptions of the way human beings usually pursue 
knowledge, from which he will be able to sift the “norms” for pursuing 
knowledge. Fuller suggests that ultimately
the social epistemologist would be the ideal epistemic policy maker: if 
a certain kind of knowledge product is desired, then he could design 
a scheme for dividing up the labor that would likely (or efﬁ ciently) 
bring it about; or, if the society is already committed to a certain scheme 
for dividing up the cognitive labor, the social epistemologist could 
then indicate the knowledge products that are likely to ﬂ ow from that 
scheme. (Fuller, 1987, p.145)
One might summarize this view of social epistemology in these three propo-
sitions:
• Social epistemology answers normatively the question about how the 
pursuit of knowledge should be organized: it should arrive at an opti-
mum organization of cognitive labor.
• The change in the social relations of knowledge producers (that is, bet-
ter communication between producers in face of more efﬁ cient com-
munication means or otherwise) affects the quality of knowledge of 
cognitive pursuits and of products of knowledge themselves.
• The social epistemologist is an ideal epistemic planner because he de-
signs or manages a scheme for dividing up cognitive labor.
Fuller shows that social epistemology is a natural development from 
the history of philosophy since Kant. He also examines social epistemology 
in its incarnation as “the sociology of knowledge.” This is an area where 
confused terminology abounds, and Fuller has attempted, for instance, 
to clarify the confusion surrounding the nuclear term “knowledge” in the 
English language. In a recent article about the project of social epistemol-
ogy and the elusive problem of knowledge, Fuller writes:
In retrospect, it is ironic that Russell drew rhetorical support from 
logical positivist strictures against the reiﬁ cation of natural language, 
since a German or French speaker could easily see that only an anglo-
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phone like Russell could be misled by the homonymous use of ‘knowl-
edge’ to conclude that ‘knowledge by acquaintance’ and ‘knowledge 
by inference’ must have something in common that is captured by the 
word ‘knowledge’. But what is confused in English is clearly marked in 
German and French—not to mention, Latin and Greek. The relevant 
distinctions between knowledge by acquaintance and by inference are 
Erkenntnis/Wissenschaft, connaissance/savoir, cognition/scientia, nous/epis-
teme. In other words, the English word ‘knowledge’ is meant to cover 
the objects of both consciousness and science. Yet, the former is normally 
concentrated in an individual’s mental space, while the latter is distrib-
uted among a community of collaborators. (Fuller, 2001)
This terminological examination may help in clarifying in information sci-
ence the distinction between “knowledge” and “information.”
The Philosophers Acknowledge Shera
The last few years have seen the inclusion of deﬁ nitions of social epis-
temology in important philosophical reference works that show some rec-
ognition of Shera’s contribution, for example:
Social epistemology is the conceptual and normative study of the rel-
evance to knowledge of social relations, interests and institutions. It is 
thus to be distinguished from the sociology of knowledge, which is an 
empirical study of the contingent social conditions or causes of what is 
commonly taken to be knowledge. Social epistemology revolves around 
the question of whether knowledge is to be understood individualisti-
cally or socially. (Schmitt, 1998, p. 828)
Social epistemology is the study of the social dimensions of knowledge 
or information. There is little consensus, however, on what the term 
“knowledge” comprehends, what is the scope of the “social”, or what 
the style or purpose of the study should be. According to some writers, 
social epistemology should retain the same general mission as classical 
epistemology, revamped in the recognition that classical epistemology 
was too individualistic. According to other writers, social epistemol-
ogy should be a more radical departure from classical epistemology, a 
successor discipline that would replace epistemology as traditionally 
conceived. (Goldman, 1999)
On the history of social epistemology, Goldman writes of Shera:
Perhaps the ﬁ rst use of the phrase “social epistemology” appears in 
the writings of a library scientist, Jesse Shera, who in turn credits his 
associate Margaret Egan. “[S]ocial epistemology,” says Shera, “is the 
study of knowledge in society. . . . The focus of this discipline should 
be upon the production, ﬂ ow, integration, and consumption of all 
forms of communicated thought throughout the entire social fabric” 
(1970: 86). Shera was particularly interested in the afﬁ nity between 
social epistemology and librarianship. He did not, however, construct 
a conception of social epistemology with very deﬁ nite philosophical 
or social-scientiﬁ c contours. What might such contours be? (Goldman, 
1999)
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Fuller himself suggests that social epistemology is
An intellectual movement of broad cross-disciplinary provenance that 
attempts to reconstruct the problems of epistemology once knowledge is 
regarded as intrinsically social. It is often seen as philosophical science 
policy or the normative wing of science studies. Originating in studies 
of academic knowledge production, social epistemology has begun to 
encompass knowledge in multicultural and public settings, as well as the 
conversion of knowledge to information technology and intellectual property.
The institutional presence of the ﬁ eld began with the quarterly, Social 
Epistemology. (Fuller, 1999, p. 801)
In an analytical report entitled “Recent Work in Social Epistemology,” 
ten years after the foundation of the journal Social Epistemology, Fuller has 
become aware of Shera’s work and observes:
Social epistemology ﬁ rst appeared as the name of a proposal for mak-
ing librarianship more “scientiﬁ c” by having facts about the produc-
tion, distribution, and utilization of knowledge impinge more directly 
on the organization of libraries (De Mey, 1982, pp. 111–12). Writing 
three decades ago, Jesse Shera’s (1965[b]) call for cataloguing schemes 
that reﬂ ect contemporary divisions in the knowledge enterprise and 
his sensitivity to the material dimensions of knowledge growth were 
roughly contemporaneous with Machlup (1962) on the “economics of 
knowledge” and presaged the more broadly gauged Rescher (1979) 
on “cognitive systematization.” Though ignorant of Shera’s precedent, 
the ﬁ rst philosophical book explicitly devoted to “social epistemology” 
(Fuller, 1988) had largely this orientation, but its theoretical basis was 
in recent philosophy, history, and sociology of science. (Fuller, 1996, 
p. 149)
Fuller’s Social Epistemology and Information Science
Fuller has more recently attempted to ﬁ nd ways of exploring the re-
lationship between social epistemology and information science. An im-
portant event in this connection was the appearance of an issue of Social 
Epistemology on this matter under the invited editorship of Don Fallis (2002). 
Again, the titles of the articles (compared with those in the issue of Synthese 
mentioned above) indicate something about how the connections between 
information science more generally, Shera’s notions of social epistemology, 
and the newer approaches are now being conceived:
Don Fallis, “Introduction: Social Epistemology and Information Sci-
ence”
Jonathan Furner, “Shera’s Social Epistemology Recast as Psychological 
Bibliography”
Archie L. Dick, “Social Epistemology, Information Science and Ideol-
ogy”
Luciano Floridi, “On Deﬁ ning Library and Information Science as 
Applied Philosophy of Information”
Ashley McDowell, “Trust and Information: The Role of Trust in the 
Social Epistemology of Information Science”
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Christopher Smith, “Social Epistemology, Contextualism and the Divi-
sion of Labour”
Soraj Hongladarom, “Cross-Cultural Epistemic Practices”
John M. Budd, “Jesse Shera, Social Epistemology and Praxis”
Nancy A. Van House, “Digital Libraries and Practices of Trust: Net-
worked Biodiversity Information”
Conclusion
Social behavior toward knowledge production, organization, manage-
ment, and use is certainly changing and will change even more with the 
spread of information technologies and as electronic information becomes 
more democratically available. Information science has already learned that 
information provision will not survive in the near future if supported by 
old pragmatic principles. The strengthening of the underlying foundations 
concerned with social cognition or the discovery of new, higher-level prin-
ciples seems a signiﬁ cant assignment for contemporary social epistemology. 
Here is a new road less traveled in the past but hopefully conducive to a 
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Foster Edward Mohrhardt was a librarian in federal libraries for much of 
his career and served as the director of the National Agricultural Library 
from 1954 to 1968. Throughout his long library career, he used the freedom 
of his directorship to participate in a variety of high-level projects across 
organizations. This role served both to advance the prestige of the National 
Agricultural Library and to promote his personal goal to develop national 
and international library networks to support scientiﬁ c communication. He 
worked actively throughout his career to bring librarians and documental-
ists together to address information problems outlined by practicing scien-
tists and policymakers at a time when there was contention and competi-
tion between librarianship and documentation, which was then emerging 
as a new discipline. Mohrhardt considered librarianship an international 
endeavor, requiring cooperation and creativity to increase access to infor-
mation produced in other countries. He saw libraries as essential to the 
growth of science and successful service necessarily tied to the development 
of national and international information systems. He mobilized people 
and resources to develop agricultural and research libraries and expand 
librarianship throughout the world. In light of current trends in scientiﬁ c 
communication, and reemerging tensions concerning the role of librar-
ies in information systems development, Mohrhardt’s work is a signiﬁ cant 
model for increasing the prevalence of library expertise in current scien-
tiﬁ c data management activities. As a diplomat who bridged librarianship 
and documentation, his career as a librarian and an organizational leader 
deserves renewed attention.
Melissa H. Cragin, 501 E. Daniel St., Champaign, IL 61820
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Introduction
The present state of information management in the biological sciences 
(biodiversity, genetics, and neuroscience) reveals growing dependence on 
international cooperation. Professionals in the ﬁ eld anticipate that infra-
structure development and data sharing will become the cornerstones of 
discovery (Revolutionizing Science, 2003; National Institutes of Health, 2003). 
Technological advances will support integration and aggregation of highly 
complex data produced across multiple ﬁ elds using various methods (Final 
Report of the OECD, 1999). In a comparable way, technological advances 
during the 1950s and 1960s accelerated scientiﬁ c productivity and discovery, 
illuminating a variety of information organization and access problems. 
There are other parallels worth noting between the scientiﬁ c communica-
tion problems experienced during the1950s and 1960s and those in the 
current scientiﬁ c information environment. Perhaps the most visible of 
these is the prevalence of scientists directly involved in the development 
of technological solutions to information problems, particularly in the na-
scent “e-science” domain, which consists of large-scale, distributed scientiﬁ c 
research that produces digital data.
 In broad strokes, the conditions for information management in the 
late 1950s and 1960s resulted, in part, from the information ﬂ ood produced 
following World War II, when many thousands of documents and technical 
reports were imported from other countries and many thousands more 
from our own scientiﬁ c activities released from classiﬁ ed status. The out-
come of the war led to a belief that access to scientiﬁ c information would 
lead to increased wealth and security for the country. In addition, the Rus-
sian Sputnik launch in 1957 instigated a coordinated federal response to 
compete for scientiﬁ c superiority, a part of which resulted in new funding 
for technology and for the development of coordinated scientiﬁ c informa-
tion systems. These events helped to stimulate the emerging discipline of 
documentation, the growth of which was tied to developing mechanical 
and computing approaches to the management of report and technical 
literature (Williams, 1997). In addition to an added focus on dissemina-
tion, documentation techniques were in conﬂ ict with traditional biblio-
graphic techniques, which were not intended to represent and integrate 
into collections materials in new formats (such as technical reports) at the 
rate they were being produced. The American documentation movement 
sought to experiment with mechanization and automated methods to solve 
these problems. It sought to add highly granular indexing and abstracting 
to document processing and to introduce special dissemination services 
for the new stores of scientiﬁ c and technical information that were being 
developed. Today we recognize those kinds of research problems and ac-
tivities that were then seen as belonging to an emergent discipline called 
documentation as part of the domain of information science.
 Many people were involved in the expanding information sector in the 
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postwar period. Both individuals and organizations contributed to policy 
planning and systems and service implantation. Among the individuals who 
had distinct opportunities to facilitate interdisciplinary activity targeted at 
scientiﬁ c communication was Foster Edward Mohrhardt, the director of 
the National Agricultural Library (NAL) from 1954 to 1968. Mohrhardt’s 
personal and organizational work focused on the information problems 
experienced by scientists and researchers in the decades following the 
Second World War. He saw his primary mission as the creation and imple-
mentation of large-scale information networks to support the ﬂ ow of sci-
entiﬁ c information. In addition to participating in national scientiﬁ c and 
information systems planning, Mohrhardt worked actively throughout his 
career to bring librarians and documentalists together to address informa-
tion problems outlined by practicing scientists and policymakers. At a time 
when there was contention and competition between the librarianship and 
documentation ﬁ elds (Williams, 1997), Mohrhardt was, as Clapp (1966) 
notes, a pioneer in his promotion of collaboration between them. Foster 
Mohrhardt opened new paths for librarians by securing a role for them in 
various scientiﬁ c information activities. He was active in professional and 
governmental organizations and many of his accomplishments occurred in 
such contexts. He mobilized people and resources to promote libraries and 
expand librarianship throughout the world. He was an innovator, willing 
to implement new approaches, to cultivate cooperative activities, and to 
change organizations that were entrenched in old ways. Often Mohrhardt 
represented libraries at planning activities that rarely included other li-
brarians. This is evidenced by a series of engagements in high-level orga-
nizational work, which show his deep dedication to, and conviction of, the 
important role of libraries and librarianship in scientiﬁ c communication.
 Mohrhardt wrote on several subjects, including library management 
and science and technical reference, but what stands out are his publi-
cations concerning the validity of documentation as a discipline and his 
papers on science and agricultural information systems. Over the course 
of two decades, he spoke regularly of the historical foundations of librari-
anship, but he shaped his rhetoric about documentation to validate it as 
a separate and necessary discipline that could complement librarianship. 
His works on librarianship and documentation, national information sys-
tems planning, and scientiﬁ c information problems collectively embody 
a genre of scientiﬁ c writing identiﬁ ed by Ceccarelli (2001) as “interdis-
ciplinary inspirational.” Applying Ceccarelli’s framework to this body of 
work, I will detail Mohrhardt’s progressive case for cooperative interaction 
among librarians, documentalists, and scientists. These writings—along 
with Mohrhardt’s organizational work—were meant to motivate and inspire 
interdisciplinary activity. Through Mohrhardt’s role as a diplomat (Vosper, 
1993),1 he connected a range of people interested in librarianship and 
documentation while promoting national information systems to support 
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scientiﬁ c endeavor. Through these actions, he was inﬂ uential in ways that 
are important to reassess today in view of the information problems emerg-
ing in the digitization of science and the current debates about the future 
role of libraries.
 Foster Mohrhardt was a librarian who held interesting jobs and many 
high-ranking positions in national and international professional organiza-
tions. These include serving as
• President of the International Association of Agricultural Librarians 
and Documentalists (IAALD), 1955–69
• President of the National Book Exchange, 1958–60
• U.S. Board of Civil Service Examiners, appointed 1958
• Vice-President of the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science, 1963
• Founder and Chair of Section T (Information Science)
• President of the National Federation of Scientiﬁ c Abstracting and In-
dexing Services, 1964–65
• Chair of the U.S. National Committee of the International Federation 
of Documentation (FID), 1965
• Vice-President of the International Federation of Library Associations, 
1965–71
• President of the Association of Research Libraries, 1966
• President of the Council on Biological Sciences Information, National 
Academy of Sciences, 1966–67
• President of the American Library Association, 1967–68
These positions afforded him access to people and resources that he mobi-
lized to support library development and cooperative librarianship. While 
his library directorships were visible public positions, his organizational 
activities were more “behind the scenes.” This means that lasting impacts 
of his contributions are harder to trace than they might have been had he 
been an inventor or written a famous book.
 Biographical sources have provided the chronological framing of his 
life.2 To understand his thinking about documentation, scientiﬁ c informa-
tion, and national networks we have as evidence the body of his writings. 
There are many aspects of Foster Mohrhardt’s career and his broad role 
in library and information science (LIS) that will not be addressed in this 
article or only touched on in passing. For example, it is clear from his pa-
pers in the American Library Association (ALA) Archive that Mohrhardt 
was instrumental in the revitalization of the American Library in Paris, an 
event that occurred following the closing of the U.S. Information Agency 
libraries in Europe, circa 1965. Equally important is his work as a program 
director at the Council on Library Resources (CLR) and the impact he had 
on its direction and activity. This article focuses on the parts of his career 
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and writing that illustrate his efforts to bridge the divide between American 
documentalists and librarians.
Mohrhardt’s Entry into Librarianship
Foster Edward Mohrhardt was born in Lansing, Michigan, on March 
7, 1907, and died in June 1992. He grew up there with his parents, Alice 
and Albert, a factory manager who was said to have “helped to pioneer 
the young automobile industry” (Moritz, 1967, p. 292). Foster Mohrhardt 
went to high school in Lansing and then to Michigan State College, now 
Michigan State University, where he was the state Amateur Athletic Union 
(AAU) wrestling champion in his weight class in 1928.3 While at Michigan 
State he also began his lifetime pursuit of librarianship, with his job as a 
“student stack assistant” (Moritz, 1967, p. 292), and from 1928 to 1929 he 
was an assistant to the librarian (Who’s Who in Library Service, 1943).
 Following his graduation in 1929 with a B.A. in English, Mohrhardt 
earned a B.S. in library service from Columbia University in 1930. While 
in New York City he worked as a general assistant in the New York Public 
Library. In 1931 Mohrhardt returned to the University of Michigan and 
worked in the library there while completing an M.A. degree in English 
and library service. In addition to these degrees, he earned a diploma from 
the University of Munich in 1932, as well as taking courses at several other 
universities as a special student. He even had some training at the General 
Electric Company. He began his postcollege professional career as assistant 
librarian and a faculty member at Colorado State College of Education in 
1933, before moving back to New York to work in the Business Library at 
Columbia University in 1934 (Who’s Who in America, 1962–63).
 At this point his career took a signiﬁ cant shift of the sort that can 
change one’s entire life trajectory. While working toward the M.A. degree 
at the University of Michigan, Mohrhardt had met Dr. William Warner 
Bishop, director of the library and the new library school. Bishop became 
Mohrhardt’s mentor and this relationship proved inﬂ uential in Mohrhardt’s 
career. When Bishop was made chairman of the Carnegie Corporation 
Advisory Group on Junior Colleges, he hired Mohrhardt in 1935 to assist 
him on one of the group’s projects. Mohrhardt produced A List of Books for 
Junior College Libraries, which was published by the ALA in 1937 (Carnegie 
Corporation of New York, 1937). His work as ﬁ eld visitor for the Carnegie 
Corporation of New York required extensive travel throughout the United 
States to meet with various library and education representatives at many 
schools (Mohrhardt, 1967a). Through this experience Mohrhardt gained 
expertise in library evaluation that he drew on throughout his career.
 1n 1938 Mohrhardt became the librarian at Washington and Lee Uni-
versity in Virginia and held that position for eight years. During his tenure 
there he is credited with developing new special collections and complet-
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ing renovations on the library building. In addition, as the United States 
was entering World War II, the Library of Congress was seeking space away 
from Washington to protect some of its more valued collections. Mohrhardt 
invited the Library of Congress to store materials in the university library. 
This was the beginning of a long professional relationship and friendship 
with Verner Clapp, then director of Administrative Services at the Library 
of Congress (Wagman, 1993) and later the founding director of the Council 
on Library Resources (CLR) (Vosper, 1993). The practice of developing 
personal networks as a means of promoting professional agendas is a topic 
that requires independent research. The development of such personal con-
nections and relationships was characteristic of Mohrhardt’s administrative 
activities in both the federal government and his organizational work.
 Mohrhardt was away from Washington and Lee for several periods 
while engaged in military service. Interestingly, he served in two differ-
ent branches of the military (the U.S. Army Air Force and the U.S. Navy) 
and was also involved in civilian duty. There is little documentation about 
Mohrhardt during this time period. It seems that he performed several 
types of work, but we are left to speculate as to what, when, or where he 
was trained for these particular jobs, which appear quite dissimilar from 
his background. In 1942 he was at Fort Lee for army service and then went 
to Indianapolis as a civilian instructor in electronics and aircraft turrets. In 
1943 and 1944 we know simply that he was involved in radar work for the 
navy (Moritz, 1967).
 Following his military service, Mohrhardt began his professional career 
with the federal government in 1946, ﬁ rst as assistant and then as chief of 
the Library and Reports Division of the Ofﬁ ce of Technical Services (OTS) 
at the Department of Commerce. The OTS was established in 1945 as the 
Ofﬁ ce of Declassiﬁ cation and Technical Services and redesignated in 1946.4
The processing of the deluge of materials coming in from Germany and 
other countries, as well as U.S. military documents, involved translation 
where appropriate and indexing and listing. The documents were appraised 
for their value to the public and private sector. Those judged important 
were made widely available, a process that included deposit in one of several 
libraries for public use.5 Within OTS, the volume and complexity of the 
materials spurred the development and application of mechanization as 
well as new automated techniques for information handling.
 In September 1947 Mohrhardt left the OTS to work as a contract con-
sultant for documentation at the Brookhaven Laboratory of the Atomic 
Energy Commission. Unfortunately, records of Mohrhardt’s Brookhaven 
activities may not exist; communications with library reference staff and the 
Publications Ofﬁ ce were not able to identify any.6 Mohrhardt’s experience 
at the OTS had given him experience with new mechanized approaches 
to problems in scientiﬁ c communication; this shaped signiﬁ cantly his later 
views on technological solutions for library and information problems.7 Al-
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though Mohrhardt continued to work in documentation for a short period, 
he later speciﬁ cally identiﬁ ed himself as a librarian. He often remarked 
in both published works and memos that the single-minded technological 
approach to library and information problems was shortsighted. It ob-
scured the range of problems that were not amenable to mechanized so-
lutions. This duality is pertinent in light of Ceccarelli’s “interdisciplinary 
inspirational” thesis. One component of her theory is that the subject be 
a known leader and recognized as an expert by members in both ﬁ elds he 
addresses, which was evident in Mohrhardt’s work connecting the library 
and documentation disciplines.
 Before returning to service in the federal government, Mohrhardt 
also had a faculty appointment for a year. During 1947–48 he was a visiting 
professor in the Columbia University School of Library Service, where he 
taught courses in library management and collection development. Then 
in the fall of 1948 he went to work as the assistant to the director of the 450 
libraries of the Veterans Administration (VA) and became the director soon 
after his arrival. The libraries were part of the Special Services division of 
the VA, and the director’s ofﬁ ce was responsible for “developing policies 
and programs; preparing budgets and management procedures; and ﬁ eld 
supervision and training to insure the quality of performance in the VA” 
(Mohrhardt, 1951, p. 1101). Mohrhardt worked there for six years, focus-
ing his efforts on reorganizing the library to achieve a more centralized 
administration. He developed a central acquisitions and cataloging system 
that increased the direct services the center provided to the VA libraries 
around the country.
 Mohrhardt published several papers during his term at the VA, in-
cluding an overview of the VA library system, in which he promoted the 
use of “simpliﬁ ed systems, machine methods, and centralized activities” 
(Mohrhardt, 1951, p.1099), which would free the librarians from clerical 
work in order to focus on interaction with patients and medical staff. In a 
subsequent paper, Mohrhardt wrote about several federal agency library 
systems, such as the Department of the Air Force and the Department of 
Agriculture (Mohrhardt, 1953). In this paper, while he advocated the ben-
eﬁ ts of centralization, he held that book selection should remain a local 
activity; collection development had to occur at the site of user services.
 With this experience in the VA library system Mohrhardt began to 
think about the construction of large-scale cooperative library networks. 
A comparison of the several library systems reported in the 1953 “National 
Systems” paper led him to propose that streamlining of services and cost 
cutting could be a beneﬁ cial result of a large cooperative system. He began 
a promotional campaign for the centralization of various library services, 
the expansion of cooperative bibliographic and technical services, and an 
organized approach to national and international library and information 
systems. These themes would continue throughout his career, leading him 
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to propose that the success of the user of libraries was a function of coop-
eration among them.
All too often prior investigation and research work are ignored or 
unused as a result of the inability of the research worker to readily 
locate and obtain the publications he needs. This is one of the great-
est challenges that faces us in the library profession today, the urgent 
need for local, state, and national cooperative action in collecting, 
organizing, and providing ready service on all important publications. 
(Mohrhardt, 1967b, p. 4)
Mohrhardt’s Leadership of the National 
Agricultural Library
On September 7, 1954, Mohrhardt succeeded Ralph Shaw as the direc-
tor of the library at the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), remain-
ing in that role until his retirement from federal service in 1968 (Oliveri, 
1962). Mohrhardt’s career with the USDA Library is marked by a number 
of accomplishments. Perhaps the most important of these was spearheading 
the redesignation of the USDA Library as the National Agricultural Library 
(NAL), a mission he undertook early in his tenure. In 1957 he published 
an article about the history of the USDA Library. He noted that the federal 
act that established the Department of Agriculture had explicitly stated that 
it should acquire all information about agriculture that was obtainable. 
Incorporated into his description of the library’s growth was a case for its 
formal recognition as a national library. He reasoned that the library had 
essentially served as a national library since its inception, stating, “It is a 
national library because the Department has always worked to bring agri-
cultural information directly to the people,” (Mohrhardt, 1957, p. 63). As 
he outlined the library’s national and international responsibilities, he sug-
gested that the mission and services of the USDA library were comparable 
to those of the Library of Congress, “which serves . . . as a national library 
in fact and acceptance by the general public” (Mohrhardt, 1957, p. 80).
 During his tenure at the NAL, Mohrhardt began to participate frequent-
ly in scientiﬁ c information conferences and governmental information 
planning activities. In 1958 he represented the Department of Agriculture 
in U.S. Senate hearings on the Science and Technology Act of 1958 and 
spoke on the extent of cooperation among the national libraries. In 1960 
he was nominated by R. S. Roberts, administrative assistant secretary,8 to 
represent the USDA on the U.S. National Committee for the International 
Federation of Documentation (FID), sponsored by the National Academy 
of Science’s National Research Council. Mohrhardt was renominated to this 
committee at least once, became the chair in 1965, and served as a national 
delegate at least twice to the international meetings of FID. We know from 
his papers in the ALA Archive that he was inﬂ uential in attempts to arrange 
formal cooperation between the FID and the International Federation of 
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Library Associations (IFLA).9 At the same time as his initial appointment to 
the FID committee, Mohrhardt’s participation in various international sci-
entiﬁ c information conferences and activities began to increase steadily.
 In 1962 the USDA’s Secretary, Freeman, authorized the renaming of 
the Department of Agriculture Library as the National Agricultural Library. 
Although Mohrhardt himself credits Administrative Assistant Secretary Rob-
erts with responsibility for this change,10 clearly Mohrhardt’s own leadership 
and prominent role as director were central to bringing it about. This same 
year, Senator Hubert Humphrey, a member of the U.S. Senate Commit-
tee on Government Operations, published an Agency Coordination Study 
Memorandum entitled “Agricultural Research Information and Commu-
nication: A Progress Report.” In it he recognizes Mohrhardt’s role, stating, 
“The Director of the National Agricultural Library has personally been in 
the forefront of efforts to strengthen scientiﬁ c information programs in the 
U.S. Government on a national and on an international basis” (Commit-
tee on Government Operations, 1962, p. 18). In 1963 the USDA awarded 
Mohrhardt the Distinguished Service Award, citing him for “outstanding 
vision, competence, and accomplishment in evolving and promoting a dy-
namic agricultural library program for the Department and the Nation, and 
for exceptional professional leadership” (Moritz, 1967, p. 294). In detailing 
Mohrhardt’s achievements, the report noted that Mohrhardt’s “participa-
tion in the work of special librarians, documentalists, and information 
storage and retrieval research workers have [sic] made him a key ﬁ gure in 
the major efforts to solve the science information dilemma” (Moritz, 1967, 
p. 293).
 Mohrhardt also guided a number of large-scale administrative changes 
at the NAL. In 1961 he reorganized the library functions into four depart-
ments: Public Services, Technical Services, Field and Special Services, and 
Management Services (Oliveri, 1962). These changes streamlined techni-
cal services and facilitated cooperative arrangements with a network of 
national and international agricultural libraries, which put emphasis on a 
user orientation. The following year USDA Secretary Freeman authorized 
the establishment of a committee to review the systems and services pro-
vided by the NAL to the agriculture libraries of the Land Grant universities, 
which housed most of the agricultural collections across the country. This 
was one way that Mohrhardt foresaw the growth of an agricultural library 
network. The recommendations of this committee led to the implementa-
tion of new cooperative arrangements to ﬁ ll service gaps for users at both 
these libraries and USDA research sites. Then, in 1966, following a large-
scale evaluation called Task Force ABLE (Agricultural Biological Literature 
Exploitation), the NAL made several additional changes in service. Among 
the technical changes, a shift to Library of Congress Subject Headings was 
accompanied by the publication of the Dictionary Catalog of the National 
Agricultural Library that included the entire card catalog of the NAL col-
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lection through 1965. In an example of Mohrhardt’s concern to streamline 
systems and improve compatibility, he wrote with satisfaction, “Now two of 
the national libraries are using the same subject classiﬁ cation” (Mohrhardt 
& Oliveri, 1967, p. 14).
 Aware of advances in bibliographic products of the National Library 
of Medicine (NLM), whose MEDLARS (MEDical Literature Analysis and 
Retrieval System) went online in 1964, Mohrhardt’s papers indicate that he 
was interested in the NAL keeping pace with this other specialist national 
library. Having learned that the NLM would include report literature in its 
MEDLARS program, he sent a memo to his chief of indexing and docu-
mentation, Ljubo Lulich, telling him, “Certainly if we are to claim that the 
Bibliography of Agriculture is a comprehensive index, it must include the 
report literature as well as monographs and serial articles.”11
 It is evident, however, that the NAL budget limited both the prioritiza-
tion and pace of advances in automated services. External reports by the 
Information Dynamics Corporation (1965) and EDUCOM (1969) both 
state that the library lacked adequate funds to support the full range of 
activities needed for a national agricultural library network. Despite this, 
the library continued to develop these plans and to make advances in 
bibliographic products and services. In 1966 the library initiated testing 
of the automated system for monthly production of the Subject Index to 
the Bibliography of Agriculture. The annual index issue was scheduled to 
be produced using an optical scanner and computing techniques in 1967. 
Also in 1967, the library published the Agricultural/Biological Vocabulary, 
and the Herbicides System was added to the Pesticide Information Center, 
which was already publishing a biweekly Pesticides Documentation Bulletin 
(ARL, 1966b, pp. 35–37).
 Mohrhardt considered experimentation with mechanical methods of 
information handling to be a valuable part of the library’s role in the pro-
vision of national services. He was a participant in the planning workshop 
for Project INTREX, MIT’s Information Transfer Experiments sponsored 
by CLR from 1965 to 1972 (Burke, 1996). This was important, ironically, 
because Mohrhardt was one of the few librarians at the workshop where a 
project was planned that in effect was to eschew participation by librarians 
during implementation. In a historical context, however, participation of 
this kind was not an unusual role for a director of the NAL; Mohrhardt’s 
immediate predecessors had each been involved with automation and docu-
mentation activities. In fact, the NAL had a long history of experimenting 
with and implementing mechanized approaches to library services. One 
of Clarabel Barnett’s achievements was to use photocopying to reduce 
the costs of interlibrary loan. She was responsible in 1934 for the library’s 
role in starting up the Biblioﬁ lm Service, a microﬁ lm-based approach to 
interlibrary loan and distribution of scientiﬁ c articles (Mohrhardt, 1957; 
Farkas-Conn, 1990). Ralph Shaw succeeded Barnett, and during his tenure 
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he led the library’s development and experimentation with mechanical de-
vices. These included his famous Rapid Selector, designed to rapidly locate 
information “stored on microﬁ lm which could then be photographed for 
the user,” and the photoclerk, which was devised to replace some typing 
activities (Mohrhardt, 1957). Mohrhardt continued these endeavors and 
was actively involved in the implementation of major automation efforts 
and techniques in the handling of special information. Under his leader-
ship, the NAL was a library where librarianship and documentation came 
together to improve the scientiﬁ c information services for agricultural re-
searchers.
 Mohrhardt was also involved with information planning activities out-
side of the USDA. In 1962 the Federal Council for Science and Technology 
established the Committee on Scientiﬁ c and Technical Information, known 
as COSATI, to oversee and coordinate science information activities for the 
federal government. Mohrhardt was the USDA representative to COSATI 
from its start, and he would later serve in a dual role representing both 
the USDA and the library community when he served on the Board of the 
Association for Research Libraries (ARL, 1966a).
 In 1963 the President’s Science Advisory Committee published a report 
titled “Science, Government, and Information: The Responsibilities of the 
Technical Community and the Government in the Transfer of Information,” 
which is commonly known as the “Weinberg Report.” The report contained 
a number of recommendations on the management of scientiﬁ c and techni-
cal information, including establishment of clearinghouses and documenta-
tion or specialized information centers. Following these recommendations, 
Mohrhardt set up the clearinghouse for research and development in sci-
entiﬁ c communication and documentation at the NAL. The clearinghouse 
collected and disseminated information on the “development and testing of 
machines; linguistic research; machine translation; documentation; commu-
nication and information theory; operations research of systems; and stud-
ies of subject classiﬁ cation and indexing schemes” (National Agricultural 
Library, 1966). Moreover, in 1966 the library opened the Pesticide Informa-
tion Center (Mohrhardt, 1967b), one of the ﬁ rst documentation centers 
created to provide the specialized services recommended by the Weinberg 
Report. Documentation centers were to be staffed by scientists who would be 
able to provide expert abstracting services, judge the relevance of materials 
for particular user needs, and execute selective dissemination. To address 
this last requirement, the Pesticide Information Center initiated a proﬁ le 
system to record the speciﬁ c activities and particular information needs of 
USDA laboratories (Mohrhardt, 1966a).
 Mohrhardt retired from the NAL in January 1968, a year prior to 
the opening of the new and much needed library building in Beltsville, 
Maryland. In addition, his retirement came only a short time before the 
formal National Agricultural Libraries Network was established in 1971 
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following the launching of AGRICOLA (AGRICultural OnLine Access), 
the NAL’s electronic publication of the Bibliography of Agriculture, which 
was under development during his tenure in ofﬁ ce. Following his retire-
ment, Mohrhardt became a program ofﬁ cer at CRL and served there until 
1975. Although this period of Mohrhardt’s career is not covered in this 
study, it must be noted that the focus of CRL’s initiatives often aligned 
with Mohrhardt’s fundamental goals to increase library cooperation and 
develop international library resources (Haas, 2003).
International Librarianship
Mohrhardt began his work in international librarianship while he was 
the director of the NAL. There is little doubt that W. W. Bishop was inﬂ u-
ential in this aspect of Mohrhardt’s career, as Bishop was actively involved 
with IFLA and became the ﬁ rst American elected president of that orga-
nization in 1932 (Mohrhardt, 1977). Mohrhardt’s own work in this area is 
proliﬁ c and would require another study for full treatment. It is important 
to introduce some of his accomplishments, however, because they inform 
his information network development and disciplinary bridging activities. 
Mohrhardt’s enthusiasm for international librarianship was tied to his views 
that the growth of science depended on access to materials from across the 
world, but it is clear that he also enjoyed the spirit of collaboration that 
he found in librarians working on such problems as exchange and library 
development.
 With Foster Mohrhardt’s effective participation, the International As-
sociation of Agricultural Librarians and Documentalists (IAALD) started 
in 1955. Mohrhardt was its ﬁ rst president, and he would hold that position 
for three terms spanning almost ﬁ fteen years. The creation of this organiza-
tion represents a major contribution by agricultural librarians to facilitate 
information dissemination and access throughout the world: “IAALD looks 
forward to a closer co-ordination of its work with the scientists using agri-
cultural publications, and with documentalists throughout the world. This 
is a particularly important ﬁ eld since information in the agricultural area is 
of utmost importance to world development,” (Mohrhardt, 1962, p. 135). 
This is a contrast with medical librarianship, which during Mohrhardt’s 
career never had a comparable international organization.
 Mohrhardt was also very involved with scientiﬁ c information exchange 
and library education in Asia. Although there are few records pertaining to 
this work, Mohrhardt was active in scientiﬁ c communication activities and 
library development in Japan. In 1957 he was a delegate to the meeting on 
International Exchange of Publications in the Indo-Paciﬁ c Area in Tokyo, 
Japan, after which he led the development of the librarian training program 
for Japan’s National Diet Library. In 1961 he was a U.S. delegate to the 
Paciﬁ c Science Congress in Hawaii, where he “started cooperative projects 
with Japanese scientists” (Welch, 1988, p. 16). He actively led a number of 
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other scientiﬁ c and library-related activities in Japan, many related to the 
National Diet Library. These contributions were acknowledged in 1979, 
when he was awarded the Merit Third Class of the Order of the Rising 
Sun, signed by the Emperor of Japan (Welch, 1988). We should note that 
Mohrhardt was not the only U.S. librarian involved in library development 
in Japan. There was a small group that often worked through IFLA but also 
independently in a variety of capacities.
Connecting Librarianship and Documentation to 
Improve Scientiﬁ c Communication
In an assessment of his work to bridge the apparent divide between 
documentation and librarianship, it is clear that his experience at the OTS 
just after the war reenergized his fundamental beliefs in the work of librari-
anship and shaped his views about the role of mechanization and the future 
of automation in libraries. In a memo he sent to Verner Clapp at CLR in 
October 1956, Mohrhardt said,
I have become increasingly concerned during the past few years over 
the fact that so many of our experienced as well as new librarians ex-
pect that some new mechanical development will solve their problems. 
Having gone through all this in a microcosm at OTS, where John 
Green expected to ﬁ nd some machine to solve all of his bibliographic 
problems, I am highly dubious of the mechanical approach. Basically, I 
think we have to ﬁ nd some common ground for our basic and manual 
problems. My best illustration of this is . . . the new consolidated air 
lines schedule for ten major air lines. Surely, if these highly competitive 
corporations ﬁ nd such cooperation proﬁ table, I would hope that we, 
as librarians, can go even farther than that.12
This note to Clapp illuminates Mohrhardt’s eagerness to connect peo-
ple and organizations, which he hoped would extend or create cooperative 
programs to improve the access and use of scientiﬁ c materials. Along with 
his calls for national information networks, he promoted cooperative ef-
fort as part of an organized approach to solving scientiﬁ c communication 
problems. This note also suggests another key component of Mohrhardt’s 
mission. In many of his talks speciﬁ cally about scientiﬁ c communication, 
Mohrhardt points to several information problems that he feels are over-
looked by those focused too narrowly on mechanized solutions (Mohrhardt, 
1961, 1966c, 1967b). These include disciplinary specialization (and with it 
the fragmentation of literature), burgeoning interdisciplinary information 
needs, a lack of resources to manage materials that require translation, and 
a lack of methods to manage bibliographically the variety of media and 
formats for new materials.
 Throughout all of his activities, Mohrhardt was concerned about bring-
ing librarians and documentalists together and making sure that they were 
concerned with the problems of scientists at that time. While he was actively 
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involved in documentation activities, Mohrhardt considered himself a li-
brarian, often making reference to this in his papers concerning librari-
anship and documentation. In the ﬁ rst of several papers written over ten 
years, he states, “Although my viewpoint is that of a librarian and not a 
documentalist, I should like to attempt to analyze as objectively as possible 
both approaches to the effort to make all recorded knowledge readily avail-
able for use” (Mohrhardt, 1956, p. 412). This is one of the most interesting 
aspects of Mohrhardt’s work. During his tenure at the NAL, the voice of 
science would swell to a crescendo, calling for a large-scale coordinated 
response to the need to improve scientiﬁ c communication. Led by scien-
tists and documentalists, resources were mobilized to address information 
needs in the hard sciences. Librarians, who were familiar with the problems 
and already addressing many of them through the practices identiﬁ ed with 
special libraries, were left wondering what set the documentalists apart.
 Mohrhardt struggled with this early on, and he, too, shared the pre-
dominant library opinion that the documentalists were usurping the work 
and ideology of special librarianship. Holding himself ﬁ rmly in the librar-
ians’ camp, he did not start out to motivate cooperative activity (or shared 
responsibility) among the documentalists and librarians. His early writings 
include strong statements about the history of librarianship and the goals 
and qualities that deﬁ ne the ﬁ eld. We can see changes in his writings over 
time, however, as he came to speak about documentation as a new and 
separate discipline.
 Mohrhardt was inspired by John Dury, a seventeenth-century clergyman 
who wrote about the role of librarians in learning; he cites Dury’s three roles 
for librarians: “A factor and trader for helps to Learning, and Treasurer 
to keep them, and a dispenser to apply them to use” (Mohrhardt, 1956, p. 
413). He essentially uses Dury’s framework to guide his development of 
the National Agricultural Library, and we can see this in his description 
of Dury’s “The Reformed Library Keeper.” Dury, he says, “proposes these 
objectives be accomplished through an international acquisitions program, 
subject classiﬁ cation of materials, an expandable catalog, centralized in-
ternational exchange of materials, and a knowledge of the interests and 
specializations of the clientele” (Mohrhardt, 1956, p. 413). Dury, he says, 
“anticipated the phase that is now called documentation” (p. 413). He 
concludes that “Librarians such as these men have always been interested 
in acquiring and serving publications regardless of their format, language 
or location. Yet a study of the literature of documentation would convince 
one that all this is new and unprecedented” (p. 413). He argues, however, 
that the deﬁ nitions of documentation are not only grounded in librarian-
ship but “do not take us beyond what is considered special librarianship” 
(p. 414).
 Though a proponent of the value of automation in libraries, Mohrhardt 
was careful about adopting technology without applying thorough analysis 
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and reasoned management standards to the process of its implementation. 
One thrust of his early writings regarding the documentalists was their ap-
parent disregard for actual costs and their inattention to implications of 
implementation for the organization as a whole. In 1958 he wrote:
Many of us who cannot afford experimentation are anxious to consider 
the adoption of these new devices, but we need more information than 
is now available. Those planners and developers, as well as those who 
are experimenting with methods and machinery for handling informa-
tion, should provide extensive factual data on both the economic and 
sociological aspects of use. (Mohrhardt, 1958, p. 396)
In this same paper, Mohrhardt calls for better reporting on mechanization 
research and for research ﬁ ndings to be presented in lay language. His 
concern is for the library community, which needs to make implementa-
tion decisions based on the effectiveness and efﬁ ciency of mechanized 
systems. He states, “Reports on automation are confusing not only because 
of their jargon but often because of a lack of critical analysis” (1958, p. 397). 
Mohrhardt’s interest in meeting the needs of users (both researchers and 
librarians) is also evident. For example,
Having established the efﬁ ciency rating of a machine, we should be 
equally interested in the reactions of those whom it serves. Concern 
with the personal reaction of the ultimate consumer—the research 
worker or scientist—is not theoretical. Studies in research methods 
have shown that scientiﬁ c research follows no set pattern and is a highly 
individualized procedure. (Mohrhardt, 1958, p. 396)
In his paper “Special Libraries—Pioneers in Documentation” (1965), 
Mohrhardt addresses a dual audience—librarians and documentalists. This 
paper is notable for its equivocation and its inclusive language. He asserts 
that based on international consensus, documentation does exist, and most 
importantly it exists as a discipline separate from librarianship. He suggests 
that it is not adequate to argue that they are, or ought to be, the same thing, 
even if documentation centers and special libraries are difﬁ cult to distin-
guish in their scope and service. In this document, librarians are offered 
historical validation and recognition for their service; documentalists are 
“rewarded” for their forward thinking and new technologies, though he 
questions the value of the current research for immediate applications.
There are, however, new developments in the handling of publications 
that cannot be ignored and must be explored carefully and objec-
tively if our progressive improvements in the collecting, preserving, 
and supplying of information are to continue. Where there was once 
the assumption that documentation was primarily a European-centered 
development, and possibly a local term for what was elsewhere called 
special or technical librarianship, it is now clearly established on a 
world-wide basis that documentation is indeed a distinct discipline with 
special characteristics. (Mohrhardt, 1965, p. 121)
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The presence of a dual audience is key to Ceccarelli’s theory about the 
“interdisciplinary inspirational” genre of scientiﬁ c writing. Mohrhardt’s 
works reveal the characteristics that Ceccarelli suggests are essential for this 
genre, even if he does not use all the rhetorical techniques she identiﬁ es 
as typical. Mohrhardt’s set of papers on scientiﬁ c information were meant 
to encourage and enlist scientiﬁ c organizations and scientists to turn their 
attention to address information problems whose importance was obscured 
by the popular focus on mechanized approaches to solving the “information 
explosion” problem. As noted above, these problems included the interdis-
ciplinary needs of scientists, specialization, and bibliographic organization 
of report literature (Mohrhardt, 1966c). In addition, in his later papers on 
documentation and librarianship, Mohrhardt sought to forge alliances, and 
in Ceccarelli’s words, “to show how collaboration is a promising professional 
action,” (Ceccarelli, 2001, pp. 157–158). Mohrhardt wrote:
The most effective service that can be given to those who need pub-
lished information is that which would combine or require the tech-
niques and services of a library coupled, when necessary, with those 
of a more specialized and intensiﬁ ed documentation or information 
service. It is probably an over simpliﬁ cation, but at least one that would 
be useful for clearing the air, to indicate that what is now called “docu-
mentation” or “science information” is a reﬁ nement and further de-
velopment of the efforts of librarians to meet current changing needs 
both in the publication of information and in the requirements of 
users. (Mohrhardt, 1965, p. 122)
It should be noted that, in a talk he gave to the General Council of IFLA 
in September 1966, Mohrhardt revealed his personal ambivalence about 
the status of documentation as a separate discipline (Mohrhardt, 1966b). 
However, his writings by 1966 were not in the least equivocal with regard to 
the need for disciplinary interaction and strongly advocated cooperation 
and collaboration among librarians and documentalists, urging the latter
to bring the new information retrieval (IR) techniques into the library 
and to make them more effective in meeting the needs of users seeking 
information. He appealed to the documentalists to recognize and respect 
the ﬁ eld out of which they came and reasserted that librarianship was the 
foundation of this new discipline.
Further we must recognize that on a worldwide basis differences have 
developed in the interpretation of the responsibilities of librarians and 
documentalists. Although in some areas such as the United States the 
difference is often indiscernible or artiﬁ cial, a true documentation 
service certainly does go beyond conventional library activities both in 
scope and in depth of individual service to users. On the other hand 
the basic elements of both disciplines are similar if not identical. From 
a highly personal standpoint and the fact that my entire career has been 
spent in librarianship I tend to view documentation as a development 
or extension of librarianship itself. (Mohrhardt, 1966b, p. 215)
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The Legacy of the Librarian Diplomat
Mohrhardt’s actions in attempting to bridge the divide between Ameri-
can documentalists and librarians included integrating documentation 
into libraries, rallying librarians to embrace information networking, and 
inspiring international cooperation between library and documentation 
organizations. The chronicle of Mohrhardt’s career reveals an important 
library leader whose accomplishments serve as a backdrop for his legacy. 
Throughout all of his activities, Mohrhardt sought to bring librarians and 
documentalists together and to make sure that they were dealing with the 
problems of scientists and scientiﬁ c communication. His leadership was, 
in part, aimed at making librarians visible in the ﬁ eld of scientiﬁ c com-
munications.
 As a consummate librarian, Mohrhardt’s career was founded on the 
traditional practices of bibliography and collections development. During 
his career he worked in research and academic libraries, in documenta-
tion services, in library management, and for private foundations. He was 
an active leader in national and international professional organizations 
and in federal scientiﬁ c committee work. By the middle of his career in 
the early 1960s, Mohrhardt moved in policy and planning circles where 
librarians were sometimes overlooked. Arguably, this precedent has made 
it easier for future librarians to participate in federal information policy 
and planning. Through his published papers and speeches, Mohrhardt has 
left a trail that shows how his experience as a library administrator deep-
ened his belief in large-scale cooperative networks and their promise for 
supporting scientiﬁ c communication. In these works one hears his passion 
for libraries, a fundamental regard for meeting the needs of library users, 
and expectation for librarianship to have a prominent role in scientiﬁ c and 
technical communication.
 Mohrhardt’s work on international projects underscored his belief 
that the problems in access to information moved from local to national to 
international scope very quickly. That is, the need for access to information 
being produced in other countries was essential to the growth of science. 
He was pioneering in his efforts to bring librarianship to the forefront of 
scientiﬁ c communication and vice versa. He saw this as an international 
endeavor and believed that its success was tied to the development of na-
tional information systems.
 It might be argued today that we need librarian diplomats like Mohrhardt 
to bridge the library and information science disciplines. These diplomats 
will be able to facilitate conversations between scientists, archivists, publish-
ers, and LIS practitioners to solve scientiﬁ c communication problems much 
in the way that Mohrhardt did in his day. Solutions to such information 
problems will continue to require application of domain expertise, library 
expertise, and information science principles and techniques. Automated 
or technology-driven approaches continue to be insufﬁ cient in solving 
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all the problems we face in organizing and managing information. The 
expansion of disciplines and the splintering effects of specialization con-
tinue, even as science requires greater interaction among the disciplines 
and specialties than in Mohrhardt’s time. It can be argued that the nature 
of problems in documenting, organizing, and retrieving materials from 
information systems in the sciences remains unchanged. These problems 
are fundamental to librarianship and information science, and it will be 
essential for both librarians and information scientists to be part of the 
development and use of these emerging systems.
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10. Remarks made by F. E. Mohrhardt, Director, NAL, at the Meeting of Agricultural and 
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The Role of the State in the Organization of 
Statewide Library Service: Essae M. Culver, 
Louisiana’s First State Librarian
Florence M. Jumonville
Abstract
In 1925 the Carnegie Corporation granted $50,000 to Louisiana, a state 
then “backward in library development,” to fund a demonstration of rural 
public library development. Essae M. Culver, a California librarian, was 
chosen to direct the project. Culver arrived in Louisiana to ﬁ nd that the 
entire state needed organizing. She concluded that the parish (county) was 
the appropriate unit upon which to base a system of libraries and adapted 
California’s demonstration system to the southern state’s needs. Key to 
Culver’s method was local funding after the demonstration period, and 
she convinced legislators to ﬁ nance the state library agency. Similarly, vot-
ers concurred that their parish libraries were worth keeping, and, despite 
some early failures during times of ﬂ ood and economic depression, parish 
libraries eventually were established throughout the state. Culver’s demon-
stration method was credited with greatly inﬂ uencing library development 
both in the United States and abroad.
A State “Backward in Library Development”
A century ago, the phrase “public library” meant “city library,” for few 
such agencies existed beyond the limits of municipalities. Throughout the 
United States, most residents of unincorporated communities and rural 
areas lacked access to library services (Held, 1973, p. 130). The situation in 
Louisiana differed from that in other states only in that it was exceptionally 
grim. A ﬂ urry of interest in the library movement had begun in 1909 with 
the formation of the New Orleans Library Club, and in December of that 
year the club organized the ﬁ rst statewide meeting of a Louisiana Library 
Association. Although the group fell dormant from 1913 until 1925, it 
Florence M. Jumonville, Chair, Louisiana and Special Collections Department, Earl K. Long 
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ﬂ ourished long enough to draft and to secure the passage of Louisiana’s 
ﬁ rst library law (Reed, 1938, pp. 26–27). Enacted by the state legislature 
in 1910, the law provided for the establishment of public libraries and 
library boards and for the use of public funds to support them (An Act to 
Aid Public Education by Providing a General Library Law for the State, 
Louisiana P.L. 149, 1910).
 The existence of this enabling legislation positioned Louisiana well 
when, in 1925, a conﬂ uence of events led to the availability of funding to 
create a statewide system of rural libraries. First, as the ﬁ ftieth anniversary 
of the founding of the American Library Association (ALA) approached, 
its leaders became increasingly concerned about the slowness of library 
development. Second, the League of Library Commissions (LLC), an or-
ganization of states working toward improved library service, stood ready 
“to help any of the states which, for one reason or another, had done little 
or nothing to help themselves”; however, with “little power or contact with 
those that were unconvinced” and with no funds, the LLC hardly knew where 
to begin (Ferguson, 1931, pp. 7–8). And third, the Carnegie Corporation, 
disappointed with municipalities that had accepted funding to construct 
buildings but failed to develop real library systems, was receptive to new 
alternatives. Discussions at the 1924–25 winter meetings of the ALA and 
LLC converged these interests, and, with support from ALA ofﬁ cials, league 
president Milton J. Ferguson obtained Carnegie funding in the amount of 
$50,000 to promote library development (Ferguson, 1931, pp. 7–8).
 A committee formed by the LLC to implement this effort “soon decided 
that the best results could be expected from concentrated sowing in one 
state, rather than dropping a few seeds in hopeful abandon throughout 
the nation” (Ferguson, 1931, p. 8). Louisiana appeared to offer fertile soil 
in which libraries might be cultivated. En route to his home in California 
after the ALA midwinter meeting, Ferguson detoured through the state to 
determine whether its populace would support library development. There 
he found the library law of 1910, which had not been implemented because 
no funds were available; additional legislation passed in 1920 that created 
the Louisiana Library Commission and provided for the appointment of 
members; more than one million inhabitants who had no access to library 
service; and prominent citizens who realized the importance of the project 
(Ferguson, 1931, pp. 8–9; An Act Creating a Louisiana Library Commis-
sion, Louisiana P.L. 225, 1920). Governor Henry Fuqua asked “whether the 
plan were not a ‘Yankee scheme to educate the heathen of the South,’” but 
upon learning that “success of the kind we were looking for would require 
local appropriations, he declared himself open to conviction” (Ferguson, 
1950, p. 35) and pledged to appoint a library commission if Louisiana was 
chosen (Ferguson, 1931, p. 10).
 As news of this “project of making a library ‘demonstration’ in states 
backward in library development” spread ([Untitled], 1925, p. 346), ofﬁ cials 
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in thirteen states hopefully offered their hinterlands for the experiment. In 
addition to explaining why their respective states merited selection, some of 
them, suspecting that Louisiana was the leading candidate, offered reasons 
why it should not be chosen. Their negative campaigning came to naught, 
for Ferguson and his committee selected Louisiana (Ferguson, 1931, p. 9). 
He found the state “attractive for several reasons: the people were enthusi-
astic and unbelievably hospitable, the ground was not encumbered by any 
structure which must be removed to make way for a newer ediﬁ ce, and 
laws had been enacted so that money alone was needed to set the wheels 
in motion” (Ferguson, 1938, pp. 3–4).
 True to his word, Governor Fuqua appointed a ﬁ ve-member library 
commission. Chaired by G. P. Wyckoff, a professor of sociology at Tulane 
University, it convened on April 8 ([Editorial], 1925, p. 411; Louisiana 
Library Commission, 1926, p. 4; Shortess, 1925, p. 418). Milton J. Fergu-
son attended the meeting and offered the Carnegie grant of $50,000 to 
aid the commission to develop a model of modern library service in the 
South (Plan model library, 1925). He also addressed a newly reorganized 
and invigorated Louisiana Library Association, which, though comprised 
mostly of social workers and citizens interested in the social experiment of 
stimulating library service, promised its assistance in educating the people 
of the state regarding the value of the commission’s work (Shortess, 1925, 
p. 418; Culver, 1953, p. 42; Wilson & Wight, 1935, p. 1).
 An essential element of the Louisiana program was who would adminis-
ter it. Ferguson “had someone in mind for the job [of executive secretary], 
and there was never a rival candidate” (Ferguson, 1950, pp. 35–36). The 
commission accepted his recommendation of Essae M. Culver (Ferguson, 
1931, p. 10). Culver offered extensive experience with rural libraries, chieﬂ y 
in California where she had been employed since 1914, most recently in the 
capacity of Merced County librarian (Essae Martha Culver, 1940, p. 214). 
Ferguson, as state librarian of California, was aware of her work. He later 
asserted that her selection was “one of the most inﬂ uential elements in the 
program of library development the State [of Louisiana] has experienced” 
(Ferguson, 1931, p. 10).
Learning “to Meet the Great Need of the 
Rural People”
Described in 1940 as “a calm, self-possessed person” with “dark eyes 
and smooth brown hair” (Essae Martha Culver, 1940, p. 214), Essae Martha 
Culver was the youngest of four daughters and four sons of Joseph Franklin 
Culver (1834–99) and Mary Murphy Culver (1842–1920). Originally from 
Pennsylvania, Joseph Culver practiced law, pursued varied commercial in-
terests that included banking and insurance, and served as a teacher and 
as principal of a normal school in Burbank, Ohio. A career move—descrip-
tions of its nature vary—took Culver to Pontiac, Illinois, in about 1859. 
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There he married Mary Murphy, like him a former teacher, on December 
12, 1861. The following August 2 Culver enlisted in the 129th Regiment of 
Illinois Volunteers because “I thought God & my country was calling me” 
to ﬁ ght in the Civil War. Soon he was named ﬁ rst lieutenant of Company A, 
later achieved the rank of captain, and was mustered out on June 8, 1865. 
After the war, Joseph Culver participated in Republican politics, serving 
for two years as mayor of Pontiac and for four years as a county judge in 
Livingston County. In 1879 he moved his family to Emporia, Kansas, where 
he remained active in banking, law, and community affairs and where his 
daughter Essae was born on November 15, 18821 (Dunlap, 1978, viii–xi).
 Essae Culver later described an apparently idyllic childhood in the 
embrace of a close-knit extended family that included grandparents and 
cousins as well as parents and siblings. “We lived in a large house on a hill 
called University Place,” she recalled. “The hill sloped down to a river and 
on the slope was an orchard, with apples, peaches, pears, plums, a veg-
etable garden and two grape arbors, and berries of every description. We 
had horses to ride and drive, dogs and cats to play with so that most of my 
time was spent out doors.” Her mother “always insisted if we started any 
project we must ﬁ nish it if at all possible and no matter how discouraging 
the outlook,” instilling a determination that would serve Culver well as she 
battled ignorance, poverty, and the rigors of rural travel to establish librar-
ies in Louisiana (Culver, n.d., pp. 1–2).
 The strongest inﬂ uences in young Essae’s life
were religion, education, and music. Every member of the family either 
played an instrument or sang, and we were all given an opportunity to 
study. . . . My father said we could have all the education we could take 
but he would probably not leave us much in his will. He died before I 
was ready for college and there was never any question of my not going 
to college, for the whole family pitched in to see that I got a college 
education” (Culver, n.d., p. 1).
 In 1905 Essae graduated from Pomona College in Claremont, Cali-
fornia, where she majored in piano and voice; she was a mezzo-soprano. 
Although she considered herself not proﬁ cient as a pianist, her mother 
envisioned her on the concert stage. While employed as a student assistant 
in the college library, however, Essae had decided to make librarianship 
her career. One of her brothers offered to pay her expenses to any library 
school in the country as a graduation gift, “so long,” he added, “as you don’t 
ﬂ y too high!” Her sister Harriett prophesied, “Being a librarian may be all 
right, but you’ll never set the world on ﬁ re at it.” Essae later told her, “If 
I ever accomplish[ed] anything, it may very well be due to that remark!” 
(cited in Taylor, 1962).
 After working for the next two years in the Pomona College library and 
for two weeks at the Detroit Public Library to sample public library service, 
Essae entered the New York State Library School at Albany in 1907. A year 
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later, she left without obtaining certiﬁ cation to accept a position at the 
Salem (Oregon) Public Library.2 In 1912 the young librarian returned to 
California, where she held various positions at the California State Library 
and in county libraries during the next thirteen years (Taylor, 1962). There 
she discovered “the joy of work which comes from the satisfaction of being 
able to meet the great need of the rural people” (cited in Essae Martha 
Culver, 1940, p. 214).
 By the time Culver arrived in California that state was in the vanguard of 
county library service. Under the leadership of state librarian James L. Gillis, 
in 1909 the legislature adopted an innovative law that laid the groundwork 
for library service to all residents. This comprehensive legislation provided 
for a state library at the head of a system of county libraries that would pro-
vide the bulk of library services, complemented by the continued operation 
of city libraries. Strengthened in 1911 by additional legislation, the plan 
called for a central collection in each county, with highly visible local stations 
conveniently available to all residents and cooperation among all libraries 
to place books in the hands of every reader (Held, 1973, pp. 132–147).
 When Milton Ferguson succeeded Gillis as state librarian after the latter 
died in 1917, he continued his predecessor’s mission to spread library ser-
vices to rural areas. After securing Carnegie funds to ﬁ nance the Louisiana 
experiment, he outlined the plan to Essae Culver and, to her amazement, 
asked her to direct it. She accepted the offer but, apprehensive about her 
ability to administer the project effectively, took the precaution of purchas-
ing a roundtrip ticket (Shaw, 1987, pp. 12–13). Armed with a “belief in 
the importance of books being made available and easily accessible to all” 
(Presenting Essae M. Culver, 1945, p. 5), Culver arrived in Baton Rouge 
on July 20, 1925, to assume her new post (Louisiana Library Commission, 
1931, p. 15).
People “Eager for the Advantages of Library Service”
Culver discovered that no preparations awaited her—no facilities for 
the commission’s headquarters, not even a desk. Commission member 
Katherine Hill soon arranged appointments with superintendent of educa-
tion T. H. Harris, Louisiana State University president David French Boyd, 
and Governor Fuqua to discuss potential locations. Boyd advocated space 
in the university’s library building, but, upon learning that part of the 
commission’s mission was to serve state ofﬁ cials and legislators, realized the 
importance of situating the commission at the State Capitol and pressured 
Governor Fuqua—his brother-in-law—to ﬁ nd space there. Fuqua proposed 
a ground-ﬂ oor ofﬁ ce that had been vacated by the adjutant general, and 
with relief Culver accepted it. Apart from the convenience it offered, this 
location made clear that the commission was not an arm of the university, 
for its primary service would be to people outside of academia (Louisiana 
Library Commission, 1931, pp. 15, 26–27; Culver, 1925, July 24–29).
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 By August 26 Culver had borrowed a desk, chair, and typewriter table, 
and on that date she began to work in the commission’s headquarters. A 
delay in the delivery of permanent furniture postponed its ofﬁ cial opening 
until November 1. Meanwhile Culver assessed the existing book collection, 
ordered new publications, and surveyed library conditions throughout 
Louisiana (Culver, 1925, August 26; Dixon & Gittinger, 1950, p. 6).
 Three thousand volumes gleaned from camp libraries after the Great 
War, which had been donated to the camps by publishers and then con-
tributed to the state by the American Library Association, constituted the 
book collection. Most of the titles were outdated, and few held any value 
for Library Commission purposes; the most appalling example was seventy-
eight copies of a book about growing cotton in Egypt. Only rudimentary 
and incomplete records of the collection’s contents existed, and there were 
no professional resources or publishers’ catalogs to facilitate the selection 
of new books. Slowly Culver built a functional collection (Culver, 1953, p. 
42).
 The purpose of surveying the state was “to reveal the extent of library 
development already made; to see at ﬁ rst hand the conditions under which 
existing libraries were working; to discover the type of organization which 
would most completely and adequately cover the ﬁ eld; [and] to study the 
type of people in the rural districts and their interests” (Louisiana Library 
Commission, 1931, p. 16). What the investigation revealed would enable 
Culver “to determine the most pressing needs and to adopt a project of 
work for the ﬁ rst year.” She discovered that, aside from the long-established 
New Orleans Public Library, just four libraries had been founded under the 
provisions of the library law of 1910.3 “Everywhere,” however, “the people 
seemed eager for the advantages of library service” (Louisiana Library 
Commission, 1926, p. 5).
 Among the rural population, Culver found intermingled the descen-
dants of French, Acadian (Cajun), and Spanish colonial settlers, as well as 
Americans of Anglo-Saxon descent. A substantial percentage of the citizenry 
was black. Some Louisianians were highly educated, but others were illiter-
ate. “While, in certain sections, Louisiana could rightfully claim an unusual 
degree of culture, unfortunately, as one writer expressed it, she stood in the 
basement in regard to illiteracy. Libraries, except for the private libraries 
of the plantation home and the limited libraries of the public school, were 
entirely outside the experience of the two-thirds of the population which 
was rural” (Louisiana Library Commission, 1931, p. 20).
 Early announcements of the Carnegie grant anticipated setting up a 
model system of traveling libraries ([Untitled], 1925, p. 346). This means of 
library extension usually involved sending mobile units out from a central 
library, conveying reading matter in horse-drawn wagons or motorized ve-
hicles that stopped at crossroads and schoolyards to serve readers (Martin, 
1998, p. 31). In 1921 the Louisiana Library Commission had attempted 
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to implement such a program, but lack of funding caused it to languish. 
Although utilized elsewhere decades earlier—California, for example, oper-
ated traveling libraries from 1903 to 1911–-by the 1920s they were falling 
out of favor; Wisconsin, Oregon, and California all reported greater success 
with other methods. Culver’s experience in two of these states enabled her 
to offer Louisianians another alternative (Rural “travelling libraries,” 1921; 
Stephenson, 1957, p. 26; Held, 1973, pp. 106–107; Culver, 1953, p. 43).
 Milton Ferguson returned to Louisiana to attend the Library Commis-
sion’s meeting on October 26, its ﬁ rst formal session since Culver’s arrival 
(it had been impossible to get more than three members together at one 
time), and reviewed with her the recommendations she proposed to present 
(Culver, 1925, September 21 and October 26). One of those recommenda-
tions was to base the Louisiana demonstration on the California model, 
which established a large central library at the state capital with a branch 
at every county seat and rotating collections of 50 to 300 books housed in 
a store or residence in every hamlet (State to receive Carnegie aid, 1925). 
“This plan,” it was hoped, “would bring books and reading materials to all 
the people within the parish—those living in towns and small communi-
ties as well as those on farms” (Harris, 1952, p. 1). It was favored over “the 
traveling library, because it has been found in other states that while the 
traveling library spreads books quickly over a wider territory, it does not 
tend to bring about the establishment of libraries adequately supported. 
The traveling library at best gives a superﬁ cial service and cannot meet the 
needs of any community” (Louisiana Library Commission, 1931, p. 25).
 Another signiﬁ cant recommendation was that libraries be organized 
at the parish (county) level4 “because,” Culver explained,
it was the governmental unit which could provide support for perma-
nent library development, and also because other services, notably 
public schools, were organized with the parish as a unit. It would have 
been impossible I believe at this time for a new and practically unknown 
institution to contravene tradition and organize regions crossing gov-
ernmental lines. It was suggested and carefully considered that the state 
as a whole be adopted as the unit and regional branches established, 
but the State at that time had made no appropriation to the Library 
Commission and funds were too limited to experiment. (Culver, 1953, 
p. 43)
The transition from the state to the parish level of the demonstration 
idea or method was a natural one, designed to show people just what library 
service could mean to a parish community. Since there were so few public 
libraries in the state, the average person had no concept of what books 
and adequate efﬁ cient service could mean. Therefore the commission 
concluded that, if the people of a parish had a functioning parish library 
system with headquarters at the parish seat, as legally required, and branch 
libraries and stations in the towns and communities, with a bookmobile 
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to serve rural sections, a collection of attractive books administered by a 
qualiﬁ ed parish librarian with direction and general supervision of the 
project given by the Library Commission—then the people of the parish 
would recognize a library’s value and be willing to support theirs after the 
year’s demonstration. (Harris, 1952, p. 2)
 The commission approved of Culver’s recommendations and followed 
them consistently until libraries had been established in all sixty-three rural 
parishes. It also adopted a six-point program designed to maximize its lim-
ited resources during the crucial ﬁ rst year. The program consisted of (1) 
publicizing and organizing parish libraries throughout Louisiana; (2) maxi-
mizing the use of book resources by providing large loans only to libraries 
that maintained a location and a custodian; (3) providing an informational 
service to persons residing in areas with no library facilities, offering pack-
age library service for clubs and classrooms, giving supplementary book 
service and help with administrative problems upon request by librarians, 
and supplying reading lists to libraries and individuals in support of adult 
education; (4) formulating a more effective library law and presenting it at 
the next session of the legislature; (5) making the commission’s resources 
available to state ofﬁ cials and legislators; and (6) promoting the establish-
ment of a training course for librarians in Louisiana (Harris, 1952, p. 1; 
Louisiana Library Commission, 1926, pp. 5–6).
 Pursuant to the ﬁ rst project, Culver and various commissioners un-
dertook a publicity campaign through the press and through addresses at 
meetings of civic, cultural, and educational organizations, including rotary 
clubs, women’s groups, parent-teacher associations, and parish assemblies 
(Louisiana Library Commission, 1926, p. 6), where they invited supporters 
to afﬁ rm their interest by signing petitions. It was almost a person-to-person 
effort. Little more than a month after the commission accepted her plan, 
Culver described in her journal a typical excursion to whip up support. 
On Sunday, November 29, she left for the southeastern Louisiana town of 
Franklinton, arriving the next morning at 10:40.
Mrs. Ott, Miss Bethune, Miss Gatlin met me & showed me program. Just 
after arriving I met Rep. Sylvest & he prepared & signed petition for 
establishment of a parish library. Afternoon Mrs. Ott & two other ladies 
took me to two communities Clifton & Warrenton. At Clifton about 6 
ladies met us at the Church & I explained the plan. At Warrenton we 
interviewed one lady (Lee I think was her name) who signed petition & 
man (Smith by name) at Oil Station whose wife was formerly a teacher. 
(Culver, 1925, November 29–30).
During these visits to the parishes, Culver explained to everyone who would 
listen that “a demonstration library is a sample of library service” (Harris, 
1952, p. 89). The Louisiana Library Commission’s next important decision 
would be which parish sampled libraries ﬁ rst.
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One in the North, One in the South
Expressions of interest in the library plan came from all over Louisiana; 
twenty parishes made serious inquiries (Louisiana Library Commission, 
1926, p. 6). The northeastern Louisiana parish of Richland, with a popula-
tion of 20,860, an assessed valuation of $11,347,340, and a comparatively low 
rate of illiteracy, was among the ﬁ rst. Cotton was the principal product, and 
Rayville, the parish seat, boasted but one paved street (Louisiana Library 
Commission, 1931, p. 28). On February 9, 1926, Culver addressed a meeting 
there. Attended by some seventy-ﬁ ve persons representing every community 
in Richland, it was “just a splendid meeting,” she commented. “Response 
wonderful” (Culver, 1926, February 9). Members of the audience returned 
home to spread the word among their neighbors. At its next meeting, the 
Richland police jury5 passed a resolution establishing and funding a par-
ish library in accordance with the library law of 1910 (Louisiana Library 
Commission, 1931, pp. 28–29).
 Implementing the library law revealed its deﬁ ciencies, notably that it 
lacked provision for adequate ﬁ nancing and administration. J. O. Modis-
ette,6 an attorney and a trustee of the Jennings Public Library, had offered 
to further statewide library development in any way he could, and Culver 
recruited him to draft a new library law (Culver, 1962b, p. 15). Enacted by 
the legislature on June 26, it required parish governing bodies to establish 
and to maintain public libraries upon petition of 25 percent of property-
owning taxpayers; enabled two or more parishes, or a parish and a munici-
pality, jointly to support a public library; provided for the appointment of 
a parish library board and for the creation of branch libraries; speciﬁ ed 
options for ﬁ nancing and mandated that the governing body fund salaries 
and incidentals during the demonstration; and authorized the creation of 
a State Board of Library Examiners empowered to ensure that prospective 
librarians were qualiﬁ ed to fulﬁ ll their responsibilities (An Act Authoriz-
ing the Establishment of Public Libraries in Parishes and Municipalities, 
Louisiana P.L. 36, 1926; New library law, 1926).
 Bolstered by the new law, the library movement forged ahead. With 
a demonstration already under way in north Louisiana, the commission 
intended that the next one would be situated in the southern part of the 
state so that interest could spread from two geographically removed and 
culturally different centers of development. Among the parishes considered 
seriously were St. Mary in south central Louisiana and Jefferson Davis in 
the southwestern rice-growing region. Despite increasing momentum in 
St. Mary Parish, however, it lost to Jefferson Davis, which was home of the 
Jennings Public Library and of J. O. Modisette, who was soon to be ap-
pointed to the commission (Louisiana Library Commission, 1931, p. 32; 
Parish library is plan, 1926; Believes parish libraries, 1926).
 “Never in the history of the South,” proclaimed the Jennings Semi-
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Weekly News, “was such a forward-looking step taken by a parish board as 
was taken . . . by the police jury of this parish in creating a parish library” 
and submitting the matter of its support to the people (Our parish-wide 
library, 1926). On November 2 voters considered a proposition to levy a 
one-mill parishwide tax annually for a period of ten years to support the 
library. Despite Culver’s evangelistic efforts and the effusive support of the 
local press, the measure failed by a margin of slightly more than 100 votes. 
With success seemingly within reach, the commission decided to sponsor a 
six-month demonstration in Jefferson Davis Parish, beginning on February 
1, 1927 ( Jefferson Davis Parish votes, 1926; Vote on parish library, 1927; 
Louisiana Library Commission, 1931, p. 36).
 Headquartered at the Jennings Public Library, the demonstration es-
tablished distribution points in eleven small towns, each housed in a con-
venient location such as the post ofﬁ ce, gift shop, pharmacy, or physician’s 
ofﬁ ce, and each administered by a custodian. The commission contributed 
4,175 books which, in six months, circulated approximately 26,000 times. 
Schoolchildren, especially those from French-speaking households in which 
books were all but unknown, proved to be the most avid users, and their 
teachers observed a distinct improvement in the children’s reading ability. 
Parents who could not read English enjoyed studying the illustrations and 
encouraged their youngsters to read the books aloud to them. A high school 
principal reported that as a result of the demonstration nearly every pupil 
in his school earned a reading certiﬁ cate, compared with just a handful 
the year before. Reaction, however, was decidedly mixed. On April 12, for 
example, Culver was “supposed to speak at [the] P.T.A. [meeting in Elton, 
but] . . . no one came out” (Louisiana Library Commission, 1931, pp. 36–37; 
Rodgers, 1927; Culver, 1926, April 12).
 Despite many triumphs and Culver’s personal attention, the demon-
stration failed to garner the support necessary to maintain it. In the weeks 
preceding the August 23 referendum on the library, the Jennings News and 
other Jefferson Davis papers barraged their readers with editorials extol-
ling the importance and negligible cost of the library. The News opened its 
columns to any taxpayer who wished to comment on the issue, and both 
supporters and opponents responded with letters. Opposition was thought 
to center in Jennings, where a city library had existed since 1908, because of 
reluctance to relinquish local control. But it was the unwillingness, shared 
by voters parishwide, to increase taxes that led to the three-to-one defeat. 
In three of seventeen precincts, just one voter supported the library tax; 
in six more, no one voted for it. Culver spent the following week stoically 
packing up the demonstration library (Another view, 1927; Aguillard, 1927, 
p. 6; Let us reason, 1927, p. 6; Libraries in Jeff Davis, 1927; Library tax, 
1927, p. 1; Culver, 1927, August 27–September 3).
 Extraordinary circumstances contributed to the reluctance to incur 
additional taxes, for the great Mississippi River ﬂ ood had occurred in the 
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spring of 1927 and had inundated much of Louisiana. Poor crops, a gen-
eral economic depression, and the fear that everyone would be required to 
ﬁ nance recovery in the ﬂ ooded area all played a role. Viewed in the most 
positive light, the demonstration proved
to the people themselves and especially to the Commission, that the 
people were hungry for something to read and would read good books 
if they were made accessible to them. As a demonstration the under-
taking was a decided success, even though conditions at the time of 
its close made it impossible to vote the necessary maintenance tax for 
the library to continue the service. It cost the Commission in addition 
to the books something like $1,400 but it was well worth it, and as an 
investment in the library development of the State was one of the best 
the Commission has made. (Louisiana Library Commission, 1931, pp. 
37–38)
Culver explained that “many inquiries have come from neighboring par-
ishes asking how a parish library can be obtained, indicating that Jefferson 
Davis parish has demonstrated far beyond its own borders” (Parish library 
demonstration, 1927).
 Meanwhile the north Louisiana demonstration in Richland Parish car-
ried on despite the ﬂ ood, its success heartening in contrast to the difﬁ cul-
ties in Jefferson Davis. “I would grow discouraged,” Culver recalled, “but I 
needed only to visit Richland Parish, site of the ﬁ rst rural library, and the 
enthusiasm of the people over their library would renew and encourage me” 
(Wright, 1973, p. 6–A). Through the efforts of the librarian, a member of 
the community named Lillian Morris who waded through high water and 
paddled a boat through higher water to get there, the library was one of 
two buildings—the other was the drug store—that remained open during 
the ﬂ ood. “All of the books removed from the lower shelves in anticipa-
tion of still higher water ﬁ lled all the chairs and tables, so that service was 
given under the greatest handicaps, and no invitation to linger could be 
extended, for four persons ﬁ lled the remaining free space” (Louisiana 
Library Commission, 1931, p. 34).
 Crowded conditions and ﬂ oodwaters notwithstanding, patrons con-
tinued to make their way to the library as best they could. For some, that 
meant traveling by boat.
As the waters came up to the ﬂ oor of the porch, the steps were removed 
in order that the boats could more easily unload their passengers, and 
each boat took away books to supply not only all the members of the 
family, but usually the neighbors as well. Sixty books per day in a com-
munity of 1,499 population would be a fair circulation under the best 
of conditions, but under the difﬁ cult traveling conditions it is a record 
that is eloquent. (Louisiana Library Commission, 1931, p. 34)
A farmer credited the ﬂ ood with interesting his neighbors in books. “With 
everything a lake outside, people just naturally took to reading. Mrs. Mor-
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ris had the library open, and I’ve seen boys carrying books away in ﬂ our 
sacks” (Stern, 1928, p. 2).
 Other commission activities also proceeded apace. Direct service to 
individuals who lacked local access to libraries ﬂ ourished, with 300 requests 
for books or information received from the inception of the service on 
November 1, 1925 through June 1926 (Louisiana Library Commission, 
1931, pp. 26–27). These queries covered a great variety of subjects, most of 
which reﬂ ected interest in Louisiana history and in practical needs such as 
child care, writing business letters, and cookery recipes (Louisiana Library 
Commission, 1931, pp. 48–49). It is worthy of mention, that in this Southern 
state during the Jim Crow era, no one asked those who wrote requesting 
service their race.
 Although the library laws did not mandate that the commission set up a 
law library, Culver found that with no other library located near the capitol, 
a need existed for reference service to legislators, and she established an 
informational service in time for the 1926 session of the legislature. This 
service was valuable to the library cause as well as to the legislators, for it 
helped to inform them of the seven-month-old commission’s existence. It 
also demonstrated yet another type of library service to another constitu-
ency, and an important one: the one that voted on state appropriations. 
The Tax Commission’s budget included a request for $5,000 for the library 
for the biennium ($2,500 per year) on the grounds that the legislature had 
established the Library Commission by law and therefore should contribute 
toward maintaining it. During the session, library staff put forth particular 
effort “to obtain material on the subject-matter of the bills introduced and 
to bring this service to the attention of the proponents of the measures, 
so at the end of the session there were few members who had not learned 
of the help to be had from the library” (Louisiana Library Commission, 
1931, p. 31).
 Because the need for librarians grew in proportion to library expan-
sion, another of the commission’s ﬁ rst-year projects was to encourage the 
development of a training course in Louisiana. Sarah C. N. Bogle, execu-
tive secretary of the ALA’s Board of Education for Librarianship, surveyed 
the state and recommended Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge 
(LSU) as the most appropriate location. Twenty-one students completed 
the summer 1926 session, and all who did not already hold teaching posi-
tions obtained library jobs immediately (Louisiana Library Commission, 
1931, p. 30). After ﬁ ve more summer sessions, which gave the university 
experience in training for librarianship, in 1931 the program was expanded 
to a year-long (or three-summer) course, which was the genesis of LSU’s 
School of Library and Information Science (Morton, 1955, pp. 126–127). In 
addition to supporting the establishment of the program, Culver lectured 
at LSU from 1928 to 1935. She also taught library science during summer 
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sessions at the University of Wisconsin (1930) and Columbia University 
(1935–1938) (Taylor, 1962).
“Books—Service—Free to All”
During most of 1927, the ﬂ ood monopolized the public mind: antici-
pating it, surviving it, recovering from it. “It is not an exaggeration to say 
that one year of the three-year demonstration period was lost because no 
new work could be started, no publicity could be given space in the news-
papers, and no books could be sent through the mails during the period 
of the Flood” (Louisiana Library Commission, 1931, pp. 38–39). As Milton 
Ferguson observed, “It is hard to talk libraries to a man whose farm is under 
water, whose stock is drowned or scattered, and whose crops are destroyed” 
(Ferguson, 1931, p. 11). Because Louisiana’s dire economic condition 
jeopardized the progress made there to date, the Carnegie Corporation 
extended its grant funding for two more years to enable the commission’s 
work to continue. After early indications that no more than $500 could be 
added to the state library budget in 1928, the persuasive powers of Culver 
and other library supporters resulted in an increase of $7,000 in its alloca-
tion, to $12,000 for the biennium (Louisiana Library Commission, 1931, 
p. 41; Culver, 1928, March 14).
 By the spring of 1928, ﬂ ood recovery had progressed enough that Culver 
could resume “talk[ing] libraries.” Mary Mims, rural organizer for the State 
Extension Department, encouraged each of the organized communities in 
the state to explore the possibility of establishing a library in its parish, and 
Culver crisscrossed the state, spreading the word at meetings of various or-
ganizations in one small town after another (Louisiana Library Commission, 
1931, p. 41; Culver, 1928, passim.). An observer reported, “Although not a 
brilliant speaker, she is convincing, because she ‘is so thoroughly imbued 
with the value of what she’s doing’” (Armstrong, 1954, p. 18–A).
 In Concordia Parish, bordering the Mississippi River in central Louisi-
ana, the ﬁ rst demonstration after the ﬂ ood opened on October 10, 1928, 
but soon was beset by funding problems and another ﬂ ood scare. When 
the police jury refused to schedule a library tax election because the parish 
remained waterlogged, members of the Women’s and Rotary Clubs and 
the Parent-Teacher Association circulated petitions and swiftly secured 
enough signatures to force an election. “Success appeared doubtful be-
cause of opposition, due to crop and business conditions” similar to those 
that contributed to defeat in Jefferson Davis Parish, and “there were many 
prophecies of failure.” Nevertheless, the tax carried with a fair majority of 
votes and of property valuation. This ﬁ rst parishwide library tax approved 
in Louisiana (Louisiana Library Commission, 1931, pp. 42–43) proved 
dramatically that “taxes and poverty do not keep people from voting for 
library service if they really want it” (Schenk, 1954, p. 70).
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 Inadequate local funding stymied the spread of libraries to other par-
ishes. When the Rosenwald Fund offered ﬁ nancial assistance to some parish 
that met its requirements concerning budget, service to African Americans, 
the employment of a trained librarian, and Library Commission supervi-
sion, Culver recommended Webster Parish. Located in north Louisiana, 
Webster had a population of 29,458, more than 80 percent of whom were 
rural. Plans called for making library resources available to all the people of 
Webster, including the more than 50 percent who were black. Established 
on June 4, 1929, within a year the library operated twenty branches, nine 
of them for African Americans (Louisiana Library Commission, 1931, pp. 
43–49; Wilson & Wight, 1935, p. 32). The librarian’s report on “Negro 
Service” noted that black children’s interests paralleled those of children 
of other races. Adults requested books on the subjects of popular science, 
cookery, Bible stories and church manuals, all aspects of agriculture, ani-
mal stories, carpentry, games, and what would later be called black studies. 
Clergymen used library materials to prepare their sermons and encouraged 
their congregations to read the books they cited. Farmers discovered new 
procedures, their wives learned about child care and domestic science, and 
reading clubs formed (Louisiana Library Commission, 1931, pp. 48–49). 
The Webster Parish Library’s slogan, “Books—Service—Free to All,” sum-
marized the philosophy of the Louisiana Library Commission as well as 
that of the parish.
 When the Carnegie demonstration concluded in 1930, three parish-
es—Richland, Concordia, and Webster—were operating successful libraries. 
In 1931 the commission launched a demonstration in Vermilion Parish, 
but it collapsed because of the economic depression of the 1930s.7 Two 
years later, stocked largely with books from Vermilion, the Sabine Parish 
demonstration opened, the last until economic conditions improved in 
1937. At that time the commission organized a tri-parish demonstration 
in Winn, Grant, and Jackson as part of an experiment
to determine whether rural people would be better served by high 
school libraries or by a parish library. The State Department of Educa-
tion placed book collections in ﬁ fty-seven schools of ten parishes and 
then appropriated $10,000 to the Library Commission toward a year’s 
demonstration. After about six months, use of the regional service 
showed overwhelmingly that the public library best reaches a rural 
population. (Harris, 1952, p. 3)
Parishes began to queue up for demonstrations. From these beginnings, 
library service spread throughout Louisiana to all the state’s citizens.
 After the ﬁ ve-year Carnegie demonstration concluded, the state became 
responsible for supporting the work of the commission, which maintained 
“the same high standard of service” and continued to progress (Barker, 
1936, p. 18). The Louisiana demonstration’s success “brought new recog-
nition of the importance of the state library [as an] extension agency” (p. 
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2) and admirably demonstrated “what can be done over a relatively brief 
period of time by a forcefully administered state library commission” with 
“an active program of continuous ﬁ eld work” (p. 93). In 1946 the legislature 
changed the state library agency’s name to the Louisiana State Library and 
reconstituted the position of executive secretary as that of state librarian (An 
Act Relative to the Creation and Establishment of a State Library, Louisiana 
P.L. 102, 1946). Essae Culver continued to head the library agency in this 
redeﬁ ned role.
 As the State Library’s twenty-ﬁ fth anniversary approached, the U.S. 
government ﬂ irted with the possibility of sponsoring library demonstra-
tions in bookless areas. Initiated by the ALA, the Public Library Service 
Demonstration Bill (H.R. 2465 and S. 48) proposed to capitalize on exist-
ing agencies of government on all levels “to stimulate state and local inter-
est in libraries by setting up [federally ﬁ nanced] demonstrations of free 
library service to areas inadequately served or without any kind of public 
library service” (News round-up, 1948, p. 28). When hearings on the bill 
were held in the Senate on May 16 and in the House of Representatives 
on December 9 and 10, 1947, one of the librarians who spoke on its behalf 
was Sallie Farrell, a ﬁ eld worker at the Louisiana State Library who would 
succeed Culver as state librarian ﬁ fteen years later. In her testimony before 
the House, Farrell stated that “Louisiana has found successful and effective 
the same library demonstration plan that H.R. 2465 would make possible 
all over the United States” (U.S. Senate, 1947, p. 13; U.S. House, 1948, p. 
19). She cited both statistical and anecdotal evidence of the efﬁ cacy of the 
Louisiana plan (U.S. House, 1948, pp. 22–24).
 The Library Demonstration Bill passed unanimously in the Senate but 
fell short in the House (News in a nutshell, 1948, p. 1068). A revised version 
of the bill, providing for increased funding, training for library personnel, 
and a strengthened role for the state library agency, was introduced in the 
next (81st) Congress, but it failed in the House by three votes, the victim 
of efforts to balance the budget and a conviction that the state should bear 
the primary responsibility for library support (News in a nutshell, 1949, p. 
184; News, 1950, p. 548). Had this legislation been enacted, the Louisiana 
plan would have become a model for the nation. In some areas, both do-
mestic and foreign, however, it constituted an example for emerging library 
services.
“Culverizing” Louisiana—and Beyond
Recognition from abroad commenced as early as 1929, as librarians 
from other nations expressed interest in and admiration for the parish li-
brary system (Librarian from Russia, 1929). After World War II the trickle of 
inquiries grew into a stream of visitors as the American Library Association 
began referring foreign librarians who wished to study methods of library 
development (Louisiana State Library, 1948, p. 12). In 1950 and 1951, for 
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example, visitors came from states that included Nebraska and Mississippi 
and from the Philippines, Egypt, Thailand, Morocco, Malaya, Germany, 
and Tasmania (Louisiana State Library, 1952, pp. 2–3). By the early 1960s, 
the U.S. Department of State, the Carnegie Corporation, and the Ford 
Foundation, as well as the ALA, recommended that foreign guests visit the 
Louisiana State Library, and the Institute of International Education listed 
it as one of the top ﬁ fteen U.S. libraries that participants in the cultural 
exchange program should inspect (Louisiana State Library, 1962, p. 1). 
Among more than sixty foreign visitors in 1960 and 1961 was Dr. Osman 
Ersoy of Ankara, Turkey, for example, who spent four weeks examining 
the State Library’s plan of development and touring demonstrations as he 
planned nationwide public library service for his nation (Foreign visitor, 
1961, pp. 109–110). An earlier guest, W. G. Buick, librarian-in-charge of 
the County Lending Service of the Public Library of South Australia in 
Adelaide, also familiarized himself with the Louisiana system and returned 
home intending to employ the demonstration method to institute there a 
similar plan of regional libraries ( James, 1958, pp. 111, 117).
 Culver has been credited with “originating . . . a demonstration method 
which has greatly inﬂ uenced library development both in this country and 
abroad” (Parker, 1959, p. 697). Why did librarians travel from distant lands 
to study it? First, its methods succeeded. Over the years, the state library 
agency developed policies and conditions for its extension activities, heed-
ing lessons learned from experience. Personnel learned, for example, to 
select demonstration areas based on the apparent strength of local interest 
and leadership and on the prospect of ongoing support. They standard-
ized a procedure requiring the parish to provide physical facilities for the 
demonstration, as well as maintenance and utilities, furniture and shelving, 
ofﬁ ce supplies, and salaries of part-time employees, bookmobile drivers, and 
custodians. For its part, the state library agency directed the project and 
contributed “all books and magazines, some library supplies, a bookmobile 
and its operational costs, travel expenses for staff, [and] salaries of full-time 
and professional librarians” whom it had the authority to appoint. Before 
the demonstration concluded, the police jury was expected to provide 
ﬁ nancially for the new parish library’s continued operation (Harris, 1952, 
pp. 89–91). To maximize the use of resources, the library agency avoided 
duplicating services provided by existing school libraries and moved books 
that failed to circulate in one community to another (Barker, 1936, pp. 
154–155).
 Second, the Louisiana system was adaptable, capable of being modiﬁ ed 
to suit different situations. The Louisiana State Library proved this by apply-
ing its public library system to institutional libraries, starting in 1947 with 
Louisiana State Penitentiary at Angola. Like the parish system, the prison 
scheme featured a central library. Seven branches served the informational 
and recreational needs of inmates in each farm camp, and a bookmobile 
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transported reading materials to smaller camps. Care was taken to supply 
books on potentially popular subjects such as trades, sports, religion, litera-
ture, history, biography, and travel, as well as adventure stories, westerns, 
and romances—but no detective stories or murder mysteries (Louisiana 
State Library, 1948, pp. 28–32). In 1967, with parish libraries established 
or under way throughout Louisiana, the State Library began planning for 
libraries in other correctional and health institutions. Ten began operating 
during Culver’s lifetime, all established as demonstrations (Aswell, 1974, 
p. 10–F).
 Third, the Louisiana method was innovative, employing many ideas 
and policies that were ahead of their time. Schenk (1954) describes, for 
example, “one of the earliest attempts to apply sociological techniques in 
analyzing library problems[, which] occurred in Michigan in 1946 when a 
group of county librarians met in a workshop with rural sociologists to learn 
more about rural readers and nonreaders” (p. 75), but Culver did much the 
same thing two decades earlier when she surveyed the state and conferred 
with Mary Mims of LSU concerning the needs of rural readers (Culver, 
1925, September 26). Using what would later be called needs assessment, 
Culver “compile[d] and analyze[d] basic data about [her] target group,” 
obtained critical information and perspective from the community, and 
employed community networking—all techniques recommended in 2002 
by the ALA Ofﬁ ce for Literacy and Outreach Services (American Library 
Association, 2002, p. 2).
 Under Culver’s leadership the state library agency provided the people, 
wherever they were, with the books they sought, whatever those might be, 
“shift[ing] . . . emphasis from the importance of book ownership to that of 
book use.” A quarter-century later, “a full realization of the impact of this 
shift [was] not yet apparent in all quarters” (Schenk, 1954, p. 5). Today 
“the American Library Association believes that the sharing of material 
between libraries is an integral element in the provision of library service 
and encourages libraries to participate” (American Library Association, 
2001).
 Fourth, there was Essae Culver herself. When she arrived in Louisiana, 
“the weakest point in the library situation in the South” was “state leadership 
in library extension” (Barker, 1936, p. 95). Culver provided the leadership 
Louisiana needed and set an example for other states. Under her direc-
tion, the Louisiana Library Commission was the ﬁ rst state library agency 
in the United States to base statewide public library development on the 
demonstration method, funding it ﬁ rst with the Carnegie grant and then 
with state appropriations (Stephenson, 1957, p. 35). Certainly the demon-
stration method of library extension was not the right one for every area, 
but Culver showed the nation how it could be done. During her tenure, 
the state library agency went from a one-person operation with 3,000 books 
to a headquarters staff of more than 50 administering over 440,000 books, 
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and all but 9 of the state’s 63 rural parishes established thriving libraries 
(Louisiana State Library, 1964, pp. 38–41, passim).
 During the early years, however, the future state librarian must have 
doubted whether the Louisiana experiment would succeed. In Louisiana, 
Culver found an insular citizenry that did not readily accept outsiders. 
Three days after her arrival, “Miss [Katherine] Hill of the Library Commis-
sion came to call in evening. She asked me if I was a southerner. Said Mr. 
Ferguson promised he would send a southern woman, etc. etc.” (Culver, 
1925, July 24). Later she recalled, “During the ﬁ rst PTA meeting that I at-
tended, they asked all the Yankees to stand up. I inquired, ‘How long do 
you have to be in the South before you’re considered a Southerner?’ The 
answer was ten years. . . . It’s said that to be a native one has to be either 
born, or reborn, in a state. I consider that I’ve been reborn in Louisiana” 
(Fontaine, 1962, p. 61).
 Lonely in the beginning, for she knew no one in Baton Rouge when 
she arrived, Culver spent her ﬁ rst Thanksgiving Day in Louisiana working at 
the Library Commission (Culver, 1925, November 26). During a particularly 
low moment in 1932, she “felt life wasn’t worth while to go on & would have 
taken [the] train for anywhere” (Culver, 1932, September 17). Nevertheless, 
she persevered. Judging by the many cultural and social events she attended 
and by the 300 greeting cards she received on the occasion of her ninetieth 
birthday (Stephenson, 1973), however, Culver eventually formed several 
wide circles of friends with whom she spent her scarce leisure hours (Taylor, 
1962, p. 62). Many of those friends were library advocates and colleagues to 
whom she was fondly known as “Miss Essae.” They enjoyed cocktails at one 
another’s homes, dining in restaurants, football games (Culver avidly sup-
ported LSU), theater, concerts, and movies (Culver, 1946, April 20; Culver, 
1945, October 14; Culver, 1932, January 6–8; Culver, 1948, August 16).
 Shirley K. Stephenson, a professor of library science at LSU, recalled 
that Culver’s “compelling personality” contributed to her eventual success 
by serving “as a motivating force in engaging the interests of people and 
cultivating friends in all walks of life. She challenged persons in various 
business and professional activities to devote themselves to community 
projects designed to improve individuals and to enrich the pattern of life 
in this region” (Stephenson, 1973). Others saw Culver as a dynamic leader 
who possessed “innate poise and [a] gracious manner,” strength, courage, 
“an enviable zest for living” (Stephenson, 1973), determination, and “a 
vigor of purpose” (Fontaine, 1962, pp. 59–60). Gifted with “administrative 
genius, political acumen, and a measureless capacity for sustained effort” 
(Parker, 1959, p. 697), “she has achieved ﬁ rmness without hardness, and if 
there is an iron ﬁ st in that velvet glove (which is very likely considering the 
scrimmages she has been through) it is never discernible” (Currier, 1959, 
p. 36). One Louisiana politician summed it up: “You just don’t mess with 
Miss Essae,” he said. “It ain’t smart” (cited in Currier, 1959, p. 37).
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 On the occasion of Culver’s retirement in 1962, six months before 
her eightieth birthday and three years after she initially declared her wish 
to retire, the Louisiana House of Representatives honored the one-time 
outsider as “one of the state’s most outstanding citizens,” and the Louisi-
ana Library Commission created the position of state librarian emeritus 
for her8 (Miss Culver is honored, 1962). Louisiana had grown to love Miss 
Essae, and she had grown to love it (Taylor, 1962, p. 61). Jefferson Davis 
Parish ﬁ nally established the last parish library in Louisiana in October 
1968, in time for her to see the entire state “Culverized” before her death 
from respiratory failure on January 3, 1973, at the age of ninety (Wright, 
1973, p. 6–A; Stephenson, 1973; Jones, 1968, p. 93).
 When the Louisiana Library Commission commemorated its twentieth 
anniversary, Milton J. Ferguson described the grants to Louisiana as “the 
best [investment] the Carnegie Corporation made in an experiment of 
[this] kind” (Unpublished letter from M. J. Ferguson to E. M. Culver, July 
3, 1945, SLL). Culver deﬂ ected praise for the library’s success, attributing 
it to the people of Louisiana and their response to the idea, while mod-
estly “discount[ing] her own role as merely that of ‘having furnished a 
little leadership’” (Fontaine, 1962, pp. 59–60). When someone proposed 
writing her biography, she spent half an hour “persuad[ing] her it was not 
worth her time” (Culver, 1962a, January 28). She believed that “talkers are 
not doers; and that deeds and not words will provide an opportunity for 
librarians to work together toward the goal of freedom and opportunity to 
read for all the people” (cited in Essae Martha Culver, 1940, p. 214). Her 
protests notwithstanding, Culver was what Louisiana needed in 1925. It is 
difﬁ cult to imagine what the library map of the state would look like if she 
had used the return half of her roundtrip ticket.
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Notes
1. Essae M. Culver’s unusual ﬁ rst name was pronounced like the word “essay” or the letters 
“S. A.” According to her longtime colleague and friend Vivian Cazayoux, she was creatively 
named after a relative, probably an uncle, named Sam; the sound of her ﬁ rst name, coupled 
with the initial letter of her middle name, spelled SAM (V. Cazayoux, personal commu-
nication, September 25, 2003). This is lent credence by a letter from a young grandniece 
addressed “Dear Aunt S.A.” (Unpublished letter from N. Tyler to E. M. Culver, April 22, 
1953, Louisiana Collection, State Library of Louisiana, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. [hereafter 
cited in notes and text as SLL]).
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2. In 1931 Culver entertained the possibility of earning a master’s degree at Louisiana State 
University. Hoping to apply toward it some of the credits she earned in 1907–8 at the New 
York State Library School, she requested a transcript of her record and was informed that 
she “did not complete the entire year’s work and did not receive the certiﬁ cate” (Unpub-
lished letter from E. M. Sanderson to E. M. Culver, October 5, 1931, SLL). She replied 
that when she left library school she was unaware that she had left any course incomplete 
but later learned that she lacked one credit in bibliography (Unpublished letter from E. 
M. Culver to E. M. Sanderson, October 30, 1931, SLL). Culver never pursued the master’s 
degree.
3. These libraries were located in the towns of Shreveport, Lake Charles, Jennings, and 
Alexandria (Louisiana Library Commission, 1926, p. 13). In addition, approximately ten 
women’s clubs sponsored some sort of book collection, but these were not organized 
under the provisions of the library law. Most required users to pay a small membership 
fee (Louisiana Library Commission, 1931, p. 18).
4. Especially in rural areas, the parish, which corresponds to the county in other states, is the 
most important political subdivision in Louisiana because it serves as the administrative 
unit for many state functions (Avant, 1972, p. 44). Parish governments exercise more than 
ﬁ fty different functions and powers, among which are ﬁ re protection, road and bridge 
construction and maintenance, drainage, sewerage, recreation and parks, health units 
and hospitals, parish prison construction and maintenance, road lighting and marking, 
and many water works. They also house and maintain the courts and the ofﬁ ces of the 
assessor, coroner, clerk of court, district attorney, registrar of voters, and sheriff. In addi-
tion, parish governments promote economic development and tourism, regulate various 
business activities, and administer state and federal programs on the parish level (Police 
Jury Association, 1999).
5. In forty-six of Louisiana’s sixty-four parishes, elected ofﬁ cials such as the sheriff share 
authority with the police jury, which administers the general government of the parish 
in the manner of the county board of commissioners elsewhere. This system “vests both 
legislative and administrative functions in the same persons. The jury performs the legis-
lative functions of enacting ordinances, establishing programs and setting policy. It also 
is an administrative body in that it is involved in preparing the budget, hiring and ﬁ ring 
personnel, spending funds, negotiating contracts and in general, directing the activities 
under its supervision. Police juries centralize administrative responsibilities to some ex-
tent in various ways, but generally have no provisions for a strong chief executive ofﬁ cer” 
(Police Jury Association, 1999).
6. James Oliver Modisette (1881–1942), a Jennings attorney and civic leader, served on the 
Louisiana Library Commission for sixteen years (1926–42), the last ﬁ fteen as chairman. 
Modisette advocated the availability of books for everyone and was much involved with 
library extension, notably the provision of state and government assistance and the legal 
framework within which library development might occur, and he generously contributed 
his legal expertise and political experience in support of libraries. In addition to his service 
on the commission, Modisette served as president of the Louisiana Library Association, 
which remembers him with an award named in his honor; as treasurer of the Southwestern 
Library Association; and on committees and boards of the American Library Association, 
which recognized his work posthumously with the ALA Citation of Trustees. Modisette’s 
business card contained, in addition to the customary data, the statement “Interested in 
Public Libraries” (Morton, 1962, p. 5; Conrad, 1988, I:573).
7. The failure of the Vermilion demonstration could not be attributed to lack of interest, for, 
“from the point of view of service rendered, volumes circulated, and number of people 
beneﬁ ted by the service, no one could question its success.” A second demonstration, 
strengthened with a larger staff, a larger quantity of books, and a bookmobile staffed 
with French-speaking personnel, opened in 1941. Voters supported its continuation by a 
substantial majority the following year (Harris, 1952, pp. 67–82, esp. pp. 69–70).
8. Culver’s honors had been accumulating for years. In her long career, she served as president 
of the Louisiana Library Association (1928/29), which in 1964 instituted a distinguished 
service award named for her; the League of Library Commissions (1931/33); and the 
Southwestern Library Association (1936/38). She was the seventh woman—the ﬁ rst from 
a southern state—elected president of the American Library Association (1940/41), which 
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in 1959 presented her with the Joseph W. Lippincott Award for distinguished librarian-
ship. In 1954 Pomona College, her alma mater, awarded Culver an honorary doctor of 
letters (Richardson, 1954, p. 131; Dawson, 2003, p. 61), and ﬁ ve years later LSU conferred 
a second honorary doctorate. In both cases she was the ﬁ rst woman to be thus honored. 
The citation from LSU noted that Culver had shaped the Louisiana State Library into an 
institution “equaled by few in the nation and surpassed by none” and that her “inﬂ uence 
on Louisiana libraries has been all pervasive” (Citation, 1959, p. 106).
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Cornelia Marvin and Mary Frances Isom: 
Leaders of Oregon’s Library Movement
Cheryl Gunselman
Abstract
Free public libraries, and “modern” library methods, arrived late in the 
Paciﬁ c Northwest. Two individuals were particularly inﬂ uential in the in-
troduction, growth, and professionalization of library service in the state of 
Oregon: Cornelia Marvin (later Pierce), of the Oregon Library Commission 
and the Oregon State Library (1905–28), and Mary Frances Isom of the 
Library Association of Portland (1901–20). This article will explore their 
relationship as leaders and colleagues during the early years of public library 
service in Oregon. Isom and Marvin frequently consulted one another on 
professional and personal questions, supporting each other as senior lead-
ers of their institutions and as women in positions of power. Often working 
together, Isom and Marvin promoted tax-supported libraries throughout 
Oregon and the advantages of stafﬁ ng them with formally trained librar-
ians. Between them, they established the foundations for community and 
government support for libraries in the state. They contributed to creating 
a professional support system for librarians in the region as cofounders 
of the Paciﬁ c Northwest Library Association and were also active in the 
American Library Association. Their publications, reports, and surviving 
correspondence provide evidence of their extensive mutual support, opin-
ions, actions, and decisions, as well as their professional development dur-
ing their years as Oregon colleagues.
To my thinking, a great librarian must have a clear head, a strong hand, 
and, above all, a great heart. He must have a head as clear as the master 
in diplomacy; a hand as strong as he who quells the raging mob or leads 
great armies on to victory; and a heart as great as he who, to save oth-
Cheryl Gunselman, Manuscripts Librarian, Manuscripts, Archives, and Special Collections, 
Washington State Library, P.O. Box 645610, Pullman, WA 99164–5610
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ers, will, if need be, lay down his life. Such shall be the greatest among 
librarians; and, when I look into the future, I am inclined to think that 
most of the men who will achieve this greatness will be women.
—Melvil Dewey, 1899
In this statement equating librarians with heroes, Melvil Dewey looked 
forward from 1899 and observed that in the future most of the “great librar-
ians” would be women. Certainly women were already very well represented 
in the profession, many of them with formal training from America’s newly 
established library schools. Librarians trained at Dewey’s New York school 
,and other schools formed shortly afterward, shared a common body of 
knowledge, common principles, and a collegial connection to each other. 
Having received their formal credentials, these librarians went to work 
throughout the nation, contributing to the “missionary phase” of the free 
public library, one of America’s most enduring public institutions.
 In the states of the Paciﬁ c Northwest in the earliest years of the twenti-
eth century, free public libraries were still scarce, although they had become 
common farther east. Oregon in 1903 boasted 3 free public libraries; by 
contrast, Massachusetts had 206 (U.S. Bureau of Education, 1909, p. 30). 
A member of the Library Association of Portland board explained that the 
late development of free libraries was a result of the understandable need 
for communities to focus ﬁ rst on essential services: “Light and water and 
the other necessities of municipal life demand their attention and money; 
they wish the best public schools they can afford, so that they are not without 
excuse in allowing the comparative luxury of libraries to wait” (Brewster, 
1905, p. 785). As popular support for libraries began to take hold, librar-
ians with formal professional preparation were increasingly drawn to the 
Paciﬁ c Northwest region, which they perceived to be a wide-open ﬁ eld. 
The advantages to a community of hiring a “trained librarian” began to be 
recognized, and since the Paciﬁ c Northwest had no library schools until 
1911 when a program was established at the University of Washington, the 
pioneer librarians of the Paciﬁ c Northwest were trained in the schools of 
the East and Midwest. They were nearly all female and unmarried.
 Mary Frances Isom and Cornelia Marvin were key ﬁ gures in the devel-
opment phase of Oregon’s public libraries, inﬂ uencing and implementing 
public policies that made these institutions possible. Isom headed Oregon’s 
most important library, beginning in 1902 when it opened to the public, 
ﬁ rst serving the city of Portland and then all of Multnomah County; Marvin 
led Oregon’s ﬁ rst state library commission, established in 1905, and she 
worked quickly to extend library services to the rest of the state’s popula-
tion through the establishment of city and county libraries and through the 
traveling libraries and direct mail-order service made available through her 
agency. These two women were at the top of Oregon’s library hierarchy and
were extremely inﬂ uential in determining what public libraries in the state 
would be and who Oregon’s librarians would be. Enough reliable evidence 
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has survived to permit a critical summary of their professional activities 
and achievements and to support the application of the “pioneer” label to 
both.1 Along with a small group of their peers from the same generation, 
both women were model librarians of the time: well-trained, highly com-
petent, intelligent, and conﬁ dent, with a mastery of the tools they needed 
to establish and operate libraries. Both possessed personal qualities that 
were considered highly desirable for female leaders of this period, although 
today they might be dismissed as antiquated, sexist, and elitist. These were 
enumerated by historian Joanne Passet as “breeding, social skills, feminine 
virtues, and physical appearance” (Passet, 1991b, p. 217).
Examining Two Lives
Mary Frances Isom (1865–1920)
Several authors have previously written about Isom. Along with Marvin, 
she was among four pioneer librarians featured by Passet in Cultural Cru-
saders (1994, pp. 135–149). She has been the subject of two biographical 
articles (Van Horne, 1959; Kingsbury, 1975) and is represented in several 
reference works;2 she is also one of the three librarians featured in Oregon 
historian Dorothy Johansen’s The Library and the Liberal Tradition (1959).
Published histories of the Library Association of Portland (LAP) include 
information about her role as an important leader of a cultural institution 
with a long history of service to Portland’s elite, as it was transformed into a 
tax-supported free public institution (Brewster, 1938; Anderson, 1964; Ritz, 
2000; Gunselman, 2001, 2002). All of these works have been built upon a 
somewhat sparse and fragmented documentary record. Along with the cor-
respondence mentioned in note 1, evidence of Isom’s career may be found 
in the minutes of the LAP board; other sources of information are local 
newspapers, which often included coverage of library affairs and activities, 
memorial tributes which appeared after her death, and an interview with 
Marvin (Pierce, 1956).
 Most of the details of Isom’s early years have not been preserved; very 
little record remains of her life prior to her enrollment at the Pratt Institute 
library school. We know that she was born in Nashville, Tennessee, in 1865, 
to army surgeon Dr. John Franklin Isom and Frances A. (Walter) Isom. She 
appears to have been their only child. Her family was from Cleveland, and 
they returned there after the Civil War. She spent one year at Wellesley but 
interrupted her college education to return to Cleveland, where she served 
as “hostess and companion for her father” (Kingsbury, 1978, p. 261). When 
Dr. Isom died in 1899, Isom, then in her thirties, enrolled in the library 
program at Pratt at the urging of her childhood friend, Pratt faculty mem-
ber Josephine Adams Rathbone. She spent two years there, completing the 
optional second year “historical course,” and began seeking a position.
 Isom’s ascent to the top position in the Library Association of Portland, 
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a private subscription library, was remarkably rapid and occurred at a criti-
cal time for the institution. She was hired very shortly after completing her 
work at the Pratt Institute library school in 1901 to catalog a large collec-
tion of books that had been bequeathed to the LAP in 1900 by Portland 
merchant John Wilson. Wilson had attached a signiﬁ cant condition to his 
bequest: if the directors of the LAP wished to accept this gift of approxi-
mately 9,000 volumes, they had to agree to make the books accessible, free 
of charge, to the public. Isom began the process of cataloging the books 
as the directors were making their ﬁ nal decision about how their private 
institution would go about making the collection freely available. In a re-
markably rapid series of events between September 1900 and March 1902, 
the state of Oregon passed its ﬁ rst legislation authorizing tax levies for the 
support of free public libraries; the directors of the LAP agreed to make 
their library free; and Isom replaced Davis P. Leach, the head librarian, to 
preside over the LAP’s transformation into Oregon’s ﬁ rst tax-supported 
public library. Under her supervision, the use of the library skyrocketed; 
the number of library users grew from 803 dues-paying members in 1901 
to 12,233 registered public users in 1903. Statistics also reﬂ ect use of the 
library building, a large structure in downtown Portland built by the LAP 
in 1893: attendance rose from 56,750 in 1901 to 228,918 in 1903 (see table 
1). Isom and her staff apparently accommodated the changes very well, and 
the LAP continued to grow rapidly.
 At the time of her promotion she was thirty-seven, unmarried, and 
ﬁ nancially secure, having inherited the estate of her parents. For the rest 
of her life Isom lived in Portland, intentionally choosing to devote herself 
to her career. In her correspondence she occasionally joked about mat-
Table 1. Selected Statistics, Library Association of Portland, 1901-2000
 1901 1903 1913 1919 2000a
Portland 90,426  207,214 258,288
 population (1900)c  (1910)b (1920)b 
Multnomah County 103,157  266,116 316,114 645,950
 population (1900)b
Members/
 registered users 803d 12,233e 70,510 107,949 444,187
Attendance 56,750 228,918 N/A N/A 3,992,300
Circulation 50,351 146,329 1,168,825 1,470,861 12,152,743
Collection (volumes) 38,692 40,113 (est.) 169,842 294,000 1,739,059
Branches none none 5 16 15
Unless otherwise speciﬁ ed, statistics are from Library Association of Portland (1900-1920).
a All 2000 data from Public Library Data Service, 2001.
b Bureau of Municipal Research and Service, 1958.
c Population for 1900. (Bureau of Municipal Research and Service, 1958.)
d 347 regular members, 456 student members.
e Anderson, 1964, p. 40.
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rimony, but in general she appeared content with her choice to remain 
unmarried. She maintained a busy social and volunteer schedule: at the 
time of her death, she was a member of the Oregon Civic League, the 
Consumer’s League, the Professional Women’s League, the Art Museum, 
the Drama League, the Evening Star Grange, the British Benevolent Society 
of Oregon, and a director of the Social Workers’ Association of Oregon 
and the Audubon Society (Library Association of Portland, 1920, p. 4).
 Isom’s domestic life was privileged and full. In 1910 she adopted a 
young girl, Berenice Langton, the daughter of impoverished friends. They 
lived very comfortably with the help of their live-in domestic employee, 
Inga, who served as maid, cook, and housekeeper—a kind of support that 
undoubtedly gave Isom a great deal of freedom from the day-to-day do-
mestic chores that often demanded so much of women’s time and energy 
during this period. Her dependence on Inga is occasionally revealed in 
her letters; in 1909 she wrote to Marvin that “Inga is away on her vacation 
and will not be home until September 1st; we are taking our meals out 
and hating it” (Unpublished letter from M. F. Isom to C. Marvin, August 
20, 1909. Records of the Oregon State Library, 89A-35, Box 54. Oregon 
State Archives). Marvin, whose own meals were prepared over the years by 
boarding house proprietresses, restaurants, and hired cooks, sympathized. 
Isom maintained two homes: in addition to her Portland house, she also 
built a beach house on the Oregon coast, a cottage called Spindrift, which 
was designed by A. E. Doyle, the same architect who worked with Isom on 
the design for the library’s 1913 central building.3 In contrast with their 
counterparts today, both women from time to time took extended vacations 
or leaves of absence, periods of several months where they were free of their 
administrative responsibilities. Isom would spend time at Spindrift or travel. 
She also volunteered: during World War I she served for several months in 
“camp libraries” in France as part of the American Library Association’s 
(ALA) wartime library service. Marvin took long trips abroad and was also 
active in the ALA wartime services during World War I.
 Mary Frances Isom died at home, from cancer, in 1920; her friend 
Cornelia Marvin was probably with her at the end of her life, according to 
a letter written by one of her coworkers: “Miss Marvin has been called to 
Portland on account of the serious illness of Miss Isom whom you will be 
sorry to know cannot live but a few days more” (Unpublished letter from 
M. McPhearson to J. B. Kaiser, April 15, 1920. Records of the Oregon State 
Library, 89A-35, Box 37. Oregon State Archives). Among the beneﬁ ciaries 
of her will were the LAP, to establish a pension fund for library employees, 
and her adopted daughter Berenice, who received the bulk of her estate.
Cornelia Marvin Pierce (1873–1957)
As with Isom, there are various published sources of biographical in-
formation for Marvin. She is the subject of a feature article and an under-
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graduate thesis (Brisley, 1968, 1966), as well as entries in several reference 
works (Passet, 2000; Mickey, 1978). Along with Isom and Ida Kidder, she 
is featured in The Library and the Liberal Tradition ( Johansen, 1959). Many 
years after her retirement, she herself wrote an article in which she reﬂ ected 
upon her career and accomplishments (Pierce, 1955).
 Cornelia Marvin was born in 1873 in Monticello, Iowa, the second 
of ﬁ ve children. Her parents were Charles Elwell Marvin and Cornelia 
Moody Marvin, a businessman and a homemaker. At least some portions 
of her childhood appear to have been tumultuous; her family moved to 
Tacoma, Washington, when she was in her teens, and her mother died there 
of tuberculosis in 1892. One of Marvin’s biographers mentions that the 
children were sent to boarding schools or to live with relatives around this 
time, and her father appears to have been struggling ﬁ nancially with his 
business (Brisley, 1968, p. 125). She moved to Chicago in 1893, where she 
took a position as a “mother’s helper” and attended courses at the University 
of Chicago. In 1894 she became one of Katharine Sharp’s students at the 
newly established Armour Institute library school, and Sharp engaged her 
as a teacher after she graduated. She left the school when it relocated in 
1897 from Chicago to Urbana. Sharp, one of the most important pioneers 
in library education, had been one of Melvil Dewey’s closest protégés; she 
remained an important professional contact for Marvin throughout her 
career.
 During Marvin’s time as an instructor at Armour, she and her sister 
Mabel, who was then a student at the library school, came into contact with 
the well-known reformers Jane Addams and Florence Kelley:
One of the most interesting and rewarding experiences of my Armour 
days was the establishment and carrying forward of the “home libraries” 
in the Chicago stock yards district. I told the famous founder, P. D. Ar-
mour, of my plans and dreams for taking good books to the children in 
those homes and he told me to go ahead, he would furnish the money. 
I worked with Miss Mary McDowell, well known head of the stock yards 
settlement house. I took one of the home centers, and my sister and 
other library students volunteered for services in other centers. This 
brought me into touch with Jane Addams and Hull House. I also fre-
quently met Florence Kelley, famous as liberator through legislation 
of laboring women and children. (Pierce, 1955, p. 6)
After leaving Armour, Marvin engaged in various areas of library work, or-
ganizing collections at academic libraries, acting as librarian of the Scoville 
Institute in Oak Park, Illinois, and then making a transition to state library 
commission work in Wisconsin. Marvin’s interest in politics was nurtured 
during her time at the commission, where she worked with prominent 
pioneer librarians Frank Avery Hutchins and Lutie Eugenia Stearns. In 
Wisconsin Marvin quickly replaced Sharp as head of the commission’s 
summer library school. This summer school was one of her most important 
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responsibilities, and it eventually became the library school of the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin. In Oregon she continued her work as a library educator, 
working with Isom to offer summer training schools for Oregon librarians; 
they also tried unsuccessfully for several years to obtain Carnegie funding 
for a permanent library school in Oregon.
 Marvin found her work at the Wisconsin State Library Commission 
rewarding, and she enjoyed the opportunity to work with colleagues she 
considered great librarians (Marvin, 1925a). Still, when Isom approached 
her in 1905 looking for recommendations for candidates for the secretary of 
the newly formed Oregon State Library Commission, it did not take Marvin 
long to indicate her own interest in the job. It would mean a cut in pay and 
starting a whole new enterprise from scratch—but she wrote Isom to put 
her name forward and was quickly offered the position. Her expression of 
interest is typical of her writing, showing her conﬁ dence in her own value, 
perhaps even to the point of arrogance: “I do not wish to apply but will let 
you know as soon as I hear from you whether I could accept it if offered. 
For many reasons I should like to be there” (Unpublished letter from C. 
Marvin to M. F. Isom, April 29, 1905. Records of the Oregon State Library, 
89A-35, Box 54. Oregon State Archives). She followed this statement with a 
litany of questions for Isom about library conditions in Oregon, apologizing 
for the “catechism” as she tried to gather enough information to be sure 
the move would be a good decision.
 It is not clear whether Isom was genuinely surprised when, instead of 
providing a list of likely candidates, Marvin herself seemed interested in 
the position; she may have been being coy when she wrote “My dear Miss 
Marvin, Your telegram quite took me off my feet, the idea that you could 
possibly consider the position for yourself never once occurred to me” 
(Unpublished letter from M. F. Isom to C. Marvin, April 28, 1905. Records 
of the Oregon State Library, 89A-35, Box 54. Oregon State Archives). Other 
factors may have been the presence of some of her family in the Paciﬁ c 
Northwest and the attraction of once again assuming the role of a pioneer; 
Passet observed that Marvin’s relocation was at least partly motivated by her 
desire to be involved once again in the beginning phase of library work: 
“She enjoyed many elements of her work at the Wisconsin Free Library 
Commission, but nonetheless had grown restless and discontented as the 
missionary phase began to be replaced by bureaucracy and politics” (Passet, 
1994, p. 81).
 Marvin eventually left her position in Oregon for a reason common 
among women in librarianship: marriage. Although at ﬁ fty-ﬁ ve she was 
considerably older than most new brides, she followed custom and resigned. 
She married Walter M. Pierce, former governor of Oregon and a future 
member of Congress. Her personal and political partnership with Pierce, 
as detailed by other authors and illustrated in surviving correspondence 
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and personal papers, is a fascinating part of her life; it lasted from 1928 
until Walter Pierce’s death in 1954 (Bone, 1981).
 Marvin is an excellent example from the library profession of a Pro-
gressive Era reform activist. As mentioned above, she was brieﬂ y involved 
with Chicago’s settlement houses in the 1890s, a well-known example of 
Progressive Era reform, in a project to establish “home libraries.” She was 
politically engaged long before she was able to vote and made a major 
impact through her work on behalf of public libraries. But we should also 
consider another of her reform interests, particularly striking since it falls 
far outside of what we would consider to be “progressive” today. In 1955, 
nearing the end of her life, Marvin reﬂ ected on her career and her civic 
accomplishments. She revealed her strong sympathy with the eugenics 
movement and its most determined and powerful advocate in Oregon, 
Dr. Bethenia Owens-Adair: “I believe my most important work outside of 
the Library was the backing I was able to give Dr. Owens-Adair in her long 
ﬁ ght for legislation in making possible sterilization of the unﬁ t. That bill 
was signed by Governor Walter Pierce. I also assisted in the preparation 
of her autobiography” (Pierce, 1955). For readers who ﬁ nd it perplexing 
that individuals labeled “progressive” would promote causes such as invol-
untary sterilization, this seeming paradox is discussed in many histories of 
this period. In one recent article, historian Mark Largent explained that 
“[Owens-Adair] and many other social and political leaders in Oregon 
believed that eugenic sterilization and marriage laws could improve the 
quality of the state’s citizenry by preventing ‘unwise marriages’ and their 
subsequent offspring” (Largent, 2002, p. 193).
 In her writing, Marvin indicated that she believed this issue was related 
to her position as Oregon State Librarian. Concerned about what she per-
ceived as the misallocation of resources in favor of the “unﬁ t” (rather than 
the “ﬁ t” or perhaps the “ﬁ ttest,” pressing the social Darwinian language 
further), in 1921 she wrote: “there are just two things to be done to relieve 
the terrible burden of the tax-payers. The ﬁ rst is the income tax. The other 
is to put a stop to the terrible increase of the unﬁ t. In about a quarter of a 
century, with our humanitarian bills, as they are, we shall be doing noth-
ing but raising money to support the unﬁ t, and we shall not have a decent 
citizenship at that” (as cited in Brisley, 1966, p. 31). Marvin was primarily 
concerned with persuading the legislature and Oregon’s citizens to provide 
adequate ﬁ nancial resources for the delivery of library services to Orego-
nians. Framing her arguments about allocation of resources in Darwinian 
language may very well have made them more persuasive. It was a common 
way of thinking about society during this time. Richard Hofstadter noted 
that “Accompanied by a ﬂ ood of valuable genetic research carried on by 
physicians and biologists, eugenics seemed not so much a social philosophy 
as a science; but in the minds of most of its advocates it had serious conse-
quences for social thought” (Hofstadter, 1959, p. 161). This phenomenon 
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of simultaneously promoting such different causes as free public libraries 
and eugenic sterilization provides some of the most interesting questions 
for interpreting the activities of progressive reformers.
 As she prepared for retirement upon her marriage in 1928, Marvin took 
advantage of the occasion to articulate her vision for the future of public 
libraries. It is clear from this statement that she felt that the library as a 
public educational institution was not rising to its full potential for social 
good because it was not being given proper support from government:
The library is a great constructive force. Its trustees and those of other 
educational institutions must soon face the issue and decide whether 
the major expenditures and activities of the state shall be concerned 
chieﬂ y with the provision for the defective and delinquent, supplement-
ed by such material beneﬁ ts as good roads, or whether the educational 
privileges now given only to youth congregated in a few places, shall 
be state-wide and open to old and young, poor and rich, people of all 
kinds, performing useful tasks in all occupations, citizens all, participat-
ing in the privileges made possible through cooperation in the political 
life of the state. (Oregon State Library, 1915–29, p. 6)
Marvin had viewed Oregon as a missionary ﬁ eld, upon which she could 
place her own personal stamp, systematically introducing her own version 
of the best standards and practices. Passet suggested that this was common 
among pioneering librarians: “Cornelia Marvin, along with countless oth-
ers, viewed the West as a tabula rasa, where she could exercise professional 
and personal autonomy” (Passet, 1994, p. 151). Her commitment to work 
for the improvement of society only increased when she left librarianship 
upon her marriage. Johansen describes her transition from state librarian to 
political spouse: “Cornelia surrendered the library in 1929, to carry Walter 
Pierce into a larger political arena and to broader issues of reforming and 
remaking society toward the goal of what in her earlier days had been called 
‘rational democracy’” ( Johansen, 1959, p. 16; see also Bone, 1981).
 At the end of her life she bequeathed most of her estate to Reed 
College, a private Portland liberal arts institution, giving approximately 
$300,000 to support “maintaining salaries and if necessary books, for in-
struction in the ﬁ elds of American history, government and institutions, 
history of American foreign affairs and related subjects necessary for the 
preparation of young people for the public service of state or nation and 
to create an interest in governmental affairs” ( Johansen, 1957, p. 1). This 
gift still supports a Cornelia Marvin Pierce chair in American history and 
institutions at Reed.
Progressive Era Conditions for Libraries
The overall climate of progressive reform in the United States in the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries contributed to the establish-
ment of public institutions such as free schools, land-grant colleges, and free 
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libraries. There was great social support and popular momentum for these 
institutions, which were intended to function as agencies of opportunity, 
providing individuals with tools for economic and social upward mobility 
and shaping a nation of good citizens. Describing government’s evolving 
role in society, Hildenbrand stated that “Progressivism linked large-scale 
government intervention, necessary to deal with the new conditions, to an 
old tradition, individual opportunity” (Hildenbrand, 1985, pp. 185–186). 
Popular ideas about human capabilities, especially those informed by “sci-
entiﬁ c” ideas such as social Darwinism, contributed to building political 
and popular support for the large public investment required to establish 
these agencies.
 Librarianship was a profession that appealed to Progressives, including 
Isom and Marvin. Historian Robert Crunden noted that “They [Progressives] 
groped toward new professions such as social work, journalism, academia, 
the law, and politics. In each of these careers, they could become preach-
ers urging oral reform on institutions as well as on individuals” (Crunden, 
1982, p. ix). Librarianship shares many common qualities with the other 
professions named here. To be successful in their endeavors, librarians 
and other reform-oriented professionals needed a combination of convic-
tion and skills, along with personal qualities arising from class—birth and 
upbringing—or professional and social “polish” developed through their 
education and individual efforts. Self-assurance and conﬁ dence enabled 
them to gather and deploy resources, to form crucial alliances in their local 
communities and beyond, and to recognize and effectively capitalize on 
opportunities.
 The tax-supported library, open and free to all, began as the embodi-
ment of an American progressive ideal: the informed citizen as the founda-
tion for effective democratic self-government. The American library move-
ment of the Progressive Era attracted individuals who worked together to 
persuade state and local governments all across the country to fund free 
libraries. One of the primary arguments offered by these advocates for 
levying taxes to fund free libraries was the need for informed citizens to 
exercise the franchise. In Arsenals of a Democratic Culture, Sidney Ditzion 
examined the American public library movement, and observed that the 
library was a populist institution: “The free library was to be an intellectual 
and literary common where the humblest and the highest would meet on 
equal terms just as they did at the polls” (Ditzion, 1947, p. 60). Two other 
major arguments were the beneﬁ ts to individuals and society of institu-
tions to support continuing adult education and to provide “wholesome” 
entertainment. In Oregon these arguments generated political action and 
momentum beginning about 1900, and Isom and Marvin were the central 
ﬁ gures as the state’s public libraries began to be developed.
 A free public library, with a building funded through taxation or the 
gifts of Andrew Carnegie or other philanthropists, provided a public space 
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especially for the purpose of reading and thinking, with a collection of 
materials for research, for current awareness, and for recreation. In ex-
amining the impact of these libraries, and the motives and activities of 
librarians and library boards, some historians have noted that, in addition 
to its educational mission, the public library also served as a tool for social 
control. Christine Jenkins, among others,4 has observed that historians are 
not necessarily in agreement regarding the social beneﬁ t of public libraries: 
“The mission articulated for the American public library in the earliest years 
of the profession—to uplift, educate, and improve native and immigrant 
working-class citizens—has been viewed by historians as both progressive 
and an effort at social control” ( Jenkins, 1996, p. 223).
 Nevertheless, social instability, in various forms and with various causes, 
was a major concern for most Americans at this time. In many professions, 
including librarianship, contributing to the stability of society was consid-
ered an important duty. For example, during the Progressive Era, it was 
common for librarians to consider the Americanization of immigrants to 
be a part of their mission. Lee has noted how “Libraries in the principal 
cities—New York, Brooklyn, Chicago, Detroit, and Seattle—assisted in the 
Americanization of the vast number of immigrants entering this country 
between 1900 and 1915. These libraries provided the newly arrived alien 
with the best literature of his own country as well as readable books about 
America, its institutions, customs, and ideals.” (Lee, 1966, p. 41).
 Another activity that was sometimes controversial and necessarily car-
ried with it notions of social control was selecting (and rejecting) books 
in order to create collections suitable for the use of the community. The 
role of ﬁ ction, particularly popular or pulp ﬁ ction, was an enduring topic 
of debate. Should public funds be used to acquire such material? And was 
it good professional practice for a librarian to make it available (Carrier, 
1985; Garrison, 1979)? Both Isom and Marvin believed this was an impor-
tant moral responsibility of a public librarian, particularly with regard to 
children’s literature. Neither was hesitant in exercising professional pre-
rogative to remove books they thought unworthy or potentially harmful. 
Oregon historian Dorothy Johansen related a childhood memory of Isom 
purging a small library of this material: “She had among her other capacities 
inﬁ nite mercy and compassion but she had also a high and splendid anger. 
As a child I saw it in action when she swept the shelves of a village library 
clean of Horatio Alger books, the only books for children in the place—and 
to her, the just cause in itself for her Olympian wrath” ( Johansen, 1959, 
pp. 10–11).
 While continuing to acquire and circulate ﬁ ction they judged to be 
suitable, Marvin and Isom were careful to be prepared with arguments and 
explanations if their judgments were questioned—more often for acquir-
ing ﬁ ction than for excluding it. For example, in 1909 Marvin articulated 
the proper role of this material in the tax-supported public libraries of 
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Oregon: “Another function of the free library is to furnish the best form of 
wholesome recreation, books of ﬁ ction and travel” (Oregon Library Com-
mission, 1907–1913, p. 27). This function of the library depended upon 
the authority and expertise of the professional librarian to make carefully 
reasoned, appropriate judgments; this professional mediation between the 
universe of literature and the reader was central to good practice in service 
to public library users.5 But Marvin could just as easily take the antiﬁ ction 
side of the debate, and during World War I, when public funds were se-
verely constrained, she advocated a national moratorium on the purchase 
of ﬁ ction (Marvin, 1917, 1918).
 In Cultural Crusaders Passet identiﬁ ed Marvin and Isom as belonging 
to this context of progressivist reform; of Marvin she observed that “Like 
many of the Progressive Era social reformers, Marvin believed that librar-
ies had the power to eradicate ignorance, foster good government, and 
create responsible, intelligent citizens” (Passet, 1994, p. 81). In a broader 
discussion of early western librarians, Passet stated that “Daughters of the 
Progressive Era, and products of a middle-class milieu, the ﬁ rst profession-
ally trained librarians in the West shared a vision of the library as a powerful 
educational agency that could preserve democracy and eradicate social ills” 
(Passet, 1994, p. 151; see also Maack, 1996, and Passet, 1991a).
 In Oregon progressive reform activities played out against a political 
background where an elite, moneyed “ruling class” retained a great deal 
of control over municipal politics in Portland, while at the same time a tre-
mendous populist idea of direct democracy took hold.6 In his book about 
Portland’s “radical middle class,” historian Robert Johnston discusses the 
complexities of these politics and notes that “at the 1902 election, Orego-
nians made their state the ﬁ rst in the union to adopt a fully functioning 
initiative and referendum law by the overwhelming vote of 62,024 to 5,668” 
( Johnston, 2003, p. 123). With the passage of this legislation, the dynam-
ics of Oregon politics became very complicated: a powerful, wealthy elite 
centered in Portland was accustomed to exercising a great deal of control 
over affairs in Oregon, and the population at large had just empowered 
itself to inﬂ uence policy and public priorities at the grassroots level. Marvin, 
who was tremendously interested in politics, was intrigued by the possibili-
ties and challenges generated by these forces. Both Marvin and Isom were 
challenged by the need to work effectively with the wealthy and powerful, 
and also to appeal to the population at large, in order to advance the de-
velopment of Oregon’s free public libraries.
Achievements
Isom had quick and major success, moving into a leadership role at 
a crucial time in Oregon’s library movement. Even though she was newly 
graduated from library school and her professional experience was limited, 
she was clearly suited by temperament and personal experience to assume 
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leadership and be effective. Marvin’s experience was broader and deeper, 
and once in Oregon she was able to build on the momentum Isom had cre-
ated to extend Portland’s early success quickly to other parts of the state. 
Their early correspondence shows that Isom was tremendously inﬂ uential in 
tempting Marvin to consider and seek the pioneering position of Oregon’s 
ﬁ rst state library commission secretary, even though she was well-established 
elsewhere, enjoying successful and more lucrative work with Wisconsin’s state 
commission. Considering this somewhat perplexing relocation, library his-
torian Laurel Grotzinger identiﬁ ed Isom as a key factor in Marvin’s move:
Her commitment to library expansion was eventually carried to the West 
Coast. In Oregon, during the ﬁ rst decade of the new century, a young 
Pratt library school graduate [Isom] was hard at work in an attempt to 
develop a public library system similar to that found in Wisconsin and 
New York. Mary F. Isom was able to entice Cornelia Marvin away from 
her Wisconsin home to help in her efforts. (Grotzinger, 1994, p. 21)
Describing library conditions in Oregon in 1905 to members of the ALA, 
who had gathered in Portland for their annual meeting, Isom explained 
that there was as yet little “library history” in the state. All of the important 
developments had been recent: “If you are investigating the history of the 
library movement of the state, there is no digging in dusty archives, no poring 
over musty records; you seek your information from the man who drew the 
bill, the woman who bought the book, the trustee who ﬁ rst threw open the 
rusty doors” (Isom, 1905, p. 279). Only ﬁ fteen years later, Marvin eulogized 
Isom in similar language, describing her contribution to the establishment 
of free libraries in Portland and Multnomah County and beyond: “To re-
late the story of Miss Isom’s connection with the libraries of Oregon, is to 
give the whole history of library development in the state, as she was the 
founder of all our library institutions and associations” (Library Association 
of Portland, 1920, p. 7). This statement is not as hyperbolic as it may seem. 
Even though she had been in Oregon only four years when she addressed 
the ALA in 1905, Isom had already been present for the major develop-
ments in the state’s library movement. Oregon’s ﬁ rst library law permitting 
taxation at the local level for free public libraries had been passed in 1901, 
as she was beginning her work at the LAP. The timing and language of the 
law were directly related to the circumstances of the LAP, whose directors 
had agreed to make the library free in order to accept the Wilson bequest 
and required tax support to make this possible. The Wilson bequest was the 
catalyst for Oregon to change from a state with no free libraries to a state 
with the necessary conditions for a public library system: enabling legisla-
tion, popular support, and momentum for the rapid establishment of library 
service, ﬁ rst in the Portland area and then throughout the state. The board 
of the LAP had discussed the question of making their library free many 
times since it was founded in 1864, but until the Wilson gift there was not 
sufﬁ cient support for this radical change.
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1905 was a particularly busy and fruitful year for Isom. She persuaded 
the ALA to accept an invitation to hold their annual meeting in Portland 
that year, while the “Lewis and Clark Centennial and American Paciﬁ c Ex-
position and Oriental Fair” was underway. Until that time, the only other 
West Coast city to have hosted the ALA annual meeting was San Francisco, 
in 1891. She was in her fourth year heading the LAP and in addition was 
inﬂ uential in achieving the passage of legislation establishing a state library 
commission for Oregon and in attracting Marvin to become its ﬁ rst secre-
tary. Isom had used the power of her position, and her credibility as head 
of Oregon’s most important library, to act as an advocate for the extension 
of library services to the rest of the state through the establishment of such 
an agency. Even in her very ﬁ rst annual report as head librarian of the 
LAP, in the midst of recounting the events and accomplishments of that 
institution’s critical and hectic ﬁ rst year as a free public library, she made 
the effort to explain the function of a state library commission and argue 
that Oregon needed one:
In our country the people are the state and the majesty and the dignity 
and the worth of the state will be according to the degree of intelli-
gence, morality and general enlightenment possessed by the people. 
It is not the province of this library [the LAP] to undertake such state 
work, our lines are drawn for us within which we must develop, but 
is it not ﬁ tting as the only free library in the state we should use our 
inﬂ uence to bring about such an organization, properly equipped, 
with a trained library organizer at its head, whose work should be to 
encourage libraries already started, to establish new ones and to answer 
fully the many demands which come to this library which we must often 
neglect in part, or refuse entirely because our hands are tied. (Library 
Association of Portland, 1900–1920, pp. 13–14)
Isom had been a librarian for only two years when she wrote this report. 
She had already completely transformed the LAP, introducing standards 
and best practices, from the catalog cards available from the Library of 
Congress to a well-developed scheme for salaries of library employees. Un-
der her leadership the LAP was growing into a large institution with highly 
differentiated departments, services, and a system of branches serving about 
one-third of Oregon’s population. She was eager for a strong colleague to 
tackle the challenge of developing free libraries for the rest of the state.
 Marvin’s main responsibility as leader of the Oregon State Library Com-
mission was to help and advise public and school libraries in Oregon com-
munities outside of Multnomah County. To give an idea of the magnitude 
of this task, she and “library organizers” on her staff made about 340 visits 
to Oregon communities between 1905 and 1916 (Oregon State Library, 
n.d.). She pushed her goals beyond the explicit mandate for her agency, 
extending direct service from the State Library to Oregonians whose com-
munities were without libraries. She had been hired as a trained expert, 
and her success gave her a large degree of autonomy in determining the 
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strategy and activities of the agency. Her formal biennial reports to the 
legislature provided her with a platform to package her account of the 
commission’s activities with exhortations to the legislature to give more 
ﬁ nancial support. Her frustration with appropriations she considered in-
adequate occasionally appeared in her correspondence with Isom: “I am 
feeling a little more hopeful about the possibilities of doing something in 
this benighted state, but for a few days after the close of the legislature it 
seemed to me quite useless to attempt anything that would really count for 
good” (Unpublished letter from C. Marvin to M. F. Isom, March 5, 1909. 
Records of the Oregon State Library, 89A-35, Box 54. Oregon State Ar-
chives). Statistics of the commission’s activities provide empirical evidence 
of the work accomplished with these insufﬁ cient resources (see table 2), 
and letters from individual patrons offer powerful anecdotal evidence of the 
impact of the services Marvin developed. Demonstrating the importance of 
both qualitative and quantitative evidence of library effectiveness even in 
the early twentieth century, she explained why certain statistical informa-
tion was needed, along with patron comments, to measure the value of the 
State Library:
The time of report-making is, to the public servant, the time of search-
ing the records for those signiﬁ cant facts and ﬁ gures which will best 
convey to the public served, some deﬁ nite conception of the impor-
tance and extent of the work being done by the institution created by 
the public for its own beneﬁ t, and administered by a person highly 
privileged in being entrusted with a portion of the public welfare ser-
vice, and, to a small extent, with the expenditure of the public funds. 
(Oregon State Library, 1915–1929, p. 5)
In her 1925 report, Marvin provided statistics reﬂ ecting the magni-
tude of her accomplishments as the leader of the state’s library agency. 
She recorded 220,156 volumes in the State Library and 18,133 individual 
Table 2. Selected Statistics, Oregon Library Commission and Oregon State Library
 1901 1906 1910 1920 1928
Oregon populationa 414,000 (1900) 673,000 783,000 954,000 (1930)
Oregon public librariesb 0 5 24 60 82
Traveling librariesc 0 45 103 200 706
Circulation (biennium) 0 6,700d 45,238 155,581 276,855
Collection (volumes) 0 2,579e 12,095 179,619 271,306
Staff 0 1 4 12 25
Unless otherwise speciﬁ ed, statistics are from the biennial reports of the Oregon Library Commis-
sion (1907-1913) and Oregon State Library (1915-1929).
a U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1975, p. 33.
b Tax-supported free libraries.
c There were 50-60 books in each collection. (Oregon Library Commission, 1907, p. 11.)
d Estimated. From Oregon Library Commission ﬁ rst biennial report, covering May 1905–October 
1906.
e Traveling library volumes.
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borrowers directly utilizing the collections of the State Library. Elsewhere, 
she noted that of Oregon’s communities, only 3 out of 198 incorporated 
cities, with a total population of 178 people, had not received service from 
the State Library (Marvin, 1925b, p. 442). But she also wished to alert her 
constituency to the dangers of relying too heavily on statistics to measure 
value, a familiar concept to librarians wrestling with the challenges of as-
sessing the performance of today’s libraries. In 1921 she wrote:
The reports of librarians so generally consist of tables of statistics that 
the public may be justiﬁ ed in assuming that the value of a library may 
be measured by ﬁ gures. Books are dangerous and powerful, as well as 
helpful and inspiring. The modern tendency in library work has been 
to emphasize the utilitarian value of books and libraries, and their 
usefulness in helping men in their occupations and professions, mak-
ing it possible for them to overcome the disadvantages resulting from 
lack of education in colleges and technical schools. But, aside from 
this service of books in the ordinary affairs of life, where competition is 
keen, there is still to be felt their great inspirational purpose and their 
recreational possibilities. . . .It is the privilege of the librarian to bring 
books and people together, to ﬁ nd the books of value and power, and 
to put them into the hands of the people who need them, but can not, 
unaided, ﬁ nd them, and possibly can not afford to buy them. (Oregon 
State Library, 1915–1929, p. 5)
In her ﬁ nal ofﬁ cial report to the legislature, Marvin noted: “It has been my 
delight and my great and happy privilege to do real library pioneering in 
this pioneer state” (Oregon State Library, 1915–1929, p. 3). In her summary 
of library conditions in Oregon as she retired, she provided statistics about 
the scale of activities of the State Library: a collection of 271,306 books for 
circulation, plus periodicals and government documents; 706 traveling 
libraries; and 29,816 patrons to whom the State Library provided direct 
mail-order service. The extent of public library growth in Oregon’s towns 
and counties was another measure of her contribution: in 1928 there were 
82 independent public libraries, compared with a mere handful when she 
began her work in 1905.
 In addition to their on-the-job achievements, Isom and Marvin also 
contributed to the development of the profession of librarianship. They 
recognized that for librarians to be successful, particularly when their pro-
fession was new, they needed the support and society of other librarians. 
Both women were actively involved in national and local library organiza-
tions. They participated in ALA, serving in various capacities; both were 
of sufﬁ cient professional stature at the national level to be approached as 
possible candidates for the ALA presidency (both declined). They were also 
among the founders of the Paciﬁ c Northwest Library Association (PNLA) 
in 1909. Isom’s enthusiasm about the newly formed PNLA is illustrated in 
a 1910 letter to an Oregon colleague: “I am anxious that every living library 
mortal in the State of Oregon should belong to the Paciﬁ c North West Li-
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brary Association. If you will send me the addresses of librarians, I will see 
what missionary work I can do” (Unpublished letter from M. F. Isom to R. 
M. Wright, July 14, 1910. Records of the Oregon State Library, 89A-35, Box 
54. Oregon State Archives). Both Isom and Marvin served as presidents of 
the PNLA, and they remained active in the association throughout their 
careers.
Friendship and Mutual Support
Isom and Marvin are the focus of this study not only because they were 
Oregon’s most important early librarians but also because of their long-
standing practice of mutual support. They formed a formidable partnership 
and were particularly inﬂ uential in the placement of librarians in many of 
Oregon’s newly formed public libraries, constantly conferring and making 
recommendations. At the beginning of their work in the Paciﬁ c Northwest 
these two women had few professional peers in the region, but they were 
well connected in the developing national web of power in the profession 
through their library schools and their widening network of connections 
through professional associations. Grotzinger said of Marvin that her “so-
cial and paper network was immense. She worked with the legislature at 
regional and national levels, with national and state library associations, 
as well as with a variety of community organizations” (Grotzinger, 1994, p. 
21). Isom’s professional network is not as well documented, but sufﬁ cient 
evidence remains to conﬁ rm that she was able to participate fully in, beneﬁ t 
from, and contribute to the “invisible, indestructible network” of powerful 
library women, part of a web of “hierarchical, horizontal, social, and com-
munication networks that permeated the turn-of-the-century library world” 
(Grotzinger, 1994, p. 7).
 In their correspondence, these women nearly always addressed each 
other formally, as “My dear Miss Isom” and “My dear Miss Marvin,” and 
signed their full names. Often their letters were typed by their secretaries, 
but they frequently added handwritten personal notes. At the end of a 
memo about arrangements for a temporary librarian, Isom showed how 
comfortable she was addressing Marvin in a very familiar, even teasing, 
tone. Marvin was planning a long trip abroad: “What a crazy girl to plan 
such a trip. If you want a sea voyage why don’t you go to Japan and China 
and India. Fancy taking four months out of a short life to look at a wave.” 
(Unpublished letter from M. F. Isom to C. Marvin, August 23, 1909. Records 
of the Oregon State Library, 89A-35, Box 54. Oregon State Archives). She 
often hosted Marvin and other close friends at her home for holidays, as 
well as business trips to Portland, and they sometimes traveled together for 
business and pleasure.
 As soon as Marvin agreed to accept the position with the Oregon com-
mission, Isom went to work to give her personal and professional support. 
She obtained letters of introduction and fretted about properly “launch-
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ing” her in Oregon society; she helped her ﬁ nd suitable housing; and 
she helped Marvin feel at home on the commission, where their fellow 
commissioners were some of the most important people in the state: the 
governor, the superintendent of public instruction, the president of the 
state university, and a citizen appointee. They chatted and gossiped, but 
most frequently they consulted one another on difﬁ cult business matters, 
reviewed report drafts for each other, and gave honest, direct advice and 
comments—sometimes receiving testy replies. At conferences, they would 
stand in for one another to make presentations and to interview candidates 
for library positions. They developed a deep mutual understanding and 
sympathy, reducing the sense of isolation that can accompany a top execu-
tive position.
 In considering the impact of their work, it is useful to think of Isom and 
Marvin as pioneers, individuals who were active at the beginning of some-
thing, and also as sustainers, individuals who engaged in the longer-term 
activity of building on an established foundation, adapting, and adjusting to 
changing conditions and demands over time. This was a key to their impact: 
the foundation for the state’s libraries was solidly established during their 
careers. The long duration of their tenure distinguishes them from some 
other library pioneers whose greatest contributions were to set in motion 
events that others carried through. Discussing this distinction for a wide 
range of American progressive reform activities, Crunden pointed out that 
“Given the revivalistic way in which many progressive reforms came into 
existence, it was perhaps only natural that there should be something of 
a moral hangover after the preacher left town and the new converts had 
to go about the duller business of daily living” (Crunden, 1982, p. 197). 
The most objective, tangible evidence of the impact of Isom and Marvin 
is the state of public libraries in Oregon as they concluded their careers, 
contrasted with the circumstances they confronted when they assumed 
leadership of Oregon’s most important library organizations.
 From the very beginning of their work in Oregon both women beneﬁ t-
ed from personal access to members of the state’s social, political, and eco-
nomic elite. They stood somewhat alone as top administrators of Oregon’s 
major library institutions and were accountable directly to their controlling 
boards. In order to be successful they needed to be self-possessed and 
persuasive as well as highly competent. As women, they were attempting 
something relatively new, with few role models; this, too, is often part of the 
pioneer’s reality. Salome Cutler Fairchild discussed the small numbers of 
women in top library positions at this time: “It is evidently believed by men 
holding such positions and probably by trustees holding the appointing 
power, that women are not in the present stage of civilization ﬁ tted to hold 
such positions” (Fairchild, 1904, p. 161). After listing what were perceived 
to be disadvantages of hiring women in senior positions, Fairchild made 
an observation that may explain Isom and Marvin’s success in attaining top 
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positions: “In many cases men stating certain disadvantages of women as a 
class have recognized that exceptional women are not only free from them 
but positively excel in the opposite direction” (Fairchild, 1904, p. 161).
 In a time when it had become more socially acceptable for middle-class 
women to have professional careers, Marvin and (particularly) Isom used 
their social status and “breeding” to help establish themselves in their very 
senior administrative positions. This helped them to gain quick accep-
tance by inﬂ uential and powerful individuals in local society and politics, 
by virtue of their solid middle-class family backgrounds and their status as 
professionals. These relationships provided them with access to sources of 
political and ﬁ nancial power. Their credentials as outstanding graduates of 
two of the earliest library schools gave them credibility in the marketplace 
and access to some of the most inﬂ uential individuals at the national level 
in American librarianship. An extensive network of library school alumnae 
operated behind the scenes to match librarians with positions in libraries 
all across the country, including Oregon. The surviving documentation of 
Marvin and Isom’s work is ﬁ lled with examples of the power of these con-
nections.
Conclusion
For ﬁ fteen years as colleagues in Oregon, Isom and Marvin respected 
and advised one another. They shared challenges as senior leaders of their 
institutions, as public servants, and as women in positions of power. They 
promoted tax-supported libraries throughout the state of Oregon and ad-
vocated stafﬁ ng these new libraries with formally trained librarians. Both 
were determined to introduce good standards and practices in Oregon li-
braries, an important emphasis of their own library training. They operated 
summer programs for library workers without formal training; they were 
inﬂ uential in recruiting and placing library school graduates in Oregon 
libraries; and they created and sustained initiatives to extend free library 
service to rural areas. They helped establish a formal professional support 
system for librarians in the region by participating in the founding of the 
PNLA. Both had moved West across the continent, carrying with them 
highly specialized skills, missionary zeal, and leadership qualities. They 
considered themselves servants of the public as they applied their abilities 
to crafting the foundations of free public libraries in the state of Oregon.
 Marvin and Isom possessed social “polish” and professionalism along 
with missionary zeal. These characteristics enabled them to inﬂ uence the 
wealthy and politically powerful elite to support their mission and their 
methods to establish libraries and provide them with public funding. As 
with other progressive reformers of their time, they were motivated by the 
ideal of improving society by creating opportunities for individuals to im-
prove themselves using the resources of the free library. Their ideas about 
social improvement also sometimes led them to support causes we might 
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label “social engineering” today, such as eugenic sterilization. Inﬂ uential 
advocates for what they believed to be the greater social good, they enjoyed 
the social and ﬁ nancial advantages of the American middle class, and they 
used the power of their positions to advance the moral and political values 
of that class, particularly the ideal of empowering the individual to prosper 
and succeed to the maximum of his or her potential.
 They assumed moral as well as administrative authority over their in-
stitutions, and the personnel, collections, and services of Oregon’s most 
important libraries reﬂ ected their moral values and their moral certainty. 
However their motives are judged, the accomplishments of both women 
grew directly from the courage of their convictions—they believed. Each 
generation of librarians has its true believers and its polarizing issues, and 
regardless of our personal sympathies it is not always easy to tolerate a 
zealot. Johansen described Marvin and Isom as “liberals, ﬁ ghting liberals” 
and observed that “We do not take kindly to enthusiasm, to the crusader, to 
the man or woman of action, whether with the padded glove kindliness of 
an Ida Kidder or the hard-clenched ﬁ st of Cornelia Marvin or the smiling 
ﬁ rmness of Mary Frances Isom” ( Johansen, 1959, pp. 21–22). Still, without 
the inexhaustible energy of the true believer, how can enormous challenges 
such as the creation of a statewide public library system be met? Isom and 
Marvin could certainly be direct, even strident, and Marvin in particular 
could be relentless in wearing down opposition or rallying the apathetic. 
But both also displayed skill and sophistication in their pioneering work, 
and it is because of their accomplishments that Oregon moved very rapidly 
from having no free public libraries to having both a model county library 
system centered in urban Portland and a model agency in Salem offering 
services statewide. These complementary systems grew directly from the 
efforts of these two librarians, who worked cooperatively and energetically 
supported one another.
 Hofstadter stated that “One of the primary tests of the mood of a so-
ciety at any given time is whether its comfortable people tend to identify, 
psychologically, with the power and achievements of the very successful 
or with the needs of the underprivileged. In a large and striking measure 
the Progressive agitations turned the human sympathies of the people 
downward rather than upward in the social scale” (Hofstadter, 1985, pp. 
241–242). Isom and Marvin were representative of their profession in di-
recting their efforts toward the members of society they believed were most 
in need of the resources and services of the public library. It is important 
to recognize that there was a moral foundation underlying their work, as 
there was with other progressive reforms. Crunden said of Jane Addams that 
“The foundations of Hull-House were laid in one woman’s moral revulsion 
against privileged uselessness” (Crunden, 1982, p. 19). While not necessarily 
wealthy enough to enjoy lives of “privileged uselessness,” Marvin and Isom 
did not pursue library work out of ﬁ nancial necessity but by choice, because 
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they wanted to help make American society better. In Oregon they trans-
formed tax dollars into cherished public services and set in place systems 
and practices that encouraged continuing library progress in the state after 
their own careers were over. Both took to heart the motto of the Library 
Association of Portland, “Illumino” (I give light), and of the Oregon State 
Library, “The best reading for the greatest number at the least cost.”
 Giants did walk the earth a century ago, and perhaps they still do. Isom 
and Marvin belonged to a generation that has been described as the “Era 
of Crowned Heads” and “a period of pioneers and giants” (Van Horne, 
1959, p. 415; Holley, 1976, p. 185). These giants are complex human be-
ings whose accomplishments outlive them, for good or ill. If there are 
lessons for the present in their stories, perhaps the most important is to 
ﬁ nd an appropriate role in professional practice for personal conviction, 
conscience, and moral authority. Moral absolutism and extremism can be 
hazardous to the judgment of posterity as careers and contributions are 
evaluated. Many of the activities of librarians even today might be inter-
preted as social engineering, or social control. For example: do librarians 
guide access, or do they censor? Should they try to protect patrons from 
material that may harm them, or is that no longer a proper role for the 
custodians of our cherished institutions, America’s free public libraries? In 
the “missionary” period, when librarians were pioneers, these would have 
been simpler questions.
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Notes
1. The challenges associated with conducting biographical research on early, inﬂ uential 
women librarians has been discussed by several library historians, including Mary Niles-
Maack (Maack 1982) and Laurel Grotzinger (1983). According to Niles-Maack, “The loss 
of personal papers is an endemic problem for the library historian. . . . Too often the 
ofﬁ cial correspondence, the annual reports, the speech left with the library’s records, 
and the published articles or books are all that remain to piece together an account of 
a spirited, eventful life” (Maack, 1982, p. 177). While her other correspondence is lost, 
Isom’s correspondence with Marvin is preserved in the records of the Oregon State Li-
brary, housed at the Oregon State Archives. It spans sixteen years and covers a myriad 
of professional and personal topics. Only a few other Isom letters have been found and 
these were all in the board room of the Multnomah County Library. In contrast, much of 
Marvin’s correspondence survives, providing a richer record of her professional activities. 
There was also at one time a collection of her personal papers, housed at the Oregon 
State Library. These provided the basis for biographical works by Melissa Brisley during 
the 1960s and 1970s (Brisley, 1966, 1968; Mickey 1978). Many of these papers were lost 
during a transfer from the State Library to the University of Oregon in the 1970s (L. Long, 
personal communication, September 4, 2003). Only fragments survive, most notably as 
quotations inscribed in Brisley’s works. What remains is included in the manuscripts col-
lection of the University of Oregon (as part of the Walter M. Pierce Papers). There are 
also a few of Marvin’s papers in the archives of Reed College. A partial box listing of the 
former Cornelia Marvin Pierce Papers, dated 1965, and other material related to Reed 
College scholars’ use of these papers when they were still at the Oregon State Library, are 
included in the Cornelia Marvin Pierce Collection, Special Collections and Archives, Eric 
V. Hauser Memorial Library, Reed College. Despite the loss of many personal papers, Isom 
and Marvin’s ofﬁ cial correspondence offers useful information about their relationship 
because it often blended the personal with the professional.
2. Van Horne based his article largely upon personal communications with former librarians 
of the LAP who had worked with Isom; his queries and their responses have been preserved 
in the ﬁ les of the Oregon Community Foundation. For examples of articles about Isom 
in biographical reference works, see Pipes (1932), Kingsbury (1978), and Dane (2000).
3. Spindrift is still standing and is on the National Register of Historic Places. See Gunselman, 
2004. The 1913 central building of the library also still stands. It was renovated during 
the 1990s and still serves as the Central Library for Multnomah County. One architectural 
historian describes it as “Portland’s Crown Jewel” (Ritz, 2000).
4. Michael Harris in particular has argued for a more critical, and less congratulatory, ap-
proach to public library historiography—a revisionist approach (Harris, 1973, 1975, 1978a, 
1978b; see also Garrison, 1975). Other historians have responded, encouraging balanced 
analysis (Dain, 1975, 1978, 1994; Hildenbrand, 1985; Maack, 1982). Recently, Davis and 
Aho (2001) presented several possible future directions for this branch of history.
5. For an in-depth discussion of the professionalization of librarianship, see Wiegand 
(1986).
6. See MacColl (1976, 1988) for helpful historical analysis of politics and the Portland estab-
lishment.
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National Planning for Public Library Service: 
The Work and Ideas of Lionel McColvin
Alistair Black
Abstract
Lionel McColvin (1896–1976) is regarded as one of the most inﬂ uential 
ﬁ gures in the history of British librarianship. In the speciﬁ c context of 150 
years of public librarianship in Britain, his reputation as a visionary inﬂ uence 
is second only to that of the nineteenth-century pioneer Edward Edwards, 
while in the twentieth century his reputation is unsurpassed. McColvin was 
the major voice in the mid-twentieth-century movement to reconstruct 
and modernize public libraries. He is best known as author of The Public 
Library System of Great Britain: A Report on Its Present Condition with Propos-
als for Post-war Reorganization, published in 1942 at a moment of intense 
wartime efforts to assemble plans for social and economic reconstruction. 
The “McColvin Report,” as it came to be termed, was a landmark in the 
struggle to de-Victorianize the public library, not least by emphasizing the 
institution’s universalism and its function as a national, not just a civic, 
agency. This article brieﬂ y describes McColvin’s notable contribution to 
twentieth-century librarianship, resulting from his work as a public librar-
ian, as a leading ﬁ gure in the Library Association, and as an inﬂ uential 
player in the international library movement. The article’s core aim is to 
offer a critical appraisal of McColvin’s vision for public libraries by placing 
it in the context of the project to build a better postwar world. This project 
was deﬁ ned by the conceptualization and development of a welfare state 
in Britain, the underlying values of which can be seen to correspond to 
McColvin’s national plan for a rejuvenated public library system. McColvin 
drew on the spirit of the time to produce a plan for public libraries that was 
shot through with social idealism and commitment and with a conﬁ dence 
in the need for intervention by the state—values that perhaps provide 
Alistair Black, Professor of Library and Information History, School of Information Manage-
ment, Leeds Metropolitan University, Leeds, LS6 3QS, United Kingdom
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lessons for current and future library and information policymakers and 
professionals.
“One of the best known of all librarians”1: 
McColvin the Hero
 If the nineteenth-century world of British public librarianship belonged 
to Edward Edwards, the powerhouse behind the inaugural Public Libraries 
Act of 1850, that of the twentieth century was dominated by Lionel Mc-
Colvin, author of the seminal survey The Public Library System of Great Brit-
ain: A Report on Its Present Condition with Proposals for Post-War Reorganization
(1942)—the McColvin Report, as it came to be termed (McColvin, 1942b, 
abbreviated in textual references hereafter to MR).2 Unlike a number of 
other library leaders who have been the subject of biographical monographs 
(Gobolt and Munford, 1983; Miller, 1967; Munford, 1963; Munford, 1968; 
Munford and Fry, 1966), coverage of McColvin’s life has been restricted 
to short biographical sketches and to interpretations of particular themes 
(for example, Collison, 1968; Gardner, 1968; Jefcoate, 1999; Kerslake, 2001; 
McColvin, K. R., 1968; Vollans, 1968b; Whiteman, 1986 and 1967). The 
nearest thing to a full biography that has been produced is the festschrift 
edited by Robert Vollans, McColvin’s former colleague at Westminster City 
Libraries, seven years after McColvin retired (Vollans, 1968a).
 Assessments of McColvin’s professional life and contribution have in-
variably been glowing and congratulatory. Immediately after his death, 
McColvin was assessed as “truly a Colossus of librarianship,” the author 
of his obituary in the Library Association Record arguing that “it is difﬁ cult 
to think of any aspect of librarianship in his time in which McColvin did 
not play a leading and often decisive part” (Harrison, 1976, p. 88 ). Such 
was his standing in the profession that during his life he became known, 
colloquially, as “Mr. Public Libraries” (Vollans, 1968b, p. 17). The library 
historian William Munford viewed McColvin as “the outstanding librarian of 
his generation and one of the greatest ﬁ gures produced by public libraries 
since 1850” (1951, p. 54), and this was a decade before McColvin had even 
retired. On the matter of the McColvin Report, Munford was equally gener-
ous, calling it “the most devastating and . . . perhaps the most inﬂ uential” 
of all public library inquiries (1951, p. 51). “It is unlikely,” he continued 
“that the full inﬂ uence of the report, direct and indirect, can be felt in the 
lifetime of any who ﬁ rst read it in 1942” (p. 51).
 Given such eulogistic assessments of McColvin’s career and the signiﬁ -
cance of the McColvin Report, it is perhaps timely to examine his career 
and especially the Report more critically by attempting to place them in 
the context of their times and to assess them from the historical perspective 
that the passage of time allows. Such an approach might help suggest to 
others the importance of undertaking the fuller, more complete biographi-
cal study that McColvin deserves.
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 The historical context of the McColvin Report is the climate of opti-
mistic wartime debate concerning arrangements for a better postwar world. 
It was in the cauldron of heated anticipation of an improved, more just 
society that the McColvin legend was forged. Particularly noteworthy is the 
timing of the McColvin Report. Published just before a major turning point 
in the war and discussed during the ensuing period of increasing optimism 
and purpose, the McColvin Report took on a reputation of almost mythi-
cal proportion, a momentous, “watershed” event in the history of libraries 
and librarianship in Britain and a product of the spirit of renewal that was 
sweeping the country at the time. Irrespective of any criticism it generated 
at the time, it has always carried with it the “feel-good” factor of the age in 
which it was produced. It is one of the purposes of this article to describe 
and explain that “feel-good” factor, in keeping with the need to encourage 
cool and critical appraisals of the heroic myth that McColvin has become 
in the minds of many librarians and library historians.
McColvin’s Life and Career
 The son of a portrait and ﬁ gure painter, Lionel Roy McColvin was born 
on November 30, 1896, in Newcastle-upon-Tyne into a middle-class family 
of modest means. In 1901 the family moved south to London, eventually 
settling in the southern suburb of Croydon, where the young McColvin 
won a scholarship to secondary school.
 During his ﬁ fty-year career in librarianship, McColvin rendered dis-
tinguished service, man and boy, to a number of public library authorities. 
Having served a ten-year “apprenticeship” at Croydon Public Library, which 
he joined at the age of ﬁ fteen, McColvin went north to Wigan in 1921, armed 
with his recently achieved Library Association professional certiﬁ cate, to 
take up the post of deputy librarian, with chief responsibility for reference 
services. In 1924 he ﬁ nally obtained the position of chief librarian, at Ipswich. 
Here he virtually “re-created the library service,” establishing a new central 
library and developing extension activities in music and drama (Vollans, 
1968b, p. 16). In 1931 he returned to London as Hampstead’s chief. Finally, 
in 1938 McColvin was appointed to the top job at Westminster, where he 
was to remain until his retirement, brought on by ill health, in 1961.
 McColvin was consistently active in promoting libraries and librarian-
ship in print. His interests were varied—ranging from music librarianship 
and work with children, to book selection and library extension work (Mc-
Colvin, 1924, 1925, 1927, 1952, 1957; McColvin and Reeves, 1937–38).3 On 
more than one occasion he took the opportunity to promote the library 
cause on radio and television, beginning with a broadcast on the BBC on 
January 7, 1936, on the subject of “The Public Library Service” (Vollans, 
1968b, p. 20).
 McColvin served the Library Association, in various capacities, through-
out almost the entire span of his career as a chief librarian. He worked 
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tirelessly to improve the status of librarianship and the standards of service 
received by the public, efforts that were rewarded by a CBE in 1951.4 Elected 
to the Library Association Council in 1925 (on which he remained until 
1961), between 1934 and 1951 McColvin served as honorary secretary. He 
was the association’s president in 1952 and was made an honorary fellow 
in 1961. Between 1941 and 1945 he edited the Library Association Record.
 McColvin also became a well-known ﬁ gure in the international library 
ﬁ eld. His international work began in 1936, with a three-month investigative 
tour of libraries in the United States, the results of which were contained 
in the Library Association’s A Survey of Libraries, published two years later 
(McColvin, 1938). It was only after 1945, however, that he grew into a truly 
international library ﬁ gure. In 1946–47 he undertook an extensive tour of 
Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, the Middle East, and the United States, 
and throughout the 1950s he made numerous visits to a variety of European 
countries. These visits, and the evidence of library purpose and practice 
he came across, were recounted in his authoritative book The Chance to 
Read (McColvin, 1956). In addition, McColvin served on committees in the 
International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA), the International 
Federation for Information (FID), and UNESCO.
McColvin’s Personal and Professional Philosophy
McColvin successfully combined deep-rooted, philosophical beliefs 
about the value of librarianship with a capacity to plan and bring about 
concrete change. As one of his colleagues remarked, he was “a practical 
man, not a dreamer” (Gardner, 1968, p. 109). His philosophy of public 
librarianship was formed by three tenets. First, the library service existed 
“to serve—to give without question, favour or limitation. It is an instrument 
for the promotion of all or any of the activities of its readers.” Second, the 
public library had to be “catholic and all embracing”—in selecting materials 
and prioritizing services, as all libraries must do in the absence of inﬁ nite 
resources, “this must always be in accord with the value of the service to 
the individuals requiring them.” Third, libraries should be “free in every 
sense”—“universally available regardless of a man’s resources, but free also 
in the sense that they offer sanctuary to all facets of opinion and all aspects 
of knowledge” (MR, pp. 4–5).
 McColvin often stressed the human side of librarianship. It was the 
job of librarians “to help people become whole, active, individual person-
alities.” Librarians could do this because, contrary to the stereotype, they 
were people orientated: “librarians are versatile and adaptable people—not 
half so unbusinesslike and retiring as many had one time regarded them.” 
Librarians could also bring people together and teach tolerance by further-
ing the interchange of ideas and experience between nations and cultures: 
“We can . . . render a vital service to civilisation by circulating, each of us 
in our own country, those books which will tell us about the people who 
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live in other countries, their thoughts, conditions, aspirations and their 
essential oneness with all other peoples” (McColvin, 1942a, pp. 91–92).
 The written word, McColvin believed, was “the most adaptable, most 
easily accepted means by which man can make the widest and most appro-
priate contacts with the ideas and knowledge of other men” (1956, p. 10). 
These beliefs echoed and revived the raw idealism of the nineteenth-cen-
tury library movement and linked tightly to the ideals of universalism and 
egalitarianism that underpinned the evolution of a welfare state in Britain 
during and immediately after the Second World War. He was ever keen to 
promote these ideals: “today we have reached the stage when we advocate 
universal library provision, not merely because the masses have the right to 
equality of opportunity in respect of access to knowledge but also because 
we ﬁ rmly believe that mankind will not be able to exercise wisely their rights 
and powers unless they do indeed enjoy such access” (McColvin, 1961, p. 
v, emphasis added).
 Regarding his personal politics, his loyalties are difﬁ cult to pin down 
ﬁ rmly, but his son, Kenneth, also a public librarian, was happy to describe 
his father as “a socialist (with a small ‘s’)” who ﬁ rmly believed that “a man 
through education and personal endeavour should be individually and 
collectively happy.” He did not see his father, however, as a supporter of 
“command socialism” or of overbearing state control: “He was dedicated 
to free librarianship, to librarianship without governmental, social or moral 
censorship” (McColvin, K. R., 1968, p. 13). Similarly, McColvin himself was 
eager to stress that Britain’s libraries had historically been “on the whole, 
little the concern of the State, but have grown up very much as indepen-
dent, self-governing institutions” (1961, p. v). Yet, as we shall see, this did 
not prevent him from arguing in favor of a much greater role for the state 
in the provision and planning of public library services.
The McColvin Report
 Reacting to a spirit of national reconstruction that demanded that 
plans for a postwar world be put in place as early as possible, in 1941 the 
Library Association asked McColvin, its honorary secretary, to conduct a 
survey of the state of, and prospects for, public libraries. The exigencies of 
war and the urgency of the situation meant that the task of producing an 
extensive yet decisive report was best undertaken by one man rather than 
by committee. It was said that McColvin was the right person for the job 
as he had an “unrivalled knowledge of the conditions of British librarian-
ship” (Unpublished letter from P. Welsford to P. Morris, July 4, 1941. Scot-
tish Record Ofﬁ ce, GD281/13/45), his work on the Library Association’s 
large prewar survey of public libraries having given him the authority to 
undertake further, more extensive research (McColvin, 1938).
 McColvin’s investigations, funded by the Carnegie United Kingdom 
Trust (CUKT), were carried out largely in the second half of 1941, follow-
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ing the circulation of a questionnaire to the nation’s library authorities in 
June.5 He approached his work, in his own words, with a “deep sense of 
responsibility” (MR, p. 198). It was planned that he should spend a total of 
seventy nights away from home, commencing in October 1941, traveling 
the length and breadth of the country visiting libraries of all types, some in 
the remotest of places. In the end, McColvin visited 130 library systems and, 
within these, around 350 service points. The Library Association received 
the Report in early September 1942 and released it on October 15.6
 The Report is a dense and detailed document, but without the structure 
of a modern, ofﬁ cial statement. It is nonetheless well organized, extremely 
readable, and accessible. The tone of the Report was, and remains, com-
pelling. Idealistic, committed, ideological even, the Report in many ways 
resurrected the burning faith in the importance of self-realization through 
the public library that had marked the discourses of the service’s Victorian 
pioneers. The Report’s feel is adventurous, Whiteman describing it’s style 
as “wholly uncompromising, its author taking the risk that his ideas would 
be taken as impracticable, even outrageous” (1986, p. 1).
 The Report was divided into four parts. Part 1, comprising a single 
chapter, delivered a potent philosophical statement on the value of public 
libraries. Part 2, made up of twelve chapters, reported on the condition 
of public libraries at the time. Sandwiched between an opening general 
overview of the availability and organization of the service and a closing 
summary of the problems facing libraries and the factors producing those 
problems, in this part of the Report McColvin addressed a wide range of 
issues: the county library system; the urban library system; stock; work with 
children; buildings, facilities, and methods; stafﬁ ng; ﬁ nance; and coop-
eration. An entire chapter was devoted to the situation in Scotland and 
another to the various functions and departments of the public library: 
reference, lending, local history and extension work, as well as the provision 
of museums and art galleries. Part 3, divided into ﬁ ve chapters, presented 
proposals for the future—McColvin’s grand plan—with emphasis on the 
reorganization of administrative units, the provision of central funding, 
improved cooperation, and better training. The fourth and ﬁ nal part of the 
Report discussed the very special problems and developments associated 
with library services in wartime, especially in relation to citizens evacuated 
from the cities to rural areas and small towns.
 McColvin claimed his report to be realistic: “I have not evaded the 
unpleasant nor sought to magnify it” (MR, p. viii). Consequently, he was 
unable to avoid painting a sorry picture of existing provision: “The out-
standing impression of the library service gained throughout this survey is 
that it is badly organised” (MR, p. 109). Book stocks and stafﬁ ng, he said, 
were often inadequate, and, although there were some “oases in a desert,” 
most libraries survived in poor premises with lamentable facilities (MR, p. 
81). “All libraries should be to all men an opportunity and an inspiration,” 
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he observed, but in Britain, “too many are a disappointment and a failure” 
(MR, p. 195). He described reference provision as “the outstanding failure 
of British librarianship. In only a handful of libraries is it adequately prac-
tised” (MR, p. 63). Most library buildings, said McColvin, were “unsuitable, 
inappropriate, inadequate, expensive and ill-sited,” forcing him to conclude 
that “as a class, libraries are the worst set of buildings to be found in this 
country” (MR, p. 81). One central library he visited was a bitter disappoint-
ment, as it was in a prosperous town and one of the larger libraries in its 
class:
The lending library is a long, dark, cramped room; the non-ﬁ ction 
stock is plentiful and includes much good material but also much that 
is very old, drab and dirty. The “reference library” is an insult to the 
name, upstairs we ﬁ nd an assortment of reading rooms—a big dirty 
newsroom, a place called a “reviews room” (a name clearly intended as 
a tribute to the reading tastes of the more seasoned vagrants, who ﬁ lled 
it to capacity), a “magazine room” devoid of magazines, and another 
at present used by a school. (MR, p. 47)
Such depictions were echoed by other librarians at the time. The Borough 
Librarian of Fleetwood, A. A. C. Hedges, reported that his library was “dy-
ing through lack of attention. . . . Sixty per cent of the ﬁ ction volumes are 
either ﬁ lthy, dirty, imperfect or moribund, and not ﬁ t to be taken into 
people’s homes.”7
 Six main reasons were offered to explain the poor state of the nation’s 
library service:
1. Poorly trained staff
2. Lack of demand for a good library service: bad libraries did not provoke 
reform, they simply generated a bad attitude and apathy toward the 
issue among the public
3. Disinterested local authorities
4. Poor funding
5. The existence of too many inefﬁ cient, small library authorities
6. Lack of coordination between authorities: for example, some ﬁ fty-four 
towns accommodated both an urban municipal library and a county 
library headquarters (MR, pp. 106–112)
The real importance of the Report, however, as the Times Educational Supple-
ment commented at the time, was “not its criticism of the present—though 
that is useful—but its suggestions for the future.”8 The report amounted 
to a detailed blueprint for a new library service. McColvin’s key ingredient 
for fashioning a more efﬁ cient library service was the establishment of a 
national body with responsibility for libraries and with the power to ad-
minister direct grants from the central government. Of equal importance 
in the Report, but much more controversial, was the proposal to reduce 
the existing total of 604 library authorities in the United Kingdom to 93 
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(78 in England, including 9 in London, 9 in Scotland, 5 in Wales, and 1 
for Northern Ireland). Larger authorities, McColvin argued, would deliver 
economies of scale, reduce the damaging distinction between town and 
county, and produce a more efﬁ cient system of interlibrary cooperation. 
The proposed national, central grant-giving body would complement these 
structural changes and instill common high standards across the library 
system.
The McColvin Report in Context
 A primary and obvious context to the McColvin Report is the develop-
ment of public libraries prior to it’s production. The history of the public 
library in the decades before the 1940s has been chronicled and discussed 
at length elsewhere (Black, 2000; Kelly, 1977). It is sufﬁ cient here to say two 
things. First, the interwar years witnessed a slight shift in mentality, which 
the McColvin plan was to accentuate, away from the notion of the public 
library as simply a local, civic institution, toward the notion of a national 
public library system, or a national library grid. Second, this history was 
characterized by a sense of progress, of which there were plenty of examples; 
but this was heavily tinged with a great deal of disappointment that services 
could and should be much better and were being held back by structural 
problems of poor funding, inadequately trained staff, and parochialism. In 
writing his Report, McColvin drew on each of these trends. The detail of 
these trends and other aspects of public library history in the early twenti-
eth century need not delay us here. However, the immediate situation in 
which libraries found themselves as a result of the war does require fuller 
treatment.
Libraries and the War
 During the war, bombing took a heavy toll on book stocks and library 
buildings. In total, between 1939 and 1945 some 50 branch and central 
libraries were destroyed or seriously damaged and around 750,000 books 
lost to enemy action. Books were in short supply, and by the end of 1942 
book prices were 30 percent above their prewar level (Kelly, 1977, p. 327). 
In response to the crisis some libraries mounted salvage campaigns to at-
tract donations from the public and from private collections. Conscription 
decimated the public library’s professional workforce. By 1945 nearly 2,000 
members, or approximately one-third, of the Library Association were serv-
ing in the armed forces.9
 Yet the war generated a number of positive library developments. For 
McColvin, the conﬂ ict had been a constructive force, making libraries more 
important than they had been (MR, p. v). At the start of the war, the Library 
Association forged close links with the Ministry of Information. The minis-
try was anxious to know that “active steps were being taken to alleviate the 
boredom and lack of enthusiasm which a ‘static’ winter [in 1940–41] would 
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doubtless involve” (Unpublished letter from Ministry of Information to A. 
R. Boyle, August 6, 1940. National Archives, INF 1/260); and it acknowl-
edged public libraries as a means of distributing Ministry of Information 
material and providing premises for meetings and display areas for ministry 
posters and other information. Librarians welcomed this type of war service 
and hoped that, by being enthusiastic in agreeing to undertake it, public 
library premises would not be requisitioned indiscriminately for purposes 
that had no informational or cultural dimension and that would prevent 
libraries from going about their normal business. As “experts in indexing 
and ﬁ ling and the maintenance of records,” librarians also presented their 
credentials to the Home Ofﬁ ce as willing candidates for undertaking such 
tasks as food control and national registration.10 McColvin himself served 
as the ofﬁ cer-in-charge of the civil defense Report Centre in Westminster.
 Unlike in the First World War, the government recognized from an early 
stage how public libraries could act as an antidote to psychological stress 
on the home front. In 1940, at the behest of a Ministry of Labour anxious 
to improve the welfare of industrial workers in the interest of production, 
the Board of Education issued a memorandum to library authorities, calling 
their attention to the importance of maintaining and, if possible, extending 
their services.11 The memorandum explained that “The public libraries af-
ford recreation and instruction to vast numbers of readers and, when the 
hours of darkness come and the possibilities of outdoor recreation are less, 
increasing numbers will ﬁ nd in books a relief from the strain of war work 
and war conditions.”12
 In most places, although not everywhere, wartime conditions brought 
with it the boom in reading and library activity that the government had 
hoped for. Book loans soared. The blackouts and air raids produced a minor 
revolution in public library opening hours: earlier opening, reduced half-
day closing, and some Sunday opening. Further ﬂ exibility in the operation 
of services was evident in the availability of extra lending tickets and the 
prolongation of loan periods. The reading boom appeared to maintain 
its momentum throughout the war: “Blitz or no Blitz—the demand for 
books goes up,” trumpeted the Daily Express in 1944.13 The public library 
was believed to have an important role to play in relieving the stresses and 
strains of war. The editor of the Library Association Record wrote in the depths 
of the national crisis of May 1940 that “Books in war time can be a refuge 
into which we make our way to escape the slings and arrows of outrageous 
conﬂ ict . . . a storehouse from which to draw sure knowledge and rich emo-
tion to clarify our minds and strengthen our souls for the tasks to which we 
have set our hand” (Smith, 1940, p. 133).
 McColvin and others in the library movement recognized that the boom 
in reading and in library use provided a fertile soil in which new plans for 
the public library could be planted and, hopefully, grow. Renewed faith 
in the public library’s popularity boosted conﬁ dence in the possibility of 
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further, fundamental advance. After all, if popularity and use could be 
achieved without extra ﬁ nancial investment, as had been the case since 
the start of the war, think what could be done if the service were to receive 
signiﬁ cant new resources?
Reconstruction and the Sense of Renewal
 In explaining that “we ﬁ ght not for a world ﬁ t for heroes but for a world 
ﬁ t for ordinary people to live in freely and fully,” McColvin was reﬂ ecting 
a wider sense of the hope for, and possibility of, renewal that swept the na-
tion, certainly from 1942 onwards (MR, p. v). McColvin was inspired not 
just by the prospect of reconstruction but of reviviﬁ cation also. He urged 
the deployment of “the utmost vision and foresight” if opportunities were 
not to be lost in achieving postwar improvement (MR, p. v).
The crisis that befell Britain in May and June 1940–-as the German army 
swept through France and the Low Countries, forcing the British Army 
to ﬂ ee in disarray from the beaches of Dunkirk—shook the nation out of 
its complacency, invigorating it with purpose and propelling it toward a 
program of social renewal in anticipation of victory. Almost immediately, 
the demand for social reform “sprang up as suddenly as a gust of wind on 
a still day and continued to blow with increasing force” for the rest of the 
war (Addison, 1975, p. 108). Henceforth, the war was to be conducted with 
planning for needs taking priority over the ﬁ nancial correctness demanded 
by the treasury. Social reform became a beneﬁ ciary of the new strategy: for 
example, free or subsidized school milk for children under ﬁ ve and their 
mothers was introduced barely days after the last troops disembarked from 
their cross-Channel retreat in June 1940.14 Irrespective of the practical 
needs to plan postwar arrangements, reconstruction policies were required 
to boost the national spirit to help the war effort: workers at home and 
soldiers on the battleﬁ eld would be less inclined to undertake sacriﬁ ces the 
less chance there was of a better postwar world. Reform, and the planning 
for reconstruction that went with it, was obviously good for the morale of 
the public and the armed forces alike. But it was also based on the need 
to build a (physically and mentally) healthier nation, capable of winning 
the war and generating a future society shorn of the inequality, waste, and 
injustice of the prewar years.
 It is dangerous to over-romanticize the spirit of liberation, collective 
solidarity, and sociopolitical consensus of the war years (Calder, 1992). 
The emergence of a “Dunkirk spirit” and a sense of “equality of sacriﬁ ce” 
is difﬁ cult to deny, however. Libraries thrived on the war’s ideological ﬁ ght 
against authoritarianism and for social and democratic advance. For J. H. 
Wellard , the signiﬁ cance of the public library, which he regarded as having 
come of age in the war, was in its “contribution to the general welfare of 
democracy” (1940, preface); in common with the free church, free school, 
and free press, public libraries were “the instruments of those democratic 
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ideas which Fascism abhors” (p. 196). Voicing a similar ideological fervour, 
the librarian Norman Pugsley declared in a rousing style that
Never were ﬁ rm convictions and clearly envisaged ideals more needed 
than now. The qualities of leadership must show in many or we shall 
fail. . . . We must be sure of what we stand for and stand unshakable 
in our faith in what we know to be our task. . . . Now is the time for a 
fundamental reconsideration of all that librarianship means. We look 
for clear and vigorous statements of belief and policy, searching analyses 
of basic values. (1940, p. 134)
The library world sensed the change of public mood. It was in keeping with 
sentiments of renewal and faith in the righteousness of the struggle against 
totalitarianism that the McColvin Report should be viewed. The grand, 
optimistic view of the social role of libraries, even if overstated, nonetheless 
suited the mood of the times. McColvin wished to promote the idea that 
libraries were “a great instrument and bulwark of democracy”—civiliza-
tion, which Nazi Germany had abandoned, and books being inevitably 
intertwined (MR, pp. 1 & 5). Books and libraries were essential to the “real 
democratic conditions of living”; they were “the tools and the symbols of 
true freedom” (MR, p. 195).
In the face of military retreat, however, it was difﬁ cult to maintain faith 
in the prospects of eventual victory and the realization of social reconstruc-
tion. In 1942, after three years of war, there was still no light to be seen at 
the end of what was becoming a very long tunnel. The year since the start of 
the war with Japan had been a disaster. Although America’s entry into the 
war had boosted the Allied cause immeasurably, this was swiftly followed by 
the fall of Hong Kong on Christmas Day 1941 and the surrender of 80,000 
troops at Singapore in February 1942, the largest defeat in British military 
history. News from North Africa in June 1942, when over 30,000 troops were 
taken into captivity at Tobruk, deepened the nation’s depression. Then, as 
the fourth winter of the war began to bite, a glimmer of hope appeared. 
Battle against the Germans in North Africa was joined at El Alamein on 
October 23, 1942. On November 4 the BBC announced that the German 
Army was in full retreat across Egypt, a victory that prompted Churchill, 
in a speech on November 10, to declare famously that “this is not the end. 
It is not even the beginning of the end. But it is perhaps the end of the 
beginning” (Calder, 1969, p. 305).
 On the home front, too, despair was turned to excited anticipation 
that the war could be won and the peace made good. The famous Bev-
eridge Report, outlining a plan for social security provision to tackle the 
ﬁ ve social evils of want, squalor, idleness, ignorance, and disease, was is-
sued on December 1, 1942 (Beveridge, 1942). The Beveridge Report, and 
other policy initiatives dealing with health, housing, and unemployment, 
were reﬂ ections of a new social solidarity and an increased egalitarianism 
in public attitudes (Pope, 1991, p. 10). They were statements of optimism 
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and purpose concerning the likelihood of a better world once peace came. 
Published at a time of high spirits and increasing social solidarity, at what 
was an important psychological turning point in the war brought about by 
the victory at El Alamein, the Beveridge Report stood as a beacon of hope 
for a better and more just and equal postwar world (Calder, 1969, p. 527). 
It was against this backdrop of hope for social and national renewal that 
the McColvin Report began to be considered in earnest by librarians and 
library planners.15 This is perhaps one of the main reasons why the report 
has achieved such a high status as a groundbreaking document. It was born 
into an environment of intense purpose and yearning for change.
 Expressions of the need for renewal and hope for the future perme-
ate the McColvin Report. They were also reﬂ ected by McColvin in an in-
spirational—Churchillian-like—address, delivered in his absence, to the 
American Library Association in the summer of 1942, when his Report was 
in the ﬁ nal stages of preparation. McColvin explained that the fundamen-
tal reason for the boom in wartime reading, leaving aside practical and 
obvious explanations like the absence of distractions, was that citizens had 
gained “a new and . . . a better sense of values,” as well as “a fresh interest 
in the real things of life.” One critical value people had assimilated dur-
ing the war was that “the struggle for victory was directly linked to a belief 
in the importance of knowledge, in the power and beauty of the written 
word, the achievements of the human mind and imagination, the glories 
of the past and the idea of progress.” Books not only spread knowledge, 
McColvin argued, they also fostered an awareness of others: the people 
knew, he asserted, that “Jerusalem cannot be built if we lack sympathy 
and understanding.” Libraries and librarians of the democracies stood for 
“freedom of thought, for equality of opportunity, for economic and social 
betterment.” To impart these values it was thus important to build a better 
library service. What was needed, he urged, was “a service that can give its 
beneﬁ ts to all men—a truly nation-wide system, efﬁ cient, properly organised 
and co-ordinated, adequately ﬁ nanced, staffed by thoroughly competent 
personnel” (McColvin, 1942a).
Toward a Welfare State
 The national public library system proposed by McColvin reﬂ ected 
wartime aspirations and efforts to construct a welfare state designed to 
banish forever the misery of the prewar years. A welfare state is deﬁ ned 
by principles of egalitarianism, universalism, social justice, and equality of 
opportunity and by the development of policies aimed at reduction of in-
come inequality. These policies are not conﬁ ned to improved social security 
arrangements. They also include a greater commitment by government to 
manage the economy and to improve state provision for health, housing, 
and cultural and educational services (Birch, 1974, p. 3). According to this 
broad deﬁ nition, therefore, the public library service forms part—albeit not 
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a core element—of the structure of the welfare state. This was very much 
the opinion of the Library Association when in 1941 it urged that “The 
public library service must certainly take its place in the consideration of 
the planning of post-war social services.”16
 Plans for a welfare state had implications for central government spend-
ing and intervention. Although there has never been a period of pure 
laissez-faire in the history of industrialized Britain—contrary to popular 
perceptions generated by images of unfettered Dickensian squalor, exploi-
tation, and despair—government intervention in society and the economy 
throughout much of the nineteenth century was marginal. Public expendi-
ture as a proportion of national income fell sharply after the Napoleonic 
Wars and only began to increase signiﬁ cantly after 1900, as new social 
welfare programs and naval construction to meet the German threat began 
to suck in larger amounts of taxpayers’ money. Although always opposed 
by a strong and enduring liberal philosophy, however, collectivism and 
centralization—etatism—steadily advanced. The closing decades of the 
nineteenth century demonstrated visibly the viability of collectivism, at a 
rudimentary level at least: witness during this period the ﬁ rst provision of 
state education and housing. By the early twentieth century the idea that 
the state should purposefully evolve a social policy aimed at improving living 
standards was widely accepted by the nation’s political leaders. The decade 
immediately prior to the First World War saw the birth pangs of welfare, 
most notably in terms of the payment of the ﬁ rst noncontributory old age 
pensions, the establishment of labor exchanges, and the inauguration of a 
national insurance scheme to protect against unemployment and sickness 
(Evans, 1978; Macdonagh, 1977; Taylor, 1972).
 The First World War raised intervention by the state to a new level. 
Despite a return to traditional economic values after the war, by the 1930s, 
in response to severe economic malfunction, the need for government to 
intervene in peacetime to stabilize the economic and social life of the nation 
was beginning to be increasingly accepted. The Parliamentary Committee 
on Finance and Industry reported in June 1931 that past growth in indus-
trial activity was the result of “natural causes,” or laissez-faire. It recognized, 
however, that natural economic activity had also led to social problems 
and economic instability and suggested that “we may well have reached 
the stage when an era of conscious and deliberate management must suc-
ceed the era of undirected natural evolution” (cited in Von Tunzelmann, 
1981, p. 239). Shortly after, in a decisive break with conservative treasury 
economic policy, the future prime minister, Harold Macmillan, called for 
a Central Economic Council to coordinate ﬁ nancial and industrial policy 
(Macmillan, 1933).
 By the end of the war the government had, through various newly 
established agencies, developed a direct concern for the health and well-
being of the population, which, by contrast with the role of the state before 
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the war, was remarkable (Titmuss, 1950, p. 506). It had also assumed much 
greater control of the economy, a trend that continued in the postwar years 
through the nationalization of a number of economic and service sectors. 
Shaped by a strongly developing welfare state, after 1945 British society was 
signiﬁ cantly different from that of 1939:
There was greater security of employment and less material poverty. 
The population, taken as a whole, was healthier and better housed. 
There were also greater educational opportunities. Universalist and 
comprehensive social policies had replaced the selective, restricted 
and often stigmatising provision of the Edwardian era. (Pope, 1991, 
p. 89)
It is in this context of increasing investment in state responsibility and 
welfarism that the McColvin Report, with its plans for increased govern-
ment spending on, and control of, a national library network, should be 
viewed. Whereas the deepening culture of state control and centralization 
supported the agenda of McColvin and his followers, it was not to the liking 
of everyone in the library community.
Reaction to the McColvin Report
 The McColvin Report galvanized debate on public library policy both 
during the war and for years after it. McColvin’s proposals amounted to a 
quasi-nationalization of the public library service. While the Report was still 
being prepared, McColvin’s proposed “nationalisation” plan was leaked to 
the wider cultural community via the Times Educational Supplement, which 
announced that
Public libraries should be considered as a national service. The smaller 
boroughs and urban districts have not been able ﬁ nancially to support 
an adequate library service, and the work of the larger boroughs and 
county boroughs requires greater co-ordination, as does the work of the 
county library systems which fall under the control of the county edu-
cational authorities. This would involve some form of regionalisation 
and nationalisation on the lines of that already existing for education. 
. . . Grants should be made from the Central Government to public 
library authorities, consisting of 50% of expenditure on salaries, books 
and extension work.17
McColvin’s report carried a warning. It was positioned as a personal report 
and was not to be considered the work or proposals of the Library As-
sociation until it had been “ofﬁ cially” approved (MR, p. vii). The Library 
Association advertised the Report with a disclaimer: “The Council of the 
Library Association, in publishing this report, do not commit themselves 
to the policy or the recommendations which have been submitted for their 
consideration.”18 Nonetheless, when in the following year the association 
(1943) published its ofﬁ cial blueprint for postwar public libraries, it came 
to accept virtually all of McColvin’s recommendations. In merely propos-
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ing that “local government areas should be re-arranged to give the best 
results,” however, the association’s plan rejected the idea of forming ad 
hoc library authorities in advance of the general local government reform 
that would deliver the larger units upon which library structures could be 
more solidly built: “the creation of suitable library authorities should be 
secured by such reform of local government area functions in general,” 
announced the association (Library Association, 1943, p. 8). In 1946, at 
its annual conference in Blackpool, the association dropped the idea of 
larger library units, ad hoc or otherwise, in effect backing the “parochial-
ists” against the “enlargers,” at least in the short term.
 McColvin’s proposals caused consternation among librarians con-
cerned about a possible loss of autonomy. Many still clung to the compro-
mise that had been worked out between the wars: to cooperate but retain 
independence; or in the words of Sir Frederick Kenyon, “to continue to 
be locally autonomous, but to think nationally.”19 The Kenyon Report on 
public libraries in the 1920s had rejected not only the idea of compulsory 
provision of a library service by local authorities but also suggestions for 
central government grants and inspection: “Local autonomy can be left 
unimpaired; local responsibilities can be left on local shoulders,” it advised 
(Board of Education Public Libraries Committee, 1927, p. 209).
 In the long debate that followed the publication of the McColvin Re-
port, and in a plea to continue to ﬁ ght for the “common cause,” McColvin 
reminded readers of the Library Association Record, writing in his capacity as 
editor, that “There are still far too many isolated public libraries, serving 
communities too small and too poor . . . they will [need to] be brought into 
organic relation with the centres which do give a full service” (McColvin, 
1944b, p. 242). McColvin belittled “those who prate about liberty, inter-
ference, bureaucracy, remote control and the like” (McColvin, 1944a, p. 
131). He was impatient with library authorities, such as that in Rugby, that 
sought to retain autarchy, calling instead for a “wider vision,” a “broaden-
ing of outlook, a willingness to extend and to co-operate” in the pursuit of 
a “truly nation-wide service” (McColvin, 1944c, p. 95).
 McColvin was not alone in his ﬁ ght against the parochial mentality. Ir-
ritated at the opposition generated by the report, Raymond Irwin scoffed 
at the dangers that some saw lurking behind the proposed system of “re-
mote control,” the specter of which he believed to have been misrepre-
sented as “unenlightened and unsympathetic administration” (1944, p. 
134). McColvin’s followers welcomed the statist tone they perceived in the 
Report. It was E. V. Corbett’s view, for example, in pondering the question 
of users resident in one library authority using the services of others, that 
the trouble with the interavailability of tickets20 was just one problem that 
made nationalization necessary (Corbett, 1940, p. 5).
 On the question of government grants, there was greater support than 
on the issue of larger administrative units. McColvin had attempted to pre-
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pare the ground on this matter in advance of the appearance of the Report. 
The Library Association survey of 1936–37 included a good deal about 
state aid for public libraries. Ofﬁ cial government channels appear to have 
been used to garner data from abroad. Replies were received from the ap-
propriate departments of several European governments. The reply from 
Sweden, for example, pointed to a signiﬁ cant amount of central government 
ﬁ nancial involvement in public libraries.21 In the report that followed the 
survey, McColvin devoted a large amount of space to the question of central 
grants in the context of the United States, which he had visited in 1936 to 
obtain information on library administration. He believed Britain could 
learn a lot from the American scene, where state library agencies directed 
federal money to local library authorities (McColvin, 1938, pp. 486–490). 
The Library Association supported the idea of direct grants, believing they 
would achieve “a national average of efﬁ ciency”(1943, p. 9).
 By 1944 McColvin’s proposals were being discussed by government. 
A Ministry of Education memo that year estimated that since the end of 
the First World War there had been about a dozen suggestions—from the 
Library Association, various library authorities and local education com-
mittees, and the National Library of Wales—for direct grants to public 
libraries from central government. It was reported, however, that ﬁ nancial 
stringency and the library community’s fear of loss of autonomy, and a 
dislike of inspection as the corollary to grant aid, had combined to ensure 
that central funding never went beyond the drawing board. It was believed 
that county authorities could just about stomach the inspection that would 
accompany central grants because this was a small price to pay for escap-
ing the control of the local Education Committees that in the counties ran 
public libraries. Many urban library authorities, on the other hand, were 
much less keen on the idea of state “snooping,” as well as the demands for 
enlargement and economies of scale that centrally provided funds would 
bring with it.22 Many clung to the ideal of independence and would no 
doubt have agreed with the announcement made in the Municipal Journal
that “We cannot blink the fact that Government Grants usually mean central 
control of one kind or another, and so far as our public library service has 
developed in an atmosphere of freedom . . . it behooves us to be jealous of 
our present freedom” (Green, 1942). Other opinion looked forward to the 
establishment of a “national [library] authority with considerable powers to 
prod the lazy and/or miserly local authorities into improving their library 
services.”23
 Yet central funding for library provision was not without precedent. To 
provide extra services to evacuated children in county areas, the Board of 
Education had given grants early in the war to libraries via local Education 
Committees, which in county areas controlled public library operations. 
Calls for direct grants came from some surprising quarters. The archbishop 
of Canterbury, aware of the slowness of library reform and the danger of 
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“failing to keep pace with the social and educational developments to which 
we are looking forward,” pressed the president of the Board of Education, 
R. A. Butler, to establish “a ministry, or department of ministry, which could 
be charged with doing for public libraries what the Board does, and has 
still more to do for education”; but he added that public libraries should 
remain locally controlled and that, because their ﬁ eld was wider than that 
of formal education, the board should not be the ministry chosen to control 
them.24 In reply, Butler dismissed the suggestion, claiming that the time 
was not “opportune for us to embark on consideration of these issues,” 
an argument repeated shortly after the war when an education minister 
rejected the possibility of fresh library legislation in view of the pressure of 
other public business.25 Other government departments appeared more 
amenable to the idea of centralization. The minister of health was advised 
in 1944, in the context of the need for greater involvement by local libraries 
in the hospital library provision, that “public library services will sooner or 
later have to be placed on a more rational basis than at present and that 
some form of central direction and control may be necessary” (Unpub-
lished memo from N. D. Bosworth Smith, March 1944. National Archives, 
ED 171/1).
 The McColvin Report was rejected, in the ﬁ nal analysis, for political and 
parochial reasons. Despite the increased role of government resulting from 
the war and the construction of an embryonic welfare state, developments 
upon which the McColvin proposals drew legitimacy and momentum, this 
was not enough to secure government support for central grants or a shift 
toward “giantism” in library authority structures. If the library community as 
a whole had fallen in behind McColvin, then government policy on libraries 
may have been different. But the forces of parochialism were ultimately 
too entrenched.
 The “keep it local” lobby retained its voice throughout the 1950s. In 
1957 librarians of some of the country’s largest cities collectively voiced 
the opinion that where there was a compact community it should have a 
local library service and should not become part of a larger reorganized 
unit: “The public library is an organic growth in response to a community 
need; its character, therefore, reﬂ ects the community it serves . . . in the 
large industrial cities the community is complex and varied and the public 
library services are of a like kind.”26 Many smaller public libraries remained 
vehement in their desire to remain local, and thereby closer, in their view, 
to their readers. A “Smaller Public Libraries Group” urged that a number 
of points be considered before any decision was taken to restructure the 
service.
 But the debate on size was eventually overtaken by events. Changes in 
the structure of local government, largely outside the sphere of inﬂ uence 
of the library world, eventually forced the issue. Local government reorga-
nization came ﬁ rst to London. From 1965 the London County Council was 
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replaced by the Greater London Council, comprising thirty-two boroughs 
(plus the City of London) and covering a much wider geographical area. 
Many smaller boroughs disappeared: in London’s East End, for example, 
Bethnal Green, Poplar, and Stepney were amalgamated to form a single 
borough, Tower Hamlets. Reorganization followed in the rest of England 
and Wales with effect from 1974, and in Scotland with effect from 1975. 
The structure of library authorities fell in behind this reorganization, re-
alizing much of what McColvin had advocated decades before. The net 
result of reorganization in England and Wales reduced the number of 
separate library authorities from 385 to 121, and in Scotland from 80 to 
40. After over thirty years of professional debate and conﬂ ict the battle of 
the library boundaries came to an end, with the forces of conservatism and 
parochialism perishing in the ﬂ ames of modernization. The reorganization 
of administrative structure was complemented by a new Public Libraries 
Act in 1964 that introduced compulsion and demanded the provision of 
a comprehensive service. However, it did not deliver the direct grant that 
McColvin, and some nineteenth-century library pioneers before him, had 
hoped for.
Conclusion: The Legacy of McColvin and His Report
 In the closing pages of his 1942 Report, McColvin expressed the hope 
that his document would not “share the fate of too many similar documents 
. . . and pass, after perhaps a brief discussion, into the realm of forgotten 
things” (MR, p. 197). His fears in this regard were groundless. Notwith-
standing the huge contribution he made to the public library movement 
over many decades, it is for his 1942 Report that he is mostly remembered. 
Yet, in many respects, the Report was a failure. In its original form it was 
rejected. The core recommendations of the report—the creation of a pow-
erful central body that could distribute signiﬁ cant funding to reorganized 
large, viable library authorities—hardly received, it would be fair to say, 
immediate support in government and across the librarianship spectrum. 
In fact, of the core proposals, only that dealing with the creation of larger 
authorities was accepted and put into effect—and that only after a gen-
eration had passed and only because wider local government reform in 
the 1960s and 1970s facilitated it. The new Public Libraries Act that could 
have implemented McColvin’s core proposals, one requiring (not simply 
allowing) local authorities to adhere to set standards and establish a “com-
prehensive” library service, open to inspection moreover, did not reach the 
statute book until 1964. In addition, certain small, but essential, aspects of 
his nationalization plan never became reality. For example, McColvin’s plea 
that “Tickets should of course be national” (MR, p. 86) in order to deliver 
a truly coordinated, national library system was never taken up seriously, 
despite the example set by later local and regional cooperative schemes.
 Other proposals were turned into reality speedily. In the late 1940s 
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new library schools were created in an attempt to boost the library profes-
sionalism that McColvin had identiﬁ ed as so inadequate. Before the war 
there was only one full-time school of librarianship, at University College, 
London. Within a few years it was joined by a clutch of other institutions: in 
Glasgow, Leeds, Manchester, Loughborough, the City of London, Brighton, 
and Newcastle. Another of McColvin’s proposals, a weekly list of new books, 
suitably catalogued and classiﬁ ed, was inaugurated in 1950 in the form of 
the British National Bibliography.
 The McColvin Report bears the mark of the time it was written: commit-
ted, passionate, hopeful, resolute, and saturated by the ideals of democracy, 
social justice, and universalism that people believed they needed to defeat 
totalitarianism. They were also the ideals that underpinned the planning 
for a welfare state, of which libraries would form a part. The Report is ir-
revocably linked to the “Dunkirk spirit,” Churchillian deﬁ ance, and the 
crusade to build “new Jerusalem.” This explains why the Report, and its 
author, is surrounded by a powerful aura of “historical moment.”
 McColvin’s proposals have been described as far-sighted; however, the 
ideas he put forward were shared by many others in the library movement 
and had been discussed for many years prior to the war. A more sober as-
sessment of the Report, therefore, would describe it as a forecast, based on a 
consensus of the progressive wing of the public library movement, of shared 
work to be done. McColvin may have been asked to map out the path, but 
as the librarian Frank Gardner put it: “many others helped in clearing it” 
(1968, p. 128). The planning and reconstruction of a postwar library service 
was not the work of one man, as some interpretations of history may lead 
us to believe. It is fortunate, however, that the person charged at the time 
with producing a road map for the public library’s future journey was able 
to draw on the spirit of the age and deliver a document that stands the test 
of time in terms of its idealism and social commitment and its faith in the 
power of collectivism to enhance individual self-development. In this, as 
in other aspects of the McColvin Report and McColvin’s other work, there 
are surely lessons of history to be learned by current and future library and 
information policymakers and practitioners.
Notes
1. Munford (1987), see entry for Lionel Roy McColvin.
2. Some might argue that James Duff Brown, whose career spanned the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries and who pioneered open access in 1894, commands a standing 
at least equal to that of Edwards and McColvin (Munford, 1968).
3. For a comprehensive list of McColvin’s publications, see Collison (1968).
4. CBE stands for Commander of the British Empire. Awarded by the sovereign on the recom-
mendation of the government, such awards are highly prized recognitions of distinguished 
service. The ranks of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire as it is styled are 
Member, Ofﬁ cer, Commander, Knight Commander, and Grand Cross.
5. See Scottish Record Ofﬁ ce, GD 281/13/45, for archive material associated with the survey 
that underpinned the Report.
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6. For a succinct account of the Report, see Kelly (1977, pp. 334–44). Fuller coverage is 
provided by Whiteman (1986).
7. Manchester Evening News, December 8, 1942.
8. Times Educational Supplement, October 24, 1942.
9. Library Association Record, 47(1), January 1945, p. 1.
10. Library Association Record, 41(9), September 1939, pp. 460–63.
11. A call to public libraries, Times Educational Supplement, August 24, 1940; Public libraries 
and welfare work, Publishers’ Circular, August 24, 1940.
12. Library Association Record, 42(9), September 1940, p. 243.
13. Daily Express, February 24, 1944.
14. Titmuss (1950) showed how government concern for social issues was galvanized by the 
war.
15. The Report was discussed widely in the professional press and also in the conﬁ nes of the 
Library Association at several meetings of the Post-War Committee; see Minutes of the 
Library Association Post-War Committee, 1942–43, Archives of the Library Association, 
University College, London. It was also discussed in a range of newspapers and periodicals 
outside the library world: Times (October 15, 1942), Manchester Guardian (October 19, 
1942), Times Educational Supplement (October 24, 1942), Municipal Journal (October 10, 
1942), Publishers’ Circular (November 7, 1942), Public Opinion (November 27, 1942), and 
Nature (March 20, 1943).
16. Minutes of the Library Association Emergency Committee, July 18, 1941. Archives of the 
Library Association, University College, London. Emphasis added.
17. Public library reconstruction: Some necessary reforms, Times Educational Supplement, Janu-
ary 10, 1942.
18. Library Association Record, 44(10), October 1942, p. 145.
19. Speaking at the Library Association’s annual conference in 1927. See A national library 
service, The Scotsman, September 29, 1927. At the same conference, and reported in the 
same article, the opinion of Lord Elgin of the CUKT was that “The spirit of the library 
service was the spirit of liberty. It had grown up by individual initiative and local support, 
and they [librarians] did not wish to sacriﬁ ce one particle of that spirit of local indepen-
dence and of local responsibility.”
20. In U.S. usage, library cards.
21. Library Association Survey of 1936–37 on the subject of state aid for public libraries. 
National Archives, ED121/190.
22. Public libraries: Previous requests for grant-aid, December 20, 1944. National Archives, 
ED 171/1.
23. A Cinderella service, Sunday School Chronicle, October 29, 1942.
24. Archbishop of Canterbury to R. A. Butler, March 21, 1944. National Archives, ED 
171/1.
25. R. A. Butler to the Archbishop of Canterbury, April 4, 1944. National Archives, ED 171/1. 
Questions and answers in the House of Commons, December 6, 1945. National Archives, 
Ellen Wilkinson, ED 171/2.
26. Memorandum to Roberts Committee from the city librarians of Birmingham [and other 
large cities], November 13, 1957. National Archives, ED 171/8.
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Efﬁ e Louise Power: Librarian, Educator, Author
Melanie A. Kimball, Christine A. Jenkins, 
and Betsy Hearne
Abstract
Efﬁ e Louise Power (1873–1969) represented the high standard of collabora-
tion among children’s librarians that characterized the entire development 
of youth services work. This article examines Power’s role in U.S. library 
history as a practitioner, library and information science educator, national 
and regional professional leader, and author. Particular emphasis is given to 
Power’s place in the network of children’s librarians in the early twentieth 
century, her professional authority as the librarian selected by the American 
Library Association to write the ﬁ rst textbook for children’s librarianship, 
and her success as one of the many librarians who have written and edited 
children’s books, especially folktale collections for use in storytelling pro-
grams. Emerging most notably from this research is the discovery of how 
energetically, albeit quietly, Power inﬂ uenced not only her contemporaries 
but also the next several generations of children’s librarians who have fol-
lowed in her professional footsteps.
The consciousness that none of us is working alone in her endeavor to 
bring worthwhile books to children should strengthen us.
—Efﬁ e L. Power (1925b)
Introduction
In May 1920 Efﬁ e L. Power was at a crossroads. After six years as head 
of Children’s Services at the Carnegie Library in Pittsburgh, she had been 
offered two job opportunities, one as State Director of School Libraries for 
Melanie A. Kimball, Department of Library and Information Studies, School of Informatics, 
534 Baldy Hall, Buffalo, NY, 14260-1020, Christine A. Jenkins, Graduate School of Library and 
Information Science, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 501 E. Daniel Street, Ur-
bana, IL 61820-6211, and Betsy Hearne, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 501 E. Daniel Street, Urbana, IL 61820-6211
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Pennsylvania and the other as a faculty member at Slippery Rock Normal 
School. She wrote a letter to Linda Eastman, Librarian (chief administrator) 
of the Cleveland Public Library (CPL) and long-time collegial friend, to 
ask her advice.1 “What do you think about both, and particularly Slippery 
Rock which is a State Normal School which trains for all the towns around 
Pittsburgh?” (Unpublished letter from E. L. Power to L. Eastman, May 17, 
1920. Efﬁ e L. Power personnel ﬁ le, Cleveland Public Library Archives). 
Eastman responded immediately by telegram: “Have position for your 
consideration. See me before accepting another” (Unpublished telegram 
from L. Eastman to E. L. Power, May 18, 1920. Efﬁ e L. Power personnel 
ﬁ le, Cleveland Public Library Archives). After meeting with Power and the 
Library Board on May 27, Eastman wrote to offer Power the position of 
head of the Children’s Department at CPL. “I cannot tell you how sincerely 
glad I shall be to have you back with us where I have always felt that you 
belonged” (Unpublished letter from L. Eastman to E. L. Power, May 27, 
1920. Efﬁ e L. Power personnel ﬁ le, Cleveland Public Library Archives). 
Power responded: “My dear Miss Eastman, I feel that you have offered me 
the very nicest position imaginable. I also feel that I am going home. Could 
anything be better?” (Unpublished letter from E. L Power to Linda East-
man, June 1, 1920. Efﬁ e L. Power personnel ﬁ le, Cleveland Public Library 
Archives).
 Power was indeed “returning home” to the place where her career as 
a children’s librarian had begun twenty-ﬁ ve years earlier, as one of the ﬁ rst 
librarians in the United States in a professional position devoted solely to 
work with children. At this time, the act of returning home had ironic con-
notations for Power as a successful professional woman in a female-intensive 
child welfare profession. On the one hand, home is the traditional domestic 
sphere assigned to all women, and children’s libraries were viewed by many 
as providing a welcoming—and appropriately female-supervised—space 
that could be a ﬁ gurative home to urban children living in cramped and 
substandard housing (in fact, early children’s rooms were often designed 
to resemble middle-class living rooms so as to create a “homelike” atmo-
sphere). On the other hand, returning home could also mean facing one’s 
most exacting critics, particularly—as with Power—when returning as head 
administrator to a place where she had started out as a twenty-three-year-
old library assistant. In this challenging context, being hired as head of 
Children’s Work at CPL was a high accolade and testimonial to her profes-
sional success.
 During the intervening twenty-ﬁ ve years, Power’s highly successful ca-
reer in public library youth services work had included positions of increas-
ing administrative responsibility at CPL, Pittsburgh’s Carnegie Library, and 
St. Louis Public Library. By 1920 she had become an important ﬁ gure in 
children’s librarianship with a career as library educator concurrent with 
her duties as a practicing librarian and her activities with regional and 
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national professional associations. In library history, Power serves as an 
example of children’s librarians, past and present, who utilize their expe-
rience and knowledge to teach others both in the classroom and through 
articles and books of lasting impact on the profession. She also represents 
the many children’s librarians who contribute to children’s literature in 
distinctively creative ways.
 Power was one of the “ﬁ rst generation” of children’s librarians, a group 
of women whose chief responsibility was children’s work and who created 
their profession from the ground up.2 They received general training in 
library work at one of the established library schools or through on-the-job 
apprentice programs but did not have any formalized training or courses 
in work with children because none as yet existed. They taught themselves 
how to evaluate materials for children, learned the most effective means of 
attracting children to books, and, in many cases, became children’s authors 
themselves. Most importantly, they created a network of children’s librarians 
across the country who learned from and supported one another and set 
the standard for the kind of collaboration that still exists today. They met 
at local, regional, and national professional meetings and corresponded 
regularly ( Jenkins, 1996, pp. 815–818).
 Although Power is but one of several important early ﬁ gures in the his-
tory of children’s librarianship, she is particularly noteworthy because, more 
than other innovators, she exempliﬁ es the combination of practitioner and 
educator. She took what she learned in early training, combined it with 
her practical experience, and then formalized her knowledge by teaching 
other librarians in the classroom, on the job, and through her writings. 
In particular, the four anthologies of folktales for use by library storytell-
ers embody the creativity with which youth services librarians approached 
library programming for young people. Never a singular ﬁ gurehead like 
Anne Carroll Moore, who starred in the East Coast sector of children’s 
librarianship, Power’s equally effective leadership reﬂ ected the more typi-
cal collaborative ethic that came to distinguish the profession as a whole 
while also maintaining a high level of literacy activity.
Power’s Career as Librarian
Power began her career at the Cleveland Public Library in 1895, just 
three years after she graduated from Cleveland’s Central High School. 
Although she had no professional training, she was put in charge of the 
juvenile alcove and worked “with such dedication that she was quite willing 
to serve without pay for seven months before she was put on the payroll at 
12 cents an hour” (Cramer, 1972, p. 71). Although she was not given the 
title of Supervisor of Children’s Work until 1903, she described herself 
as “nominally at the head of the children’s work from ‘95 to the present 
[1903]” (Thomas, 1982, p. 129).
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 The lack of professional training in youth services librarianship was rem-
edied in 1901, when the Training School for Children’s Librarians opened at 
Pittsburgh’s Carnegie Library School. Power left CPL to enroll in Carnegie’s 
training program and received her diploma in children’s work in 1904. She 
obtained further training at Columbia University’s Teachers College Sum-
mer School, where she received a teaching certiﬁ cate in 1906.
 Power’s next major career move came in 1909 when she went to Pitts-
burgh’s Carnegie Library as First Assistant in the Children’s Department. 
In 1911 she moved to St. Louis Public Library (SLPL) where she became 
Supervisor of Children’s Work. At the time that Power was hired, the SLPL 
had just completed the process of building a network of branch libraries, 
each with its own children’s room and children’s librarian. SLPL head 
librarian Arthur Elmore Bostwick, formerly in charge of the Circulating 
Library at the New York Public Library (NYPL), wanted to coordinate the 
work of all the children’s librarians across the system. To that end he hired 
Mary Douglas, formerly First Assistant at the NYPL Children’s Department, 
but after a year she married and left her job. Organizing and centralizing 
the Children’s Department required a librarian with experience in an urban 
library with a system of branches, and Power exactly ﬁ t the bill as a children’s 
librarian with extensive experience in the large multibranched libraries of 
Cleveland and Pittsburgh. At SLPL she established a systematic storytelling 
program similar to that used at the Carnegie Library in Pittsburgh, which 
included library story hours and book distribution at the municipal play-
grounds. She held regular meetings at the Central Branch with all of the 
children’s librarians to discuss important professional issues such as book 
evaluation. She also made regular visits to the branches to touch base with 
children’s librarians and their staff.
 As head of children’s work at SLPL, Power authored her ﬁ rst signiﬁ -
cant article, a forty-nine-page report on work with children at her library 
entitled “How the Children of a Great City Get Their Books,” which was 
published in the SLPL annual report for 1913/14 (Power 1914b). This 
report was then published as an illustrated pamphlet, which became one 
of the earliest manuals of children’s librarianship and was widely promoted 
and distributed as an example of the work done by the library on behalf 
of children. Although speciﬁ c to St. Louis, it details some of the ways that 
large urban public libraries provided outreach to their patrons. The text 
describes precisely the system of evaluation employed by children’s librar-
ians as they chose materials to add to the collection, as well as the various 
means by which the public library put books into the hands of St. Louis 
children. Power’s informative text is lively and entertaining due in part 
to the photographs of groups of children at SLPL branches and on play-
grounds. Her concluding paragraph demonstrates Power’s commitment 
to youth services:
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We count the issue of books with care, but that is not the measure of 
their use. Books are dead things unless they come into contact with 
living souls and are reviviﬁ ed. The most interesting stuff we work with 
in the Public Library is human nature and that is more vital when you 
catch it young. (Power, 1914b, p. 106)
Three years later, Power left St. Louis to return to the Carnegie Library 
of Pittsburgh, where she was supervisor of the Schools Division and later 
Head of the Children’s Department. In 1920, as noted earlier, she returned 
to CPL as Head of the Children’s Department, where she remained until 
her ﬁ rst retirement in 1937.
Power ofﬁ cially retired from CPL in 1937 but continued for another 
two years as professor at Columbia University’s School of Library Service. 
In 1939 she moved to Pompano Beach, Florida, where she intended to 
spend time reading, resting, and writing “in a sunny, roomy home.” Her 
retirement was of short duration. She became a member of the Board of 
the Pompano Beach Public Library and helped organize the reopening 
of the library, which had been destroyed by a series of hurricanes in the 
1920s. In 1942, when the librarian resigned, she took over the job herself 
(Martin, 1948). At this time, she also returned to library education for a 
ﬁ nal time as author of the revised version of her textbook, now titled Work 
with Children in Public Libraries, which was published in 1943. Power retired 
for a second, ﬁ nal time in 1948. She later returned to her birthplace of 
Conneautville, Pennsylvania, where she lived until her death on October 
8, 1969.
Library Service to All Children
It is signiﬁ cant that Power’s career was situated in three large urban 
centers—Cleveland, Pittsburgh, and St. Louis—with diverse ethnic and ra-
cial populations. Power, in accordance with the philosophy of the burgeon-
ing public library movement, was committed to providing library services 
to children of all ethnic and racial groups. Throughout her career, she 
also served as consultant to a number of children’s publishers, reviewing 
manuscripts and providing critical evaluations and suggestions that would 
help a children’s book reach its widest audience of children and children’s 
librarians.3
 Her work as publishing consultant and advocate for library service to 
minority-status groups came together in her work with Langston Hughes. 
Power ﬁ rst met Hughes when he was a high school student using the Cleve-
land Public Library (Berry, 1983, pp. 17–18). She encouraged both his 
reading and his writing and, as he became a published author, she used 
his poems in her work with children. In 1930 she suggested that he publish 
a collection of his poetry for children. He sent her a selection of poems, 
and Power edited and wrote the introduction for The Dream Keeper and 
Other Poems, a collection for children published by Alfred A. Knopf in 1931 
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(Rampersad, 1986, p. 197; Mikolyzk, 1990, p. 41). While on a lecture tour 
of the South, Hughes received his author’s copy and wrote to thank Power 
for her efforts on behalf of his book (Unpublished letter from L. Hughes 
to E. L. Power, December 31, 1931. Langston Hughes & CPL, Cleveland 
Public Library Archives). His letter arrived on the same day that Power 
received correspondence from Della McGregor, chair of the American 
Library Association’s Section for Library Work with Children. As chair, Mc-
Gregor was responsible for editing the 1932 volume of the Children’s Library 
Yearbook. She asked Power’s advice on a suitable person “to write an article 
on the book needs of the Negro children in the South” to be included in 
the Yearbook (Unpublished letter from E. L Power to L. Hughes, January 
20, 1932. Langston Hughes & CPL, Cleveland Public Library Archives). 
Power responded immediately, suggesting to McGregor that Hughes write 
the article and encouraging Hughes to give his consent (Unpublished let-
ter from E. L Power to L. Hughes, January 20, 1932. Langston Hughes & 
CPL, Cleveland Public Library Archives).
 Hughes agreed and later sent a draft of his article to Power for her 
opinion, which she gladly gave. The only change that she suggested was to 
the lead sentence of the article’s ﬁ nal paragraph, which began “Faced by 
the segregation and scorn of a surrounding white world, [word illegible] 
Negro children in the South are in pressing need of books that will give 
them back their own souls” (Hughes, 1932, emphasis added). Power, with 
characteristic directness—and a perspective no doubt formed by her work 
in SLPL, one of the few nonsegregated public institutions in St. Louis—re-
plied:
I know you do not doubt my interest in the problems of your people 
but you may doubt my judgment—and I shall not be offended if you 
do . . . I have grown grey-headed in library service and have learned 
that the greatest contention in pushing equality of service between the 
black and white races has risen in connection with suggestions that 
the North understands the Negro better than the South. Every other 
difference of opinion is freely discussed but we never get anywhere 
on this point.
 For this reason I fear your last paragraph will kill the effect of all the 
good points that precede it. It is a ﬁ ne closing sentence but would you 
be willing to omit either the ﬁ rst phrase or the phrase “of the South”? 
I suggested omitting the ﬁ rst phrase because I do not feel that there 
is the same segregation and scorn in the North, although you and I 
well know that there is more than there should be. Now please be 
frank with me. When I consulted my assistant, Miss Briggs, she said “I 
think that Mr. Hughes should be allowed to say what he feels is true.” 
(Unpublished letter from E. L Power to L. Hughes, March 16, 1932. 
Langston Hughes & CPL, Cleveland Public Library Archives)
Hughes thanked her for her suggestions and made some changes to his 
original manuscript. The published version of the article begins with an 
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introduction by Power. Della McGregor requested that Power write the 
piece: “Since you know Mr. Hughes personally, would you mind writing a 
brief introductory paragraph to his article for the information of Children’s 
Librarians? I think his work is not as well known by our group as it should 
be” (Unpublished letter from D. McGregor to E. L. Power, February 28, 
1932. Children’s Work, Efﬁ e Power, Director 1920–1937, Cleveland Public 
Library Archives).
 Hughes took Power’s suggestions to heart but also retained what he 
thought important. The ﬁ nal paragraph of the published article reads:
Faced too often by the segregation and scorn of a surrounding white 
world, America’s Negro children are in pressing need of books that 
will give them back their own souls. They do not know the beauty they 
possess. (Hughes, 1932, p. 110)
Power’s Career as Library Educator
Throughout Power’s career in library administration, she carried on 
an equally energetic career as library educator. In addition to the faculty 
positions she held at institutions in or near her libraries in Pittsburgh, St. 
Louis, and Cleveland, she also spent part of almost every summer teaching, 
beginning in 1908 as an instructor at the Michigan State Library Com-
mission’s summer school program. During her ﬁ rst stint at Pittsburgh’s 
Carnegie Library (1909–11), she taught in summer schools at the University 
of Pittsburgh and the University of Minnesota. While at St. Louis Public 
Library (1911–14) she taught in the summer library school programs of the 
University of Missouri and the University of Illinois. When she worked as 
library administrator in Pittsburgh (1914–20), she taught in summer schools 
at New York State’s Library School in Albany, the University of Syracuse, 
and the New York Public Library School. As Superintendent of Work with 
Children at Cleveland Public Library, she continued to teach summers 
in New York City for two years, after which she taught at the University of 
Oregon, the University of Chicago, and Columbia University.4 During this 
time she also spent nine months at the American Library Association’s 
(ALA) headquarters in Chicago writing the profession’s ﬁ rst textbook, 
Library Work with Children (Power, 1929b, 1930)5 Although Power retired 
from CPL in 1937, she continued for another two years as professor at 
Columbia University’s School of Library Service before moving to Florida 
in 1939. Her ﬁ nal contribution to library education was the revised version 
of her textbook, now titled Work with Children in Public Libraries, published 
in 1943, when Power was seventy years old.
 Throughout the early decades of the century, there was an ongoing 
concern within the profession regarding the lack of professionally trained 
children’s librarians. As Louise Latimer, Director of Work with Children in 
the Washington D.C. Public Library, noted in a letter to ALA assistant secre-
tary Sarah Bogle, there was a distressing lack of uniform education among 
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those with the title “children’s librarian”: “What is a children’s librarian? 
Anything from a little girl, of limited education, assigned for a few hours 
for work in a children’s room to a Miss [Efﬁ e] Power or a Mrs. [Caroline 
Burnite] Walker ripely prepared for work. . . . If we are to get anywhere in 
children’s work we must think clearly about the training of our workers 
with children” (Unpublished letter from L. Latimer to S. Bogle, September 
12, 1924. ALA Archives, 24/2/6–1). Trained children’s librarians had their 
pick of positions, but the demand was much greater than the supply.
 Power played a leading role in the campaign for more and better pro-
fessional education for future children’s librarians. She was one of the 
founding members of ALA’s Children’s Librarians’ Section (CLS) in 1901 
and served two terms as its chair. In 1925 the CLS inaugurated the Com-
mittee on Professional Training, and Power was named as the committee’s 
ﬁ rst chair (Children’s Librarians Section, 1925). The committee’s work was 
complicated: on the one hand, there was a need to raise public awareness 
of the importance of and the opportunities within children’s librarianship; 
on the other hand, only a small number of schools offered this specializa-
tion. As Power wrote to the Executive Assistant of ALA’s Board of Education 
for Librarianship (BEL), “We plan to put our emphasis upon publicity but 
hesitate to do so when both schools offering special courses in children’s 
work will soon be turning people away” (Unpublished letter from E. L 
Power to H. Howe, March 11, 1926. ALA Archives, 24/2/6–1). As chair of 
CLS’s Professional Training Committee, Power wrote a report on the short-
age, which she submitted to ALA’s Committee on Recruiting for Library 
Science. At that point library school students received a general diploma 
after one year of coursework, with the children’s specialization requiring 
an additional year of schooling. Among the obstacles she noted were the 
lack of library schools offering children’s librarians certiﬁ cates; the demand 
for general workers (thus a difﬁ culty holding students for a second year 
of specialization); the fact that graduates of general courses were taking 
children’s librarian positions due to lack of qualiﬁ ed applicants; and the 
lack of advancement for children’s librarians except to general/adult work 
(Unpublished letter from E. L Power to B. S. Smith, May 11, 1925. ALA 
Archives, 24/2/6–1).
 Part of the answer was clearly to create more opportunities for youth 
services education, but a survey of library education in 1926–27 reported 
that only three library schools—Western Reserve, Pittsburgh, and St. Lou-
is—were turning out graduates specializing in children’s work: of a total 
of sixty-one graduates nationwide that year, twenty-nine were from Western 
Reserve, twenty-six from Pittsburgh, and six from St. Louis (Unpublished 
letter from S. Bogle to M. Harron, May 18, 1927. ALA Archives, 24/2/6–1). 
As noted in the appendix below, Power’s career would include lengthy 
teaching positions in all three of these programs.
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LIBRARY SERVICE FOR CHILDREN (1929, 1930) and WORK WITH 
CHILDREN IN PUBLIC LIBRARIES (1943)
In the late 1920s, ALA’s BEL initiated the production of a groundbreak-
ing series of seven textbooks for use in library schools. All were conceived 
both as individually authored works and as reﬂ ections of the cumulative 
experience and common understandings of the profession. Each text’s au-
thor worked with an ALA-appointed advisory committee of librarians, visited 
libraries with exemplary programs, and consulted with librarians at ALA 
headquarters in the preparation of the text. Preliminary “planographed” 
(mimeographed) versions of the texts were sent to library schools, where 
they were used and critiqued, as well as to approximately one hundred 
practicing librarians. The resulting feedback and criticism were used by 
the authors to shape the ﬁ rst editions of their texts, which were published 
and distributed by ALA. Subsequent editions would be published in the 
years following as revisions became necessary. Clearly, these were intended 
to be deﬁ nitive texts, and the authors were chosen with great care. Among 
those tapped for this work—and this honor—was Efﬁ e L. Power, who was 
commissioned to write the textbook on public library youth services work, 
Library Work With Children.
 Among the requirements of this immense undertaking was that the 
actual writing of the texts take place at ALA headquarters in Chicago under 
the guidance of textbook series editor W. W. Charters. Thus, in order to 
participate in the project, Power requested an eight-month leave of absence 
from her position at CPL. Charters wrote to CPL head Linda Eastman in 
July 1927 expressing his gratitude to Eastman for making arrangements 
so that Power, “the outstanding woman in her ﬁ eld in the country,” could 
undertake this work (Unpublished letter from W. W. Charters to L. East-
man, July 7, 1927. Efﬁ e L. Power personnel ﬁ le, Cleveland Public Library 
Archives). Her time in Chicago was to run from January to August 1928, 
though her leave was later extended to October so that she could complete 
an entire draft of the text. Power’s required visits to exemplary children’s 
programs in public libraries also took place during this time. For example, 
in June 1928 she visited libraries in Birmingham, Alabama; Atlanta, Georgia; 
Louisville, Kentucky; Washington, D.C.; and New York City (Unpublished 
letter from E. L Power to L. Eastman, June 26, 1928. Efﬁ e L. Power person-
nel ﬁ le, Cleveland Public Library Archives).
 The preliminary version of Library Service for Children was prepared by 
Power in 1928 and distributed to library schools and practitioners in 1929 
(Power 1929b). The ﬁ rst published edition appeared in 1930 (Power 1930), 
with a second edition, retitled Work with Children in Public Libraries, published 
in 1943. The 1929/1930 text contained chapters on the values of library 
work with children, the history of children’s books, book selection, library 
collections, planning and equipment, circulation work, reference work, 
reading guidance, library service to adolescents, extension work, children’s 
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department administration, and children’s librarianship as a career. The 
1943 text added chapters on rural librarianship and public relations and 
considerably reduced the coverage of book selection. Power’s ambitious aim 
was to present, insofar as was possible in a single textbook, a comprehensive 
introduction and guide to public youth services librarianship. A compara-
tive reading of these texts provides a prescriptive picture of professional 
attitudes and practices deemed essential to youth services librarianship from 
the late 1920s to the early 1940s. It also illuminates Power’s integration of 
goals and ideals with the actual tasks of working librarians.
 According to all editions of Power’s text, the position of the children’s 
librarian within the larger public library hierarchy should be one of coop-
eration with the chief librarian, equality with staff in other departments, 
and complete authority in matters relative to library service to children and 
young people (Power, 1929b, p. 249; 1930, p. 284; 1943, p. 35). She was 
expected to be well-informed on every aspect of the collection, and her 
authority and autonomy regarding children’s book selection was empha-
sized repeatedly. Even in the largest library systems, the children’s book 
collections were considered the direct responsibility of the head administra-
tor of the children’s department, who worked with the branch children’s 
librarians to select books that were both of high quality and of vital interest 
to young readers.
 On the one hand, according to Power, it was important for each branch 
librarian to assume responsibility for selecting the books that would be 
the most useful with—and have the greatest appeal to—that community’s 
children. On the other hand, it was important that the library system’s 
collections, taken as a whole, reﬂ ect a consistent selection policy based on 
recognized standards. “The fact that relative values play an important part 
in book selection problems makes a single authoritative source for deci-
sions very necessary.” Maintaining this balance was the job of the head of 
youth services, who was assumed to be “liberal minded” and thus could 
help guide the librarians on her staff to make the best selection decisions 
without being dictatorial (Power, 1929b, pp. 259–261; 1930, pp. 288–289; 
1943, pp. 41–42).
 The third chapter of the 1929 draft edition was titled “Book Selection” 
and opened with an outline of the topics covered: the “library problem” of 
children’s book selection, principles of children’s book selection, and types 
of children’s books. The chapter spanned 56 pages, or roughly one-ﬁ fth 
of the book’s 275 pages, and began with a brief, thoughtful consideration 
of selection criteria. Power ﬁ rst listed the selection criteria by which each 
book was measured—its “essential value as literature or as information,” 
its “relative value with reference to other books in the collection,” and its 
“relative value with regard to the book fund.” Consideration of the last, 
ﬁ nancial value, was then located in the following chapter on collection 
building and not covered further in this discussion (Power, 1929b, p. 32). 
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To Power, book evaluation was not a process of sorting the absolute good 
from the absolute bad. Instead, books’ essential and relative values were to 
be judged on the basis of both children’s responses and author’s choice and 
treatment of subject matter. Literary qualities, such as interesting subject 
matter, wholesome moral tone, distinctive style, and truthfulness, could be 
interpreted variously:
Fixed rules are impossible because critics, children, and literature are 
variables and values are relative. Obviously, the problem consists in 
recognizing and evaluating what is ﬁ t and what is unﬁ t, but that book 
which meets with one person’s approval because of certain qualities 
may be disapproved by another because of omissions or because he 
interprets its contents differently. However, the critical judgment of 
successful children’s librarians, tested by experience, has established 
a satisfactory working basis [for successful book selection]. (Power 
1929b, pp. 32–33)
Power went on to outline the means by which the novice selector 
could become an expert. The method discussed, however, was somewhat 
less “relative” and more “essential” than the above extract suggests. First, 
the novice should familiarize herself with the various criteria by which a 
book should be evaluated. Here, Power used a list adapted from Book Selec-
tion, F. W. Drury’s (1930) contemporaneous ALA textbook on selection 
for adult readers, which included items such as physical format, content 
(including “Moral tone [wholesome, uncertain, pernicious]” [Power, 1930, 
p. 31]), scope, style, readability, and child appeal. The novice should then 
examine an established children’s classic, such as Robinson Crusoe, in order 
to understand how these criteria were to be applied. Once she became 
familiar with this procedure using familiar books, she should examine 
unfamiliar books using these same criteria and compare her results to 
published book reviews written by “authoritative experts,” judging her 
success by how closely her evaluation matched those of the experts. As 
the novice gradually built up her critical abilities, she could move toward 
greater autonomy in exercising personal judgment in the evaluation pro-
cess, moving from simply distinguishing between “books altogether bad 
and those altogether good to [making] ﬁ ner discrimination of comparative 
value” (Power, 1929b, p. 35).
 The 1929 draft edition was read and evaluated by approximately two 
hundred children’s librarians, whose suggestions were then incorporated 
into the 1930 published edition. Most changes between the 1929 and the 
1930 editions were small additions, deletions, textual rearrangements, and 
word substitutions (for example, “moral tone” was replaced by “ethical 
inﬂ uence”). The more substantive revisions included the expansion of the 
section on book selection to 72 pages, or roughly one-quarter of the 309 
pages of text, and the elimination of the section’s opening description of 
the essential and relative values in book selection.
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 Evidently the text’s reviewers felt that the 1929 draft placed too much 
emphasis on relative values, for the 1930 edition contained no discussion 
of difﬁ culties with “ﬁ xed rules” and no suggestion of training the librarian 
to make her own evaluations. Power and her reviewers evidently agreed 
that her text’s primary task was to build up novice librarians’ conﬁ dence in 
their ability to become expert evaluators. Thus, Power began the section 
on book selection criteria by stating that the “responsibility for the selec-
tion and maintenance of collections rests with the children’s librarian” 
and assuring her reader that library school training, plus work experience, 
would enable her to make her selections in a professional manner. Though 
lacking in experience, the novice brought to the selection process her 
intelligence and personal attributes of “love of children, love of reading, a 
sense of literary values, and some knowledge of children’s reading habits,” 
all of which would assist her toward her goal (Power, 1930, pp. 29–30). 
Selection training was necessarily rigorous, but learning and incorporating 
professional selection standards was a prerequisite for truly professional 
performance as a children’s librarian. By applying Drury’s criteria ﬁ rst to 
classics, then to unfamiliar books, and then comparing her evaluations to 
those of recognized authorities, the novice’s critical judgment could and 
would be formed in the image of the experienced librarians she wished 
to emulate. Authority was a matter of training, and training was available 
through this ALA-sanctioned text. In the 1930 edition, Power left little room 
for personal (and potentially idiosyncratic) judgment in book selection.
 All three editions placed the relationship between the child and the 
book at the center of children’s library service, with the selection of the 
right books as one of the central tasks of the children’s librarian.
The immediate purpose of a children’s library is to provide children 
with good books supplemented by an inviting library environment 
and intelligent sympathetic service, and by these means to inspire and 
cultivate in children love of reading, discriminating taste in literature, 
and judgment and skill in the use of books as tools. Its ultimate aim is 
higher thinking, better living, and active citizenship. With these objec-
tives in view, it is quite evident that the value of a children’s library to 
individuals and to the community is not a matter of size, or volume of 
work, but the standards maintained in its book selection and the qual-
ity and adequacy of its service. . . . The basis of library service is books 
(Power, 1929b, p. 5; 1930, p. 10).
The 1943 edition put it more succinctly: “the child and his book remains 
[sic] the center about which all else revolves” (Power, 1943, p. viii). What 
changed from the late 1920s to the early 1940s was the balance in that equa-
tion of child plus book, with the earlier editions giving more attention to 
the books themselves, and the ﬁ nal edition focusing more on the individual 
child and on discerning and encouraging his or her needs and interests. 
As Power reported in the 1943 edition’s introduction, among the revisions 
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most strongly urged by her librarian reviewers was a greater stress on the 
social welfare aspects of children’s librarianship and a greater overall focus 
on children and their needs in relation to library service.
 As noted earlier, both the 1929 and 1930 editions emphasized book 
selection in their discussions of the library collection and its use (devoting 
ﬁ fty-six and seventy-two pages, respectively, to the topic). In contrast, the 
children for whom these books were selected were mentioned in a single 
paragraph of the introduction, plus brief sections treating variables deter-
mining children’s reading interests (ﬁ ve and nine pages) and individual 
reading guidance (six and ten pages). The 1943 edition contained no 
section on book selection per se but devoted twenty-four pages in three 
separate sections to considerations of reading interests and reading guid-
ance for the individual child. Indeed, the ﬁ rst six pages of the 1943 edition 
focused entirely on individual children with examples of young library users 
from a variety of cultures and social classes, giving particular emphasis to 
those of lower economic status.
 What were the lessons of Power’s text? To the professional informa-
tion about book selection and circulation procedures, programming, and 
service to special populations, she added personal insight that delineated 
the work of children’s librarianship as more than the sum of its parts. Her 
description of the relationship between the children’s librarian and the 
child reﬂ ected an unromanticized appreciation of young people:
She [the children’s librarian] must be simple and straightforward in 
manner, without affectation or brusqueness, responsive but not effusive, 
sympathetically understanding. She must be sincere in her attitude 
toward children in order that she may expect them to be frank and 
friendly toward her. . . . perhaps mutual respect and interest represent 
the ideal relationship. (Power, 1943, pp. 179–180)
Power’s list of necessary personal attributes of children’s librarians included 
initiative, forcefulness, imagination, tact, an interest in people, adaptability, 
courtesy, and patience. In addition, she must possess a healthy sense of 
humor. Indeed, Power demonstrated a wry sense of humor herself, as in 
her account of her early professional career:
In the writer’s early experience she went as far as to call the family 
bathtub into service [for scrubbing dirty children] until her sense of 
humor and her family intervened. Like the overzealous social worker 
in one of Josephine Dodge Daskam’s clever stories of child life in New 
York’s lower East Side, she wanted all the little Cordelias to pick daisies 
in Arcady when what they wanted were, not the terrifying croakings 
of frogs, but the sights, sounds and smells of Tin Pan Alley. (Power, 
1943, p. 7)
Throughout the texts, Power noted the importance of librarians’ relating 
to children naturally, instead of expecting to mold them into a childhood 
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ideal. Children’s tastes in reading were to be respected and worked with
rather than against by providing them with books they would enjoy.
 The ﬁ nal sentences of the 1929, 1930, and 1943 texts voice a charge to 
children’s librarians to facilitate a positive relationship between children 
and books. The 1929 and 1930 texts emphasized the librarian’s connections 
with other social service agencies and adults interested in providing for the 
welfare of children and the ability of the children’s librarian “with vision 
and longing toward serving humanity” to make a lasting positive difference 
in children’s lives by providing “the right book for the right child” (Power, 
1929b, p. 274; 1930, p. 308). The 1943 edition ended with a similar, though 
more speciﬁ c, statement of the work of the professional children’s librarian 
in “creating among children and young people a deep seated desire for 
what books and reading have to offer toward personal happiness, enlight-
enment and culture. It is theirs to offer an ‘ounce of prevention’ against 
illiteracy, dullness, pessimism and lack of ambition” (Power, 1943, p. 182). 
The librarian’s duty was not that of protecting or molding young readers 
but instead of providing reading incentives and choices to children and 
young people, thus facilitating (rather than directing) their development 
into adult readers.
 According to Power’s ﬁ nal 1943 text, rationales for book selection, 
even selection for the young, must be positive rather than negative. This 
was a change from the approach of earlier children’s librarians, as well 
as a change from the approach of earlier editions of Power’s text. While 
children’s librarians were expected to rigorously evaluate all acquisitions, 
the aim was selection, not censorship.
 The word “censorship” made its ﬁ rst appearance in the 1943 edition of 
Power’s text, with reference to library service to adolescents. In a chapter 
on public relations, librarians were advised that boys would be alienated by 
too much emphasis on clean hands, whereas girls particularly resented “any 
suspicion of censorship.” These reactions could be avoided by politeness 
and tact on the part of the library staff (Power, 1943, p. 163). In a section 
on children’s room service to adolescents and adults, Power stated that 
adult books that were judged to be enjoyable, strong, wholesome, and writ-
ten by worthwhile writers should be provided for young adults. “The idea 
behind the best service is not censorship but emphasis on desirable books 
and constructive reading guidance which provides liberally for individual 
differences and for freedom of choice” (Power, 1943, p. 95). Ten years 
later, Lester Asheim (1954) would popularize the phrase “selection, not 
censorship” in a widely reprinted talk delivered at ALA’s 1953 preconfer-
ence on intellectual freedom. Asheim was speaking to an audience com-
prised primarily of librarians involved in library service to adults; here, ten 
years earlier, Power applied this same concept to library service to young 
people.
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Power’s Landmark Folktale Collections
Power’s textbooks directly embody her philosophy of library work with 
children. Her experience with and understanding of children’s interac-
tions with stories and literature are revealed in her folktale collections. 
The foremothers of children’s librarianship believed deeply in the spiritual 
power of literature to shape childhood and therefore, as day follows dawn, 
to shape adult society (Hearne and Jenkins, 1999). True to the pattern of 
these beliefs and practices, Efﬁ e Power concluded the introduction to her 
most enduring folktale collection, Bag O’Tales, by stressing the importance 
of storytelling if children are “to develop culture, physical repose and spiri-
tual vision” (Power, 1934a, p. 13).
 Storytelling is literature in action, and Power “did literature.” In addi-
tion to her textbook, articles, and many bibliographies, she compiled four 
collections of folktales and literary stories, all published by E. P. Dutton: Bag 
O’Tales (1934a); Blue Caravan Tales (1935); Stories to Shorten the Road (1936); 
and From Umar’s Pack (1937), “the third and last book in a series planned 
to supplement Bag O’Tales” (Power, 1937, p. 7). If these books seem closely 
spaced, they were informed by a spread of many years of experience telling 
stories and administering storytelling programs. The four volumes include 
what Power—and the many librarians whom she trained and knew—con-
sidered basic to children’s knowledge, a canon serving as a springboard to 
lifelong reading of literature. These were also stories that worked not only 
as canonical ideals but also as entertainment holding children’s attention, 
stimulating their interest, and bringing them back for more.
 For Efﬁ e Power, stories did not lie ﬂ at on a page. She describes “a play-
ground scene in Pittsburgh; a horde of ragged children running gleefully 
to meet a library story-teller and calling out, ‘Here comes the Rat Lady! The 
Rat Lady!’ (her last story having been Browning’s ‘Pied Piper.’)” (Power, 
1934a, p. 12). Children who could not read could nevertheless remember; 
and, as her Bag O’ Tales dedicatory quote from George Eliot afﬁ rms, “Our 
ﬁ nest hope is ﬁ nest memory.” Her dedication, “TO MOTHER,” might be 
viewed as underscoring the gendered nature of children’s librarians—all 
of whom were women, dedicated to literacy as the hope of the world and 
convinced that the ﬁ rst step toward literacy was hearing literature told and 
read aloud by those whose primary work, in the early twentieth century, was 
to do it: mothers, teachers, and librarians. Power’s role as story anthologist, 
then, was to deliver basic literature in both oral and print formats to the 
world of children. She was a skilled literary midwife (Hearne, 1998).
 Each of Power’s four story collections has a stated rationale and scope. 
Bag O’Tales, the most comprehensive with “63 famous stories for story-
tellers,” is essentially “a popular home book and a useful source for all 
story-tellers” (Power, 1934b), while the other three books in the series are 
intended to be read aloud to, or independently by, children. Blue Caravan 
Tales “contains the stories requested again and again” by children attending 
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bookmobile programs “in the shade of a building or beneath the trees.” 
These ﬁ fteen popular choices were “likewise the favorites of those who 
attend the story hours in the Library during the winter months” (Power, 
1935, p. 5). Stories to Shorten the Road contains ﬁ fteen folktales with “humor 
and adventure to shorten roads for those older girls and boys, and grown 
people, who would ‘Laugh and grow wise’” (Power, 1936, p. 6). From Umar’s 
Pack comprises twelve “stories from literary sources which the world has 
chosen to remember” (Power, 1937, p. 5). The analysis of these collections, 
along with the lists of stories that Power published for use in public library 
programs (1913a, 1913b, 1914a, 1925a, 1925c), form the basis for a histori-
cal blueprint of the aesthetic and cultural values with which children from 
different socioeconomic classes and widely varied ethnic and immigrant 
origins were regularly inculcated.
 As might be expected, a breakdown of the selections reveals that west-
ern European lore dominates despite a few notable exceptions. This ratio is 
consistent with bibliographies of the time and textbook recommendations 
throughout the twentieth century (Del Negro, 1999, p. 600); early guides by 
famous storytellers such as Marie Shedlock (1915) and Ruth Sawyer (1942); 
widely distributed story collections such as those by Sara Cone Bryant (1907) 
and the Literature Committee of the International Kindergarten Union 
(1939); and major anthologies such as those by Edna Johnson and Carrie 
Scott (1935).
 Power’s three children’s collections are dominated by Norwegian folk-
tales (primarily from Asbjornsen and Moe, n.d. ) and Nordic mythology 
(from various sources), which comprise twelve selections out of a total 
forty-two. The ten English stories in the three children’s collections include 
two Joseph Jacobs tales and four literary stories: a ballad in prose form, 
Charles Lamb’s adaptation of Shakespeare’s Tempest, Helen Bannerman’s 
text for Little Black Sambo (1899), and Beatrix Potter’s text for Peter Rabbit
(1901). There are ﬁ ve German folktales (Grimm, 1977); ﬁ ve Irish tales; two 
French tales (both attributed to Perrault, but one is actually by Madame 
Le Prince de Beaumont); two “Slavic” tales; two Indian stories (from the 
Bidpai and Mahabharata); two episodes from the Aeneid; and one Czech, 
one Japanese, and one Swedish tale.
 The adult storytelling resource, Bag O’ Tales, has only a slightly differ-
ent balance, with a clear majority of seventeen English folktales, legends, 
epics, ballads (a few of the ballads are also common to Scotland), and 
literary tales (including an episode from Pilgrim’s Progress). There are ten 
Norwegian folktales and Norse myths and sagas (Sigurd, Frithiof, etc.); nine 
Greek myths, plus three Aesop fables; ﬁ ve French stories (three Roland 
episodes, one Perrault, one La Fontaine fable); three Grimms’ tales; three 
Andersen tales; three Indian tales; two Irish stories; and one Russian, one 
“Slavic,” one Swedish, and one Persian story.
 Numbers are deceiving, of course, since one story from the Cuchul-
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ain cycle can take up many more pages than four fables from Aesop, but 
perhaps absence speaks more clearly than presence. There are no African 
American, Native American, or Jewish stories, and only one selection from 
an original American publication in the guise of Chinese folklore, Shen of 
the Sea, the 1926 Newbery Medal book by Arthur Chrisman (1925), pub-
lished by Efﬁ e Power’s publisher, E. P.Dutton. Several other original pieces, 
including “Leprecaun” by William Allingham (1884–89) and “Ladders to 
Heaven” by Oratia Ewing (1841–85) are taken from earlier British books. 
The booklist of recommended further sources in Bag O’ Tales (Power, 1934a, 
pp. 131–132) does contain a few token minority appearances, including 
the white collector Joel Chandler Harris’s book of African American Uncle 
Remus stories (1955) and Zitkala-Sa’s Old Indian Legends (1901). Selective 
(one- to three-page) bibliographies of picture books, classics for family 
reading, books on storytelling, and books on children’s literature conclude 
Bag O’ Tales. Given the limitations of book ownership by individual chil-
dren in the 1930s, and the high rate of library use during the Depression, 
these book recommendations would have been tremendously inﬂ uential 
in juvenile collection development throughout the country.
 In all four books Power’s citations are meticulous in terms of copyright 
information, though attributions of ethnic or folkloric origin can become 
as vague as “Old Folk Tale” for well-known stories such as “Scrapefoot,” 
an English folktale collected in More English Fairy Tales by Joseph Jacobs 
(1892). The most important consideration for Power’s purposes, however, 
was the quality of adaptation for oral delivery to children, and in that her 
selections succeeded magniﬁ cently. The tonal variety ranges from light to 
dark, while style and pace are orally pitched. The storytelling advice that 
she doles out is wise, brief, and tuned to librarians learning on the run:
Read the story to be told for sheer pleasure; re-read for plot and if the 
incidents are many, or complicated, make a written outline and memo-
rize it; re-read for descriptive parts and for general atmosphere.
 When this has been done, put aside the text and visualize the story 
imaginatively. If there is time to dwell on the story during several days, 
so much the better. Parts to be memorized may require further read-
ing.
 Finally, with your audience in mind, repeat the story aloud, as you 
expect to tell it. This will aid your memory, give facility in diction and 
acquaint you with the sound of your own voice, all of which are impor-
tant points in developing ease in story-telling.
 No matter how familiar a story may become, it should be reviewed, 
to some extent, before re-telling, in order to recapture its mood. . . .
 Comparing variants of an old tale and seeking out reasons for differ-
ences may also add interest. The many collections of folk tales made 
by Joseph Jacobs contain stimulating bibliographic notes on original 
forms of tales and the changes which have occurred in their migra-
tion. Perrault’s literary versions of popular tales may be compared with 
folklore versions; La Fontaine’s Fables in literary verse may be read in 
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connection with earlier folklore versions of fables found in the Panchat-
antra, edited by Ryder, or The Fables of Aesop. (Power, 1934a, p. 56)
Suggestions more speciﬁ c to each of the genres with which she deals in-
troduce each section, along with a listing of programming examples in 
addition to those she has chosen to retell, and further sources are listed 
at the end of each section. Her background information on the various 
mythologies, epics, and sagas contextualizes the episodes.
 There is no softening of violent edges, even in the younger tales. When 
piggy will not go over the stile, mouse gnaws rope, rope hangs butcher, 
butcher kills ox, etc., until stick beats dog, dog bites piggy, and piggy ﬁ nally 
jumps through the stile so the old lady can get home that night (Power, 
1934a, p. 20). Later, Chicken-licken and Co. disappear forever into Fox-
Lox’s cave (p. 25), the ﬁ rst two little pigs get eaten for their lack of foresight 
(p. 29), and Jackal gobbles up Lambiken (p. 37). However, the Lassie and 
her mysterious nighttime visitor do get chastely separate beds in “East of 
the Sun and West of the Moon”! (Power, 1934a, p. 106) (In Asbjornsen and 
Moe’s version “a man came and laid himself alongside her” [p. 12]).
 Misogynistic stories such as Asbjornsen’s “Goody ’Gainst-the-Stream” 
(Power, 1936, p. 55) and Ransome’s adaptation of “The Stolen Turnips, the 
Magic Tablecloth, the Sneezing Goat, and the Wooden Whistle” (a Russian 
variant of Asbjornsen’s Norse “Lad Who Went to the North Wind”) are well 
balanced by active and clever heroines such as “The Squire’s Bride,” another 
of Asbjornsen and Moe’s Norse tales, and the heroic “Savitri’s Choice,” 
adapted from the Mahabharata. In one of her introductions, Power explains 
that the story of Savitri, who chooses her husband Satyavan and then res-
cues him from death, is “interesting as it portrays the Hindu conception of 
womanly character, the keynote of which is ﬁ delity” (Power, 1937, p. 7).
 Although the majority of the tales have male protagonists, they are often 
saved by females, as in “How the Son of Gobhaun Saor Sold the Sheepskin” 
(Power, 1936, p. 69), in which a wise man tests his son by demanding that 
he sell a sheepskin for a good price and also bring back the sheepskin. 
Everyone laughs at this proposal till he meets a woman who pays the price, 
plucks the wool, and gives him back the skin, whereupon his father berates 
him for not having the wit to ask her hand in marriage immediately! It is 
this woman, after she marries the son of Gobhaun Saor, who rescues him 
once again. When the Gobhaun Saor asks his son to “shorten the way for 
me” on their journey, it is she who explains, “sure every one knows that 
storytelling is the way to shorten a road.” 6 In addition to women who save 
their menfolk, there are also tales with a satisfyingly gendered balance of 
power, as in “Saddle to Rags” (Power, 1934a, p. 273), a very funny Irish story 
in which a “simple old man” manages to outwit a thieving highwayman by 
doing just what his wife tells him—sort of.
 Power’s assertion of gender equality through selection of folktales 
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reﬂ ects the strength of the indomitable pioneering librarians whom she 
typiﬁ es. Early twentieth-century librarians’ folktale collections with active 
heroines were overlooked when feminists of the 1970s began to anthologize 
what they considered the ﬁ rst feminist folktale collections (Pierson-Jen-
nings, 1989). For instance, The Fairy Ring, edited by Kate Douglas Wiggin 
and Nora Archibald Smith (1906), and East o’ the Sun and West o’ the Moon 
with Other Norwegian Folk Tales, retold by Gudrun Thorne-Thomsen (1912), 
featured many of the “strong women” tales later presented in feminist 
anthologies during the mid-1970s as if newly discovered (“The Squire’s 
Bride,” “Cap ‘O Rushes,” “Tattercoats,” “The Husband Who Was to Mind 
the House,” etc.).
 Casting even more light on Efﬁ e Power’s feminist perspective is the 
single work of imaginative ﬁ ction attributed to Power, Early Days in Ohio; 
A Story of a Pioneer Family of the Western Reserve (Power & Everson, 1928), 
an otherwise conventional historical novel that Power wrote with school 
teacher Florence M. Everson. The book chronicles the adventures of the 
pioneering Clark family (mother, father, and ﬁ ve children) settling in the 
Cleveland, Ohio, area known then as the Western Reserve. The episodes 
are much in the same vein as Laura Ingalls Wilder’s later Little House series 
(1932–43). Early Days in Ohio repeatedly stresses the issue of gender:
“Girls can’t chop anything,” said James scornfully. “They haven’t the 
right swing with their arms,” added Alonzo.
“Here’s one girl that can do as much as any two boys,” declared Peggy 
as she seized a hatchet, and she swung it with so much vim that James 
and Alonzo stood back and gazed at her in open-mouthed wonder.
“Watch out, or you’ll swallow some of these chips,” she shouted. (Power 
& Everson, 1928, p. 22)
Early Days in Ohio contains numerous other examples of pioneering 
women’s capabilities. At the end of the book, one woman says, “I’m get-
ting into deep water . . . for women aren’t supposed to know much about 
politics.” But young Peggy persists in asking questions until the woman 
says, “I never before knew a little girl to be so interested in politics” (pp. 
262–263).
“Why shouldn’t girls be as interested as boys?” questioned Peggy and 
Laura.
“Because women can’t vote,” said Mrs. Clark.
“But who knows, perhaps some day they may.”
“That day is a long way off,” declared Mrs. Carter. “As for myself, I’m 
sure I’d never ﬁ nd the time to vote.”
“Oh, I would,” said Peggy.
“So would I,” echoed Laura.” (pp. 263–264)
The feminist awareness emphasized here is in marked contrast to the 
racist attitude toward Native Americans, who are ridiculed at one point for 
stealing a kettle of boiling soap on the assumption that it is edible. “The In-
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dians smacked their lips. ‘Good stuff. Eat plenty. Heap good to eat” (Power 
& Everson, 1928, p. 40). Called “savages,” “red men” (pp. 40–41), and worse 
(“It was funny to see the fat and greasy squaws measuring off lengths of 
gay calico for new dresses,” p. 170), the Indians here (later identiﬁ ed as 
Chippewa, p. 177) are depicted adding a dog to their stew while two hor-
riﬁ ed white boys whom they have tried to befriend look on (p. 178). This 
book, endorsed in a foreword by the superintendent of Cleveland Schools, 
went through four printings in 1928, a ﬁ fth in 1931, and a sixth in 1936. 
Although there is no date to indicate the precise years covered in the book, 
it is a period just prior to the convention in Chillicothe to determine Ohio’s 
statehood (1803). Whereas the prevailing attitudes toward Native Americans 
may reﬂ ect the historical times portrayed on the “Western Reserve,” the 
authors took pains to update attitudes toward women, obviously a reﬂ ection 
of their own feminist convictions.
 The prejudice against Indians is all the more notable because children’s 
librarians deﬁ ned their mission as incorporating immigrant children of 
many cultures and ethnicities into U.S. society and bringing literacy to 
children of all social classes. The daybooks of children’s librarians at SLPL 
and photographs from the CPL archives clearly demonstrate that African 
American and white children were integrated in the children’s room, and 
Power’s support for Langston Hughes has already been noted. The inclu-
sion of “Little Black Sambo” in Blue Caravan Tales reﬂ ects a common accep-
tance of that story as dynamic for telling and does not feature the insultingly 
stereotypical illustrations by Bannerman. Certainly in 1935, Little Black 
Sambo was not generally considered a racist title in the canon of children’s 
literature and was, in fact, included in the ﬁ rst edition of African American 
librarian Charlemae Rollins’s bibliography We Build Together (1941). As 
noted before, however, there are no African or African American folktales 
in any of Power’s collections.
 It is unfair to examine Power’s collections for social issues without 
bearing in mind the signiﬁ cance of her acute aesthetic sense and its de-
cades-long impact on children’s librarianship and on childhood itself. Her 
stories are never patronizing about young listeners’ and readers’ capabili-
ties. Although not an “original” writer herself, she was a creative anthologist 
and an oral re-creator of stories, which allowed her to contribute richly to 
the print tradition through selection and organization of adaptations. She 
created a window of imagination for children and obviously looked through 
it herself. From the “hardcore” nursery rhymes that are often edited out 
of contemporary anthologies (for example, long versions of “Old Mother 
Hubbard” and “Cock Robin” that include or dwell on references to death), 
to the intricacies of Perseus and Odysseus, Power trusted her audience to 
reach new levels of understanding through exposure to unfamiliar words, 
narrative complexities, and rites of human behavior.
 The inﬂ uence of these collections is undeniable. Included in two of 
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the books, Stories to Shorten the Road and Stories from Umar’s Pack, are reviews 
of the other two collections from both regional and national sources: the 
Springﬁ eld Republican, Macon Telegraph, New York Herald Tribune, Parent’s Maga-
zine, National Parent-Teacher, Baltimore Evening Sun, and the American Library 
Association’s Booklist. This last is surely the most signiﬁ cant for libraries, 
since it inﬂ uenced purchases in so many children’s library collections. 
About Blue Caravan Tales, the Booklist reviewer says that it “provides in one 
volume those tales which are the foundation of every story-teller’s stock 
in trade, and which, once heard, children delight to read for themselves.” 
The Baltimore Evening Sun reviewer mentions the advantage of having “some 
of the best fairy tales in all the world all in one inexpensive small volume! 
. . . Now, instead of having to search through a dozen books to ﬁ nd them, 
children have them all here in this well-printed compilation.” Not only do 
the reviewers cite the book for its usefulness, but also for its aesthetic sen-
sibility and character: “A collection of notable stories, rich in fancy, laden 
with adventure and always delivering to the young reader some impressions 
of permanent value,” says the Springﬁ eld Republican about Stories to Shorten 
the Road. “Miss Efﬁ e Power, who knows what is good for children, comes 
with ‘Blue Caravan Tales,’ a collection of well chosen fairy tales,” writes 
Charles J. Finger, the author of the 1925 Newbery Medal book, Tales from 
Silver Lands (1924).
 From a historical distance, not all of the collections are equally esti-
mable. With the numbers of anthologies now available, for instance, selec-
tions in Blue Caravan Tales seem overfamiliar to a point of ﬂ atness, while 
its unique and somewhat bizarre version of “Hansel and Gretel” begs for 
a source note other than “From Grimms’ Fairy Tales” (Power, 1935, p. 
56). (“Beauty and the Beast” in the same volume is mistakenly attributed 
to Perrault.) Removing Beatrix Potter’s illustrations from the text of Peter 
Rabbit is aesthetically jarring; and “Little Black Sambo,” despite its powerful 
storytelling elements of patterned structure, rhythm, repetition, wordplay, 
and suspense, now seems a socially offensive selection. The reasons for 
this are extensively explored elsewhere (Harris, V.J., 1990), although most 
controversies center around Bannerman’s illustrations, which were not 
used in Power’s book. Unlike Blue Caravan Tales, the other three collec-
tions are still viable and vital: Bag O’ Tales as a basic storytelling resource, 
Stories to Shorten the Road for its unusual and dynamic selections, and From 
Umar’s Pack for its outstanding presentation of classic literary, legendary, 
and mythical adaptations.
 Most of all, these collections represent a kind of living literature whose 
effect on children can be documented. Thanks to librarians who kept me-
ticulous records of their story sessions and to scholars who have mined 
them, we have rich evidence of how broadly and deeply stories selected 
and told by Efﬁ e Power and her colleagues affected children. The following 
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two examples from children’s librarians’ working daybooks document this 
work during Power’s tenure at SLPL:
Told “Perseus” to ﬁ fty children at De Soto [playground] also to ﬁ fty at 
Yeatman Sq. It went very well. A child in the third grade had remem-
bered Theseus above all the other stories. The black sails seem to have 
made the deepest impression and she wanted another story like that 
one about the “black sails.” Theseus & Perseus have been the most 
popular stories I have told, with both big and little. (St. Louis Public 
Library, Central Branch Children’s Room, Daybook, 1912–1916, August 
9, 1912, p. 41)
Told “Theseus,” “Why Brother Bear Has No Tail,” “The Peterkins & the 
Piper” to two groups (120) of almost grown boys and girls at Franklin 
Night School. Theseus was a “howling” success. It took 45 minutes to tell 
it and still they were not tired and wanted more. The Peterkins never 
fail but Uncle Remus fell ﬂ at. I have to choose my audience carefully for 
Uncle Remus. It never succeeds except with people of some cultivation. 
(St. Louis Public Library, 1912–1916, February 19, 1913, p. 61)
At that time most public children’s librarians had storytelling sessions for 
various age groups in various venues several times a week. Such perfor-
mances would have been one of the few performance media readily avail-
able (that is, at no cost) to working-class children. Such stories gained ad-
ditional value in that they were also freely available in the library collection 
for children to read and experience anew. These and other books were 
recommended by librarians to both children and caretakers on a daily 
basis, which further underlines the potential impact of librarians’ literary 
choices on children’s reading and imaginative lives.
The Creative Life of Children’s Librarians
Our heritage from dynamic pioneering children’s librarians such as 
Efﬁ e Power has broad implications for today’s new pioneers. The stereo-
typically rigid librarian depicted in popular culture would not thrive in a 
real children’s library of any historical period. In fact, librarianship for 
children has long involved a lively imaginative tradition that is rarely iden-
tiﬁ ed and attributed as creative even within the profession. Storytelling 
and other types of programming, book evaluation and collection develop-
ment, readers’ advisory and reference, arrangement of displays and spatial 
environment, professional collaboration, and community outreach are all, 
in a sense, art forms. Not surprisingly, a number of children’s librarians 
have become award-winning children’s book authors. As early as 1929, 
the Children’s Library Yearbook listed thirty-eight librarians (all women) as 
children’s book authors in appendix 1, “The Children’s Librarian as a 
Contributor to the Field of Children’s Literature” (Committee on Library 
Work, 1929). A recent Web site (Gerretson, 2000) lists over two hundred 
names of writers who are or have been children’s librarians.
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 It is no accident that those who evaluate and select children’s books 
for daily use in library collections, as well as for major awards such as the 
Newbery and Caldecott Medals, are primarily children’s librarians. In their 
training and on the job, they are charged to be both critical and creative, 
to evaluate books critically and promote them to children creatively. Orga-
nization and access are important, but these, too, have creative as well as 
critical and administrative aspects. Many children’ s librarians also combine 
their professional work with teaching and mentoring responsibilities in 
programs of instruction in library and information science, which calls for 
a different kind of creativity. Recognizing the need (and taking the time) 
for creativity to enhance work, balancing creative and critical development, 
and recognizing that creative growth connects every adult more vitally 
with children are crucial aspects of long-term commitment and innovative 
planning. This exploration of Efﬁ e Power’s professional career as librarian, 
educator, and author demonstrates a combination of unremitting hard work 
and irrepressible imagination. It is a combination characteristic of effective 
children’s librarians from the founding of the ﬁ eld to current times.
Appendix: Timeline of Power’s Life and Career
1873 Born in Conneautville, Pennsylvania, February. 12
1881 Family moves to Cleveland
1892 Graduates from Central High School, Cleveland
1895 Family moves back to Conneautville but Power stays in 
Cleveland to work in library
1895–1898 Assistant, Cleveland Public Library
1895–1896 Member, American Library Association
1898–1902 Children’s Librarian, Cleveland Public Library
1903
(September–
October) Supervisor of Children’s Work, Cleveland Public Library
1903–1908 Instructor in Library Use and Children’s Literature, City 
Normal School, Cleveland
1903–1907 Instructor in Work with Children and Children’s Litera-
ture, Western Reserve University Library School.
1904 Graduates from Training School for Children’s Librarians, 
Carnegie Library School
1906 Attended classes at Teacher’s College, Columbia University, 
summer school
1906–1930 Member, National Education Association (she says “active 
member”)
1908 Instructor in Work with Children and Children’s Literature, 
Michigan State Library Commission Summer School.
1908–1909 Assistant, Cleveland Public Library
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1908–1913 Lecturer in Work with Children and Children’s Literature, 
Western Reserve University
1909–1911 First Assistant, Children’s Department, Carnegie Library 
of Pittsburgh
1909–1911 Instructor in Children’s Literature and Work with Schools, 
Training School for Children’s Librarians
1909–1911 Lecturer on Storytelling, University of Pittsburgh, Exten-
sion Course for Playground and Social Welfare
1910 Instructor in Work with Children and Children’s Litera-
ture, University of Minnesota Summer Library School
1911 Instructor in Work with Children and Children’s Litera-
ture, University of Minnesota Summer Library School
1911–1912 Secretary, Section for Work with Children, ALA
1911–1914 Supervisor, Work with Children, St. Louis Public Library
1911–1914 Lecturer on Work with Children, Training School for 
Children’s Librarians, Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh.
1911–1914 Instructor, Training Class, St. Louis Public Library
1912 Instructor in Work with Children and Children’s Litera-
ture, University of Missouri and State Library Commission 
Summer Library School
1912 Chairman, Section for Work with Children, ALA
1912–1913 Secretary, Library Department, National Education As-
sociation
1914 Instructor in Work with Children and Children’s Litera-
ture, University of Missouri and State Library Commission 
Summer Library School
1914 Lecturer on Children’s Literature, University of Illinois 
Summer Library School
1914–1919 Member, ALA Council
1914–1917 Supervisor of Schools Division, Carnegie Library of Pitts-
burgh
1914–1918 Chairman, Elementary School Committee, Library Depart-
ment of National Education Association
1914–1920 Instructor in Children’s Literature and Work with Schools, 
Training School for Children’s Librarians
1915–1920 Member, Keystone State Library Association
1916–1917 Lecturer on Children’s Literature, New York State Library 
School
1916–1917 Lecturer on Children’s Literature and Work with Schools, 
University of Syracuse Library School
1916–1917 President, Library Department, National Education As-
sociation
1916–1920 Honorary member, Committee of Teachers of English, 
Pittsburgh Public Schools; Chairman of Subcommittee 
on Reading
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1916–1920 Consulting Librarian, Subcommittee on Reading, Com-
mittee of English, Association of Secondary Schools of 
Upper Valley, Ohio
1917–1920 Head of Children’s Department, Carnegie Library of Pitts-
burgh
1918–1922 Assisting Instructor, New York Public Library School
1920 Lecturer on High School Library Work, Simmons College 
Library School
1920 Member, Pennsylvania State Educational Association, 
Chairman, Library Section
1920– Member, Ohio State Library Association
1920–1937 Director of Work with Children, Cleveland Public Li-
brary
1920–1928 Instructor in School of Library Science, Western Reserve 
University, and Director, Course in Children’s Work
1925–1937 Assistant Professor, School of Library Science, Western 
Reserve University
1925 Lecturer on Children’s Literature, Extension Course for 
Teachers, Summer Session, University of Oregon
1927 Lecturer on Library Service to Children, University of 
Chicago, Graduate Library School, Summer Session
1927–1931 Member, American Library Association Committee for 
Study of Development of Reading Habits
1928 Lecturer on Library Service to Children, University of 
Chicago, Graduate Library School, Summer Session
1928 Special Lecturer, St. Louis Public Library School
1928–1930 Lecturer, Cleveland College
1929 Lecturer on Library Service to Children, University of 
Chicago, Graduate Library School, Winter Session
1929 Special Lecturer, St. Louis Public Library School; Special 
Lecturer, Carnegie Library School, Pittsburgh
1929–1930 Chairman, Section for Work with Children, American Li-
brary Association
1931 Special Lecturer, St. Louis Public Library School
1932 Instructor, Columbia University, School of Library Service, 
Summer Session
1933 Instructor, Columbia University, School of Library Service, 
Summer Session
1933–34 President, Library Club of Cleveland and Vicinity
1934 Instructor, Columbia University, School of Library Service, 
Summer Session
1934 M.A., Allegheny College (Honorary)
1935 Chair, Ohio Library Association Anniversary Committee
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1936 Instructor, Columbia University, School of Library Service, 
Summer Session
1937 Retires from Cleveland Public Library
1937–1938 Lecturer, Columbia University School of Library Science
1940 Member, Library Board, Pompano Beach, Florida (helps 
reorganize public library, which was destroyed in hurri-
canes in 1924 and 1936)
1942–1948 Librarian, Public Library, Pompano Beach, Florida
1948 Retires from Pompano Beach Public Library but continues 
to write
1964? Returns to Conneautville, Pennsylvania, and lives with 
relatives
1969 Dies October 8
Notes
1. Power’s professional career began at CPL in 1895, where Eastman was hired as CPL’s Vice-
Librarian in 1896. Eastman held that senior administrative position for twenty-two years 
under head librarian William Howard Brett, who was a leader among library administrators 
in supporting children’s work in public libraries. In 1918 Brett died and Eastman succeeded 
him as librarian, a career move that made her the ﬁ rst woman to head a metropolitan 
library system in the United States. Eastman retired from CPL in 1938.
2. Most of the pioneering supervisors of children’s public library services were members 
of this “ﬁ rst generation” of children’s librarians, who went into children’s work before 
specialized training was available. Anne Carroll Moore (Superintendent of Work with 
Children at New York Public Library, 1906–1941) and Frances Jenkins Olcott (Chief of 
the Children’s Department of the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh, 1898–1911, organizer 
and director of Carnegie’s Training School for Children’s Librarians) are two of the bet-
ter-known members of this group. Many others also “labored in the ﬁ elds” as professional 
colleagues of Moore and Olcott but without their national name recognition.
3. Power served as consultant to a number of publishers, including (but not limited to) Ox-
ford University Press; Thomas Nelson; Charles Scribner & Sons; William Morrow; Harper 
& Brothers; Doubleday; Macmillan; Viking; Little, Brown; Duran & Co.; Harcourt Brace; 
Random House; Alfred A. Knopf; and Houghton Mifﬂ in.
4. As head of children’s services at CPL, Power found an additional venue for educational 
advocacy as a member of the Advisory Committee to the American School of the Air, an 
innovative series of radio broadcasts delivered directly to school classrooms that started 
in 1929 in Ohio. “Miss Power, as a children’s librarian and as a member of the Advisory 
Committee of the American School of the Air, has been much interested in these programs 
and has been in contact with the promoters; both of these and of various commercial pro-
grams” (Unpublished letter from E. Briggs to D. McGregor, June 24, 1933. ALA Archives, 
28/50/6–2). Such educational radio programs became increasingly popular in the years 
that followed, as demonstrated by the inauguration of the CBS American School of the 
Air in 1939, which broadcast nationwide to over 100,000 classrooms every day. (“Radio 
in the Modern School Program,” an online exhibit produced by University of Wisconsin-
Oshkosh, retrieved April 6, 2004, from http://www.uwosh.edu/archives/radio/modern.
htm).
5. Indeed, even during the months she toiled on the textbook in Chicago, she traveled to 
the St. Louis Library School to lecture on children’s work.
6. Stories of Gobhaun Saor still circulate orally in Ireland. A sixty-ﬁ ve-year-old West Cork 
farmer, Noel McCarthy, asked if he know of Saor, told several of the stories to Hearne in 
June.
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Frances Henne and the Development of School 
Library Standards
Diane D. Kester and Plummer Alston Jones, Jr.
Abstract
Frances Henne (1906–85) was the leader in the development of school 
library standards during her career as a teacher, librarian, and library edu-
cator. She was the driving force behind the publication of the 1945, 1960, 
and 1969 national standards for school libraries. Her imprint is evident in 
the research and philosophical foundations for the 1975, 1988, and 1998 
national standards.
Early Years and Education in Librarianship
 Born in Springﬁ eld, Illinois, on October 11, 1906, Henne received 
her bachelor of arts degree and master of arts degree in English at the 
University of Illinois in 1929 and 1934 respectively. After completing her 
undergraduate degree and while she was working on her master’s degree, 
she worked as a library assistant in circulation and reference at the Lincoln 
Public Library in her hometown of Springﬁ eld from 1930 to 1940.
 In 1935 Henne went to New York City to pursue a bachelor’s degree in 
librarianship at Columbia University. While engaged in her studies, Henne 
also brieﬂ y worked as a circulation assistant at the New York Public Library 
in 1935 and then as a reference and circulation assistant at the New York 
State Teachers College at Albany from 1935 to 1938. She served as an in-
structor in school librarianship at Albany from 1937 to 1939, when Louis 
Round Wilson, dean of the Graduate Library School (GLS) at the University 
of Chicago, invited her to serve as an instructor there and to be responsible 
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for the library in the University High School, a laboratory school for the 
University of Chicago.
University of Chicago
 Beginning her career as the ﬁ rst woman faculty member at University 
of Chicago’s GLS in 1939, she also began her doctoral studies that same 
year. She served as librarian from 1939 to 1942. She participated in, and 
contributed to the proceedings of, the 1940 Conference on Reading, one 
of several annual conferences sponsored by and held at the University of 
Chicago throughout the 1940s and 1950s. Her paper, “Function and Activi-
ties of Libraries in Promoting Growth in and through Reading” (1940) was 
the ﬁ rst of approximately thirty articles, essays, chapters, and monographs 
written throughout her career on reading, school libraries, school library 
research, school library standards, and print and nonprint media for chil-
dren and young adults (Henne, 1942, 1943, 1950, 1950/1970; Henne & 
Lowell, 1942). She was assistant professor at the GLS from 1946 to 1949, 
served as associate dean and dean of students from 1947 to 1950, and act-
ing dean from 1951 to 1952.
 In 1949, while serving as associate dean and dean of students, Henne 
received her doctorate degree in library science at the University of Chi-
cago. Her dissertation, “Preconditional Factors Affecting the Reading of 
Young People” (1949a) recommended that high school libraries should 
reappraise their programs to stress appropriate selection and accessibility 
of materials and participate in the developmental reading programs and 
systematic reading guidance programs (Cole, 1955; Sullivan, 1990; Han-
nigan, 1993).
 During her teaching career at the University of Chicago Graduate 
Library School, which lasted from 1939 to 1954, Henne allied herself with 
other school library practitioners and state supervisors of school libraries, 
notably Mary Peacock Douglas of North Carolina, Ruth Ersted of Minne-
sota, and Margaret Walraven of Texas. Henne established the Center for 
Children’s Books and its Bulletin, a reviewing medium that related books 
to curriculum and analyzed critically children’s and young adults’ materi-
als for libraries and schools (Cole, 1955; Sullivan, 1990; Hannigan, 1993; 
Schlachter and Thomison, 1974, p. 43).
 At this time she was a member of an American Association of School 
Librarians (AASL) committee, chaired by Mary Peacock Douglas, which was 
hard at work producing standards for school libraries. Leaders like Douglas 
and Henne recognized that national guidelines were needed to establish 
best practice through demonstration programs and to encourage nation-
wide measures of effort and achievement. Since school libraries were part of 
the evaluation process of regional accrediting associations, it was especially 
important to have guidelines and standards and to get them adopted by 
the accrediting agencies (Henne, 1943; Sullivan, 1990). As of 1943, there 
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were two sets of national standards for school libraries, including the ﬁ rst 
standards for school libraries written by the National Education Associa-
tion (NEA) Committee on Library Organization and Equipment for senior 
and junior high schools in 1920, and the 1925 Elementary School Library 
Standards, published as a joint collaboration of the NEA and the American 
Library Association (ALA) (Certain, 1920, 1925). In her 1943 article on 
“The Evaluation of School Libraries,” Henne called for new standards for 
both elementary schools and high schools.
1945 School Library Standards
 In 1945 the AASL school library standards committee published the 
ﬁ rst set of national K–12 school library standards, School Libraries for Today 
and Tomorrow (Douglas 1945). The 1945 standards established the precedent 
for modern school library media programs by differentiating between the 
duties of the school librarian and those of the public librarian as well as 
deﬁ ning the scope of the different services that the school library and the 
public library provided to schools (Douglas, 1945). Henne advocated col-
laborating with classroom teachers to include library skills education in the 
context of subject-based learning. An example of how this collaboration 
worked was The Librarian and the Teacher of Home Economics, published in 
1945 by the ALA. This presented the results of Henne’s collaboration with 
a home economics teacher, Margaret Pritchard, to provide activities and 
examples to show how planning with teachers could make the library ex-
perience more meaningful in the classroom situation (Henne & Pritchard, 
1945).
 In August 1947 Henne directed the GLS conference, “Youth, Commu-
nication, and Libraries,” the papers for which were published by the ALA 
under the same title. Youth, Communication, and Libraries includes Henne’s 
essay, “The Frontiers of Library Service for Youth,” which addressed the 
issue of where best to locate library services to children and young adults 
(Henne, 1949b). Henne championed the idea that school libraries, not 
public libraries, should be the primary source for library service to elemen-
tary school children. She urged school librarians, teacher educators, and 
library educators to continue to evaluate programs in the schools and in 
the universities and to plan locally, regionally, and nationally to attain the 
best possible library media programs in schools (Henne, 1949b; Sullivan, 
1990; Hannigan, 1993; Frontiers of library service, 1979).
 Peggy Sullivan, in her biographical sketch of Henne, speculates that 
Henne overstated her position in this essay on the centrality of the elemen-
tary school library in the provision of library service to children. Sullivan 
points out that in her zeal to improve school libraries Henne angered public 
librarians who had their own traditions of providing children’s services 
(Sullivan, 1990). It was indeed evident that Henne was ready for any turf 
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battles for library services to youth that lay ahead when she asserted that 
“We must provide . . . the ideals, the force, the zeal, the spirit, the hard 
work, and, yes, the toughness, that form the dynamics which turn visions 
and plans into workable realities” (Henne, 1949b, p. 209; Hannigan, 1993, 
p. 347).
American Association of School Librarians (AASL)
 The period of the late 1940s and early 1950s was a difﬁ cult time orga-
nizationally for the American Library Association and the AASL’s relation-
ship with it. Henne was an AASL board member from 1945 to 1947 and, in 
what was a critical period organizationally, vice-chair from 1947 to 1948 and 
chair from 1948 to 1949. In the early 1940s the AASL was part of the ALA’s 
Division of Libraries for Children and Young People. Henne was a strong 
proponent of the idea that AASL should have autonomous divisional status 
within ALA with its own executive secretary (Sullivan, 1990; Hannigan, 
1993). Since the 1920s a number of committees had been appointed to 
determine what the best structure would be for the association. The Fourth 
Activities Committee was set up in 1945, and among the recommendations 
of its 1948 report was to keep the Division of Libraries for Children and 
Young People but to separate the AASL from it as its own separate division. 
Henne was very active politically in these developments and was a member 
of the ALA Council when the report of this committee was considered. The 
long process of review and debate about all of this ended in 1951 when 
AASL became a separate division of ALA (Woolls, 2003; Lowrie, 1986, p. 
734).
 In order to help school libraries implement the 1945 school library 
standards, Henne, along with Ruth Ersted, who was then state supervisor 
of school libraries in Minnesota, and Alice Lohrer, assistant professor at 
the Library School of the University of Illinois, wrote A Planning Guide for 
the High School Library Program. Published by ALA in 1951, this was the ﬁ rst 
evaluative guide for school library programs (Henne, Ersted, and Lohrer, 
1951). The Planning Guide provided a pattern for developing school library 
evaluation materials, including those used for self-studies for regional ac-
creditation of schools, that continued to be inﬂ uential in the future. The 
authors recommended that planning should be an integral part of the 
school library evaluation process and that school librarians should identify 
services for students as well as services for teachers that the school library 
should provide. They emphasized the need for extensive collection analysis, 
even though it must be done manually, and the need for statistics, facts, 
and charts to justify budget requests. They asserted that budget rationales 
were essential if school libraries were to get their share of building-level 
budgets, not to mention state and local education funding (Henne, Ersted, 
& Lohrer, 1951; Henne, 1953a, 1953b, 1953c; ; Sullivan, 1990).
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Columbia University
 In 1954 Henne left her position at the University of Chicago for a 
position as visiting associate professor at the School of Library Service at 
Columbia University. She became a permanent faculty member in 1955. 
It was here that she published a reﬂ ective article in 1956 that emphasized 
the need of school librarians to know the characteristics of the elementary 
school child. She also recommended that the school librarian should hold 
two certiﬁ cations, as teacher and as librarian (Henne, 1955, 1956; Sullivan, 
1990; Hannigan, 1993).
1960 School Library Standards
 In the late 1950s Henne was the logical choice to chair an AASL com-
mittee to revise the 1945 school library standards. Composed of eleven 
librarians representing the AASL, as well as twenty-eight representatives 
of organizations such as the National Council of Teachers of English, the 
American Association of School Administrators, and the NEA’s Depart-
ment of Audio-Visual Instruction (DAVI), the AASL committee members 
provided information and comments based on their expertise and interests. 
Henne, for example, advocated the inclusion of courses relating to school 
libraries in the professional education not only of school librarians but also 
of teachers and administrators. She suggested the need for demonstration 
libraries with good programs to serve as models. The resulting publication, 
Standards for School Library Programs, written by Henne, was published by the 
ALA in 1960 (AASL, 1960).
 The 1960 standards emphasized that school library media programs 
should be student centered, focusing on enriching the development of in-
dividual students. The school librarian’s role should include that of teacher, 
being jointly responsible with the classroom teacher for teaching library 
skills as an integral part of classroom instruction. The scope of the school 
library program was expanded to include audiovisual materials. Librarians 
were urged to collaborate with teachers in the selection and use of all types 
of media (AASL and AECT, 1998).
 The same year that the standards were published, Henne and her col-
league Ruth Ersted wrote an article on how to use the standards to fulﬁ ll 
the objectives of school instructional programs related to adequate stafﬁ ng 
and centralization of technical processing of school library media (Henne 
& Ersted, 1960; Sullivan, 1990). In another 1960 essay, “Toward Excellence 
in School-Library Programs,” Henne observed that adults, as a result of de-
pending primarily on the mass media for communication of ideas, informa-
tion, and entertainment, usually made little or no effort to support school 
media programs. She lamented the fact that principals and other school 
administrators lacked knowledge of what constituted successful school li-
brary programs and pointed out that many teachers had never experienced 
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the services of a good school library program in their own education or in 
their preparation as teachers (Henne, 1960; Frances Henne, 1960).
 In addition to her writing about the standards, Henne was involved in 
planning and implementing a national project to demonstrate to educa-
tors what could be achieved by school libraries that measured up to the 
standards. This was the Knapp School Library Development Project, and 
she served as a member of its Advisory Board from 1960 through 1962 
(ALA Honors, 1968; Henne & Ersted, 1960; Hannigan, 1993). In 1962, 
reﬂ ecting on her experience during the Knapp project, Henne identiﬁ ed 
what she considered to be three major factors holding back the develop-
ment of effective school media programs: (1) the lack of communication 
and planning between the faculties concerned with teacher education and 
those concerned with library education; (2) the absence of information 
about materials for school children in the programs of professional educa-
tion for school administrators; and (3) the failure to integrate the use of 
audiovisual materials into teacher and library education programs (Henne, 
1962; Sullivan, 1990).
 In 1963 Henne received the Joseph W. Lippincott Award given by the 
ALA for her role in the publication of the 1960 standards (Henne, 1963; 
Hannigan, 1993) and her work as an advocate for school libraries. Based on 
her surveys of libraries in schools and school systems in Illinois, Michigan, 
and Minnesota and her survey of library work with children and young 
adults in Los Angeles, Henne recommended two general principles of 
library education for school librarianship: (1) the development of profes-
sional education guided by the experiences and philosophies of the past as 
well as by prognostications and demands for the future; and (2) research 
and experimentation to provide evidence to guide the evolution of the 
professional curriculum (Henne, 1966b; Sullivan, 1990; Cole, 1955).
 In 1965, with the passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education 
Act (ESEA), school libraries were targeted for signiﬁ cant federal support 
for the ﬁ rst time. With the 1960 standards on hand, school libraries were 
in a position to take advantage of the newly available funds. In May 1966 
Henne reported in School Libraries on the design, content, and evaluation 
of the ﬁ rst summer institutes  funded by the ESEA for the continuing edu-
cation of school librarians (Henne, 1966b; Sullivan, 1990).
1969 School Library Standards
 The cycle of standards making began again in the late 1960s, when 
Henne was asked to coordinate the activities of a group to draft revised 
standards to replace the 1960 standards. During initial discussions on the 
revision of the standards, Henne urged that the new standards be devel-
oped cooperatively by the AASL and NEA’s Department of Audio-Visual 
Instruction. This professional collaboration ensured that the importance 
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of both print and nonprint services in school libraries was fully reﬂ ected 
in the new standards (Henne, 1966a).
 Henne began to prepare educators for the changes in standards in a 
series of articles from 1966 to 1968. She explained the importance of incor-
porating study and research skills into school instruction programs and the 
need for library education programs to emphasize the need for research on 
school libraries. Henne now recognized a role for public libraries, not just 
school libraries, in providing young people with access to materials. (Henne, 
1966b, 1967, 1968a).She also considered the problems of extremely small 
school districts and called for feasibility studies on forming cooperative 
educational service centers for two or more districts to provide a location 
for reviewing materials and centralizing the technical processing of new 
materials. This concept had already been adopted by several states (Henne, 
1968b; AASL and AECT, 1998; Reed, 1968).
 As progress was made on the new standards, Carolyn Whitenack, AASL 
president in 1967–68, emphasized that the new standards were designed to 
correct serious deﬁ ciencies that existed in many schools across the nation 
(Whitenack, 1968; Henne, 1968b; Henne, 1969; AASL and AECT, 1998).
Standards for School Media Programs, a joint publication of AASL and 
DAVI, was published in 1969. The name of these standards and their joint 
authorship emphasized the changing role of the school library program. 
All media, print and nonprint, were recognized as equally important. New 
terms such as media, media specialist, media center, and media program 
were used to show the broad focus and scope of the uniﬁ ed school library 
program. Stafﬁ ng standards for school libraries focused on the desirability 
of distinguishing professional and paraprofessional positions. The stan-
dards reinforced the broad scope needed for successful media programs 
by emphasizing the need for uniﬁ ed certiﬁ cation requirements for both 
the school library and audiovisual areas (AASL and DAVI, 1969; Woolls, 
2003).
 The 1969 Standards emphasized that school media specialists were ex-
pected to work with classroom teachers in the analysis of instructional 
needs, in the design of learning activities using existing and new technolo-
gies, and in the production of materials needed to support the classroom 
curriculum. The standards stressed the role of the media specialist in help-
ing students develop competence in listening, viewing, and reading skills 
(Henne, 1969).
 From 1969 and into the 1970s, Henne’s thinking turned to more gen-
eral issues related to school–public library relations. Recognizing that, de-
spite the existence of the evolving standards process in which she had played 
so central a role, the availability of federal funding, and the completion of 
demonstration projects such as the Knapp project, most schools continued 
to have substandard media programs, Henne advocated cooperation with 
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the state library agencies to supplement school libraries. She promoted the 
concept of library networks involving two or more types of libraries or media 
centers and advocated district media centers to serve several schools districts 
(Henne, 1969; Henne, 1972; Sullivan, 1990; AASL and AECT, 1998). As 
she prepared for retirement, she reﬂ ected in a series of articles on many 
of the issues to which she had been dedicated professionally in the course 
of her career: the need for the continual improvement of school libraries 
and the integration of school libraries into school instructional programs, 
the use of media, the need for research in the actual and potential use of 
nonprint materials in school libraries, and the need of research libraries to 
acquire the resources needed for research in children’s literature (Henne, 
1975a, 1975b, 1976).
Henne’s Legacy to School Librarianship
 Frances Henne, much honored by her profession, died on December 
21, 1985, in a nursing home in Greenﬁ eld, Massachusetts, as a result of amy-
otrophic lateral sclerosis (Lou Gehrig’s disease) (Currents, 1986; Frances 
E. Henne—Standard bearer, 1986). Although her physical voice was stilled, 
her inﬂ uence on and contribution to the development of school library 
standards is indisputable as the process of standards development, to some 
extent shaped by all that she was writing during this period, continued from 
1945 to 1960 to 1969 and beyond. In 1975, the year of her retirement, the 
AASL and the newly organized Association of Educational Communications 
and Technology (AECT), formerly the NEA’s DAVI, again collaborated on 
the next set of standards for school libraries, Media Programs: District and 
School, which recognized the changing and expanding role of the school 
library media specialist. Henne’s inﬂ uence can still be seen in the national 
guidelines, Information Power: Guidelines for School Library Media Programs,
published in 1988, three years after her death, and ten years later, in 1998 
in Information Power: Building Partnerships for Learning.
 The fact that both sets of national guidelines were written jointly by the 
AASL and the AECT reﬂ ects the power of Henne’s vision of the integra-
tion of print and nonprint materials into school library media programs. 
The primary focus of both sets of guidelines was the building-level library 
media specialist, who was responsible for the design and delivery of effec-
tive library media programs and for initiating the planning process. Both 
sets of guidelines emphasized the need for collaboration in the design and 
implementation of the school library media program that best matched the 
instructional needs of the school. Henne would be pleased to know that both 
sets of guidelines demonstrated that the role of the library media specialist 
and the services of the library media center program were to be viewed as 
dynamic, “changing and evolving in response to the societal, economic, and 
technological demands on education” (AASL & AECT, 1988, p. x).
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Appendix: Milestones in the Development of School 
Library Standards*
1920 National Education Association (NEA)’s Committee on Library 
Organization and Equipment publishes standards for senior and 
junior high schools
1925 Elementary School Library Standards, joint publication of the NEA 
and the American Library Association (ALA)
1945 School Libraries for Today and Tomorrow*
1960 Standards for School Library Programs*
1969 Standards for School Media Programs,* prepared by the American 
Association of School Librarians (AASL) and the Department of 
Audiovisual Instruction (DAVI) of the NEA
1975 Media Programs: District and School, published as a collaborative effort 
of AASL and the Association of Educational and Communication 
Technology (AECT) (formerly DAVI)
1988 Information Power: Guidelines for School Library Media Programs, joint 
publication of AASL and AECT
1998 Information Power: Building Partnerships for Learning, joint publication 
of AASL and AECT
* Publications involving Frances Henne
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This article explores the debates among library science educators in the de-
cade prior to the publication of the Williamson Report in 1923. It explores 
the lives and work of three prominent California library administrators 
and educational pioneers: Everett Perry at the Los Angeles Public Library, 
Joseph Daniels at the Riverside Public Library, and James Gillis, California 
State Librarian. Perry, Daniels, and Gillis developed innovative and distinc-
tive library training programs at their respective institutions, and in the 
process they engaged in vigorous, often contentious, correspondence over 
their educational philosophies and goals and how library education should 
develop in the future. Their debates reﬂ ected current issues in the emerging 
profession, while their actions preﬁ gured many of the recommendations 
of the Williamson Report, most notably the transferal of library training to 
the university. While none of these pioneering library science programs in 
California have survived, they represent a critical stage in the professional-
ization and legitimization of library science as an academic discipline.
Between 1914 and 1920, Joseph Daniels corresponded with the Carn-
egie Corporation to seek funding for his popular, yet impoverished, training 
program at the Riverside Public Library (RPL). Each time, Carnegie ofﬁ cials 
adamantly refused Daniels’s entreaties, explaining that the corporation “is 
putting up Library Buildings—not schools and museums”(Unpublished 
letter from James Bertram to Joseph Daniels, August 19, 1915, RPL).1 By 
1919 the refusals were less pointed, as changes in Carnegie funding initia-
tives were impending, though Carnegie Corporation executive secretary 
James Bertram did advise Daniels that the corporation was “not likely to 
Debra Gold Hansen, P.O. Box 4150, Pollak Library, California State University, Fullerton, 
Fullerton, CA 92834–4150
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consider the case of any individual school until it has ﬁ rst investigated the 
subject of library schools throughout the country.” However, added Ber-
tram, the corporation currently “has in view such an inquiry” (Unpublished 
letter from Bertram to Daniels, January 17, 1919, RPL). This inquiry, of 
course, became the comprehensive evaluation of American library schools 
by Charles C. Williamson conducted for the Carnegie Corporation between 
1919 and 1921, now generally referred to as the “Williamson Report.”
 In compiling his data, Williamson had very carefully scrutinized RPL’s 
school. As he noted in his report Training for Library Work (1921/1971), 
since Daniels was already seeking a Carnegie endowment, “a special effort 
[was made] . . . to understand the signiﬁ cance of the Riverside School 
well enough to make recommendations”(p. 207). Williamson not only 
personally interviewed trustees, faculty, townspeople, and alumni, he also 
consulted with prominent California librarians and educators nationwide. 
Tragically, on September 16, 1921, while Williamson was readying his re-
port for submission, Daniels died of a stroke. Upon hearing of Daniels’s 
unexpected death, Williamson rewrote his recommendations, devoting an 
entire chapter to library education in California.
 Initially, admitted Williamson, he had considered a temporary endow-
ment for the Riverside Library Service School: “I visited Riverside and, 
in common with everyone else who crosses Mr. Daniels’ threshold, I was 
captivated by his genius and struck with admiration for the large place he 
had made for himself and his library in the community and in the affec-
tion of a host of friends in Riverside”(1921/1971, pp. 207–208). On the 
other hand, Williamson had little positive to say about the library school, 
dismissing it as “not much more than apprentice, or a ‘learn by doing’ 
method.” Nevertheless, declared Williamson, “I left Riverside feeling that a 
year spent in that environment, no matter what the character of the formal 
instruction, would be excellent preparation for service in small town and 
rural libraries” (p. 208).
 Williamson allowed that he had been mindful that his recommenda-
tion of a temporary Carnegie endowment for RPL would be controversial 
and also feared that it would have “sharpened the antagonism within the 
state and done little to promote the best interests of the library move-
ment in California or elsewhere” (p. 211). And yet, confessed Williamson, 
Daniels’s “inspiration and genius” had caused him to deviate from “what 
I consider the proper principles to be followed for all library schools” (p. 
207). Daniels’s death had obviously permitted Williamson to see the situa-
tion in an enlarged and more prudent perspective. “Mr. Daniels,” reﬂ ected 
Williamson,
was an insurgent, always spectacular and always ﬂ outing every sugges-
tion of professional or educational standards. To most forward-looking 
librarians an endowment for Mr. Daniels’ school would have seemed 
like approval of his attacks on certiﬁ cation of librarians and his studied 
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disregard of the aims and purposes of the Association of American 
Library Schools. . . . With Mr. Daniels removed from the Riverside situ-
ation I can see no reason whatever for even the temporary subsidy. No 
one can take his place. (1921/1971, pp. 211–212)
Having made this revision, Williamson’s 1921 report made two key 
recommendations with regard to California library education. First, it ad-
vised the Carnegie Corporation to support the ﬂ edgling Library Science 
Department at the University of California, Berkeley, which had subsumed 
the California State Library School in 1920. Second, it suggested that Los 
Angeles Public Library’s school also be subsidized, providing it be relocated 
to the new University of California campus in Los Angeles (p. 214).
 Quite apart from its funding recommendations, the chapter on Califor-
nia in the 1921 Williamson Report brilliantly captured the vibrant, competi-
tive atmosphere of library education in the state. Boasting of a library train-
ing program in Los Angeles as early as 1891, by 1914 the state supported 
three fully operational library science programs competing for students, 
notable instructors, and national recognition. This article will explore the 
origins and development of these pioneering California schools, focus-
ing on the contributions of their architects: James Gillis of the California 
State Library; Everett Perry of the Los Angeles Public Library; and Joseph 
Daniels at the Riverside Public Library. In developing their educational 
programs, Gillis, Perry, and Daniels engaged in vigorous, often contentious, 
correspondence over their educational philosophies and goals and how 
library training should progress in the future. Their dialog reﬂ ected cur-
rent issues in professional education, while their actions preﬁ gured many 
of the recommendations of the Williamson Report. Well before Williamson 
articulated his vision for library education, these men were debating the 
qualiﬁ cations of faculty and students, curricular standards, and the value 
of a university education. Yet their contributions to emerging professional 
standards have been eclipsed by more famous library educators in the East. 
This article seeks to bring Gillis, Perry, and Daniels out of obscurity and to 
add California to the history of the professionalization of library science.
James Gillis and the California State Library School
James Louis Gillis was an unlikely champion of librarianship, yet during 
his two decades as California State Librarian he was among the profession’s 
foremost advocates. Born October 3, 1857, in Richmond, Iowa, Gillis expe-
rienced a rootless childhood as his family drifted to California. His father, 
Charles, pursued a series of occupations during the odyssey: in 1861 he 
was a hotelier in Empire, Nevada; 1863 found Charles teaming in Carson 
City. The Gillises next moved to California, where Charles tried farming in 
Sacramento, Saratoga, and San José, before ﬁ nally settling in Sacramento 
in 1871. There James enrolled in a private Lutheran school, dropping 
out at fourteen to be a messenger boy for the Sacramento Valley Railroad 
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Company, a Southern Paciﬁ c subsidiary. He remained with the railroad for 
the next twenty-two years, rising to the rank of assistant superintendent. Ill 
health that one biographer attributed to the bitter Pullman railroad strike 
of 1894 precipitated Gillis’s “retirement” the next year when he was only 
thirty-seven years old ( James Gillis Bio File, n.d., CSL).2
 By the time he left the railroad, Gillis had become active and well-known 
in Republican party circles. His political connections paid off in 1895 when 
he was made archivist for the Ofﬁ ce of the Secretary of State. Over the next 
few years Gillis held several political appointments, including clerk of the 
Ways and Means Committee and deputy California state librarian. In 1899 
Gillis was appointed California State Librarian.
 On the surface, Gillis’s interest in the State Library is curious. Accord-
ing to librarian Anne Margrave:
His sense of humor made him joke a little at himself as State Librarian, 
considering his limited education and his previous experience, which 
had had little indeed to do with libraries. He had laughed heartily, 
he said, when someone ﬁ rst suggested that he seek the appointment 
[as State Librarian]. But as he thought it over, he began to think it 
would be rather a good job to bring order out of chaos, which was the 
condition then of the California State Library. ( James Gillis Bio File, 
August 1, 1957, CSL)
Gillis had other, more compelling reasons for seeking the post of State 
Librarian. He knew ﬁ rsthand the lack of books and libraries in remote re-
gions of the state, and he felt that the State Library should provide service 
to all Californians, not just government ofﬁ cials in the capital. Very much 
a Californian in perspective, Gillis also wanted a state library system that 
reﬂ ected California’s exceptional history and character. So while he came to 
increasingly respect eastern professional standards and practices, he always 
ﬁ rmly believed that California libraries must respond to the state’s Hispanic 
roots, shifting populations, and unique sociopolitical conditions.
 If Gillis had a clear vision of what he wanted to accomplish as Cali-
fornia State Librarian, he also had a genius for getting things done. In 
designing a statewide library program he was experimental, ﬂ exible, and 
not tied into the status quo. Carma Zimmerman, California State Librar-
ian between 1951 and 1972, commented that Gillis’s administration “had 
a restless, experimental spirit” (quoted in Murray, 1957, p. 639), and this 
spirit freed his librarians to attempt new and ambitious projects. Gillis was 
just as willing to drop a program or policy when it outlived its usefulness 
or proved ineffective.
 Gillis was not a charismatic leader, but his political experience and 
connections enabled him to maneuver skillfully within the state’s political 
machine. Moreover, his conﬁ dence, creative energy, and personal warmth 
attracted people to his ideas and made them want to become a part of his 
plans. Colleagues often commented on Gillis’s “innate kindness,” “easy 
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friendliness,” and great sense of fun ( James L. Gillis Recalled, 1957, p. 
702). As the Assistant State Librarian Milton Ferguson warmly portrayed 
his superior:
J. L. Gillis died a few months before he reached his sixtieth year, but 
he never grew old, he never was set and rigid in his way of thinking. He 
looked out upon life with all the enthusiasm and interest of a young 
crusader. Disappointments and setbacks in the realization of his plans 
never soured him, never made him cynical, never rendered him less 
hopeful that in the end right things would prevail and ﬂ ourish. . . . 
There was something magical in the way he shook your hand: a ﬁ rm 
grip gave you a message of hopefulness, of buoyancy, of determination. 
(1917b, p. 444)
Gillis transformed the State Library during his lengthy administration, 
refashioning it from an exclusive, underused gentlemen’s club since its 
inception in 1850 into a thriving legislative research agency. He instituted 
many innovative statewide programs, including services to the blind, travel-
ing libraries, and a California union catalog to support interlibrary loan. He 
started the California history resource center and devised a plan to collect 
and disseminate state documents. Gillis also served nine terms as president 
of the California Library Association (1906–9;1911–15), energizing the 
small regional group into a united political force. His crowning achieve-
ment, however, was the county library system, which brought books and 
librarians to thirty-six counties throughout the state (Conmy, 1961; Brewitt, 
1953).
 In one of the many tributes to Gillis’s achievements, Grace Murray 
commented that he “took the State Library out of politics” (1957, p. 638). 
Although a political appointee himself, Gillis believed that libraries needed 
trained professionals managing their services and collections. Therefore, 
his county library–enabling legislation stipulated that only “certiﬁ ed li-
brarians” would be hired, the ﬁ rst such requirement in the United States. 
Certiﬁ cation was loosely based on education, library experience, knowledge 
of California, executive ability, and general personality. More “speciﬁ c re-
quirements” would be determined later (Gillis, 1911, p. 150). Gillis soon 
found that the supply of “certiﬁ able” librarians could not meet the needs 
of his burgeoning county library system. He also concluded that county li-
brarians required more than on-the-job experience. They needed technical 
training and an in-depth knowledge of California history, demographics, 
and politics. His solution was to train the librarians himself.
 Gillis planned to create the State Library School, similar to the inﬂ uen-
tial program in New York, as part of the county library legislation. Failing in 
this objective, he lobbied the University of California at Berkeley to expand 
their summer school into a full-ﬂ edged academic program in library science 
(Kunkle, 1972, p. 233). Again unsuccessful, Gillis determined that the State 
Library would start a training program without legislative endorsement 
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or ﬁ nancing. On September 4, 1913, the California State Library Board 
of Trustees unanimously adopted his plan, resolving that classes would be 
begin the following January (California State Library, 1903–1921, Book D, 
p. 287).
 Gillis tackled his library school in characteristic fashion. He had the 
vision; details would be worked out later. In the school’s prospectus, Gillis 
indicated that the curriculum would be along the lines of a regular library 
school and include cataloging, classiﬁ cation, and library administration. 
The remaining courses were less deﬁ ned, except that they would cover the 
“broader educational and literary side of the work.” Students would gain 
practical experience working in different State Library departments as well 
as in nearby libraries of various types (Preliminary Announcement, 1913, 
p. 448).
 At this formative stage Gillis was more concerned with the qualiﬁ ca-
tions and potential of the new school’s students than its academic program. 
He had already established a solid track record in raising standards in his 
own library by imposing civil service control over hiring and increasing 
staff salaries by 20 percent to nearly 50 percent. As he pointed out to Los 
Angeles public librarian Everett Perry, “It seems necessary to try and put 
upon a higher plane [sic] salaries of librarians, if we are to have the best 
material for the work” (Unpublished letter from Gillis to Perry, June 5, 
1916, CSL). Gillis showed the same concern in recruiting students. The 
proposed school accepted men and women between the ages of seventeen 
and thirty-ﬁ ve. Older individuals were “strongly advised against undertaking 
this work” (California State Library School, 1914, p. 402). While academic 
prerequisites were not imposed, applicants were given a rigorous written 
exam covering current events, history, and literature. Each candidate was 
also interviewed to assess “ﬁ tness for the library profession” (California 
State Library School Circular, 1915, pp. 3–4).
 Once admitted, students paid no tuition and their books and supplies 
were provided by the state. As Gillis’s assistant Milton Ferguson explained, 
“It frequently happens that the best students are young women who must 
immediately ﬁ nd means of earning a living wholly or in part. They have 
made their way through college and can not look to kinsfolk for ﬁ nancial 
assistance” (1917a, p. 355). Once classes began, Gillis convinced the library 
trustees to pay students 50 cents per hour for additional time worked in the 
library. In July 1914, he asked the trustees to pay students a $60 monthly 
stipend, effective retroactive to July 1. Clearly, Gillis wanted students with tal-
ent and potential rather than political connections and ﬁ nancial means.
 Twenty-seven individuals took the ﬁ rst California State Library School 
entrance exam, and ﬁ fteen were accepted. Classes started January 12, 1914, 
and during this ﬁ rst year the curriculum began to coalesce. Students heard 
lectures in the mornings and devoted afternoons to working in different 
library departments. Library staff handled the core classes, while other 
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librarians gave short lectures on special topics. Well-known scholars taught 
courses relating to California history, geography, government, art, and 
literature. Gillis himself created courses on California library law and the 
county library system. Rounding out this regional emphasis, students pre-
pared oral presentations on various California topics and spent 50 hours 
indexing California periodicals and 175 hours compiling a bibliography 
on some aspect of the state. Two ﬁ nal requirements were unique to this 
program: a class in public speaking and a class in Spanish.
 In addition to these curricular developments, Gillis made administra-
tive adjustments. He switched the school to a regular academic year so that 
the next session began in September and ended in June. He reduced the 
number of lectures because, as he explained to one instructor, “At the close 
of the ﬁ rst course of the library school I discovered that they had had so 
many lectures that there had been no time for practical work” (Unpublished 
letter from Gillis to Mrs. J. B. Hughes, August 4, 1914, CSA).3 The school 
had opened under the management of Sarah Oddie, head of the California 
State Library’s cataloging department. Gillis replaced her the following 
year with Beulah Mumm, a graduate of the University of Wisconsin Library 
School. In June 1917 Gillis urged his trustees to make Mumm’s teaching 
appointment full-time and to hire a second instructor. These changes would 
“give the California State Library School as good a standing as possible 
before the library people of the United States” (California State Library, 
1903–1921, Book D, p. 404). Gillis aimed at having his school become a 
member of the American Association of Library Schools.
 Perhaps the most signiﬁ cant change in the California State Library 
School occurred in its admissions policy. In 1915 Gillis announced that 
the school would accept only college graduates. He also became much 
more precise as to “personal traits” looked for in applicants. They had to 
be between twenty and thirty years old and possess “a good general educa-
tional foundation, executive ability, tact, judgment, energy, and an open, 
receptive mind in order to grasp the needs of the people” (California State 
Library School Circular, 1915, p. 3). By raising admissions standards, Gillis 
sought an exceptional corps of workers to carry out his vision for the state’s 
libraries. He took care to instill in them a sense of the importance of their 
work as well as their good fortune to be among the elect. As he wrote to 
Mrs. J. B. Hughes in February 1914, “I think the students should geel [feel] 
highly honored because they are having opportunities that nobody else in 
the library ever had, and if they do not amount to something when it is all 
over, I will be very greatly disappointed” (Unpublished letter from Gillis 
to Hughes, February 6, 1914, CSA). Outsiders referred to these students 
as the “Gillis Girls”; however, he lovingly called them his “cohorts.”
 The cohorts embraced Gillis’s exuberant conﬁ dence in them, feeling, 
as one student explained it, “that they shared something with him that 
was unique and precious” (Dedication of James L. Gillis Hall, 1932, p. 
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10). Lenala Martin, a 1914 alumna, described how Gillis had inspired the 
students “with the determination to succeed—which, of course, they did.” 
She added that the young women always felt free to “go to him at any time 
for help, advice and encouragement, which at that time was so very much 
needed” ( James L. Gillis Recalled, 1957, p. 708). Another graduate, Edna 
Yelland, recounted Gillis’s omnipresence in the school and his paternal 
administrative hand. “Mr. Gillis was a ﬁ gure of wisdom and kindness to a 
young student in the library school. On the occasions of his visits a mellow 
atmosphere ﬂ owed over the classroom in the old state Capitol overlook-
ing the park. . . . As Mr. Gillis spoke with simplicity and conviction, the 
dismal business of Cutter and Dewey fell into proper place as prelude to 
something splendid” ( James L. Gillis Recalled, 1957, p. 705). Cohort Susan 
Smith concurred. Gillis “radiated conﬁ dence that was hard to resist. His 
inﬂ uence changed the lives of many young women, one—myself who, up 
to the time of meeting him, had not taken her work very seriously” ( James 
L. Gillis Recalled, 1957, pp. 711–712).
 When news came of James Gillis’s fatal heart attack on July 27, 1917, a 
pall was cast over the school and the entire state’s library community. The 
Sacramento Bee reported that “many a tear was shed in the library yesterday, 
as Gillis was greatly beloved by the attaches for his unfailing consideration 
and his kindly disposition” (Organization of County Libraries, 1917, p. 
12). Speaking for librarians throughout California, Everett Perry lamented 
the “harshness” of Gillis’s death and memorialized him as “a treasure not 
easily or soon exhausted” (1918, p. 598). Assistant State Librarian Milton 
Ferguson succeeded Gillis. A graduate of the New York State Library School 
at Albany, Ferguson sustained the library school over the next few years. 
It was a blow, however, when in July 1918–-despite Gillis’s efforts and per-
haps because of his death—the Association of American Library Schools 
(AALS) denied the Sacramento school admission. That the University of 
California was instituting a new Department of Library Science also played 
into AALS’s denial. For the ﬁ rst time California now had a university-based 
library school.
 With schools then operating in Los Angeles, Berkeley, and Riverside, 
interest in the State Library program declined. Ferguson ended the prac-
tice of allowing students to work for pay, making it even more difﬁ cult 
to move to Sacramento for professional training. Eight students were in 
the class of 1918 and a mere six attended in 1919. In early 1920 the State 
Library Board of Trustees voted “that upon graduation of the 1920 class 
the California State Library School be discontinued” and that the state’s 
support be transferred to the University of California at Berkeley’s new 
Library Science Department (California State Library, 1903–1921, Book 
E, p. 105).
 State Librarian Ferguson reﬂ ected on the school’s accomplishments 
in his announcement of its closure. In an article that appeared in both the 
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News Notes of California Libraries and Library Journal, he wrote, “The California 
State Library School was a success; on that point there can be no doubt. . . . 
Seven classes have been graduated, with a total of 76 students, who occupy 
all sorts of positions—assistants and heads of libraries, special librarians, 
housewives. . . . In the language of the country press, the graduates have 
‘made exceedingly good’” (Ferguson, 1920, p. 287).
Everett Perry and the Library School at the 
Los Angeles Public Library
In contrast to James Gillis, Everett Robbins Perry was a career librarian. 
Born October 5, 1876, in Worcester, Massachusetts, Perry had a superior 
eastern education and worked with some of the nation’s premier librarians. 
A Harvard man, Perry also attended the prestigious New York State Library 
School at Albany. Graduating in June 1903, he spent the summer traveling 
in Europe. Upon his return, he accepted a position at the St. Louis Public 
Library, serving under eminent librarian Arthur Bostwick. In 1906 Perry 
became the personal assistant to John Shaw Billings, the highly respected 
director of the New York Public Library (NYPL) and rose to head NYPL’s 
information department.
 Perry’s overriding ambition was to someday run a large public library. 
His chance came in 1911 when he attended the American Library Associa-
tion Conference in Pasadena, California, and interviewed successfully at the 
nearby Los Angeles Public Library (LAPL) in downtown Los Angeles as a 
candidate for its advertised directorship. In September 1911 the thirty-ﬁ ve-
year-old librarian moved his young family to California, and he assumed 
what would be a lifelong appointment as the Los Angeles Public Library 
director.
 Perry faced an institution in serious disarray and mired in divisive con-
troversy. The LAPL Board of Directors had ﬁ red three of the last four city 
librarians; moreover, the only one not discharged left after a few months 
in ofﬁ ce. Inconveniently located on the upper ﬂ oor of a department store, 
the library’s budget, services, and collections were deteriorating. Its staff 
was confused and discontented and also suffered, to quote one critic, from 
an “impaired staff spirit, due to several years of shifting directorship and 
incomplete authority” (Haverland, 1936, p. 90).
 Perry’s professional experience and commanding presence stabilized 
the library and restored its reputation. When he arrived in 1911 the li-
brary had a staff of 98 and fewer than 200,000 books distributed among 
12 branches. At his death in 1933, the LAPL boasted of having 1.5 million 
books, 48 branches, 74 deposit stations, and 600 employees. Perry also 
succeeded where his predecessors had failed: he oversaw the construction 
of a grand central library for the City of Los Angeles, a facility that is still 
admired today and heavily used.
 By sheer force of his austere New England demeanor and rock-conﬁ -
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dent professional judgment, Perry stabilized the library’s staff. Whereas Gil-
lis managed through personal relationships verging on devotion, Perry was 
authoritarian. He had, Helen Haines recalled, “no genius for friendship.” 
People “existed either to advance or impede the work of the Los Angeles 
Public Library” (1933, p. 998). Moreover, in contrast to Gillis’s open and 
experimental style, Perry was rigidly conservative. “The granite of old New 
England was in his foundations,” observed Haines, “imagination and the 
creative spirit were not in his make-up” (p. 998). When dealing with his 
employees, Perry’s iron rule was tempered by his integrity, fairness, and 
“unconscious courtesy”(Haines, 1933, p. 998; Friends Mourn City Librar-
ian, 1933, p. II-1). He was committed to protecting the library’s staff from 
“political interference” (Haverland, 1936, p. 91) and also raising their sala-
ries and status within the city’s bureaucracy. For all of these reasons, staff 
members commonly referred to him as “Father.”
 Perry was particularly interested in developing the library’s training 
school. The LAPL had operated a program since 1891, taking the “crude, 
untrained local supply” of young women and transforming them through 
education and experience into library professionals (Los Angeles Public 
Library Training-Class, 1892, p. 234). One of the earliest programs of its 
kind, the LAPL school required students to be Los Angeles residents, over 
seventeen, and in good health. Applicants took an entrance exam that 
covered general knowledge as well as speciﬁ c details relating to LAPL. 
The school followed the apprenticeship model, whereby students rotated 
through the various departments, working three hours a day for six months. 
Graduates were placed on a substitute list and waited to apply for LAPL 
positions that came open. This basic format remained largely unchanged 
for the next two decades, and until 1914 only persons preparing for work 
at LAPL were formally admitted as students.
 Perry quickly took charge of the training program, as he was resolute 
in his plan to bring it in line with established library schools in the East. In 
1912 he extended the course to seven hours a day for seven months and 
increased lecture hours. Perry now required his approval for admission in 
addition to an applicant’s performance on a stringent examination. Males 
were encouraged to apply, and a maximum age was set at thirty. Although 
LAPL never required a college degree, Perry “urged” applicants to have 
some college coursework, and he gave preference to those with academic 
experience. Typing skill and a speaking knowledge of a second language 
were among the other prerequisites Perry demanded of entrants. Tuition 
was free for Los Angeles residents, but nonresidents and/or those who did 
not intend to work at LAPL were assessed a $25 tuition fee.
 Within a year of his tenure as director, Perry hired Helen T. Kennedy, 
a graduate of the University of Illinois’s library school and an instructor in 
the University of Wisconsin’s program, to manage LAPL’s school (LAPL 
Annual Report, 1912, p. 10). When the library board put Kennedy in charge 
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of LAPL’s branches as well, Perry used his annual report to vent his frustra-
tion. The change in Kennedy’s assignment, while possibly necessary, was 
“much to be deplored.” Running a library school was a “task that must 
have the entire time and thought of a trained and experienced librarian.” 
Thereupon Perry announced his plan to transform the training program 
into a full-ﬂ edged library school: “Having been the pioneer and leader in 
training library attendants for itself and other libraries,” LAPL was embark-
ing on a more ambitious professional program that would have the “dignity 
and stability and reputation worthy of the ﬁ rst library school on the Paciﬁ c 
Coast” (LAPL Annual Report, 1913, p. 37). Perry’s timing was clear and 
his motives transparent. In March 1912 the Riverside Public Library Board 
approved the creation of a training program, while the California State 
Library School was starting its ﬁ rst class the following January. Competition 
in California’s library schools was heating up.
 In fall 1914 LAPL’s library school opened its doors to any individual 
interested in professional education. Tuition was imposed on all students; 
Los Angeles residents paid $25, while all others were charged $40. Whereas 
Gillis emphasized the uniqueness of California libraries, Perry stressed that 
his was a “regular library school” fully equivalent to those in the East. Two 
interrelated themes ran though Perry’s curricular philosophy and goals: 
library science standards and comparative methods.
 To meet his ﬁ rst goal, Perry increased the school’s regular faculty, 
improved facilities, and expanded the curriculum. In 1913 he appointed 
Theodora Brewitt—on a full-time basis—as the school’s executive admin-
istrator, and the following year he secured her a full-time assistant. Perry 
soon afterward moved the school to spacious and exclusive new quarters in 
a downtown ofﬁ ce building, which permitted a substantial increase in the 
school’s enrollment. Perry lengthened the program from seven to eleven 
months so as to include “practically all the subjects covered in a one-year 
library school course” (LAPL Annual Report, 1915, p. 42). He also gradually 
reduced traditional “practice hours” to bring LAPL’s lecture/internship 
hours in conformity with “the proportion maintained by the regular Library 
schools” (LAPL Annual Report, 1914, p. 36). Eventually, Perry replaced 
practice hours with a formal internship completed within the term’s ﬁ nal 
month.
 Perry believed that library education was not simply a course of study 
for imparting “technical methods” but also a platform for inculcating “high 
professional ideals and a broad conception of the possibilities of library de-
velopment in California” (LAPL Annual Report, 1917, p. 39). Accordingly, 
LAPL’s curriculum emphasized “comparative methods,” which examined 
library practice throughout the country and not solely as conducted at 
LAPL. “A knowledge of comparative methods,” Perry promoted, “tends to 
make students broader, more adaptable and intelligent in their work, and 
is desirable for those who take positions here, as well as those who go to 
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other libraries” (LAPL Annual Report, 1916, p. 35). Perry also brought in 
library luminaries who gave “inspiring talks” to LAPL students about the 
profession outside Los Angeles. In addition, students visited an assortment 
of southern California libraries to broaden their appreciation of work in 
diverse types of institutions. Perry’s diligence in reshaping LAPL’s program 
along eastern models was rewarded in 1918 by its admittance to the Asso-
ciation of American Library Schools. Now renamed as the Library School 
at the Los Angeles Public Library, it promoted itself as California’s only 
accredited program.
 Before and after its name change, the school developed in important 
new directions. In April 1916 Perry experimented with continuing educa-
tion by allowing employed librarians to attend classes. The goal here was 
twofold. These so-called “open courses” enabled working professionals “to 
supplement their knowledge of certain subject[s],” while at the same time 
regular students beneﬁ ted from interacting with seasoned professionals 
(LAPL Announcement of Open Courses, 1916, p. 1, RPL). This new pro-
gram proved “unexpectedly” successful (Brewitt, 1916, p. 421). The ﬁ rst 
year forty librarians from throughout southern California enrolled, as well 
as forty-ﬁ ve librarians from within LAPL. By 1920 librarians from as far 
away as Massachusetts and New York sat in on children’s services, library 
administration, special libraries, and art reference courses.
 In another departure, Perry moved to distinguish professional from 
paraprofessional work. In 1918 he created a “junior attendants” course 
for high school graduates interested in libraries. As LAPL administrator 
Marion Horton explained, “This is a new grade of service, planned to relieve 
the senior attendants of some of the clerical work. Stress has been laid on 
efﬁ ciency and professional ideals, especially in relation to the circulation 
and registration departments.” The junior course taught typing and ﬁ ling 
but also included coursework in books and reading “so that these assistants 
would have a broad view of the work of the library as a whole, altho working 
in clerical positions” (Horton, 1918, p. 678). This program was extremely 
popular, and over the next decade more than two hundred girls became 
library assistants.
 Perry’s regular, postgraduate, and paraprofessional programs pros-
pered throughout the 1920s. “Contrary to the experience of other library 
schools,” the LAPL Board of Directors boasted, enrollments increased 
steadily (LAPL Annual Report, 1920, p. 38). LAPL established a joint pro-
gram with Occidental College, whereby students could earn a year’s credit 
toward their bachelor’s degree by attending LAPL’s training program. In 
1926 the school, with a record number thirty-six full-time students, moved 
into expansive, airy quarters within the library’s imposing new building. 
That same year, the American Library Association (ALA) accorded LAPL 
program status as a “junior undergraduate library school.”
 The Williamson Report had credited Los Angeles as having Califor-
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nia’s strongest library program. Yet C. C. Williamson (1921/1971) warned 
them that “even the state of California, with its remarkable interest in 
libraries, does not require three schools” (p. 210). Accordingly, it was his 
recommendation, as earlier noted, that LAPL’s program be absorbed by 
the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA). Indeed, Williamson 
thought that UCLA’s program could be the western equivalent of the high-
powered school he envisaged being built at Columbia University. Perry 
apparently shared this cosmopolitan vision, for according to Williamson, 
“The Los Angeles Public Library would probably be glad to turn over its 
school to the university, if its proper support and administration were as-
sured” (1921/1971, p. 213).
 Pressure from the Carnegie Corporation and the ALA, combined with 
the downward economic spiral of the early 1930s, further convinced Perry 
to relocate his school to a nearby university. In fact, Ellen Shaffer recalled 
Perry telling a California Library Association audience that running the 
school had evolved into an “onerous responsibility” and he “begged either 
the University of California at Los Angeles or the University of Southern 
California to relieve him” (1941, p. 7). Public sector jobs disappeared as 
the Great Depression deepened, institutional support for the school waned, 
and faculty and student morale plummeted. As one student in the early 
1930s recalled, Los Angeles’s program was “dying on its feet”(Ainsworth, 
1941, p. 9).
 In February 1932 the Los Angeles Public Library directors announced 
that, “with profound regret,” it would at the end of the current term dis-
continue the library school. “Economy,” Perry explained in the News Notes 
of California Libraries “was the ﬁ rst and foremost reason for the decision to 
discontinue the school.” But he also allowed that a “university is the logi-
cal place for such training” and expressed his hope that the University of 
Southern California would reestablish the school in the near future (1932, 
p. 140).
 Everett Perry did not live to see his library school reopen at the Uni-
versity of Southern California (USC), which it did in 1936. In the months 
following the school’s closure in 1932, Perry was struck down with heart 
disease and thereafter suffered ill health. The next year, on October 21, 
1933, Perry slipped into a coma and ten days later died at age ﬁ fty-seven.
 In the 1934 alumni association directory, LAPL graduates paid tribute 
to their school in light of its closing and Perry’s death:
When in June 1932 the Library School of the Los Angeles Public Library 
was discontinued, a distinguished record of forty-one years of library 
training was brought to a close. During twenty-three years as a train-
ing class and eighteen years as a standard one-year library school, 633 
students were graduated. Of this number 343 are in varied ﬁ elds of 
library service today, many holding positions of distinction. . . . Though 
the school has closed its doors, its professional standards and ideals 
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live on through the inﬂ uence of the alumni in their many ﬁ elds of 
professional service. (LAPL, 1934, p. 2)
Joseph Daniels and the Riverside Public Library 
Service School
Whereas Everett Perry brought system, standards, and professional 
credibility to library education in California, Joseph Francis Daniels deﬁ ed 
the eastern establishment in the design and implementation of his school 
at the Riverside Public Library. Daniels believed library education must 
focus on people not books, on service rather than established theory and 
method. Daniels’s disregard of professional authorities offended Perry, and 
their philosophical disagreements quickly deteriorated into bitter feuding. 
State Librarian James Gillis often adjudicated, though he was not above 
pitting Daniels against Perry to further his own ambitions.
 Interestingly, Daniels and Perry had more in common with each other 
than with most librarians in the state. A Massachusetts native like Perry, 
Daniels was born in Cambridge on April 4, 1865. The son of a mechanic 
for the Lowell and Boston Railroad, Daniels attended public schools in 
Somerville, not far from Perry’s Worcester hometown. He then apprenticed 
with a Boston architectural ﬁ rm during which time he became intrigued by 
the company’s books and journals. Cataloging the collection, Daniels famil-
iarized himself with library practice, even studying Dewey’s classiﬁ cation 
work in nearby Amherst (Haverland, 1935, p. 55). In the process, Daniels 
found his calling. In 1893 Daniels secured his ﬁ rst library job in Greeley, 
Colorado. Two years later he became the librarian at nearby Colorado State 
Normal School and there created a “library handicraft” course for teachers. 
Daniels moved to Fort Collins in 1901, where, as librarian for the Colorado 
State Agriculture College, he designed a new library and built its collection 
into the “best scientiﬁ c library in the West” (Unpublished letter from L. M. 
Taylor to Daniels, February 1, 1910, RPL).
 In 1910 Daniels pursued a position at the Riverside Public Library. 
While his motives are not known, Daniels’s friendship with regional author 
Charles Lummis, then librarian at the Los Angeles Public Library, may have 
attracted him to southern California. RPL historian Ronald Baker (1988) 
surmises that Daniels also came as a health seeker hoping to beneﬁ t from 
Riverside’s wonderful climate (p. 18). Given that his two daughters died of 
tuberculosis, this theory makes sense. Despite Daniels’s impressive qualiﬁ ca-
tions, however, the Riverside Public Library Board of Directors hesitated, 
concerned about “nasty and vindictive” rumors of Daniels’s “periods of 
dissipation.” The board’s president, prominent lawyer H. L. Carnahan, as-
sured his colleagues that he “personally, would take care of him,” and the 
board approved Daniels’s appointment (Unpublished letter from Carnahan 
to Charles Woods, September 14, 1933, RPL).
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 Quickly dispelling the board’s concerns, Daniels immersed himself 
in his job and the civic life of his adopted California home. He joined lo-
cal civic organizations and served as president of Riverside’s Chamber of 
Commerce. He also revitalized and modernized the public library, giving 
the city “Southern California’s largest book collection, most sophisticated 
reference service, and best trained library staff outside of Los Angeles” 
(Baker, 1988, p. 20). At his death in 1921, Daniels was considered locally 
“as much an institution as is the Mission Inn” (Hill, 1921, p. 802).
 When Everett Perry became LAPL librarian in 1911, he and Daniels 
immediately established a cordial, even jocular friendship. Their relation-
ship solidiﬁ ed during 1912 and 1913, as the librarians struggled against 
what Daniels termed a “tremendous political machine”—James Gillis and 
the State Library (Unpublished letter from Daniels to Perry, April 5, 1913, 
RPL). Speciﬁ cally, Daniels and Perry suspected Gillis of trying to subsume 
municipal libraries within the expanding county library system, and they 
battled mightily to preserve their administrative independence. As a united 
force Perry and Daniels successfully defeated Assembly Bill 490, which 
threatened the dreaded merger.
 The political alliance of Daniels and Perry, however, did not extend to 
their respective library schools. Daniels had begun writing about library 
education as early as 1908. Complaining that library schools focused too 
exclusively on “the book and its house,” Daniels advocated in Library Journal
that professional training should “develop the heart as well as the intellect” 
(1908, p. 175; 1909, p. 5). A community needs “libraries not so much as 
literary collections,” he argued, “but as moral forces” (1909, p. 7). As soon 
as he was settled in Riverside, Daniels was prodding his board of directors 
to establish a training program to do just that.
 In March 1911 Daniels ofﬁ cially approached his board about establish-
ing a training program at RPL. “I can do it,” he declared, “and it ought to 
be done” (Unpublished letter from Daniels to Board of Directors, March 
18, 1911, p. 4, RPL). At the same time Daniels contacted James Gillis to 
secure the State Library’s support. “I am just about to start a Library Train-
ing School,” he notiﬁ ed Gillis, “but before I do anything beyond going 
over the details with the Board, I am writing you to ask a little concerning 
the situation.” After presenting his credentials and stating his interest in 
training county librarians, Daniels expounded:
It has annoyed me a long time to see our young people go east for 
training when it seemed unnecessary and expensive. They may get 
something good for them in and out of school in the east, but I am 
afraid that they get some things that are not always good for library 
progress. You see I have lived this side of the river, and you probably 
know that Colorado is as far from the Atlantic, to all intents and pur-
poses, as California. (Unpublished letter from Daniels to Gillis, March 
16, 1911, CSA)
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Daniels next advertised in the local press his intention to open a school. 
He proposed three possible scenarios: a two-year school similar to those in 
the East; a short course for individuals with library experience; and a library 
training program for teachers. He encouraged interested parties to contact 
him directly; he would offer whichever course drew the most response. By 
the end of summer, Daniels determined that the short course for working 
librarians had the most promise, and he announced that classes would soon 
begin. Although the curriculum was not yet formed, Daniels indicated that 
students would learn library handicraft, record work, reference work, and 
children’s services. The course would start September 11 at 9 a.m. and “will 
continue for two weeks at least.” The fee was $5 (RPL Bulletin No. 17, 1911, 
n.p.).
 In time Daniels’s curriculum would become more concrete, but this 
ﬂ exible, on-demand approach to library training became the hallmark 
of Riverside’s program. Daniels’s school emphasized people over books, 
practical work over abstract theory and method. Contending that training 
must be conducted in a library, Daniels’s school did not have established 
classrooms, regular instruction, or assigned texts. Instead of listening to 
lectures and taking notes, students worked in groups of two or three, un-
dertaking assignments in the library’s different departments to learn the 
routine. Students did not take exams but rather presented oral reports on 
their work at weekly meetings (Daniels, 1913, pp. 18–19). Daniels saw this 
method as a “more modern program of education,” one that cultivated 
a student’s executive ability and sense of responsibility (Daniels, 1919, p. 
334; Bowker, 1921, p. 894). Thus, while other library school graduates 
were preoccupied with rules and red tape, his protégés were “full of red 
blood, vigor and lasting enthusiasm . . . [to] carry the library profession 
really upward”(Unpublished letter from Louise Krause to C. C. Williamson, 
September 30, 1921, RPL).
 Daniels had particularly strong feelings about library science faculty. 
Formal instruction was rare, and Riverside hired no permanent faculty to 
administer the program. Daniels believed that full-time faculty lost touch 
with current professional practice and that over time their courses became 
“predigested” and “ﬁ xed” by “standardization” (cited in Unpublished let-
ter from Krause to Williamson, September 30, 1921, RPL; Bowker, 1921, 
p. 893). Daniels preferred to bring in noted specialists who presented a 
series of lectures and then returned to their regular work. In this way, Dan-
iels reasoned, an instructor remains “as fresh as ever and with a stronger 
personality and much more of the information we want” (cited in Bowker, 
1921, p. 895). So in place of regular faculty, Daniels would bring in lead-
ing authorities to lecture on their areas of expertise. To Daniels’s credit 
he was able to secure the services of some of the nation’s leading experts 
in cataloging (Margaret Mann), administration (Arthur Bostwick), and 
government documents (Adelaide Hasse).
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 Daniels was just as unconventional when it came to selecting students. 
While Riverside’s entrance requirements varied depending on the course 
the respective candidate pursued, Daniels generally looked for good health, 
adaptability to public work, prior library experience, and a “ﬁ tness of man-
ners and morals that is not easily explained, but is very easy to detect and is 
an essential” (RPL Bulletin No. 101, 1914, p. 9). Repudiating the increasingly 
stringent admissions standards adopted by other programs, he believed 
that “there should be a chance for any physically ﬁ t candidate, without age 
limit or ‘educational test’” (Daniels, 1913, p. 19). Daniels’s program was 
therefore designed for what he called the “lesser library workers,” women 
in charge of small libraries without the beneﬁ t of higher education or for-
mal training. As he explained to Carnegie Corporation’s James Bertram, 
these women “cannot submit to us a college course and cannot take eleven 
months training” (Unpublished letter from Daniels to Bertram, May 22, 
1920, RPL). Yet Daniels was convinced that they, too, could become ac-
complished librarians.
 Curriculum is the most difﬁ cult aspect of the Riverside School to mea-
sure. Unlike the Los Angeles and Sacramento programs, which trained 
women for speciﬁ c types of libraries and positions, Riverside’s coursework 
varied according to the student’s individual needs and interests. By 1914 
RPL was advertising three separate tracks: an eleven-month “long course”; a 
six-week summer school; and an eight-week winter course. The long course 
was intended as a regular library science program. Students in this track 
were either full-time students with at least two years of college, or “spe-
cial students” lacking academic credentials or library experience but who 
showed sufﬁ cient promise to be admitted anyway. Since there were few orga-
nized classes, students could begin the long course at any time by attaching 
themselves to a work group. These students also sat in on lectures given 
during the summer and winter short courses. Since long-course students 
did not complete classes per se, their transcripts recorded how many hours 
had been devoted to various topics such as cataloging, bibliography, book 
selection, and serials. A typical transcript would record between 1,500 and 
1,700 hours of work.
 The winter and summer courses were offered to individuals with previ-
ous library experience. Students were expected to be familiar with profes-
sional practice, so their coursework was designed to teach them theory and 
new techniques. Lecture/study topics changed each year, depending on the 
visiting faculty Daniels could attract. Moreover, because this was a library 
service school, RPL offered many patron-oriented topics such as “reference 
problems,” “the foreigner in the library,” “the psychology of book selec-
tion for children,” “administrative discretion,” and “the library militant.” 
Later Daniels added other topics and specializations to these short courses, 
including school libraries, business libraries, and camp libraries for men 
exempt from the World War I draft. In 1918 RPL developed an advanced 
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short course for individuals having completed the beginning curriculum. 
Short-course students could attend as many lectures as they desired, and 
tuition was based on the number of “classes” taken. At the end of the 
term students received a certiﬁ cate indicating topics studied and hours 
worked.
 Visiting faculty and students alike appreciated this unorthodox, often 
unwieldy program. Accepting Daniels’s invitation to lecture, Frank Hill 
knew that Daniels “was not always in accord with the customs prevailing in 
the library world,” and he worried about the “topsy-turvy manner in which 
the school was run.” Yet, Hill admitted, “When I left Riverside it was with 
the feeling that Mr. Daniels had established the right kind of school” (1921, 
p. 802). Well-known lecturer Arthur Bostwick described the educational 
program as being like a medieval university in which “the brightest minds 
of the profession” were summoned by Daniels “for a season’s service.” While 
Bostwick observed that not all students succeeded in this environment, he 
believed that Daniels was an “intellectual pioneer” (Bostwick, 1921, p. 801). 
RPL student Ellen Shaffer (a 1930s alumna) had similar fond memories, 
recalling the “spirit of comradeship between students and faculty which 
I took for granted then, but which I now realize was rare and precious” 
(1941, p. 8).
 When C. C. Williamson visited Riverside in 1921, he, too, came away 
with positive feelings about what Daniels was trying to achieve. Yet when 
he interviewed California’s library establishment he was distressed by the 
widespread animosity toward RPL’s program.
Personal dislike of Mr. Daniels I found everywhere, from Los Angeles 
to Seattle. Many were willing to grant his ability and genius, his gift of 
publicity and his local success in Riverside, but everywhere he was bit-
terly condemned for his antagonistic attitude toward every progressive 
measure the state library association sought to promote. In the East, 
also, I was surprised to ﬁ nd how many people regarded him with dislike 
or derision. (1921/1971, p. 208)
Harold Leupp, University of California at Berkeley’s head librarian and 
library school director, informed Williamson that he and his colleagues 
did not feel that RPL had “a strong staff, nor did they think it gets a good 
class of students or does thorough work” (Williamson, 1921/1971, p. 209). 
Although Leupp conceded to Williamson that “Riverside might do good 
work in training a certain class of students for service in small libraries” (p. 
209), privately Berkeley’s librarian informed Daniels that he had “reached 
the conclusion long ago that a great many perfectly good scrub women 
were spoiled by attempting to become librarians” (Unpublished letter from 
Leupp to Daniels, April 26, 1917, RPL). Milton Ferguson, now in charge of 
the State Library, also told Williamson that Riverside was not “a complete 
library school,” but consisted of “two short courses with a long period 
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of apprentice work between.” As such, Ferguson did not consider it the 
“proper agency for training county Librarians” (Williamson, 1921/1971, 
p. 209). Interestingly, Everett Perry was more circumspect in his criticism 
of Daniels. “In Los Angeles I found my library friends non-committal,” 
Williamson noted in obvious reference to Perry, “unwilling, apparently, to 
express any opinion because they could not speak favorably” (p. 208). In 
reality, Perry was Daniels’s chief adversary, and he was determined to see 
that RPL’s school was closed down.
 Perry adamantly disapproved of Daniels’s idea of running a series of 
short courses during the summer and winter. Within the profession, it was 
understood that summer school provided short-term continuing education 
for working librarians. Winter programs were synonymous with one- or 
two-year library schools providing complete professional training. An ap-
prentice class, on the other hand, referred to onsite training for a particular 
library (Unpublished letter from Josephine Rathbone to Daniels, February 
2, 1914, RPL). That Daniels called his winter short course a “winter library 
school” raised Perry’s hackles. “I am in receipt of the second announcement 
of your ‘Library School in Winter,’” Perry archly wrote Daniels. “Perhaps 
you can make a success of it. We should not dare attempt such a thing in 
Los Angeles as to train our students in divisions, but I know that Riverside 
does not accept as ﬁ nal the opinions of Los Angeles” (Unpublished letter 
from Perry to Daniels, October 25, 1913, RPL). Several months later Perry 
reiterated his concerns:
I sincerely hope that before the time comes for starting a school next 
summer, you will have had new light on the subject, or, if you decide to 
have a school, that you will concede enough to the opinions of those 
of us who have graduated from a library school not to give this sum-
mer to a six weeks’ course. (Unpublished letter from Perry to Daniels, 
February 2, 1914, RPL)
Daniels dismissed these criticisms as “simply a difference of opinion 
over a few words” and accused Perry of “bravely defending the sacred 
possessions of your Alma Mater or some other kind of educational junk 
very much like it.” Daniels felt that Perry and other professional pundits 
thought that they owned the word school and attempted to keep others 
from using it. In the end Daniels accused Perry of indulging in politics 
and cutthroat competition: “Of course, I know that what you object to is 
having any kind of instruction . . . here no matter what we call it, and that 
objection is based on the idea that such instruction belongs in Los Ange-
les” (Unpublished letter from Daniels to Perry, February 3, 1914, RPL). 
 Perry and his colleagues also voiced consternation over RPL students 
not receiving formal training in classiﬁ cation and cataloging, which they 
considered fundamental to any library science program. Daniels rational-
ized that classiﬁ cation is “the most difﬁ cult, complex and abstruse subject 
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. . . within the human ken” and impossible to teach in a standard ﬁ ve-week 
course. Daniels also considered classiﬁ cation tangential to common profes-
sional practice:
I have visited a great many libraries and I have seldom seen classiﬁ ca-
tion done by the rank and ﬁ le of book servants. . . . The biggest thing 
in a library is epople [sic]; books are merely tools or containers. The 
biggest thing in the training of a young woman, and the thing especially 
needed in library work, is the womanliness of the young woman. Give 
me a woman with good health, sound morals and the right attitude 
towards public service and with sufﬁ cient education for such business 
and I shall always consider her technical training as half done, before 
she is able to tell me the meaning of 822.33 or to invent a table of ex-
pansions for that delightful region. (Unpublished letter from Daniels 
to Josephine Rathbone, December 20, 1913, RPL)
Perry next raised the problem of differentiating between students com-
pleting Riverside’s various courses. How could a hiring institution know 
what type of coursework or training students with a Riverside certiﬁ cate 
actually received? To dramatize this point, Perry contacted Daniels about 
a young woman who claimed to be a Riverside graduate. “I asked [her] a 
number of questions about what she could do, and found that she was un-
able to catalogue and that she has no particular knowledge of some other 
subjects taught in our training course. I would like to inquire how long she 
was in the Riverside Public Library and just what instruction she had been 
given” (Unpublished letter from Perry to Daniels, February 2, 1914, RPL). 
In his defense, Daniels claimed that the graduates’ certiﬁ cates clearly listed 
what courses they had mastered. In this instance, the girl had not completed 
any special training and was only passing herself off as a trained librarian. 
Her father had died recently, Daniels explained, which perhaps accounted 
for her falsiﬁ cation of the educational record (Unpublished letter from 
Daniels to Perry, February 3, 1914, RPL).
 Despite Perry’s attacks, Daniels tried to negotiate an accord between 
the two schools. He proposed, for example, that they share visiting faculty 
and suggested that they keep each other informed of rejected applicants. 
Daniels even asked Perry to attend the school’s commencement ceremony. 
“We can go on scrapping if you want to,” he appealed, “but let’s be neigh-
bors and let’s be happy occasionally over our neighborliness” (Unpublished 
letter from Daniels to Perry, December 22, 1916, RPL). Perry, then president 
of the California Library Association (CLA), replied on CLA letterhead:
Whether or not it should be so, the acceptance of your invitation would 
be interpreted by the librarians of the state as an endorsement of what 
you are working for. Unfortunately, I ﬁ nd it impossible to give such an 
endorsement, and I therefore think I had better not attend on January 
22nd. Heaven knows that I would be only too glad to sink any personal 
differences and co-operate with you, but the fact is, I do not believe 
in some of your ways of doing things, nor in some things which you 
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are trying to attain. I say this without any anger toward you personally, 
but merely as a statement of facts that cannot be overlooked. At the 
same time I freely concede your right to go about your business in 
your own way. (Unpublished letter from Perry to Daniels, December 
27, 1916, RPL)
Daniels, however, felt that Perry was not letting him “go about his 
business” but marshalling professional forces to ruin his school. For ex-
ample, Daniels suspected that Perry was using his position on California’s 
Board of Library Examiners to discriminate against RPL graduates when 
certifying county librarians. In December 1914 Daniels questioned Perry 
about the certiﬁ cation of Essae Culver who, according to Daniels, had “no 
experience whatever in county library work.” At issue was not Miss Culver’s 
qualiﬁ cations speciﬁ cally, for Daniels felt “she deserves the best you can 
give her” (Unpublished letter from Daniels to Perry, December 23, 1914, 
RPL). Rather, Daniels claimed that previously the board had emphasized 
practical experience in their grading of county library applicants. Perry 
responded hufﬁ ly: “I was quite surprised to receive an inquiry about Miss 
Culver as I hardly thought that you would expect me to write you about 
such a matter. Would you, if you were on the Examining Board?” (Un-
published letter from Perry to Daniels, December 26, 1914, RPL). Daniels 
wrote back that he had not intended to “offend” Perry’s “proprieties” nor 
to “approach” an ofﬁ cial examiner (Unpublished letter from Daniels to 
Perry, December 28, 1914, RPL). But as an educator, he felt he must be 
apprised of “the nature of the examinations to which I shall have to expose 
so many of our young women again and again” (Unpublished letter from 
Daniels to Perry, December 31, 1914, RPL). Perry ended this debate over 
certiﬁ cation by accusing Daniels of having “some ulterior object in view.” 
If Daniels had any further concerns he was advised to take them up with 
Gillis (Unpublished letter from Perry to Daniels, January 2, 1915, RPL).
 Daniels did, in fact, contact Gillis on several matters regarding Perry. 
Gillis was usually placating, ever complimenting Daniels for the good work 
he was doing in Riverside. For instance, Daniels contacted Gillis about 
Perry’s denigration of Riverside’s school and refusal to attend one of Riv-
erside’s events. Perry “expressed complete dissatisfaction, not to say open 
hostility” toward the RPL program, Daniels conﬁ ded to the State Librarian. 
“If you feel as Mr. Perry with regard to this school I should in all fairness to 
you release you from the promise to attend as much as I wish to have you” 
(Unpublished letter from Daniels to Gillis, January 16, 1914, RPL). As usual, 
Gillis tried to soothe Daniels’s rufﬂ ed feathers: “I do not understand why 
he [Perry] is so worked up over the matter. However, that has nothing to 
do with my visit to Riverside. . . . I have told you before that I believe you 
are doing a good work with your School and I see no reason to change that 
view of the matter” (Unpublished letter from Gillis to Daniels, January 19, 
1914, RPL). Even when Daniels accused Gillis of willfully omitting informa-
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tion about RPL’s school in News Notes of California Libraries, Gillis patiently 
reminded Daniels that he had requested him to submit to him some text: 
“I have never heard from you in regard to the matter.” Gillis promised to 
publish whatever advertisement Daniels desired (Unpublished letter from 
Gillis to Daniels, April 4, 1917, CSA).
 Gillis and Perry maintained a separate correspondence over profes-
sional and educational issues. Sympathizing with Perry’s complaints about 
the Riverside School, Gillis elucidated:
I am not opposed to short course schools, and I know all about what 
is being done in that regard throughout the United States. . . . My 
objection to them has been that those who take a six weeks course 
are placed upon the same foundation throughout the library world, 
as trained librarians, the same as those who have taken a years course, 
which is not fair to the library or to those who are employing what are 
supposed to be trained librarians. (Unpublished letter from Gillis to 
Perry, May 16, 1916, CSL)
On other occasions their exchanges were more heated. For instance, in 
1916 Gillis rebuked Perry for paying LAPL graduates such low wages (Un-
published letter from Perry to Gillis, June 8, 1916, CSL). Perry, on the 
other hand, criticized Gillis for “not being cordial to eastern librarians” 
and thus “giving California a bad reputation” ( James L. Gillis Recalled, 
1957, p. 697).
 Gillis’s death in July 1917 transformed the internal dynamics and power 
relations among California’s library educators. The new state librarian, 
Milton Ferguson, had graduated from the New York State Library School 
in 1902, just a year ahead of Perry. Harold Leupp, at University of Califor-
nia at Berkeley, had graduated as well from the New York school at about 
the same time. With their common educational background and shared 
professional vision, Perry, Ferguson, and Leupp easily defeated Daniels in 
the battle for California’s library schools.
 After Gillis’s death Daniels’s conspiracy theories became more persis-
tent and wide ranging. For example, in spring 1919 he accused Perry of 
secretly drafting a new library certiﬁ cation bill (AB 192) expanding the 
power of the Board of Library Examiners. “Of course we all know that 
this was Mr. Perry’s bill, and in my opinion it was aimed directly at us,” 
he fulminated to RPL lecturer Theresa Hitchler of the Brooklyn Public 
Library. “We all believe in certiﬁ cation of some sort but I don’t believe in 
certiﬁ cation by Mr. Perry” (Unpublished letter from Daniels to Hitchler, 
March 17, 1919, RPL).
 Daniels had an equally tempestuous relationship with Leupp at Berke-
ley. In 1917, Daniels attempted to convince Leupp to give university credit 
to students completing the Riverside course. Leupp refused to raise the 
matter among his faculty lest it proved “embarrassing later” (Unpublished 
letter from Leupp to Daniels, March 12, 1917, RPL). Another time, Daniels 
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accused Leupp of “poaching” his lecturers. Scofﬁ ng at what he dismissed as 
Daniels’s “orpheum circuit methods,” Leupp let it be known that he would 
not consider hiring Riverside faculty to teach at Berkeley (Unpublished 
letter from Leupp to Daniels, October 15, 1920, RPL).
 Daniels also believed that certain professional authorities sought to 
blacklist his program by failing to post his advertisements and omitting 
Riverside from ofﬁ cial lists of library schools. In March 1921, for example, 
Daniels penned an angry missive to C. C. Williamson about Riverside’s 
school being excluded from the ALA Handbook. “It is not difﬁ cult to un-
derstand who is responsible and why the Riverside school is excluded . . . 
but I think it is wrong for the American Library Association to assume 
an unwarranted attitude in such a publication” (Unpublished letter from 
Daniels to Williamson, March 7, 1921, RPL).
 By the end of the decade, however, Daniels was retreating from his 
hard-line stance against academic conventions and structures. In a 1919 
memorandum, Daniels outlined what had to be done if Riverside’s pro-
gram was to survive. The school needed a large endowment to shore up its 
ﬁ nancial foundation. He also asked for two full-time faculty “to conform to 
existing methods of supervision.” Finally, he indicated that he must have 
“adequate and exclusive ﬂ oor space for all the school activities” (Riverside 
Library Service School, 1919, RPL). Daniels had not abandoned his edu-
cation philosophy, but he instead had been forced to take action just to 
survive. “It is all a matter of certiﬁ cation, standardization and the system 
of accredited schools well known in education and now being applied to 
library schools by legislation and institutions of higher education,” he con-
ceded. “People who go to school want ‘units’ and ‘credits’. Library boards, 
schools boards, and other employers demand it. . . . Next year will be too 
late; we shall become taboo” (News release, n.d., RPL).
 This must have been a bitter time for Daniels, compounded by the heart-
wrenching deaths of both his daughters in 1921. Dorothy, who had become 
a librarian and worked alongside her father, died of tuberculosis in January. 
Her younger sister Esther died of the same disease on September 6. The 
bereft Daniels suffered a stroke several days later and died on September 
16 (Baker, 1988, p. 34). Although the Riverside Library School continued 
to operate under Daniels’s successor Charles Woods, it never received ALA 
accreditation and closed permanently during World War II.
Conclusion
In the decade prior to the Williamson Report, California was in the 
forefront of educating librarians. The major ﬁ gures in this movement—
James Gillis, Everett Perry, and Joseph Daniels—drew from their unique 
backgrounds and institutional perspectives to design training programs 
that would meet the demands of the state’s burgeoning library infrastruc-
ture. Gillis saw subject/regional expertise as paramount in California’s 
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professional practice, while Perry promoted the ideal of a standardized 
library science theory and method. Focusing on service rather than prac-
tice, Daniels sought to develop the character and executive ability of his 
Riverside graduates. While none of these pioneering California library 
schools survived, their founders’ passionate debates over students, faculty, 
and curriculum helped reformulate professional education and redeﬁ ne 
who and what a librarian would be.
 Sarah Vann, in her 1971 monograph on the Williamson Reports, sug-
gests that “had Daniels lived, the history of library school development on 
the west coast might have been quite different” (p. 126). Yet, in retrospect 
it was Gillis’s not Daniels’s passing that marked the turning point in the 
history of California’s library education. Despite Williamson’s momentary 
infatuation with Daniels’s school and his promise of a temporary endow-
ment, this type of nonacademic program was already doomed. The ﬁ rst 
generation of library school graduates like Perry, Leupp, and Ferguson were 
taking control of professional education, and they would soon refashion it 
in their own image.
Notes
1. RPL refers to the Riverside City and County Public Library Archives. Record Group II. 
Joseph Daniels Papers. Riverside, California.
2. CSL refers to the California State Library, California Section, Sacramento, California.
3. CSA refers to the California State Archives, Department of Education—State Library 
Records, F3616, Sacramento, California.
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